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Abstract
This project aims at studying the dynamics and performance of oscillatory gutter brushes
for street sweeping. Published works suggest that brush oscillations may improve brushing
efficiency and make evident the need for research into brushing technology.
The variable speed of the brush can be attained by means of noncircular gears. Thus,
several gear profiles are investigated, and a gear pair that minimises shaft accelerations is
developed.
The behaviour of oscillatory gutter brushes is studied by means of analytical and numerical
models and experimental tests. Mathematical models of freely-rotating brushes are
developed based on the theory of forced transverse vibrations of beams. Dynamic finite
element models are also developed. These entail a transient nonlinear analysis, involving
three-dimensional large deflections and contact between bristles and road and between
bristles. Finally, experimental tests have been performed for two purposes: (a) to obtain
the values of the Rayleigh damping coefficients of gutter brushes, the normal contact
stiffness for bristle-road interaction, and the coefficient of friction for bristle-bristle
contact. These values are used in the finite element analyses. (b) To study the
effectiveness of oscillatory gutter brushes in sweeping gravel, sand and fine particles, wet
thin debris, and bonded particles.
The results suggest that the developed gear pair outperforms the other gears not only
regarding the minimisation of shaft accelerations, but also concerning the potential bristle
oscillation amplitudes that can be attained. Results also show that brush dynamics is
highly affected by many factors and parameters. It is concluded that brush oscillations
may improve sweeping performance, depending on the frequency of brush oscillation, the
oscillatory function, and the debris type, amongst other factors and parameters. Brush
oscillations seem to be beneficial for compacted or sticky debris, which require high
dislodging forces, but are not necessary when sweeping loose debris. Thus, oscillations
may be used for compacted debris, increasing the efficiency and productivity of the
sweeping process. Finally, brush configurations for different debris types are proposed.
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CHAPTERl
Introduction
1.1. OVERVIEW
This work is concerned with the dynamics and performance of oscillatory gutter brushes for
street sweeping. This chapter introduces background information on street sweeping and
describes some problems related to the sweeping process, particularly those pertaining to the
operation of gutter brushes. The aims of the research project and the organisation of the thesis
are also presented.
1.2. OUTLINE OF STREET SWEEPING
Street sweeping is an important service that is widely carried out in urban areas around the
world. The amount of debris and pollution that is deposited on roadways has to be removed
not only so that they look clean, but also to prevent storm-water facilities from being blocked
by debris and polluted particles from being blown into the atmosphere or reaching aquatic
systems through storm-water runoff facilities.
The sweeping activity is usually performed by lorry-type vehicles. Modern sweepers may be
classified into four common types: mechanical broom, vacuum-assisted, regenerative air, and
vacuum-assisted dry sweepers. Mechanical broom sweepers (Figure 1.1) comprise a wide
broom that rotates sweeping the debris forward and onto a conveyor system that transfers it to
a debris hopper. In general, these machines outperform other sweepers when sweeping very
heavy or packed-down debris, such as road millings. Vacuum-assisted sweepers comprise a
fan, which suction debris-laden air through an inlet into a hopper; the air is constantly
exhausted during the process. Vacuum systems are commonly combined with brooms with
the purpose of improving sweeping performance, as illustrated in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1. Schematic representation of a mechanical broom street
sweeper (with vacuum), Centurion™ (Tennant Company, 2004)
Regenerative air sweepers (Figure 1.2) are similar to the vacuum ones, but they have a blast
action, to dislodge debris from the road, and constantly re-circulate (regenerate) their air
supply internally, employing a closed-loop, cyclonic effect to clean it. A re-circulating, high-
velocity jet of air (1) quickly blasts down and (2) across the width of the pick-up head onto
the road surface forcing debris and dust up into the air stream. The debris-laden air stream is
suctioned into a hopper (3), where the air loses velocity and the larger debris falls to the
bottom. A screen at the top of the hopper prevents large debris from leaving it and entering a
centrifugal dust separator (4). The separator spins the air along the curved wall of a chamber,
and the micron-size particles go back into the hopper. The cleaned air starts the cycle again.
These machines can clean several types of debris in a large variety of situations, provide a
more thorough cleaning than vacuum sweepers, and tend to be environmentally friendlier.
Normally, all these machines use water for dust suppression.
Lastly, the vacuum-assisted dry sweeper, which has emerged very recently, operates without
use of water and consists of "dry" rotating brooms, which loosen particles from the road,
enclosed in a powerful vacuum pick-up head that suctions the debris into a container. The air
is eventually filtered down up to 10 urn typically. The technology overcomes the
disadvantage of traditional water sprays that tend to dissolve the pollution-laden particles,
forming a kind of slurry that may be left in the road cracks.
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Figure 1.2. Schematic representation of the closed-loop regenerative air
system of a regenerative air street sweeper (TYMCO, 2003)
There are some problems associated with street sweeping. The types of debris, road surfaces,
and environmental conditions vary depending on time and location. Therefore, the setting of
the sweeping mechanisms of street sweepers should be optimised according to the sweeping
conditions encountered. In particular, the parameters of the gutter brush such as penetration,
vertical force, and rotational speed should be set such that the debris is effectively removed,
whilst minimising brush wear and power consumption. Nonetheless, the "optimum" set of
operating parameters may not be known. Further, frequent changes of the settings may not be
easy or even possible. In fact, the sweeping process may have many complexities that make
the process inefficient. For instance, apart from having to control the setting of the sweeping
mechanisms for the variable conditions encountered, drivers of street sweepers also have to
drive the vehicle safely and maintain the gutter brush at the correct position in the gutter,
while minimising downtime. Because of complexities of this type, drivers often set the gutter
brush at the beginning of the shift and leave it unchanged, regardless of variable conditions of
roads, debris, and brush wear. In addition, vehicle speed may be very low and, then,
sweeping time will be excessive. Therefore, the efficiency of the sweeping process is often
very low, and brush wear is high. This is critical as, it is generally accepted, 80% of the
debris is found in the gutter (Michie len and Parker, 2000; Peel et aI., 2001).
A short history of street sweepers and a more detailed description of sweeping vehicles are
presented in Vanegas Useche and Parker (2004). Recent developments in street sweeping
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equipment, including new technologies and accessories of street sweepers, are described in
Vanegas Useche et al. (2006b).
1.3. GUTTER BRUSHES OF STREET SWEEPERS
1.3.1. Gutter Brush Construction
Gutter brushes are tools composed of bristles that are fixed into a mounting board, and, like
other types of brushes, they are elastic, flexible, and conform to irregular or flat surfaces. Due
to these features, a gutter brush can reach difficult or specific areas without damaging the
bristles or the surfaces to be swept. As it is normally difficult for the main sweeping
mechanism of street sweepers to reach the debris that lies in the gutter, most of them have a
small gutter brush (on one or both sides of the sweeper) that transfers debris from the gutter
into the path of the mechanism (Figure 1.2). The bristles of gutter brushes are grouped
forming clusters, which are arranged in one or more rows to form the brush with a cup-like
shape, as shown in Figure 1.3. The bristle material may be steel, cold drawn or hardened and
tempered, or polypropylene.
Cluster mount point Wire ring
Wire ring
Mounting board
Bristles Bristles
Cluster
Figure 1.3. Construction of a gutter brush with wire bristles. The bristles are grouped into
clusters, which are introduced into holes in the mounting board and fixed by a wire ring
1.3.2. Gutter Brush Operation
The function of the brush is to transfer debris from the gutter into the path of a suction nozzle
and/or a wide sweep broom as the vehicle advances along the street. In general, gutter
brushes rotate about an axis that is tilted from the vertical. The bristles make contact with
debris and flick it towards the path of the collection systems. As illustrated in Figure lA, a
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skirt prevents debris from being flicked towards the other side of the road. The performance
of a gutter brush depends on several variables. Particularly, there are some variables intrinsic
to the brush, which may be classified as material properties, geometric brush design
parameters, and operating variables. These are described in Sections 1.3.3 through 1.3.6.
Skirt~
Debris
collection
zone
Gutter brush
Gutter
Kerb
Gutter brush
Skirt
Debris i
Suction
unit
Vehicle travel
direction
Suction unit
Vehicle travel
direction
Figure 1.4. Operation of the gutter brush. The tilted, rotating brush sweeps debris from
the gutter towards the debris collection zone; the skirt prevents debris from being
dispersed onto the road surface, and as the vehicle advances the debris is collected by
the suction unit
1.3.3. Material Properties
Material properties are those that are inherent in the materials that constitute the brush.
However, it is the bristle material that affects brush performance the most. Among other
aspects, these properties influence both bristle and brush stiffness, allowable bristle stresses,
wear resistance, and friction forces. Table 1.1 describes some bristle material properties.
Table 1.1. Main material properties of the bristles of a gutter brush
Material property Symbol Comments
Modulus of elasticity E Ratio, within the elastic limit, between the stress and the corresponding strain
Density p Density of the bristle material
Poisson's ratio v Ratio of transverse to longitudinal strain
Yield strength S, Normal stress where a marked increase of deformation occurs
Endurance limit Se Alternating stress level below which the fatigue life is practically infinite
Coefficient of Depends on the interaction between two surfaces and, if applicable, a
friction I' lubricant
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1.3.4. Geometric Parameters
Introduction
In this work, geometric parameters are those that are required to manufacture the brush. The
main parameters that define the geometry of a gutter brush are presented in Table 1.2 and are
illustrated in Figure 1.5.
Table 1.2. Gutter brush geometric parameters
Geometric parameter Symbol Comments
Total number of bristles n" Total number of bristles that constitute the brush
Number of bristles per It is assumed that every cluster of a given row has the
cluster at the jth mount nbcj same number of bristles, but that different rows may
radius have different number of bristles per cluster
Number of clusters at the Every row may have a different number of clusters.
jth mount radius n., j = 1, 2, 3 ... , where 1 corresponds to the outer radius
N umber of mount radi i 11,. Number ofrows of clusters
Bristle mount angle ¢ Angle between the bristle axis and the board normal
Bristle mount orientation This angle defines the action of the brush: cutting,
angle r flicking, or intermediate action (Figure 1.6)
Angle between clusters Si Angle between adjacent clusters at thejth row
Mount radius rAJ Middle radius ofa cluster mount point at thejth row
End radius re Middle radius of a cluster free end at the jth row
Bristle length t, It is assumed that all bristles in a brush are of equallength
Bristle breadth II The larger (tl) and the smaller (/2) dimensions of the
Bristle width t2 bristle rectangular cross section
Cross-sectional area A Area of the cross section of a bristle
Second moments of area 1",lyy
Moments of area of the bristle cross section with
respect to axes parallel to II and ti respectively
n, mount
radii
(a)
nbc
bristles
(b)
Figure 1.5. Geometric parameters of a gutter brush. (a) Gutter brush with two mount radii. In
general, there may be n, mount radii rA1, rA2, rA3 ... rAn" starting from the outer mount radius. (b)
Except for one cluster, only the "central bristle" of each cluster at the outer row is shown
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There are some relationships among the geometric parameters. They are given by (Peel,
2002)
n,
11" =I llc;llbe;' (1.1 )
;=1
C; = 2" (1.2); ,
lle;
re = rAj + lb sin¢, ( 1.3).I
A = tlt2, (l.4)
I =_ltt3 (1.S)
IZ 12 I 2 ,
1 3 (1.6)II'\' = 12 t2tl
1.3.5. Cutting and Flicking Brushes
There are two types of brushes on the market, cutting and flicking brushes (Peel et al., 2001),
which differ only in the bristle mount orientation angle (r); this dramatically affects the
performance of the brush. In the case of a cutting brush (r = 0°), illustrated in Figure 1.6.a,
the bristle tends to deflect mainly in the radial direction. This, together with the rotation of
the brush, produces a stiff collision between bristle and debris, providing the "cutting action."
Thus, the cutting brush is appropriate for compacted debris such as wet sand. For a flicking
brush (r = 90°), shown in Figure 1.6.b, the bristle predominantly deflects in the tangential
direction. Thus, the sweeping action is similar to that of the bristles in a domestic broom, as
the bristles deflect further when they encounter debris. Notably, as the brush is usually tilted
and the bristles make contact, deflect, and are then released at a relatively high speed, they
"flick" the debris towards the skirt. Due to their sweeping action, flicking brushes sweep
small particles easier (Wang, 200S), when compared to the cutting brush, and are commonly
used for light debris such as leaves (Peel, 2002). Finally, it is also possible that the mount
orientation angle is between -90° and 90°, and, in this case, there may be a combined cutting
and flicking action.
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o o o o
6 0
o
o
(a) Cutting brush (b) Flicking brush
Figure 1.6. Bristle orientation. (a) The bristles of the cutting brush are orientated so that they
deflect mainly in the brush radial direction. This is the orientation of reference, that is, r = O. (b)
The bristles of the flicking brush are rotated through an angle of 90°, i.e., r = 90°
1.3.6. Operating Variables
The operating variables are those that can be controlled during the operation of the street
sweeper. Table 1.3 introduces the most important operating parameters of a gutter brush.
The orientation of the brush with respect to the direction of travel of the vehicle is defined by
the offset angle, ;, and the angle of attack, 13. Figure 1.7 shows the global Cartesian system
of coordinates, XeYeZe, which is stationary with respect to the vehicle chassis, and the brush
system of axes, XbYiJZb, which is fixed to the brush. The Xc axis is aligned with the direction of
motion of the vehicle and the Ze axis is vertical upwards. In Figure 1.7.a, the brush is in its
reference position (both system of axes coincide and; = 13= 0), and, as can be seen, the brush
is to be rotated through an angle ~ about the Ze axis. The position of the brush in Figure 1.7.b
is an arbitrary working position. It has been rotated through an angle ~ about the Ze axis and
then an angle 13 about the moved Yb axis. Due to the combination of these two rotations, the
brush is tilted towards the road gutter, which is the area of the road that has to be reached. It
has to be noted that the position shown for the brush system, XbYiJZb, may be regarded as the
"initial" position, i.e., at a reference time of t = O. As this system is fixed to the brush, it
rotates with it. Therefore, the orientation of the axes Xb and Yb will change continuously.
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Table 1.3. Operating parameters of gutter brushes
Operating
Symbol Units Commentsparameter
Brush offset ; degree Horizontal rotation of the brush towards to gutter withangle respect to the sweeper travel direction (Figure 1.7)
Brush angle of
fJ degree
Angle between the mounting board and the road
attack surface
Brush rotational rad/s,
Rotational speed about the brush axis
speed OJ rpm
Vehicle speed v mls Velocity of the sweeper
Brush mm, Downwards displacement of the brush from the time
penetration L1 m
when the "first" tip (of an un-deflected bristle) makes
contact with the road until the final position is reached
Brush vertical
Fb N
Vertical force exerted by the sweeping mechanism on
force the brush
Brush torque t, Nm Torque exerted on the brush
Brush power p W Power required to rotate the brush
Brush stiffness K N/mm
Ratio between instantaneous change of vertical force
and instantaneous change of penetration
Outer radius of The outer curve of the contact zone may be assumed
the contact zone rcz
mm as an arc of a circle (Figure 1.8)
Brush contact
degree Angle subtended by the outer arc of the contact zone
arc s;
Vehicle
direction
of travel
(a) Position of reference
of the brush
(b) Arbitrary position of
the brush
Figure 1.7. Brush orientation. The global Cartesian system of coordinates, xGYGzG, is defined
such that the XG axis is aligned with the direction of travel of the sweeper and the ZG axis is
vertical upwards. (a) The brush system of axes, XbYbZb, which is fixed to the brush, is defined
such that they coincide with the global axes, xGYGzG, when the q = f3 = 0 at a reference time t
= o. (b) The brush has been rotated through an angle q about the ZG axis and then an angle
f3 about the modified position of the Yb axis. The system XbYbZb is shown at t = O.
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The brush contact arc, Kc, and the outer radius of the contact zone, rc:, are illustrated in
Figure 1.8. The contact arc is defined as the angle about the centre of the mounting board,
from first bristle contact with the surface up to the release point. The contact zone is the zone
where there is contact between the bristles and the surface. For a tilted brush, this zone can be
regarded as an elliptic sector. However, the elliptic contours can be approximated by circular
arcs (Wang, 2005).
Contact zone
Tilted
g"tte'b,"~
Figure 1.8. Schematic diagram of the instantaneous zone of contact between bristles and surface
Additional zones of interest in the brush-suction street sweeping system are illustrated in
Figure 1.9. The overall area covered by the brush and suction zone corresponds to the gutter
brush zone. This is measured from the skirt to the kerb. The brush contact arc Kc defines the
sweeping zone, i.e., the zone where the bristles make contact with the road surface. The
sweeping zone extends from the kerb to an imaginary line named the boundary line. Lastly,
the suction zone is limited by the skirt and the end of the suction nozzle closer to the kerb.
Theoretically, the sweeper operates effectively if there is an overlap between the sweeping
zone and the suction zone. This overlap is named the boundary zone.
Other operating parameters of the brush are illustrated in Figure 1.10. It is convenient to
discuss some of them, especially brush penetration. As gutter brushes normally work tilted,
the penetration, ~, is defined by the first cluster, which is represented by a single bristle in
Figure 1.10, that would make contact with the road surface when a stationary (non-rotating)
brush is lowered. The penetration can be considered as the vertical distance between the
surface and the tip of that bristle if it could penetrate the road without deflection, as shown in
Figure 1.10. The brush power, P, and brush stiffness, K, are given by (Shia et al., ]989)
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Gutter
brush
zone
(1.7)
(1.8)
Tilted Gutter
brush ~ Suction
nozzleSuction
zone
Sweeping
zone
arc, Kc
Vehicle travel
direction
Kerb
Figure 1.9. Schematic diagram of the zones of a brush-suction system
Vehicle
direction
of travel
Figure 1.10. Illustration of operating parameters of a gutter brush
Additionally, other operating parameters may be the lateral forces transmitted to the brush and
the additional power necessary to move the brush at the speed v. Furthermore, as will be
discussed later in this work, when the brush rotational speed is not constant, additional
variables affect the performance of the brush.
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1.4. AIMS OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT
Taking into account the problems described in Section 1.2 and the need for studying and
improving the performance of gutter brushes of street sweepers, the aim of the project is to
study brush performance. The literature reveals that environmental adaptability and operating
complexities are usually the main concerns when a sweeper is to be acquired (Wang, 2005).
Therefore, the sweeping process should be simplified as much as possible. In addition, the
number of brush configurations needed to sweep debris under different conditions should be
minimised. In order to achieve this, it is necessary to gain first an understanding of the
dynamics and performance of gutter brushes under various operating parameters and debris-
road conditions. As will be seen in the next chapter, brush oscillations improve performance
in some brush applications. Taking this into account, this research is focused on the
behaviour of gutter brushes when an oscillatory action is superimposed onto their continuous
rotation, i.e., when the rotational speed is variable. This oscillation may improve sweeping
efficiency, and it is of interest to determine the brush parameters that optimise it.
The specific objectives of the project are:
To investigate appropriate pairs of noncircular gear profiles to drive gutter brushes for
street sweeping, so as to provide the oscillatory-rotary motion.
• To develop mathematical and finite element models of oscillatory brushes.
•
• To perform experimental tests to study the performance of gutter brushes.
• To study the behaviour of oscillatory gutter brushes, under several operating parameters.
Variables such as forces, coefficient of friction, deformations, and effectiveness of gutter
brushes will be studied experimentally and by means of theoretical and numerical models.
• To determine gutter brush configurations and operating parameters that may provide
improved sweeping action.
1.5. STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS
This work is organised as follows. Chapter 2 presents literature reviews on street sweeping
equipment, brushing technology, and noncircular gears. Regarding brushing technology, five
topics are reviewed: (a) beam models for brush dynamics. These include small and large
deflection bending theory and the finite element method. (b) Dynamic behaviour of brushes,
particularly gutter brushes. (c) Debris removal models. (d) Brushing efficiency. (e)
Effectiveness of gutter brushes in removing different types of debris.
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Mathematical work is presented in Chapters 3 and 4. Chapter 3 deals with the design of
possible profiles of noncircular gears to drive oscillatory gutter brushes. Different profiles are
compared and analysed, and a noncircular gear pair that minimises shaft accelerations is
developed. Then, mathematical models for the dynamic behaviour of freely-rotating
oscillatory cutting and flicking brushes are derived in Chapter 4. With these models, an
insight into the behaviour and key parameters of oscillatory gutter brushes is gained.
Experimental work was also carried out, and this is dealt with in Chapters 5 and 6. Chapter 5
presents the methodology and results of experimental tests that have been performed to obtain
(a) the Rayleigh damping coefficients of a bristle and a cluster of bristles, (b) the coefficient
of friction for bristle-bristle interaction, and (c) the normal contact stiffness for bristle-surface
contact. These parameters are used in the finite element analyses performed in Chapter 7. In
Chapter 6, the methodology and results of experimental sweeping tests with oscillatory and
non-oscillatory brushes for a number of debris types are presented. The hardware and
software of the test rig used for the experimental tests are described. Experimental tests with
freely-rotating and constrained oscillatory gutter brushes were also conducted. Qualitative
results for these tests are presented.
In Chapter 7, dynamic finite element models of gutter brushes are developed and applied.
The main features and the derivation of the models are described. The results of sensitivity
analyses are also presented. Comparisons and validations of the finite element models with
one another and with previous experimental results are carried out. Finally, one of the finite
element models developed is applied to study the performance of conventional and oscillatory
gutter brushes. Some criteria for assessing brushing performance are proposed.
Chapter 8 presents a short discussion on the performance and applicability of oscillatory
brushes. Brush configurations that may be used to improve brush performance are presented.
Finally, Chapter 9 concludes this work and introduces some topics for further research.
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Literature Review
2.1. INTRODUCTION
Literature reviews on street sweeping, brushing technology, and noncircular gears are
presented. Section 2.2 reviews the literature on street sweeping. However, research into
gutter brushes for street sweeping is presented in separate sections. Sections 2.3 to 2.7 review
the literature on brushing technology. Section 2.3 presents the beam models that have been
proposed for brush modelling. The dynamics of brushes are dealt with in Section 2.4.
Afterwards, the modelling of debris removal using brushes and brushing efficiency are
reviewed. The effectiveness of gutter brushes is dealt with in Section 2.7. Then, Section 2.8
reviews the literature on noncircular gears. Finally, Section 2.9 presents some concluding
remarks and potential directions of research into street sweeping and brushing technology.
2.2. STREET SWEEPING
2.2.1. Overview
In spite of the importance and problems of the street sweeping practice, the amount of
published literature on street sweeping is very limited. The advances in this area seem to have
been achieved mainly by the manufacturers of sweeping equipment, and some of the most
recent developments are focused on environmental aspects. The main areas in which
literature has been published are (a) effectiveness of street sweeping in controlling road
pollution (Section 2.2.2), (b) automation of road sweeping vehicles (Section 2.2.3), and (c)
debris removal modelling, dynamics, and effectiveness of gutter brushes. As the three topics
in (c) are concerned with gutter brushes, they are covered in the literature review on brushing
technology (Sections 2.3 to 2.7). Additional details of the research into street sweeping are
presented in Vanegas Useche and Parker (2004), Vanegas Useche and Abdel Wahab (2005),
and Vanegas Useche et al. (2006b).
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2.2.2. Effectiveness of Street Sweepers in Pollution Removal
Pollution on roadways is a major environmental and health concern. Vehicles and pedestrians
leave contaminated debris on streets, which tends to be dispersed into the air, producing
negative effects on human life, and to be washed off into lakes, rivers, and oceans, adversely
affecting aquatic life. Some pollutants degrade water quality and harm aquatic life by
hindering photosynthesis, breathing, growth, and reproduction. As pollution tends to be
attached mainly to particles of microscopic size, it is desirable that street sweepers be highly
effective in removing these particles. Nonetheless, current sweeping practice does not seem
to be effective in this respect, as discussed in the next paragraphs.
The effectiveness of vacuum, mechanical broom, and regenerative air sweepers in removing
pollution from roads is low, though regenerative air sweepers appear to be the most effective
of the three types. For instance, it has been reported that the effectiveness of vacuum and
mechanical broom sweepers ranges from 3% to 15% for particles less than 44 urn, As to
regenerative air sweepers, it has been estimated that the removal effectiveness is 32% for
particles less than 63 urn and 100% for particles between 600 urn and 2000 urn. However,
they, as well as the mechanical sweepers, need a threshold load to become effective. Thus, if
the minimum threshold amount is not provided, the effectiveness may drop to zero (Walker
and Wong, 1999).
On the other hand, it has been reported that vacuum-assisted dry sweepers are the most
effective in removing road pollution. It has been indicated that they have total removal
effectiveness of 70%, for particles less than 63 urn, and between 77% and 96% for sizes from
125 urn to larger than 6370 urn (Walker and Wong, 1999). Additionally, independent studies
have shown the ability of the "Enviro Whirl" (vacuum-assisted dry sweeper) in removing
99.6% of particles over 10 urn (EPA, 1999). Hence, this type of sweeper may significantly
reduce road pollution and may be the only vehicles that should be used for this purpose.
However, the actual effectiveness of the street sweeping practice may be minimal if, for
example, environmental and geographic factors, the physical conditions of the streets, type of
debris, and sweeping frequencies are not controlled carefully. In fact, as it is currently
practiced, street sweeping cannot be expected to be effective in the reduction of suspended
solids and associated traced metals in storm water (Walker and Wong, 1999). Furthermore, it
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may reduce pollution but may not be a cost-effective method. Taking into account this and
that the effectiveness of the different sweepers has been assessed for the vehicles as a whole,
rather than evaluating separately the characteristics of the sweeping mechanisms, it is
concluded that more research is necessary to understand and improve street sweeping.
A more detailed review of the effectiveness of street sweepers In pollution removal IS
presented by Vanegas Useche and Abdel Wahab (2005).
2.2.3. Automation of Street Sweeping Equipment
A novel concept of a semi-autonomous street sweeper has been proposed by the Mechatronics
Systems and Robotics Research (MSRR) group of the University of Surrey (Michielen and
Parker, 2000; Peel et aI., 2001; Peel and Parker, 2002; Peel, 2002; Wang, 2005; Abdel Wahab
et aI., 2007). The investigation aims at automating the street sweeping process, so as to
improve its performance and safety and to reduce driver fatigue, brush wear, and vehicle
emissions. Areas in which the project can be subdivided include the identification of
road/debris conditions, the dynamic characteristics of gutter brushes, and a control system that
adapts the brushing parameters according to the sweeping conditions.
According to Peel et al. (2001) and Michielen and Parker (2000), the automation of the
vehicle can be made possible by means of a forward-looking debris vision detection system.
This identifies and classifies various road surfaces and debris, as the brush configuration may
have to be adjusted according to the surface roughness and type of debris, so as to sweep
efficiently. The proposed sensor system comprises a small CCD (Charge-Coupled Device)
video camera, which captures two-dimensional (2-D) images, and laser line generators to
build a 3-D profile of the road and debris ahead. Dimensions and position of large or tall
objects are obtained by building a height map, whereas patches of materials are identified by
classifying the distribution of pixel intensity over the image representing the patch surface.
Once the road and debris ahead are identified, a signal can be sent to the control system,
which will modify the brush operating parameters, e.g., brush vertical force and rotational
speed, to improve brush performance. Additionally, the control system can track the road
edge in order to move the brush to its "best" orientation and position.
The sensor system has been tested in the Mechatronics Laboratory at the University of Surrey
and has been successful in the identification of sand, gravel, stone, and leaves. However, two
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main problems of the system are that real-time processing of complex images may be limited
by the hardware and that a wide range of road/debris conditions and environmental
uncertainties is encountered in outdoor applications (Michielen and Parker, 2000). In
addition, brush characteristics must be known so that the control system can successfully
improve sweeping performance by adjusting the configuration of the gutter brush. The
dynamics of gutter brushes has been studied by Peel et al. (2001), Peel and Parker (2002),
Peel (2002), Wang (2005), and Abdel Wahab et al. (2007) and is dealt with in Section 2.4.2.
In addition, some considerations for the automatic control of gutter brushes are presented in
Wang (2005). The architecture of a proposed control system is illustrated in Figure 2.1. This
indicates that, according to the type of road and debris identified by a forward-looking sensor,
a decision unit produces the requirements for different brushing parameters. The
requirements are the values of vertical force (or penetration), rotational speed, angle of attack,
and position with respect to the curb.
Requirements: Servos:
Force or position .1 IPenetrationI
Debris information Rotational speed J Rotation IForward 1Decision
lookingRoad information unit Angle of attack .I Isensor Brush inclinationI
Curb/vehicle position J Curb following J"I
Figure 2.1. Architecture of an automatic brush control scheme proposed by Wang (2005)
2.3. BEAM MODELS FOR BRUSH DYNAMICS
2.3.1. Overview
This section presents the beam equations and beam models that have been proposed in the
literature to model brush dynamics. However, some remarks on complex beam models that
have not been proposed for brush dynamic modelling are also presented (Section 2.3.5).
Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 briefly describe the large and small deflection bending theories. A
discrete beam model that has been developed for a cup brush for surface finishing operations
is presented in Section 2.3.4. Section 2.3.6 reviews relevant Finite Element (FE) beam
models of brushes. Finally, Section 2.3.7 presents some remarks on beam models.
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2.3.2. Large Deflection Elastic Theory
Large deflection bending theory is an appropriate method to model bristle deflections, which
are commonly very large. According to large deflection theory, the bending moment at any
section of a beam is given by
M = El dBb
ds '
(2.1)
where E is the modulus of elasticity, r is the second moment of area of the cross section, and
Bb (normally called "slope") is the angular orientation of the beam at the section of analysis,
which is located at a distance s along the deformed beam from a given section of reference, as
shown in Figure 2.2.a.
Yb~'~y
~---------~ 'x__----------------_1
T:::::::
•
(a) Large deflection of a beam (b) Small deflection of a beam. For small
deflections Bb ", tan Bb = dy/dx and s", x
Figure 2.2. Deflection y. slope Bb. and other variables in the deflection of a beam
2.3.3. Small Deflection Elastic Theory
When the deflections of a beam are small, the slope is also small and the approximations Bb ~
tan Bb = dyldx and s ~ x apply. Therefore, Equation 2.1 yields the equation of small deflection
or first-order bending theory:
M = El d
2
y
dx' '
(2.2)
where y is the deflection of the section located at a distance x from a given section of
reference (Figure 2.2.b).
2.3.4. A Discrete Beam Model
A large deflection mechanics method is proposed by Stango and Shia (1997) to model the
deformation of the bristles of a freely rotating cup brush for surface finishing applications;
this method has been used by other researchers (Peel and Parker, 2002; Peel, 2002). As the
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bristle is subjected to a displacement-dependent centrifugal force, it is stated that Equation 2.1
is not amenable to a direct analytical solution. Therefore, discretization of the bristle is
carried out in conjunction with a numerical method. The bristle is modelled as a system that
consists of a finite number of straight, rigid elements connected to each other by rotational
springs, as shown in Figure 2.3.
ith link
L_
B/)Q -.»
Pseudo-link ~
(i
ith joint
OJ)_._. _._ - _._._._ -.- _. __ ._._._._.-._ ..
(a)
UJ_.~. __ ._._. __ ._._._._._._. __ ._._. __ .•
J (b)
Figure 2.3. Modelling of a cantilever beam or bristle. An angular velocity is depicted, but
the model may be applied to a stationary beam. (a) Deformed beam clamped at an angle
¢ with respect to the reference axis. (b) Discrete model of the beam consisting of rigid
straight links interconnected through rotational springs
The length of every link is equal to the bristle length, h, divided by the number of elements, n.
The ith link (i = 1,2,3 ... n) has two coordinates: the radial coordinate r, which is the distance
from the centre of mass to the axis of rotation, and the angular orientation of the link relative
to the axis of rotation, Bb', which is normally called the slope. The rotational spring constant
kT is determined by analysing a beam subjected to a constant bending moment, as illustrated
in Figure 2.4., and equating the energy stored in the real beam with its counterpart in the
model. The process is summarised herein. As the moment is constant along the beam, the
radius of curvature is also constant; then, Equation 2.1 yields
8 M
(2.3)
where h is the beam length and e is the arc angle enclosed by the deformed beam. Assuming
that the real beam is divided into n equal segments, the strain energy stored in each of these
segments is given by
U; =~(.!..Me)=_!_ E18
2
, i=1,2,3 ...n.
n 2 2 nl ;
(2.4)
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o
M
(
Pseudo-link 7
BbO = -Bb1 -'- - __, ---
(b)
Figure 2.4. (a) Deformed cantilever beam subjected to a constant bending moment. (b)
Equivalent discrete model of the beam in (a). The model comprises n links (plus a pseudo-
link) and n rotational springs; n = 3 in this example. This especial case is used to
determine the equivalent rotational spring constant
The strain energy stored by each rotational spring of the model in Figure 2.4.b is given by
(2.5)
Noting that the first element (i = 1) depends on BbO, a pseudo-link is introduced into the
system, as shown in Figure 2.4, as well as in Figure 2.3. The orientation of the pseudo-link is
conveniently defined as BbO = ¢ - (Bb! - ¢), where ¢ is the mount angle of the clamped end of
the beam with respect to the axis of rotation (¢ = 0 in Figure 2.4). Additionally, an analysis of
the geometry of the systems in Figure 2.4 shows that Bbi - Bbi-! = Gin (i = 1, 2, 3 ... n). Taking
this into account, equating Equations 2.4 and 2.5 yields
k = Eln
T I
b
(2.6)
2.3.5. More Complex Beam Models
The beam models and theories in Sections 2.3.2 to 2.3.4 are simple models that deal with the
2-dimensional (2-D) deformations undergone by beams subjected to bending in a plane.
However, beams may be subjected to complex 3-dimensional (3-D) deformations, which are
the product of the interaction of several deformations and phenomena. Due to these
complexities, many researches have developed comprehensive dynamic models for beams
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attached to a rotating base (Murphy and Lee, 1998; Al-Bedoor and Hamdan, 2001; Al-Bedoor
et al., 2002) or undergoing large overall motions (Kane et al., 1987; Yoo et al., 1995).
The beam models are linear or nonlinear and may consider, e.g., axial extension, torsion,
shear displacements, warping, and centrifugal stiffening. Classic linear modelling is simple
and easy to apply in Finite Element (FE) methods, but the accuracy is compromised when the
beam undergoes large overall motions (Yoo et al., 1995). Conversely, non-linear models are
more complex and computationally less efficient but tend to be more accurate. However, Yoo
et af. (1995) and Chung and Yoo (2002) develop accurate linear models based on a stretch
deformation variable, which captures motion-induced stiffness variations, and the
linearization of the problem reduces computational effort. Due to the difficulties of solving
non-linear differential equations, the dynamics of 3-D beams are often solved by numerical
methods. These comprehensive models have applicability in cases such as turbine blades,
aircraft rotary wings, and helicopter rotor blades, where high rotational speeds and/or large
overall motions are involved. It is noted that none of these models have been proposed for the
modelling of brush dynamics, but it has been considered worth to refer to them here.
2.3.6. Finite Element Beam Models
2.3.6.1. Overview
A 3-D static Finite Element Model (FEM) is developed by Wang (2005) and Abdel Wahab et
al. (2007) to analyse the deformations and loads of gutter brushes. Section 2.3.6.3 briefly
describes this 3-D FEM, but first a short description of the FE method is presented.
2.3.6.2. The Finite Element Method
The FE method is a numerical method that may be used to find accurate solutions of complex
engineering problems. It was first introduced in a revolutionary paper by Courant in 1943 as
a mathematical technique to obtain approximate solutions of vibrations problems (Wang,
2005). However, due to the lack of computational power, the method was not given large
attention at first. The method was first developed for the analysis of aircraft structural
problems in 1956; within a decade, its applicability to different problems in applied science
and engineering was recognised (Rao, 2005). Nowadays, the computational resources
available enable to use very complex models very efficiently. Thus, the FE method is now
widely applied to, e.g., structural, thermal, aerodynamic, vibration, and contact problems.
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The principle of the FE method is to find a solution of a complex problem by replacing it by a
simpler one. Therefore, the solutions obtained are usually approximate (Rao, 2005). In a FE
beam model, the beam is divided into several segments, called "finite elements," which are
interconnected by "nodes." Loosely speaking, the external loads are applied to the nodes, and
the displacements and internal loads, e.g., bending moments, are calculated at the nodes as
well. Then, the deformation of a beam element is described by the displacements of its nodes.
The nodal loads are written as a function of nodal displacements in a matrix form (this
relationship is given by the stiffness matrix), and the unknown displacements are then
computed through equilibrium equations. The variations of the displacements, as well as
forces, stresses, etc., along a beam element are approximated by simple functions, called, e.g.,
approximated functions or interpolation models (Rao, 2005). The FE method may yield
accurate results if an appropriate model is used. For example, a sufficiently large number of
elements and an appropriate number of iterations or time stepping should be defined. The
larger the accuracy required, the greater the computational resources needed. However,
complex FE analyses can be performed efficiently through modem computing systems.
In commercial FE packages, there are many beam elements, which are usually composed of 2
or 3 nodes and can take into account a different number of deformations. The use of a
particular element depends on the characteristics of the problem and the computational
resources available. As an example, Figure 2.5 illustrates the ANSYS® beam element
"BEAM189." This is a 3-D quadratic (3-node) finite strain beam. The element is limited by
two end nodes "i" and ''j,'' and has a midside node "k." The element has an optional "I" node,
which is used to indicate the orientation of the cross section of the beam. This element is
based on Timoshenko beam theory (first-order shear-deformation theory) and is suitable for
analysing slender to moderately stubby beams. It has 6 or 7 Degrees of Freedom (DOFs) at
each node (three translations, three rotations, and an optional warping magnitude). This
element is suitable for nonlinear, large rotation analysis and includes stress stiffuess terms.
_----., I,,
Z i
y~,
j
Figure 2.5. Beam element with 3 nodes and an optional orientation node
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2.3.6.3. 3-D Finite Element Model of a Gutter Brush
Although the bristles of a brush normally withstand 3-D deformations, most of the works on
brush dynamics simplify their deformations to a 2-D problem. The model in Wang (2005)
and Abdel Wahab et al. (2007) seems to be the only one that deals with 3-D bristle
deformations. The main assumptions of this model are: (a) all the bristles are initially straight
and of equal length and have the same geometric parameters; (b) the bristles in a given cluster
withstand the same loads and deflections; (c) there is no bristle-bristle interaction; (d) the
surface is flat; (e) gravitational, aerodynamic, and inertia forces (excluding centrifugal forces)
are neglected. This 3-D FEM is a parametric model built in ANSYS®, which can be used to
study brush characteristics for different bristle materials and geometric and operating
parameters. The input data is used to create and mesh the desired number of bristles; each
bristle represents a cluster. In general, the bristles of a tilted brush penetrated a certain
amount will deform differently depending on the mount position, as shown in Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6. Loads and boundary conditions of a bristle; adapted from Abdel Wahab et al. (2007)
The application of boundary conditions and loads are as follows. The bristle top is totally
constrained. For the interaction between bristles and road, Coulomb friction is assumed. In
order to avoid the potential convergence difficulties of a contact problem, the surface is not
modelled. Tip-surface interaction is modelled by means of extemalloads applied to the tip: a
vertical force and horizontal force, which correspond to the normal force and friction force,
respectively. The rotation of the brush is modelled by means of inertia (centrifugal) forces.
The magnitudes of the contact and centrifugal forces, as well as the direction of the friction
forces, depend on the deformation characteristics of the bristles, which are unknown at the
start of the analysis. Therefore, apart from the iterations performed by the software to obtain
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a converged solution for a given condition, the model uses an iterative procedure to find a
solution for each bristle. First, it is assumed that the friction forces are zero and that the
centrifugal forces are given by the initial position of each bristle. When brush penetration is
applied, the normal forces change and the bristles deform. Thus, the centrifugal and friction
forces are updated based on the new deformed shapes of the bristles and on Coulomb friction.
Eventually, the model converges after a few iterations.
The converged solution is then used to obtain the deformation characteristics of the bristles
and the brush vertical force, tilt moment, and torque. The reactions at the top nodes are then
used to calculate the total loads, which are the sum of the loads of each bristle multiplied by
the number of bristles per cluster.
2.3.7. Remarks on Beam Models
The beam models described in the previous sections have some advantages and
disadvantages. Small deflection theory may be the easiest method to model the deformation
of the bristles of a brush. However, if accuracy is needed, it should only be applied for
applications in which the bristles are subjected to relatively small deflections. In view of this,
it has been used by a few researchers to model brush dynamics. For example, Chew et al.
(1995) apply it to model the bending of the bristles of a brush seal that is used in gas turbine
engines, based on the assumption that the bristle deflections are much smaller than the bristle
length. Normally, bristles withstand large deflections, and the large deflection bending theory
deals with them more accurately. Hence, several authors have applied this theory, for
example, Holopainen and Salonen (2002), to model the bristle of a rotating duct cleaning
brush, and Stango and his co-workers (Stango et aI., 1989; Shia et al., 1989; Heinrich et al.,
1991), to model the deformation of circular brushes for surface finishing operations.
However, as stated by Stango and Shia (1997), Equation 2.1 may not be amenable to a direct
solution (e.g., when there is a displacement-dependent force).
The comprehensive beam models dealt with in Section 2.3.5 may be appropriate for cases
when shear deflection, axial extension, and/or centrifugal stiffening, among others, contribute
significantly to the dynamic characteristics of the beam. However, the increased complexity
raises the difficulty in their implementation and/or the computational resources required. The
discrete model described in Section 2.3.4 and the FE method constitute useful approximations
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to the (large or small) deflection of a beam, and they may be appropriate for beams subjected
to deflection-dependent loads. However, the FE method may be more versatile due to the
existence of comprehensive FE-based packages. FE brush models have been developed in the
literature. For example, Li et al. (2002) use ANSYS® for the virtual design of a brush for
cleaning sugar beets. In addition, the 3-D FEM described in Section 2.3.6.3 is a useful tool to
analyse brush dynamics. However, this model is "static," i.e., excepting the centrifugal
forces, it does not consider the dynamic effects that occur in a tilted brush. Finally, it is noted
that for slender beams (bristles), the shearing deformations are far smaller than those due to
bending. Hence, these can be disregarded in practice, as suggested by Equations 2.1 to 2.4.
The next section reviews results of some of the works referred to in the preceding paragraphs.
2.4. BRUSH DYNAMICS
2.4.1. Overview
A very limited amount of research has been undertaken in brush mechanics. Many of the
works study circular or cup brushes for surface finishing operations (Stango et al., 1989; Shia
et al., 1989; Heinrich et al., 1991; Stango et al., 1991; Stango and Shia, 1997; Fitzpatrick and
Paul, 1987). Other authors have worked on the dynamics of brushes for other applications.
For example, Holm et al. (2003) deal with brushes for removal of fouling from fouling-
release surfaces, Philipossian and Mustapha (2003) with post-Clvll' cleaning applications, and
Holopainen and Salonen (2002) with brushes for air duct cleaning. Especially, published
literature on the dynamics of gutter brushes for street sweeping seems to be restricted to the
works of Peel et al. (2001), Peel (2002), Peel and Parker (2002), Wang (2005), Vanegas
Useche et al. (2005, 2006a, 2006c, 2007a), and Abdel Wahab et al. (2007), which are product
of research undertaken at the University of Surrey. This section presents brief summaries of
the results available on the dynamics of gutter brushes (Section 2.4.2), brushes for surface
finishing operations (Section 2.4.3), and brushes for other applications (Section 2.4.4).
Section 2.4.5 presents some concluding remarks.
2.4.2. Dynamics of Gutter Brushes
The mechanics and bristle deflection characteristics of cutting and/or flicking brushes for
street sweeping have been studied by a few researchers. Results of experimental tests on
gutter brushes acting against flat surfaces (e.g., oil lubricated steel and motorway grade
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concrete) are presented in Peel and Parker (2002), Peel (2002), and Peel et at. (2001); the tests
were conducted in a test rig developed at the University of Surrey. However, the last work
concentrates mainly on aspects of sweeper automation, as was described in Section 2.2.3. In
addition, a 2-D static model, which utilises the large deflection mechanics method described
in Section 2.3.4, has been derived by Peel (2002) and Peel and Parker (2002). Afterwards, a
3-D static FEM was developed by Abdel Wahab et al. (2007) and Wang (2005). These two
models were used to analyse operating parameters such as forces and torques in a horizontal
or tilted brush that acts against flat surfaces under ideal operation (i.e., without debris). The
remaining part of this section summarises and discusses the results of the experimental tests
performed by Peel (2002) and of the application of both models.
The 2-D static model assumes that the bristles in a given cluster withstand the same loads and
deflections, that the bristles deflect only in the "weaker plane" for bending deflections, and
that there is no bristle-bristle interaction. Apart from neglecting the inertia forces (excluding
centrifugal forces), the model also neglects gravitational and aerodynamic forces. In general,
the investigation is based on the following values: E = 200 GPa (steel wire bristles), h = 240
or 220 mm, II = 2 mm, ti = 0.5 mm, ¢= 26°, n; = 2, nel = na = 24, nbcl = nbc2 = 50, rAI =112.5
mm, and rA2 = 87.5 mm (these variables were defined in Tables 1.1 and 1.2, in Chapter 1).
Brush vertical force, Fi; and torque, Ti; depend on penetration, 11,rotational speed, (J), angle
of attack, p, friction, bristle length, h, and vehicle velocity, v, among other variables (these
variables were defined in Tables 1.2 and 1.3, Chapter 1). In general, Fb and Tb tend to
increase with ~, as greater penetrations result in larger bristle deformations and tip forces
(Figure 2.7). However, when some bristles are not in contact with the road at a given time
(which is the usual case for a tilted brush), the bristles start vibrating as they are released from
the road. In that case, an increase in penetration could produce a reduction of Fb and Ts,
depending on, for instance, the deformation and velocity of the bristles when they are about to
make contact with the road. Then, Fb and Tb do not necessarily increase monotonically with
~; this is illustrated in Figure 2.7 for the cutting brush. Regarding the rotational speed, the
vertical force and torque in cutting brushes diminish as the speed increases due to the effect of
the centrifugal forces, which tend to deform the bristles away from the road. In contrast,
flicking brushes do not exhibit this behaviour, as the centrifugal forces act in the "stronger
plane" of the bristle, generating negligible deflections.
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Figure 2.7. Experimental trends in a cutting brush, for a rotational speed of 100 rpm and angles of
attack j3 of 5°, 10°, and 15°; adapted from Peel (2002)
The brush angle of attack, fl, affects in a complex manner the vertical force and torque,
especially for the cutting brush. For the flicking brush, Fb and Ti, tend to decrease as the angle
is increased from 5° to 15°. This is because, for a given penetration, fewer bristles make
contact with the road at a given time when the brush is tilted a larger angle; then, fewer
bristles deform and exert forces. This trend is also noticed in the vertical force of cutting
brushes, as shown in Figure 2.7 .a. Nonetheless, the results suggest that variations in fl affect
the frictional forces and, therefore, Fb and Ti; Moreover, the findings indicate that the bristle
oscillations referred to in the previous paragraph affect Fb and Tb in such a manner that these
may increase or decrease with fl, depending on brush penetration. This effect IS more
noticeable in the case of the torque of a cutting brush, as illustrated in Figure 2.7.b.
According to theoretical results, the Coefficient of Friction (COF) between bristle and road
surface, j.1, has a profound effect on brush behaviour. For a horizontal cutting brush, friction
has a very small effect on Fi; as the bristles deflect predominantly in the weaker plane. In
contrast, for a tilted brush, friction affects not only Ti; but also Fi; As shown in Figures 2.8
and 2.9, the greater u, the higher Fb in a cutting brush, the lower Fb in a flicking brush, and,
as expected, the higher Tb in both of them. In a cutting brush, the increase in Fb with j.1 is
mainly due to the fact that the bristles tend to deflect radially when they make contact with
the road, but the friction forces hinder this deflection. On the other hand, as the bristles of a
flicking brush tend to deflect in the tangential direction, the work of the friction forces
greatly contributes to deflecting the bristles; hence, the friction forces cause a reduction of
Fi; These findings are theoretical, as stated, and are not supported experimentally.
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Figure 2.8. Theoretical trends in a cutting brush, for a rotational speed of 100 rpm, angle of attack
of 10°, and a set of coefficients of friction; adapted from Peel (2002)
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Figure 2.9. Theoretical trends in a flicking brush, for a rotational speed of 100 rpm, angle of attack
of 10°, and a set of coefficients of friction; adapted from Peel (2002)
The coefficients of friction, u, are obtained from the experimental results, and they are
assumed constant regardless of the rotational speed of the brush. Values of 0.12, for the
lubricated steel plate, and 0.5 to 0.7 (depending on the type of brush), for the concrete surface
are defined. Nonetheless, for the cutting brush acting against a rough concrete surface, the
COF seems to be dependent on the rotational speed of brush; the higher the speed, the lower
the COF, which is an indication of the presence of stick-slip friction for lower speeds.
Additionally, the findings indicate that, for the cutting brush, there is a relationship between jJ
and the brush angle of attack, /3. This seems to be mainly due to the fact that the bristle-road
contact geometry, the stick-slip friction cycles, and the ploughing effect that exists are
affected by {3. The trend observed is that the COF greatly increases with this angle (this trend
may be noticed by dividing the values of torque by those of the vertical force in Figure 2.7 for
each of the curves). However, this behaviour may be affected by the wear conditions ofthe
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bristle tip, and different results may be expected depending on the manner in which the wear
is controlled in the experiments.
Regarding bristle wear, this is a critical aspect. For example, experimental data in Peel (2002)
indicate that the brush stiffness (Equation 1.8 in Chapter 1) of a typical cutting brush, for ~ =
40 mm, increases about 300% when the bristle length, 1", decreases from 240 mm to 140 mm.
For a given penetration, the smaller l", the higher both Fi; and Ti; Therefore, a worn brush
tends to exert a much higher force than a new brush and will consume more energy, produce
more damage to the road, and wear at a higher rate. An additional, critical effect of brush
wear is that the contact zone is reduced, and, hence, the sweeping effectiveness may be
affected. Furthermore, the control of the brush forces by the operator becomes more difficult,
as a small change in penetration will result in a large change in these forces.
Vehicle speed, v, also has an important role in the characteristics of gutter brushes. For the
cutting brush, both theoretical and experimental results indicate that the vertical force
increases steadily as the vehicle velocity is raised, up to a point where the bristles collapse
under the brush. This relationship is due to the changes in the individual bristle friction
vectors produced by the vehicle velocity, and, overall, friction works to deflect the bristles (or
counteract their deflection) to a different extent, depending on vehicle speed. For the flicking
brush, the results are inconclusive, as the model suggests that vehicle velocity has a negligible
effect on the vertical force, whereas the experimental data indicate that when v is increased
from 0 to 0.8 m/s, the load first decreases and then increases. The results are not
comprehensive, as the range of speeds studied is smaller than the range of practical vehicle
speeds, which is suggested to be about 0 to 3.3 mls (12 kmIh) (Michielen and Parker, 2000).
These findings are valid for angles of attack of 5° and 10°. The effect of vehicle velocity is
also studied by Wang (2005) for fJ = 0, through the 3-D FEM described in Section 2.3.6.3.
The results of this model will be presented later in this section.
Finally, there are some important differences in the behaviour of flicking and cutting brushes.
Regarding the magnitudes of the vertical force and torque, results (for v = 0) indicate that the
cutting brush withstands lower values of Fb and Tb and, therefore, less power and lower
stresses than the flicking brush, for a given penetration. This finding suggests that the cutting
brush has a longer life, and it would be more efficient if both type of brushes cleaned the road
with the same standard of quality; however, the effectiveness of the brushes depends on the
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type of debris. Additionally, theoretical predictions for different bristle orientation angles, r,
(defined in Table 1.2 and Figure 1.6 in Chapter I) are reported. They show that r influences
the manner in which the friction forces work to deflect the bristles. The results indicate that,
when the bristle mount angle, ¢, is 26° and J-L> 0.4, r = 30° to 40° may be optimal to reduce
Fs and Tb (in about 20%), for a given A. Nonetheless, and in contrast to the conclusions
drawn by Peel (2002), after an analysis of the information that has to do with vehicle velocity,
it appears that flicking brushes could be more efficient than the cutting ones in practice, in
terms of power consumption, as gutter brushes do not work stationary but travel at the
sweeper speed. Therefore, the orientation angle of 30° to 40° is not necessarily the optimum.
Finally, theoretical results regarding the variation of the bristle vertical force indicate that in a
cutting brush the higher loads occur in the gutter, and they steadily decrease towards the
release point. In contrast, the bristle vertical force in a flicking brush is fairly constant (20%
variation) across almost all the contact area.
The modelling results presented above are based on the assumption of 2-D deflections
(deflection in the weaker plane). This assumption has been shown by Peel (2002) to be
practical, due to the large aspect ratio of the cross section of the bristle. Nevertheless, the
bristles of a gutter brush also suffer, to a certain extent, deflections in the stronger plane and
twisting. Furthermore, the model would become inappropriate if bristle cross sections of
small aspect ratios were analysed.
In view of this, Abdel Wahab et al. (2007) and Wang (2005) developed a 3-D FEM, which
has been described in Section 2.3.6.3, to obtain improved results on the dynamics of gutter
brushes. The following are the main brush parameters studied: E = 207 GPa, h= 240 (cutting
brush) or 220 mm (flicking brush), tl = 2 mm, 12 = 0.5 mm, ¢= 26°, n, = 2, ncl = na = 24, nbcl
= nbc2 = 50, rAI =112.5 mm, and rA2 = 82.5 mm. Herein, results of this model are presented.
Firstly, the COF between the bristles and a concrete surface is obtained comparing torque and
force FE results with the experimental results in Peel (2002), for the case of horizontal
brushes (fJ = 0°) rotating at 100 rpm. The results suggest that 11 = 0.5 produces acceptable
correlation between FE and experimental results for both cutting and flicking brush.
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Secondly, the model is used to obtain the brush contact arc, Kc, and outer radius of the contact
zone, rcz. These variables were defined in Chapter 1 (Figure 1.8). Figure 2.10 presents the
results for the case of cutting and flicking brushes with p = 15 mm and OJ = 100 rpm. The FE
results are compared with results of experimental tests carried out by Wang (2005). The
results show that rcz and s; increase non-linearly with A. The cutting brush produces larger
values of rcz than those of the flicking brush, because its bristles mainly deflect outwards.
Results like these may be used to obtain, e.g., the required penetration to achieve a desired
brush contact arc for a given angle of attack and brush rotational speed.
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Figure 2.10. Brush contact arc and outer radius of the contact zone; fJ = 15°, OJ = 100 rpm; adapted
from Abdel Wahab et al. (2007)
Lastly, the model is also applied to study brush vertical force, brush torque, and brush tilt
moment. Some of the results are presented below. As brush behaviour based on experimental
and modelling results in Peel (2002) has already been discussed earlier in this section, the new
findings will be the main focus of attention.
The effect of the brush angle of attack, /3, on brush vertical force, Fi; and torque, Ti; has
already been discussed, based on experimental data (Peel, 2002). However, the FE results
suggest that the curve Fb - ~ presents a linear part and a non-linear part for tilted cutting and
flicking brushes. As an example, Figure 2.11.a presents this curve for a flicking brush. For
horizontal brushes (f3 = 0), the curve is non-linear (the curve for the flicking brush, however,
is fairly linear for ~ Z 30 mm). This is because, at first, a small penetration produces a
relatively large deformation of the bristles, but as they become more "horizontal," a small
increase in penetration causes a smaller increment of bristle deformations. For tilted brushes,
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the reducing brush stiffness (slope of the curve) with penetration is compensated for by the
increasing number of bristles that become in contact with the surface. This produces a
practically linear relationship between Fb and A. According to Abdel Wahab et al. (2007), the
non-linear part starts when all the clusters become in contact with the surface. It is noted that,
in practice, the Fb - ~ curve presents oscillatory patterns, as shown in Figure 2.7, for reasons
already discussed. As the FEM is static, this behaviour is not reflected in the FE results.
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(a) Vertical force against brush penetration (b) Tilt moment against brush penetration
Figure 2.11. FE trends for the vertical force and tilt moment of a flicking brush for a set of angles of
attack; f.J = 0.5, cv = 100 rpm; adapted from Wang (2005)
The effect of f3 on the tilt moment of a flicking brush is presented in Figure 2.II.b. However,
the trends for a cutting brush are very similar. For horizontal brushes, the tilt moment is zero
regardless of the penetration level. This is because all the clusters generate the same forces,
and a moment of a cluster is counteracted by its counterpart of another. For tilted brushes, the
tilt moment first increases and then decreases with increasing penetration. As the penetration
of a tilted brush is increased the forces due to bristle deformation increase; this raises the tilt
moment. However, as the rear clusters become in contact with the surface the forces
produced by them counteract and, therefore, reduce the moment.
The effect of vehicle velocity, v, on the behaviour of horizontal brushes is described by means
of the examples in Figure 2.12. For both brush types, increasing v increases Fb and decreases
Ti; However, the variation of Fi. in the cutting brush is less pronounced. The variation of Fb
and Tb has to do with the fact that v affects bristle deformations, the direction and magnitude
of the friction forces, and the perpendicular distances from the tip to the brush axis of rotation.
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Figure 2.12. FE trends for the vertical force and torque of a flicking brush for a set of vehicle speeds;
II = 0.5, m = 100 rpm; adapted from Wang (2005)
The effect of changing the area, A, and aspect ratio, 1)/12 (where I) and tz are as defined in
Table 1.2, Chapter 1) of the cross section of the bristles is also analysed. On the one hand,
increasing A under a constant tJt: increases the forces. It is shown that the force is
proportional to the square of A, because the relationship between the area and the second
moment of area, /zz, is quadratic (provided l)/l2 is constant). On the other hand, reducing 1)/12
for a given A increases considerably the forces. This is because as l)ll2 approaches unity the
weaker plane becomes stronger (/ is inversely proportional to l)ll2 for a given area). Hence, if
large brushing forces are required, A may be increased and/or tilt: may be reduced.
Finally, the effects of the bristle mount orientation angle, y, and bristle mount angle, f/J, are
studied. The case of horizontal brushes with OJ = 100 rpm, JL = 0.5, and apparently v = 0 is
investigated. Regarding the orientation angle, Figure 2.13 indicates that Fb decreases slightly
as r is increased from zero (cutting brush) to about 30° and then increases from this angle to
90° (flicking brush). When v = 0 in a cutting brush, the friction force acts practically
perpendicular to the weaker plane. Therefore, it does not work significantly to deflect the
bristle. As r is increased up to about 30°, a component of the friction force acts in the weaker
plane, working to deflect the bristles, and, thus, reducing Fi; However, as r is increased
further, the deflection of the bristle increases (loosely speaking, unless f/J = 0). This
counteracts the work of the friction force, raising Fb. This finding of minimum vertical force
for r= 30° is similar to that obtained in Peel (2002), which states that a value of r of 30° to
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40° may minimise Fi, and Tb (when u> 0.4). Nonetheless, these results are based on a vehicle
velocity of zero.
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Figure 2.13. FE trends for the vertical force of a brush with different bristle orientation angles; Ib = 240
mm, J.1= 0.5, (J) = 100 rpm; adapted from Wang (2005)
The effect of the mount angle is illustrated in Figure 2.14. In a cutting brush, a greater ¢
produces a smaller Fi; because the bristle withstand a smaller deformation for a given A. In a
flicking brush, Fb is almost constant for the values studied. This behaviour has to do with the
fact that a greater ¢causes larger out-of-plane (weaker plane) bristle deflections.
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Figure 2.14. FE trends for the vertical force of gutter brushes with different bristle mount angles; Ib =
240 mm, J.1= 0.5, (J)= 100 rpm; adapted from Wang (2005)
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2.4.3. Dynamics of Brushes for Surface Finishing Operations
The published literature on brushes for surface finishing operations is very restricted. Most of
the research has been carried out on wire brushes (Figure 2.15) by Stango and his co-workers
(Stango et al., 1989; Shia et aI., 1989; Heinrich et al., 1991; Stango et aI., 1991; Stango and
Shia, 1997). Further, Fitzpatrick and Paul (1987) deal with short-nylon fibre-abrasive circular
brushes. These works are reviewed below.
(a) ·.e',
.._~. (1 :.-.''-j f.
' ..iLl .••
(b)
Convex workparts ~
Flat workpart ~~. ,,
"I,
"•,
(d)
(c)
(f)
Figure 2.15. Brushes for surface finishing operations. (a) Circular brush for deburring and rust
removal. (b) Schematic representation of the contact between the bristles of a circular brush and
a work part; A: contact starts; B: release point. (c) Schematic representation of a circular brush.
(d) Cup brush. (e) Schematic representation of a cup brush indicating some geometric
parameters. (f) Bristle of circular cross section of diameter d. (a) and (d) after Zeintra Ltd. (1998)
Fitzpatrick and Paul (1987) present theoretical and experimental results for the stiffness
characteristics of short-nylon-fibre-abrasive brushes. A theoretical equation for brush
stiffness that contains a factor to include the effect of the centrifugal forces is provided. It
predicts that brush stiffness increases with brush penetration (which is the opposite of the
findings by Stango and his co-workers, described below, and by Peel (2002) and Wang
(2005)) and decreases with the COF between bristles and workpart, u. Experimental results
indicate that brush stiffness is lower at higher speeds, which is due to the plastic deformation
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of the bristle tip and the corresponding reduction of the elastic modulus, which in turn are
caused by the higher temperatures developed.
There are similar research studies that deal with circular wire brushes (Stango et al., 1989;
Shia et aI., 1989; Heinrich et aI., 1991; Stango et al., 1991). Stango et al. (1989) derive
equations, by using large displacement mechanics, to evaluate the forces, deformations, and
stiffness of circular brushes with wire bristles of circular cross section that act against a flat,
rigid, and frictionless workpart surface (Figure 2.1S.b). In the model, the interaction between
bristle and workpart is quasi-static, i.e., the bristle inertia forces, including centrifugal forces,
are neglected. In such a case, the higher the rotational speed of the brush, the lower the
accuracy of the model. Other assumptions are: there is no eccentricity of the brush, no
interaction among bristles, all the bristles are located radially, uniformly distributed along the
circumferential direction, of equal length, and initially straight, and they withstand no axial
deformation (i.e., along the bristle length). The studies by Shia et al. (1989) and Heinrich et
al. (1991) are similar, but Shia et al. (1989) includes the effect of friction between bristles
and workpart (Coulomb friction is assumed) and Heinrich et al. (1991) analyses the effect of a
workpart of constant curvature (convex surfaces of two different curvature radii and a flat
surface are studied, as shown in Figure 2.lS.b). In addition to these three theoretical works,
Stango et al. (1991) present an experimental study on the characteristics of two brushes of the
same type for three rotational speeds and a number of penetrations, and the results are
compared with those obtained using the model of Shia et al. (1989).
Some results of the research works referred to in the previous paragraph are summarised
herein. The normal force between the surface and the bristle tip is proportional to the flexural
rigidity, El, whereas bristle deformations are independent of El (provided Hooke's law is
obeyed). Similar to gutter brushes, the total normal force, Fb, varies repeatedly because the
bristles change position, make contact, and are released constantly. The higher the number of
bristles around the brush, the higher the frequency of oscillation of the normal force.
Theoretical and experimental results indicate that the total normal force, Fb, and friction
force, Ff, increase with ~ and depend on u: The relationship between resultant force (normal
plus friction force) and ~ is not linear, having a large slope for low penetrations and a small
slope for higher ones, particularly for small COFs, as shown in Figure 2.16.a. However, the
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slope, called the resultant brush stiffness, is virtually constant for a large range of penetrations
(2 to 8 mm) and, further, almost independent of u. It is also found, experimentally, that the
higher the rotational speed of the brush, the higher the normal force due to the increased
centrifugal forces. Regarding the COF, the resultant bristle-workpart contact force along the
contact zone, as well as the brush resultant force (superposition of resultant bristle forces), is
maximum for a frictionless contact and reduces with u, as demonstrated by Figure 2.16.a. In
contrast, the resultant torque increases with Ji (Figure 2.16.b).
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Figure 2.16. Theoretical characteristics of circular wire brushes for a range of penetrations and a
set of coefficients of friction; adapted from Shia et al. (1989)
Interestingly, and similar to the findings for gutter brushes, the COF (from the experiments)
presents a complex behaviour. It is much smaller for higher rotational speeds, OJ, (the ratio
between average coefficients of friction for speeds of 550 and 3000 rpm is greater than 2) and
tends to be slightly smaller for larger penetrations, as inferred from Figure 2.17. The reasons
for this behaviour are not analysed in Stango et al. (1991); however, it may be due to the
presence of stick-slip cycles at low rotational speeds and to phenomena related to bristle
dynamics, as discussed in Section 2.4.2. It is noted that Ji exhibits some "oscillations" (Figure
2.17), which may be due to the induced bristle vibrations caused by their abrupt release from
the workpart. This is because the vibration patterns, in particular the specific characteristics
of the bristle dynamics when contact starts (point A in Figure 2.1S.b), depend on OJ.
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Figure 2.17. Coefficient of friction. as calculated from experimental results. at various brush
penetrations and a set of rotational speeds; adapted from Stango et al. (1991)
Lastly, regarding the variation of the contact forces as the bristle travels along the surface, it is
shown that they increase monotonically from zero (point A in Figure 2.IS.b), up to a point
called "release point" (point B), where it is suggested that the bristle loses contact with the
workpart and, then, the forces disappear instantaneously. On the contrary, from about this
point they do not vanish but fast decrease up to zero, and clearly the contact is lost only when
the forces become zero. This is a drawback of the models, as their equations do not include
the forces that exist after the so-called release point. Further, due to the abrupt nature of the
release of the bristles, the inertia forces, the induced bristle oscillations, and the propagation
of these oscillations between bristles may affect brush behaviour, but this is not studied.
Apart from the works on circular brushes, work has also been carried out on cup brushes.
Through the model described in Section 2.3.4, Stango and Shia (1997) analyse the
characteristics of the bristles of freely rotating, straight (rjJ = 0 in Figure 2.IS.e) cup brushes.
In the model, the bristles are of circular cross section, and it is assumed that there is no
eccentricity of the brush, no interaction among bristles, all the bristles are uniformly
distributed, of equal length, and initially straight, and that they withstand no deformation
along the bristle length. The results indicate that the maximum stress, the filament tip angle
and displacement, as well as the operating brush diameter, increase with rotational speed and
bristle eccentricity (mount radius). Figure 2.18 shows some examples of this. Additional
results indicate that due to the different eccentricities of the bristles, the centrifugal forces
cause variable tip spacing along the radial direction of the brush and different distances from
the bristle tips to a hypothetical surface. This may affect the percentage of bristles in contact
with the workpart, when the brush is subjected to penetration. Moreover, high rotational
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speeds will demand greater penetrations in order that all the bristles make contact with the
surface and that the brushing forces are sufficiently high. Therefore, the working stresses in
cup brushes tend to be very high. A similar effect is present in cutting brushes for street
sweeping, but it is much slighter due to the smaller rotational speeds.
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Figure 2.18. Characteristics of a freely rotating cup brush. (a) Nondimensional maximum normal
stress SIJEd against nondimensional rotational speed ())/b 2 ~ pA / El for some normalised mount
radii rAJ/b. (b) Nondimensional bristle tip displacement yllb against nondimensional rotational speed
for some normalised mount radii; it is noted that the bristle tip angle presents very similar curves to
those of the bristle tip displacement. Adapted from Stango and Shia (1997)
2.4.4. Dynamics of Brushes for other Applications
This section concentrates mainly on relevant research results that differ from or complement
the ones in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3. Holopainen and Salonen (2002) model the dynamics of
the bristles of a brush to clean air ducts (Figure 2.19.a) by means of large deformation elastic
theory. Results suggest that the effect of air drag force on bristle deflection tends to be
negligible for a short and high-density bristle, but it may be significant for a long and low-
density bristle. Holm et al. (2003) evaluate experimentally the shear (friction) and normal
forces (on an instrumented stainless steel "barnacle") of cup-shaped brushes with nylon
bristles that are used for cleaning fouling-release coatings (Figure 2.19.b). Results indicate
that the shear forces generated by perpendicular bristle brushes (¢ = 0) are generally lower
than those withstood by angled brushes (¢ = 25°). In contrast, normal forces are greater in
perpendicular brushes, as may also be concluded from the results presented in Figure 2.14.a.
Finally, Philipossian and Mustapha (2003) study experimentally the effect of brush dynamics
and cleaning fluid pH on the COF and the tribology of post-CMP PYA brush scrubbing
processes. It is shown that f..l tends to increase with brush pressure, when hydrodynamic
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lubrication shifts to partial lubrication, and to reduce with pH. Additionally, increasing OJ
tends to reduce f.1 for low pH (1.1) and to raise it for high pH (10.7). Notably, results indicate
that when a back-and-forth brush oscillation and a rotation of the wafer are superimposed on
brush rotation, f.1 remains fairly constant for low rotational speeds, whereas it is greatly
increased for high speeds, i.e., it may be manipulated by varying OJ.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.19. (a) Brush for duct cleaning (Ufa Air Ltd. 2004). (b) Schematic representation of
brushes for removal of fouling and the instrumented barnacle used by Holm et al. (2003)
2.4.5. Concluding Remarks on the Dynamics of Brushes
The dynamic behaviour of brushes depends on many phenomena, variables, and the way in
which these interact. According to, e.g., Stango et al. (1989), bristle deformations are
independent of the flexural rigidity, El, and the normal force between the surface and the
bristle tip is proportional to El. However, this is not valid if inertia forces are considered.
When a brush operates in such a way that not all the bristles are in contact with the surface at
a given time (e.g., a tilted gutter brush or a circular brush), bristle vibrations occur. These
oscillations constitute a complexity when modelling brush behaviour. Furthermore, it is
shown that vertical force and torque do not increase monotonically with penetration due to
bristle vibrations (Peel, 2002). This may hinder the automatic control of the brush, if desired.
Regarding friction, the literature reveals that it dramatically affects brush behaviour.
Frictional behaviour does not depend only on the materials and surface roughness of the two
contacting bodies, but also on several variables such as rotational speed (e.g., Peel and Parker,
2002; Stango et a!., 1991), which playa part in the development of stick-slip friction cycles,
brush angle of attack (Peel, 2002), bristle mount angle (Holm et al., 2003), bristle orientation
angle (Peel, 2002), and brush oscillations (Philipossian and Mustapha, 2003).
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As an example, Figure 2.20 illustrates through two cases that the combination of brush angle
of attack, fl, bristle mount angle, rP, and bristle orientation angle, r, affects the interaction
between bristle and surface and, hence, influences contact (normal and friction) forces. In
case (a), the total contact force (dashed line) has a large component in the bristle axial
direction. This causes large contact forces due to the relatively large axial stiffness of the
bristle. Besides, the motion tends to lock the bristle tip in the irregularities of the surface,
which in tum tends to increase the forces. In case (b), the total contact force has a smaller
component in the bristle axial direction, which is due to the inclination of the bristle, and
tends to produce bending. As the bending stiffness is much smaller than the axial stiffness,
the resistance to motion is much lower. In addition, with this contact geometry the bristle tip
tends to slide easily on the irregularities of the surface. Thus, the contact forces tend to be
small.
Friction
force ~-.:::--7'''''''~
Direction of bristle Direction of bristle
motion
Normal force Normal force
(a) (b)
Figure 2.20. Interaction between bristle tip and surface. The brush angle of attack, fJ (Figure 1.7.b),
the bristle mount angle, ¢ (Figure 1.S.b), and the bristle orientation angle, r (Figure 1.6), affect the
contact forces, the manner in which the bristle overrides the asperities, and/or stick-slip friction cycles
Although some analyses of frictional phenomena in brushing processes are provided in the
literature, a complete understanding of them is far from being gained. To conclude, brush
behaviour and the phenomena involved in brushing processes have not been fully studied
(e.g., the effect of inertia forces) or understood (e.g., friction forces).
2.5. DEBRIS REMOVAL MODELLING
2.5.1. Overview
The assessment of the sweeping efficiency of a gutter brush may be based on the knowledge
of the mechanisms of debris removal. The literature on this is scarce, and an area in which
some research has been carried out is in semiconductor manufacturing, where it is necessary
to clean the wafers after Chemical Mechanical Planarization (CMP). The most widely used
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method for post-CMP cleaning is brushing (Moumen and Busnaina, 2001). Figure 2.21
depicts two types of roller brushes and a disk-shaped brush that are used in this application.
The brush is usually made of compressible, porous polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) that becomes soft
when wet. A particle removal model has been derived for this application. In addition, Wang
(2005) develops a mathematical model and various FEMs for the interaction between a bristle
of a gutter brush and an object. These models are described in Sections 2.5.2 and 2.5.3.
Figure 2.21. Brushes for post-CMP cleaning of wafers. (a) Rolier brush with a knobby
geometry, (b) roller brush with a ridged geometry, and (c) disk-shaped PVA brush;
after Cooper et al. (2003) and YPCM (2003)
2.5.2. A Particle Removal Model
Soltani and Ahmadi (1994) present a mathematical model of the dynamics in post-CMP
particle removal. This model has been used by other researches (e.g., Burdick et al., 2003).
Figure 2.22 shows a representation of the forces that act on a particle adhering to a rough
surface. The particle experiences a dragging force, FD, due to hydrodynamic and mechanical
(i.e., due to the brush) forces, a lifting force, FL, due to adhesion between brush and particle,
and a rolling moment, MR, all of which act through the centre the particle.
Hydrodynamic flow
Fo Points around
which rolling can
occur
Surface
Figure 2.22. Forces acting on a particle adhered to a rough surface in a hydrodynamic field;
adapted from Burdick et al. (2003)
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The particle is also subjected to an adhesion force, FA, a normal contact force, N, and a
friction force, FI, between wafer and particle. The adhesion and normal force may not act
through the centre of the particle. The weight of the particle is neglected, as it is assumed to
be of micron size. According to this model, particle removal depends on three mechanisms,
namely lifting, sliding, and rolling. Which of these mechanisms occur in the removal of a
certain particle will depend on the force and moment balance. However, if the appropriate
conditions are not satisfied, the particle may remain adhered to the surface. If rolling occurs,
the particle will start rotating around point A (rough surface) or point B (if the surface is flat at
the particle site), and the normal and friction forces will act at one of these points.
2.5.3. Debris Removal Models in Road Sweeping
Based on the model described in Section 2.5.2, Wang (2005) derives a 2-D theoretical model
for the dynamics of debris removal in road sweeping. Wang (2005) also develops 2-D and 3-
D static FEMs. All these models deal with the interaction between one bristle and one piece
of debris, and they are described herein.
The 2-D mathematical model has the following assumptions: the bristle deflects in a 2-D
plane, the object is regular and symmetric in shape, and the ground is a flat surface. Taking
into account that road debris normally has sharp edges, the shape of the object is assumed
rectangular. Figure 2.23.a illustrates an example of a flicking bristle sweeping a large object.
The bristle exerts on the object a friction force, FB, and a normal force, NB, which act
anywhere between P2 and P3• These forces may produce a dragging force, FD, a lifting force,
FL, and rolling moment, MR, about PI, as shown in Figure 2.23.b. In addition, the object is
subjected to its weight, mg, a normal force, NR, and a friction force, FR.
Fa
Direction of motion
c:::)
Surface
(a) Forces acting on the object (b) Resultant forces and moment
Figure 2.23. 2-D model of a flicking bristle sweeping a rectangular object on a flat surface;
adapted from Wang (2005)
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As mentioned in Section 2.5.2, the removal of the object depends on three mechanisms:
sliding, lifting, and rolling. Sliding will occur if F D > FR. In non-sticky conditions, lifting
will occur if FL > mg and rolling will take place when MR > mg-Lil; where L is the length of
the object (distance P,P2). The resultant forces depend on the weight and geometry of the
object, the characteristics of the bristle, and the COFs between bristle and object and object
and road. The sliding condition is also conveniently expressed by
PR < Ps, where Ps = F 'mg- L
provided that mg"* FL
and PR is the COF between object and surface. The term Ps is, then, the maximum COF
between object and surface so that sliding may occur.
Due to the difficulties in solving analytically this 2-D model, Wang (2005) develops a 2-D
FEM (Figure 2.24). In this model, the bristle and object are modelled as 2-D beam and plane
element, respectively. The contact between them is modelled by means of a 2-D point-to-
surface contact element. The bristle may have a penetration relative to the surface, and the
tip-surface contact is modelled by an additional contact element. The motion of the bristle is
performed by applying a horizontal displacement, and the interaction between the object and
the surface is modelled by means of pseudo constraints. Thus, the sweeping ability is
assessed by analysing the magnitudes of the forces in the constraints. These forces will vary
as the bristle moves over the object. If the maximum forces are greater than those required
for the removal of the object, this will be swept.
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(b) A modelling result
Figure 2.24. 2-D FEM of a vertical flicking bristle sweeping a cubic object; after Wang (2005)
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The application of this model suggests that the sliding and rolling mechanisms are the
dominant ones, and the lifting force in a flicking brush tends to be negative. It is predicted
that the rolling mechanism may dominate when the height to length ratio is large and that the
sliding mechanism may predominate otherwise (Wang, 2005).
The 2-D FEM is applied to a bristle sweeping objects of three sizes for a range of bristle
penetrations. The dragging and rolling ability, which are based on the maximum values of fls
and MR as the bristle moves over the object, are illustrated by the example in Figure 2.25. All
the curves indicate that these abilities increase with penetration up to certain point and then
reduce. Whereas higher penetrations cause higher forces, they will produce a very deformed
bristle, which will exert a high downwards force that will make it difficult for the object to be
swept. Therefore, very high penetrations are not adequate. However, the penetrations levels
at which the sweeping ability decreases seem to be larger than the penetration values that may
be used in most of the cases in the sweeping practice.
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Figure 2.25. Maximum dragging and rolling ability for a range of bristle penetrations; the objects are
cubic stones; adapted from Wang (2005)
Figure 2.25 also indicates that as the size (and weight) of the object increases, the sweeping
ability of a single bristle decreases. In practice, however, larger objects may be contacted by
several bristles, increasing the sweeping ability. Figure 2.25.a suggests that, for instance, an
object of 103 mnr' will be swept if PR < 2.5, regardless of the penetration. According to
Figure 2.25.b, an object of 103mrrr' may be able to roll, as the critical moment is less than the
maximum rolling moment for any penetration. In contrast, an object of 303 mrrr' will not roll,
as the critical moment is greater than the maximum rolling moment for any penetration.
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The 3-D FEM derived by Wang (2005) is an extension of the 2-D model. The problem is in
three dimensions, and it takes into account the rotation of the bristle. The bristle is modelled
as a solid element, and appropriate contact elements are used. The conclusions drawn by the
application of this model are similar to those already described for the 2-D model.
The previous results are for the case of a flicking bristle, and Wang (2005) also studies the
sweeping ability of cutting bristles through the 3-D FEM. However, a cutting bristle uses its
"stronger plane" to sweep the debris, and in the model the bristle will buckle in the weaker
plane (because the object is constrained). Convergence difficulties are reported, but the
magnitudes of the forces achieved prior to convergence failure are obtained. It is concluded
that a cutting bristle can produce a much higher horizontal force than a flicking bristle, and it
may be able to remove a 20 mm object, unless it is greatly adhered to the surface.
2.5.4. Concluding Remarks on Debris Removal Models
As stated by Wang (2005), the sweeping ability of real brushes is much more complex than
that of a single bristle. It depends on a number of factors, such as the number of bristles that
exert forces on the debris, the amount and type of debris, and the road conditions. In addition,
dynamic factors, which are not considered in the models by Wang (2005), can enhance debris
removal. For example, the kinetic energy of a bristle moving at high speed may be
transferred to an object, improving sweeping ability. Additionally, if a piece of debris is
difficult to remove, it will tend to produce larger bristle decelerations and forces. This is
particularly true for the case of the cutting brush, as discussed in the next paragraph.
In the cutting brush, the bristles deflect mainly in the radial direction, and the "main" bristle-
debris contact force occurs in the stronger plane. The force exerted by the bristle tends to be
in the direction of motion. Consequently, the dragging force is very high compared to the
normal (downwards) force. This dragging force, in practice, strongly depends on the
sweeping conditions and the velocity of the bristle. For instance, when a cutting bristle
encounters debris, the higher the bristle velocity, the higher the force and energy that can be
transferred to the debris. This also occurs in the flicking brush, but because the bristle is
much more compliant in the direction of motion, the bristle velocity may be less critical.
According to this, the sweeping ability would be higher in the cutting brush. Furthermore, the
sweeping ability may increase with brush penetration because higher penetrations involve
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higher nonnal contact forces, which may help in the digging of compacted debris and/or
probing the road irregularities. Moreover, a penetrated bristle will have a curvature in the
weaker plane that improves stability and hinders the buckling of the bristle (Wang, 2005).
However, other factors are involved in the removal ability of brushes, such as the surface area
covered by the bristle tips. This area tends to be smaller in the case of a cutting brush.
2.6. BRUSHING EFFICIENCY
There are two important goals in cleaning technology. After carrying out a cleaning
procedure, it is expected that all or most of the debris, dust, dirt, etc. has been removed from
the surface, i.e., the cleaning process should be effective. In addition, power consumption,
cleaning time, brush wear, equipment costs, and other resources spent in removing a certain
amount of debris have to be optimised. Therefore, the cleaning process should be efficient,
i.e., it should be effective and performed with minimum waste of time, money, and energy.
Since a main objective of this work is to investigate the improvement of the sweeping
efficiency of gutter brushes, a review of the literature that deals with the efficiency of
cleaning processes using brushes has been carried out. This literature is very limited, apart
from the case of tooth brushing, which has been widely addressed. Furthermore, most of the
results of the investigations, which are dispersed into different processes, brush types, and
parameters of operation, seem to be useful only for the particular process parameters and
applications studied. However, the application of street sweeping has been dealt with by
Wang (2005), through the models described in Section 2.5.3 and by means of experimental
tests. The rest of this section discusses relevant findings on brushing efficiency, excepting the
results in Wang (2005), which are presented in Sections 2.5.3 and 2.7.
There are common research findings in the different brush applications. Most of the research
corroborates the typical behaviour of brushing processes: higher rotational speeds of the brush
(Moden et aI., 1989; Zhang et al., 1998; Moumen and Busnaina, 2001), pressures or
penetrations (Moden et aI., 1989; Zhang et aI., 1998; Moumen and Busnaina, 2001; Burdick
et al., 2003), and cleaning times (Zhang et al., 1998; Moumen and Busnaina, 2001) improve
cleaning effectiveness. In contrast, in the application reported by Moumen and Busnaina
(2001), the coupling between high brush pressure and high rotational speed may result in less
clean surfaces. However, this conclusion does not seem to be documented satisfactorily.
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Some results suggest that brush oscillations improve the effectiveness of brushing. Research
into tooth brushing indicates that, in the long term, oscillating-rotating toothbrushes remove
around 7% more plaque and lead to 17% less gingivitis than manual toothbrushes (e.g., Deery
et al., 2004). Although these are not impressive amounts, this type of brush is the only one
that consistently shows better performance than manual brushes. Similarly, it is argued that
an oscillatory action of a brush for carpet and upholstery cleaning is far more efficient than
the conventional rotary cylindrical brush action (Extracta, 2004). It is stated that the 5000
strokes per minute of the twin strip brushes loosen very effectively the dirt from both sides of
the carpet pile, requiring less cleaning solution and usually only one cleaning pass.
Similarly, Philipossian and Mustapha (2003) have shown that back-and-forth oscillations ofa
brush for post-CMP PVA brush scrubbing process may be beneficial, as they have a great
impact on the COF and, therefore, on brushing efficiency. According to their experimental
results, complex ranges of motion, i.e., wafer rotation and back-and-forth brush oscillation
superimposed on brush rotation, enable the COF to be varied by modifying the rotational
speed of the brush. Therefore, it may be possible to achieve a suitable COF by adjusting the
average rotational speed of a rotary-oscillatory brush.
Furthermore, brush oscillations can be used to tune the cycles of stick-slip friction between
the bristles and the surface to be swept or cleaned. Peel and Parker (2002) suggest that stick-
slip friction cycles in the operation of the gutter brush of a street sweeper exist at certain
rotational speeds. As the COFs during the stick and slip stages are different, the adjustment
of the stick-slip cycles by means of imposed oscillations may improve the average COF.
Similarly, Seino and Yuge (2003) demonstrate that the contact between the cleaning blade
that acts against a photoreceptor drum is characterised by cycles of stick-slip friction, and it is
concluded that the cleaning effectiveness is proportional to the reciprocal of the relaxation
time (time in slip motion). This can be explained by the fact that the toner particles (debris)
are more likely to go through the blade nip during the slip stages. Hence, by means of
appropriate brush oscillations, the stick-slip cycles could be adjusted to maximise brushing
effectiveness.
Moreover, it is hypothesised that the oscillations of the rotational speed tend to induce
vibrations and wave propagation between bristles, which may improve brushing efficiency.
Bucher and Wertheim (2001) demonstrate that vibrations greatly affect friction forces and that
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the forces tend to decrease with vibration amplitude and acceleration of one of the surfaces.
Therefore, the generation of standing or travelling waves between brush bristles, by means of
brush speed oscillations, may reduce the COF and, hence, increase brushing efficiency.
Furthermore, the induced standing or travelling waves between the bristles might enhance the
removal of debris, due to the high frequency impact forces that could be developed. The
impacts would generate forces with variable magnitudes that dislodge debris more easily.
This is particularly important for compacted debris or very soiled surfaces that normally
require large brush penetrations and more time to obtain the required result. Therefore,
industrial cleaning is another key potential application of oscillatory brushes.
Despite all the potential advantages of the oscillations of the brush, they may increase
pollution. This is because there is a tendency for the vibrations produced by the oscillations
of the rotational speed to increase impact forces between bristles and debris, which tend to
pound and blow the small polluted particles. Thus, it may be necessary to quantify the
sweeping effectiveness of the oscillatory brush in removing pollution and to investigate the
manners in which it can be employed without increasing road pollution.
2.7. EFFECTIVENESS OF GUTTER BRUSHES
2.7.1. Overview
Wang (2005) performed a number of experimental tests using a forward-moving test rig
(depicted and described in Section 6.2.1, Chapter 6) to assess the removal effectiveness of
gutter brushes. Large objects, medium-size gravel, sand, wet and dry mud, and thin debris
were studied. The following sections examine the procedure and results of this investigation.
2.7.2. Large Objects
Broken bricks were evenly laid on a test-road gutter made of a mixture of gravel and an epoxy
resin (Figure 2.26.a). The gutter of the test road has a slope of about 10° and extends through
a horizontal distance of 0.25 m, as shown in Figure 2.27. The assumed sweeping zone, which
is marked on the test road (Figure 2.26), is about 0.45 m. If the object is moved outside this
zone, the object is considered swept. However, the sweeping zone is, in practice, smaller than
0.45 m, because a fraction of the clusters in a tilted brush do not make contact with the road.
Brush rotational speeds of 60 rpm, 80 rpm, 100 rpm, and 120 rpm and angles of attack of 0°,
5°, 10°, and 15° were studied for a brush penetration of zero.
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(a) Broken bricks,
before sweeping
(b) /3= 5°, ~ = 0 mm,
(J)= 60 rpm
(c) /3= 15°, ~ = 0 mm,
(J) = 100 rpm
miss contact
(d) /3= 5°, (J)= 100 rpm
curvature effect
Figure 2.26. Photographs of sweeping tests with broken bricks «a) to (c)) and medium-size gravel (d);
adapted from Wang (2005)
(a) Picture of a flicking brush (/3 =
0°, ~ = 0 mm) against the test-road
gutter
Scale: 1 :10
(gutter only) 0.45 m
(b) Schematic representation showing the shape,
extent (0.25 m), and slope (10°) of the gutter, the
assumed sweeping zone width (0.45 m), and a
large object trapped on the rear of the brush
Figure 2.27. Gutter of the test road used by Wang (2005)
The results indicate that the sweeping effectiveness, 17,is not always 100%, despite the fact
that the forces generated during brushing seem to be sufficiently high. On the one hand, this
is partly due to a "backward sweeping problem" (Wang, 2005). When the angle of attack, /3,
is small, e.g., 5°, some objects may be trapped by the rear of the brush and be moved back
towards the gutter. This is because the tips on the brush rear side are close to road surface
(Figure 2.27.b). The backward sweeping problem is remedied when fJ is large enough, e.g.,
15°, and also when the brush rotational speed, OJ, is high, so that the probability of objects
entering and/or being trapped in cluster gaps is lower. On the other hand, when fJ is large, the
actual sweeping zone, i.e., the zone formed by the real brush-surface contact area, is small
and the brush may not make contact with some of the debris on the rear side.
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From the results presented, it is concluded that the following values and ranges may be
appropriate for both cutting and flicking brush: 100 rpm ::; UJ::; 120 rpm, lO° ::;fJ::; 15°, ~ = o.
The results also indicate that the cutting brush provides better performance than the flicking
brush. This may be partly due to the "stiffer" collision between cutting bristles and the
objects. This provides higher forces to remove the debris.
2.7.3. Medium-Size Gravel
Medium-size debris such as stones and building-site materials are more frequently seen in
roads than large objects (Wang, 2005). In each test, 200 pieces of gravel of 15 mm average
diameter were used. In contrast to the experiments with large objects, the rotational speed
studied is 100 rpm, and brush penetrations ranging from 0 to 50 mm every 10 mm were used.
For this type of debris, two kinds of "miss contact" sweeping problems are encountered. Due
to the inclination of the test road, the brush may not contact some of the debris that lies near
the kerb when ~ and fJ are small, as shown in Figure 2.26.d. In contrast, if ~ is small and {3 is
large, a small sweeping zone width may be obtained, which can cause miss contact in the
boundary zone (i.e., the part of the sweeping zone that is farthest from the kerb). The results
indicate that 1] is not a monotonic increasing function of either ~ or {3, due to the three
sweeping problems that have been mentioned.
Taking into account power consumption and brush wear, it is concluded that for UJ = 100 rpm,
the optimum values are fJ = 10° and ~ = 30 mm for both cutting and flicking brush. It is also
concluded that the cutting brush is more efficient than the flicking brush.
2.7.4. Small and Fine Particles
When sweeping small particles, the surface roughness of the road has a major impact on
sweeping effectiveness. This is because the particles may be trapped in the road cracks and
asperities and due to the difficulty of probing the road irregularities. In view of this, it should
be mentioned that the test road has a surface that is rougher than commonly encountered road
surfaces. This is because the test road is bonded by some special adhesives rather than pitchy
materials than can fill the surface concavities (Wang, 2005).
Two types of particles were tested: 2 mm coarse sand and fine particles of dry soil (0.1 mm
average diameter). The sweeping effectiveness is assessed through a discrete scale: (a) 0%
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for no swept debris, (b) 20% for almost no swept debris, (c) 40% for removal of less than half,
(d) 60% for removal of more than half, (e) 80% for almost clean, and (f) 100% for completely
clean. For the soil particles, three values of effectiveness are defined for the zone near the
kerb, the middle of the assumed sweeping zone, and the zone near the rear boundary of the
sweeping zone. This is because '7 varies dramatically in these three zones, depending on
which of the three sweeping problems occur.
The recommendations for sand and {U = 100 rpm are f3 = 10° and ~ = 35 mm for both brush
types. This conclusion is drawn from predictions based on the brush-road geometry and the
experimental results presented before, as no experimental results are presented for this case.
The results indicate that the soil particles are much more difficult to sweep, as they tend to be
left in the surface concavities. This is a critical issue, because the small particles constitute a
major thread for public health, as discussed in Section 2.2.2. For the fine soil particles, very
large penetrations (e.g., 60 mm) are not adequate for the flicking brush, because the bristle
curvature is large. This makes it difficult for the tips to probe the surface irregularities. It is
concluded that for OJ = 100 rpm, f3 = 5° and d = 40 mm for both cutting and the flicking brush
may provide the best performance, even though '7 is small and not uniform in the three areas.
It is recommended that {U ~ 120 rpm, because the fine particles tend to be blown more easily
into the air when high speeds are used (Wang, 2005). Instead, a lower vehicle velocity may
be used, although this reduces efficiency in terms of sweeping time.
It is also concluded that the flicking brush presents better performance than the cutting brush
when sweeping the fine particles. This may be due to two reasons, as discussed by Wang
(2005). A flicking bristle uses its breadth (the larger cross-section dimension) to sweep the
particles. Therefore, there is more contact area to sweep the fine particles. The second reason
is that a flicking bristle tends to probe more easily the surface concavities (provided that the
penetration is not very large).
2.7.5. Wet and Dry Mud
Sweeping wet or dry mud or compacted debris constitutes a difficult task, because they may
either behave as solid or continuous debris that has to be broken and dislodged from the road
surface or behave as a paste that tends to stick to the surface and has to be removed by small
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amounts. In contrast to the preceding experiments, the surface used in this case was a
relatively smooth concrete test bed and the vehicle speed was zero. The surface was covered
with mud, and the brush was lowered and raised quickly, because in an actual sweeping
scenario, an area covered in mud may be swept in less than a second as the sweeper advances.
However, sweeping tests with dry mud were also performed on the gravel-epoxy resin
surface.
For wet mud, the results suggest that ~, p, and OJ should be very high, so as to provide enough
removal forces (a large fJ is required for high penetrations in order to avoid an excessive brush
contact arc, KC). The settings recommended are fJ = 15°, ~ = 60 mm, and OJ = 100 rpm
(flicking brush) or OJ = 150 rpm (cutting brush). However, they will lead to large bristle
deformations and curvatures, which make it difficulty for the probing of the surface
irregularities. Hence, there is a high debris residue in the road concavities (Wang, 2005). It is
also concluded that the flicking brush is more effective than the cutting brush when dealing
with wet mud. This may be because the flicking bristles cover a wider area when sweeping.
As for dry mud, the experiments in the relatively smooth concrete test bed suggest that it may
be easier to remove than wet mud, provided that enough removal forces are generated. This is
because the brush tends to dislodge the mud in large pieces. Nevertheless, the experiments in
the rougher road surface suggest that dry mud is extremely difficult to sweep totally, because
it tends to be left in the road irregularities. It is found that a cutting brush performs better than
a flicking brush. This may be mainly due to the fact that the cutting bristle can dig more
easily into the dry mud (because of the lower front area), and the high stiffuess in the
tangential direction tends to provide very high forces that break and dislodge the mud. It is
concluded that an acceptable setting could be OJ = 100 rpm, fJ = 15°, ~ = 80 mm for the
cutting brush, whereas for the flicking brush ~ should be 100 mm at least.
2.7.6. Wet Thin Debris
Wet thin debris, such as leaves and weeds may also constitute a difficulty, because they tend
to be adhered to the road. Experimental tests were performed using wet paper pieces pasted
on the test-road surface. The recommended brush configuration in order to produce
appropriate abrasive forces and sufficient contact on the assumed sweeping zone are fJ = 10°,
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t1 = 40 mm, and OJ = 80 rpm. Higher rotational speeds tend to tear off the paper pieces, and
this will generate more pieces to be swept.
2.7.7. Summary of the Results on the Effectiveness of Gutter Brushes
Table 2.1 reproduces the summary of the recommendations given by Wang (2005). It is noted
that these recommendations are based on brushes whose characteristics are given in Chapter 6
(Table 6.1). In addition, it should be stressed that most of these recommendations are based
on the characteristics of the test road used in the experiments. Very different settings may be
appropriate for other road gutter characteristics, such as slope, surface roughness, and width
of the sloped gutter.
Table 2.1. Recommended brush configurations; reproduced from Wang (2005)
Debris Sweeping requirements Brush setting methods
1) Clean kerb gutter Cutting: f3 = 10°, f1 = 0 mm, (J)= 100 rpmLarge Objects 2) Ensure a wide sweeping zone
3) Avoid backward-sweeping Flicking: f3 = 10°, f1 = 0 mm, (J) = 100 rpm
I) Clean kerb gutter Cutting: f3= 10°, A = 30 mm, (J)= 100 rpmGravel 2) Ensure a wide sweeping zone
3) Avoid backward-sweeping Flicking: f3 = 10°, f1 = 30 mm, (J)= 100 rpm
I) Clean kerb gutter
Cutting: f3= 5°, f1 =40 mm, (J)= 120 rpm2) Ensure a wide sweeping zone
Fine Sands 3) Reduce particle residue Flicking: f3 = 5°, f1 = 40 mm, (J)= 100 rpm
4) Avoid blowing up particles Flicking brush is preferred
5) Ensure high sweeping density
1) Clean kerb gutter
Cutting: f3= 15°, f1 = 60 mm, (J)= 150 rpm2) Ensure a wide sweeping zone
Wet Mud 3) Produce enough removal force Flicking: f3 = 15°, f1 = 60 mm, (J)= 100 rpm
4) Ensure high sweeping density Flicking brush is preferred
5) Avoid backward-sweeping
1) Clean kerb gutter Cutting: f3= 15°, f1 = 80 mm, (J)= 100 rpm
Dry Mud 2) Ensure a wide sweeping zone Flicking: f3 = 15°, f1 = 100 mm, (J)= 100 rpm
3) Produce enough removal force
4) Avoid blowing up particles Cutting brush is preferred
1) Clean kerb gutter Cutting: f3 = 10°, A = 40 mm, (J)= 80 rpm
Wet 2) Ensure a wide sweeping zone Flicking: f3= 10°, f1 = 40 mm, (J)= 80 rpm
Leaves/Papers 3) Produce enough removal force
4) Avoid too many fragments Flicking brush is preferred
2.8. NONCIRCULAR GEARS
As this work is focused on the performance of oscillatory gutter brushes, and Noncircular
Gears (NCGs) constitute a means of achieving brush oscillations, a literature review into this
area has been carried out. However, most of the literature is not very relevant to this work.
The amount of research into NCGs is limited, even though they have been used for many
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years (Dooner, 2001). For example, Olsson (1953) reports seeing a sketch of two noncircular-
gear segments in mesh, made by Leonardo da Vinci.
Most of the research works on NCGs may be classified into three areas. First, the
development of pitch profiles to satisfy specific requirements or functions (Dooner, 1997;
Dooner et al., 1998; Tong and Yang, 1998; Doege et al., 2001; Dooner, 2001; Guo and
Zhang, 2001; Librovich, 2003; Tucker et al., 2003; Yao and Van, 2003). The work of Tong
and Yang (1998) may be included in this category, because a method is derived to produce a
pair of identical noncircular pitch curves, which may be used for gears. Second, the
development of new NCG teeth profiles (Yang et al., 1999; Danieli, 2000; Lozzi, 2000).
Last, derivation of mathematical models to describe and manufacture teeth of NCGs and their
cutters (Chang et al., 1996; Chang and Tsay, 1998; Bair, 2002a, 2002b, 2002c; Figliolini and
Angeles, 2003; Bair, 2004).
A number of works aim at reducing unwanted speed and/or torque fluctuations by means of
NCGs (Dooner, 1997; Yao and Van, 2003; Librovich, 2003; Tucker et al., 2003). A
methodology for reducing unwanted speed and torque fluctuations in shafts by means of a
Noncircular Gear (NCG) pair is proposed by Dooner (1997). The NCGs are used to drive an
auxiliary shaft with a flywheel. The gears produce angular accelerations and decelerations in
the auxiliary shaft, so that the inertial torque generated may compensate the fluctuating
component of the torque, enabling the speed to be constant. Comparisons are made with the
classical method of mounting a flywheel onto the shaft that withstands the torque fluctuation,
and results show that NCGs can greatly reduce the size of the flywheel. It is stated that the
gear ratio of a NCG pair has to be as "smooth" as possible in order to minimise dynamics, but
this is not explained further. In fact, there seems to be a lack of understanding of the
limitations on NCG profiles, so that they are suitable for teeth generation and that dynamic
problems are avoided. Similar to Dooner (1997), Yao and Van (2003) propose a NCG five-
bar mechanism for reducing torque fluctuations in planar linkages. It is stated that the major
advantage of the mechanism may be its compactness. This is because an auxiliary shaft is not
required. However, the examples presented suggest that torque fluctuation cannot always be
completely eliminated. Lastly, Librovich (2003) and Tucker et al. (2003) propose the use of
NCGs to minimise speed and torque variations in a rotary vane engine. By using NCGs, the
engine would have an efficient and smooth operation. Detailed mathematical models of the
geometrical structure of the work unit and/or the dynamics of the engine are derived.
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A procedure for the design of an eight-link mechanism with a NCG train is derived by Dooner
(2001). The gears make it possible for a required function to be achieved, and the links are
used to transmit motion between two points far distance apart. An optimisation procedure for
the gear is proposed. Non-circularity is minimised and the sizes of the gears are maintained
similar. The measure used for non-circularity is the integral of the difference between the
gear ratio and the average gear ratio. The procedure is applied to the coordinated steering of
automobiles.
An application of NCGs for a forging press is presented in Doege et al. (2001). These
elements will provide less pressure dwell time and lower thermal tool load than circular gears.
As one of the centrodes (profiles) found is similar to a circular gear, they suggest using a
NCG and an eccentric circular gear, to reduce manufacturing costs. Results of the forging
process, by means of FE simulation, show the advantage of using this pair of tooth bodies.
Lastly, some conclusions are drawn from the literature review carried out:
• Compared to the amount of research into circular gears, research into NCGs is minimal.
• Most of the research concentrates on spur type cylindrical NCGs.
• Apart from the applications of NCGs for achieving particular characteristics of motion,
most of the research concentrates on elliptical gears (true and high-order).
• Although minimally, research has been conducted into undercutting analysis (e.g., Chang
and Tsay, 1998; Chang et al., 1996; Bair, 2004) and pointed teeth (e.g., Bair, 2004).
• Regarding CAD, it has been applied to build computerised models of NCG teeth and their
cutters (e.g., Chang and Tsay, 1998). In addition, static stresses in teeth of NCGs have
been evaluated through CAE (Barkah et al., 2002). However, there seems to be no
published work on computerised analyses of the dynamic forces or stresses in NCG teeth.
• To the knowledge of the author, no work has been reported on the development of pitch
profiles that minimise tooth stresses or shaft accelerations, or that deals in detail with the
limitations in gear ratios or in curvature of pitch curves, such that these curves are suitable
for teeth generation and minimisation of dynamics.
2.9. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The understanding of brushing processes is limited, and there is a need for more research into
the diverse brushing applications, including street sweeping, in order to improve brush
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performance. According to the evidence reviewed, some areas in which research into gutter
brushes can be conducted so as to improve brush performance include brush oscillations,
friction phenomena, vehicle velocity, and changing the bristle orientation angle. Firstly,
brush oscillations have been shown to affect significantly the COF (Philipossian and
Mustapha, 2003) and improve brushing effectiveness (Deery et al., 2004; Extracta, 2004).
Hence, it is of interest to study the effects of gutter brush oscillations on brush operation.
Secondly, the COF plays an important role in brush efficiency, and it should not be modelled
as a constant value, as it seems to depend on the occurrence of stick-slip friction cycles (Peel
and Parker, 2002; Seino and Yuge, 2003), rotational speed (e.g., Peel, 2002), brush
oscillations (Philipossian and Mustapha, 2003), bristle vibrations (Bucher and Wertheim,
200 I), vehicle speed, bristle mount angle, bristle orientation angle, and brush angle of attack.
Thirdly, the available results relating to the effect of vehicle speed on gutter brush behaviour
are not comprehensive and conclusive. Finally, there is no information regarding the effect of
the bristle orientation angle on a "travelling" gutter brush.
Research may be conducted into the factors that affect sweeping such as debris and road types
and conditions, type of sweeper, sweeping parameters, and environmental factors. It is also
necessary to study the ways in which the factors affect the effectiveness of street sweepers in
collecting debris, ranging from large objects and coarse particles to microscopic ones.
Although debris removal mechanisms have been studied, it seems necessary to carry out more
research to understand the various factors and phenomena (e.g., dynamic) involved in removal
processes. In like manner, there is a need to investigate the effects of sweeping process
factors on the amount of time, energy, and money spent in the process, so as to minimise fuel
consumption, vehicle emissions, equipment life and wear, water usage, and their related costs.
Following the study of the behaviour of street sweeper mechanisms, the next research step is
the improvement of their efficiency. On the one hand, it is necessary to improve the
effectiveness of street sweeping, particularly in removing micron-size particles (and,
therefore, pollution), as sweepers are less effective in removing the fine particles (Sutherland,
2003). Therefore, ways in which sweeping mechanisms can be improved or alternative ways
of sweeping can be investigated. On the other hand, research into the amount of energy that is
spent during sweeping has been very limited. Therefore, research is required to quantify the
power consumption of the various sweeping mechanisms and to optimise the process so as to
reduce the energy and resources spent in sweeping the streets.
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Design of N oncircular Gears
3.1. INTRODUCTION
Noncircular Gears (NCGs) can be employed for attaining gutter brush oscillations. Therefore,
this chapter investigates potential pitch curves of NCGs for driving oscillatory brushes. The
literature on NCGs does not seem to reveal suitable gear profiles for this purpose. Therefore,
this chapter studies sinusoidal and elliptical gears (Section 3.3), which are the most common.
Moreover, two gear pairs are developed to minimise shaft accelerations. A comparison of the
mechanical behaviour of the profiles is presented in Section 3.4. First, however, Section 3.2
briefly outlines some fundamentals on NCGs.
3.2. BACKGROUND ON NONCIRCULAR GEARS
3.2.1. Basic Concepts
Noncircular gears are those whose pitch curves are not circular, as illustrated in Figures 3.1
and 3.2. In contrast to the circular counterparts, the ratio between the angular displacements,
BI/ (h, and the ratio between the angular velocities (gear ratio), 0Jt/ 1U2, in a pair of NCGs are
not constant. Thus, they are used to produce changes in the velocity of the driven shaft and to
obtain specific functions of movement, i.e., when the driving gear rotates a certain angle, the
driven one rotates according to that particular function. Normally, the driver of a Noncircular
Gear (NCG) pair rotates at constant speed, and the driven gear operates at variable speed.
There are some common types of NCGs. The most common types are elliptical gears, true
(Figure 3.1) or high-order (Figure 3.2), and logarithmic-spiral gears. Two true elliptical gears
in mesh are identical geared ellipses rotating about their foci, and they produce one speed
cycle per revolution, as shown in Figure 3.1. On the other hand, higher-order elliptical gears,
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which can be obtained from a basic ellipse, can generate diverse functions of angular
displacement and different numbers of speed cycles per revolution. The order number
corresponds to the number of lobules (protuberances) of the gear. As shown in Figures 3.1
and 3.2, NCGs may have closed centrodes I, also called operating pitch curves, but they can be
open, as in logarithmic gears, which can run for a portion of a revolution. A third
classification may be special-shape gears, which are NCGs of any shape that produce the
desired displacement, velocity, or acceleration characteristics. However, it is necessary that
the distance between the two axes of rotation of a NCG pair in mesh be constant.
Figure 3.1. A pair of twin elliptical gears of semi-axes a, and be rotating about their foci F, and F2
•
(b)
Figure 3.2. Basic and high-order elliptical gears. (a) A true ellipse with: a true ellipse and a
second- and third-order elliptical gears; A, B, C, and D are the centres of rotation. (b) Third-
order with fourth-order elliptical gears
I Centrode is the imaginary curve, fixed to the gear, that rolls without slip with its counterpart of a mating gear.
In general, it differs from the pitch curve, which is a reference curve that is used for determining tooth
proportions. Only when the centre distance is equal to the standard distance, does the centrode coincide with the
pitch curve.
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3.2.2. Main Variables
Figure 3.3.a illustrates some of the variables related to a NeG pair. The driving gear rotates
clockwise with angular velocity lUi, and the driven gear rotates anticlockwise at velocity 0>2.
Points 01 and O2 are the fixed centres of rotation of gears 1 and 2, respectively. The distance
0102 is the constant centre distance C. Point P is the current point, where the two centrodes
are in pure rolling contact, and translates along the centre line 0102 for proper meshing. The-- --positions of any two points MI and M2 that will be in contact (PM, = PM 2) are given by the
polar coordinates ri, 01 and r2, £h.. The angles of rotation of the gears are equal to the polar
angles, but they are measured in opposite directions (Litvin, 1994). For the sake of simplicity,
only the polar angle Owill be used in this work.
c
(a) Centre distance. C. polar radii. '1 and '2. polar angles.
(}1 and B.1. and angular velocities. w, and ~
(b) Angle of obliquity. x. and angles K1 and K2
Centrode
tanqent.>" _.-'__'_'"
,.1 -.
,/ V apr
(c) Pressure angle. apr. and profile
angle of the rack cutter. ac
Figure 3.3. Variables of noncircular gears
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Figures 3.3.b and c introduce other variables. The angles K1 and K2 indicate the direction of
the centrode tangent and are measured with respect to the current position vectors of the
centrodes, i.e., with respect to 0IP and O]P, respectively. The angles K1 and K2 are
measured in the same direction as that of 81 and (h, respectively (Litvin, 1994). Alternatively,
Bloomfield (1967) introduces the angle of obliquity X as the one between the normal to the
centrode tangent and the centreline. The angle X is the complement of the smaller between K1
and K2. These angles are constant in circular gears (K1 = K2 = 90° and X = 0), but vary in
NCGs as they rotate. Regarding the tooth geometry, the pressure angle apr is the angle
formed by the normal to the common tangent of the contacting tooth profiles, at point P (i.e.,
the tooth normal force) and the direction of the velocity of P, V, which is perpendicular to the
centre line. In contrast to circular gears, the pressure angle in NCGs varies as they rotate and
can take positive and negative values. Lastly, the angle between the centrode tangent and the
direction of the teeth normal force, an corresponds to the profile angle of the rack cutter.
3.2.3. Basic Equations
The gear ratio gr, also called speed ratio, of a gear pair is the ratio between the angular
velocity of the driving gear and its counterpart of the driven gear:
(3.1)
where t is time. As the gear centrodes are in pure rolling at the contact point P (Figure 3.3),
the velocities of gear 1, VP1, and gear 2, Vn, at P are equal. Then, it follows that
thus (3.2)
Consequently, Equation 3.1 can be written as
(3.3)
In contrast with circular gears, the gear ratio of a NCG pair varies, and it is usually expressed
as a function of 81• As is the case in circular gears, the sum (subtraction) of the polar radii of
two mating external (external-internal) NCGs is equal to the centre distance:
(3.4)
where the sign '+' corresponds to external gears and '_' is taken when gear 2 is internal.
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The angles KJ, K2, apr, and QC are also related (Litvin, 1994):
and
r2 ljtan x, = -- = --- = -tanK,.
dr; dr,
-- --
dB2 so,
(3.5)
The pressure angle apr is given by
(3.6)
3.2.4. Design Equations
This section presents general equations for the design and determination of the characteristics,
including the kinematics, of a gear pair. However, some equations do not apply to all gear
types. An oscillatory brush may be driven by a NeG pair, as shown in Figure 3.4. It is
considered that the driving gear (gear 1) rotates at constant speed, WI, whereas the driven gear
(gear 2) rotates at variable speed, COl. This is characterised by a mean velocity, f»2nh and an
alternating component, COla, which are given by
and ea = OJ2max - OJ2min
2a 2 ' (3.7)
where COlmax and f»2min are the maximum and minimum speeds of the driven gear, respectively .
Driving
gear
(1 )
Driven
gear
(2)
.·.. ·.. ·.....1.
£i)1 lU2a
- - - - - --
..+ j..lU2a
o 0
o
o
o
o
11f 21f
Figure 3.4. Rotational speeds of a noncircular gear pair; a gutter brush may be coupled to gear 2
In order to derive the equations of a pair of profiles, it is useful to determine an expression of
the polar angle of gear 1, B1, in terms of the time variable, t, the frequency of oscillation of the
angular velocity of gear 2,f, and the number of lobules of the driving gear, nlobl. It has that
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(3.8)
Since (V] is constant, and taking BI(O) = 0, Equation 3.8 yields
(3.9)
Defining Br as ()l at t = I/f, Equation 3.9 leads to
(3.1 0)
As a speed cycle of the driven gear is achieved when the driving gear rotates an angle
corresponding to one lobule, and BT correlates to one cycle, it can be shown that BT is related
to the number of lobules of the driving gear by
B = 2Jr rad h {r ' weren'ob,E1,2,3 ... }.
n'obl
(3.11 )
Therefore, from Equation 3.9 through 3.11, it has that
(3.12)
which is the equation that was being determined.
For the NeG centrodes to be closed and smooth, the number of lobules of each gear has to be
a positive integer number. In addition, it can be shown that for the sinusoidal and the
developed gears (Sections 3.3.4 to 3.3.6), the condition of closed centrodes produces
(3.13)
where n/ob2 is the number of lobules of the driven gear. It is important to note that Equation
3.13 does not constitute a general equation of NCGs; e.g., elliptical gears do not satisfy it. In
addition, by manipulation of Equations 3.9, 3.12, and 3.13, the frequency can be expressed as
f = n/ob1liJ1 = n/ob2liJ2m •
2Jr 2Jr
(3.14)
From the design requirements, e.g., given f, OJ}.m, and OJ].a, the number of lobules of gear 2
(n/ob2) can be calculated through Equation 3.14. However, it is noted that OJ}.a is not required
at this stage, for the determination of ntsa. Then, the number of lobules of gear 1 (n/obl) can
be selected, and the velocity of gear 1 ({V]) can be determined, by using Equation 3.14.
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The shapes of the centrodes of the gears can be determined by the following equations, where
the centre distance, C, has to be calculated from the loading conditions. From Equations 3.3
and 3.4, the gear ratio and polar radius of the driven gear are given by
(0) = (VJ
g,. 1 OJ
2
(OJ)'
r2 ({}1 ) = C - rJ ({}J ) .
(3.15)
(3.16)
In addition, from the same equations, it can be shown that
(3.17)
By using Equation 3.3, taking 02(0) = 0, the polar angle of gear 2 is given by
(3.18)
The characteristics of a NeG pair can be obtained by the following expressions. The velocity
at the contact point is given by Equation 3.2, that is
(3.19)
The tangential component of acceleration of the teeth at the contact point can be expressed as
(3.20)
By taking into account that
(3.21)
and using Equation 3.17, it can be demonstrated that Equation 3.20 yields
(3.22)
Finally, from Equation 3.5, using Equations 3.17 and 3.21, the angles /(1 and /(2 of the driving
and driven gears, respectively, can be given by
(3.23)
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3.3. GEAR PROFILES FOR DRIVING OSCILLATORY BRUSHES
3.3.1. Initial Concept
To drive an oscillatory gutter brush, the NCG drive system illustrated in Figure 3.4 is
assumed. The hydraulic motor powers the driving gear, at constant velocity WI. This gear
moves the assembly composed of driven gear and gutter brush at variable velocity CO2.
Illustrated are gears of two lobules, but the number of them and the shape of the profiles may
be defined based on the performance of the gutter brush and mechanical criteria.
3.3.2. Selection of NeG Profiles
The selection of a pair of NeG profiles depends on a number of criteria. Firstly, the brush
rotational speed has to oscillate in such a way that the surface is swept more efficiently than
with a conventional (non-oscillatory) gutter brush. As the efficiency of the brushing process
depends on many factors, including the gear profiles, it is appropriate to investigate several
pairs of profiles. Secondly, the NCGs should operate so that the forces and stresses in the
sweeping mechanism are minimised. Thus, given the frequency and the maximum and
minimum values of the brush angular velocity, a gearbox that minimises brush shaft
accelerations could be appropriate. In this case, tooth and shaft stresses, as well as those in
the entire sweeping mechanism, will tend to be low. Finally, the cost of the NCGs has to be
as low as possible. On the one hand, the gears may be designed to minimise tooth forces; the
tooth size and length and the gear diameters will be smaller, and the gearbox will be more
compact. On the other hand, sinusoidal and elliptical gears may be appropriate, because they
tend to be less expensive than gears of other profiles.
In the light of these criteria, a number of profiles are investigated. Second-order elliptical
gears and sinusoidal gears are studied because of cost issues. In addition, a NCG pair, named
"stepped," that minimises shaft accelerations is derived. However, this pair is not suitable for
teeth generation, because the pitch curves are not smooth. Therefore, a gear pair, named
"VAP," with the capability of generating small shaft accelerations is developed. The exact
shape of the gears constitutes a trade-off between the maximum shaft acceleration and the
smoothness of the pitch curves so as to control the maximum tooth forces and stresses. Other
profiles were studied, but they were disregarded, as they did not appear to have any
significant advantage. The next sections present a few of the equations for the four
aforementioned profiles. The equations of the VAP gears are presented in more detail.
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3.3.3. Elliptical Gears
Two second-order elliptical gears rotating about their geometric centres are identical. The
polar radius of gear 1 as a function of its polar angle is given by (Bloomfield, 1967)
(3.24)
where a; and be, which satisfy a" + be = C and be < a", are the semi-axes of the pitch curve.
The equations for this pair can be obtained from Equation 3.24 and some of those in Section
3.2. Figure 3.5.a shows the centrodes of a second-order elliptical pair for WJ.al WJ.m = 0.3.
'lma. = '2ma. =O.577C
'lmin = '2min = O.423C
(a) Second-order elliptical gears
C
'lma. = O.56SC, '2ma. = O.588C
'lmin = O.412C, '2min = O.435C
Figure 3.5. Centrodes of second-order elliptical and sinusoidal gears; n'obl = n'ob2 = 2, O>.1.JO>.1.m = 0.3
(b) Sinusoidal gears
3.3.4. Sinusoidal Gears
The angular speed of the driven gear (and brush) of a pair of sinusoidal gears may be given by
or, by using Equation 3.12, by
(3.25)
(3.26)
As the angular acceleration of gear 2 is given by the first expression in Equation 3.21, the
acceleration is obtained by differentiating Equation 3.25 with respect to time and using
Equations 3.12 and 3.14. It obtains
(3.27)
Hence, the maximum, a2max, and minimum, a2min, angular accelerations are given by
(3.28)
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The design equations were presented in Section 3.2.4. In addition, substitution of Equation
3.26 into Equation 3.18 yields
(3.29)
The sinusoidal profiles can be obtained from Equations 3.16,3.17, and 3.29. As an example,
Figure 3.5.b shows the profiles of a sinusoidal pair, with two lobules each and CIJ}.{I1CIJ}.", = 0.3.
3.3.5. Stepped Gears
The stepped pair is developed to minimise accelerations of the driven shaft. To achieve this,
the curve CIJ}.-t must increase and decrease linearly from its minimum and maximum values, as
illustrated in Figure 3.6. The curves for the elliptical and sinusoidal gears are also shown.
{02
(!J2max
- Elliptical
- - Sinusoidal
----- Stepped
11f 2ff
(a) Angular velocity vs. time (b) Angular acceleration vs. time
Figure 3.6. Angular speed and acceleration of gear 2 vs. time; elliptical, sinusoidal, and stepped gears
The angular velocity and acceleration of the stepped gear 2 may be expressed as
I
n - 0.25 n + 0.25
a2m{lx' if f s t < f
a2(t)= n+0.25 n+0.75 '
a2min, if ---~t <---f f
and n E {O,1,2, ... oo}.
l
.f n - 0.25 n + 0.25---~t<---
f f
n + 0.25 n + 0.75 '---~t<---
f f
(3.30)
where a2ma:< = -a2min = 4fw2a (3.31)
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Figure 3.7.a shows the centrodes ofa stepped pair for nloiJI = ntaa = 2 and WJ.alWJ.m = 0.3. Each
profile exhibits singularity at four points. Thus, they are not appropriate for teeth generation.
'2min
'1max = O.S6SC, '2max = O.S88C
'1min = O.412C, '2min = O.43SC
(a) Stepped gears
'1max = O.S6SC, '2max = O.S88C
(1min = O.412C, (2min = 0.43SC
Figure 3.7. Centrodes of stepped and YAP gears; n'obl = n'ob2 = 2. Of;.a/Of;.m = 0.3
(b) YAP gears, b = 0.1
3.3.6. VAP Gears
This section develops a novel gear pair, providing, for these gears, more details of the NCG
design process. However, some general equations were already given in Section 3.2. Thus,
the additional equations required for the design of the VAP profiles are presented. As stated
in Chapter 2, there seems to be no NCG profiles to minimise shaft accelerations. Given f,
li>J.m, and WJ.a, the minimum value of the maximum shaft acceleration, a2max, is obtained with
the stepped function. However, this results in NCGs with unpractical pitch curves, as they are
pointed where the slope of the angular velocity changes abruptly. Therefore, a novel function,
named VAP, is developed in order to achieve small accelerations of the driven shaft, whilst
providing sufficiently smooth pitch curves.
The idea from which this function is designed is illustrated in Figure 3.8. The smallest
angular acceleration is obtained with the stepped function (dashed line in Figure 3.8.a). The
VAP function is devised so that it has a slightly greater, virtually constant slope, which is the
angular acceleration, except for the final part where it decreases rapidly up to zero (bold curve
in Figure 3.8.a). The slope has to be zero at t = 1/(41) to avoid a pointed lobule. This function
can be attained by
(3.32)
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which is the sum of a function of constant value (0.111 and the product of the linear function A It
(line AB in Figure 3.8.b) and the term in brackets, which can be adjusted to be almost
constant, except in the last part (curve CD in Figure 3.8.c).
(02 VAP function +J,_ --I-I
I-be', 4f)
::: 1 f-C_..:L.. __ ~
1-b
o A
1/(4f) 1/(4f) t 1/(4f) t
(a) Basic function for the VAP pair (b) Auxiliary linear function (c) Auxiliary exponential function
Figure 3.8. Auxiliary functions for deriving the VAP gear pair
The parameter b, which is named the "smoothness parameter," defines the shape of the
resultant curve and has to be in the interval (0, I). If b is close to zero, the VAP function
tends to the ideal function (stepped). It is anticipated that as b is increased from a value near
zero, the gear profiles become smoother, but the maximum angular acceleration increases.
The coefficients A I and A2 are determined from the conditions at t = 0.25/f
and d(tJ2 (0.25/ f) = O.
dt
(3.33)
Therefore, Equation 3.32 yields
4 fi
(
I-b )(tJ2a t b(4jt-l)
OJ2 (t) = OJ2m + 1-be ,I-b
(3.34)
and, by using Equation 3.12,
2 0 ( I-b( 2n'oh,II, I) J
OJ (0 )=OJ + OJ2an'obl II-be b -Ir-- .
2 I 2m Jl"(I-b)
(3.35)
Equations 3.34 and 3.35 correspond to a quarter of the angular speed cycle. Thus, it is
necessary to derive an equation that is valid for all values of t. It can be demonstrated that the
angular velocity of the driven gear may be expressed as
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where
(3.36)
and
(3.37)
(3.38)
To determine the angular acceleration of the driven gear, instead of using Equation 3.36, it
may be easier to differentiate Equation 3.34 with respect to time, extend it to the whole time
range, and express the resultant equation in terms of nlobl ~ (using Equation 3.12). It obtains
where K, is given by
K -,-
1, if int( n/o;(}, + 0.5) is even
-1, if int( nto;(}, + 0.5) is odd'
(3.39)
(3.40)
where the function "int" rounds the argument down to the nearest integer. It can be shown
that the maximum angular acceleration a2max = -a2min can be determined by
2
(
b-I J_ _ n/ob' w2aa2max --a2min - WI ---- I-be .7r I-b (3.41)
Examples of curves Wl-t and ci-t are illustrated in Figure 3.9.
b = 0.3
b,.,O
11f 2If
(a) Angular velocity vs. time (b) Angular acceleration vs. time
Figure 3.9. Angular velocity and acceleration of gear 2 against time; YAP gears
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In addition to the design equations presented in Section 3.2.4, an equation for the polar angle
of the driven gear is needed. The angle could be determined by resolving the integral in
Equation 3.18. However, the integral of W]_ (Equation 3.36) is not straightforward. Thus,
Equation 3.18 is resolved by integrating the basic form of (tJ.2( ()I) (Equation 3.35) and, then, by
extending the resultant expression for ° ::;()1 ::; 360°. The integral is obtained through the
software Mathcad® 2000 Professional, and the resultant expression is extended and
organised. This process yields
where h30 is a function of an angular variable, say (),given by
and
(3.44)
(3.45)
K = {O, if int{n lobI ()I I Jl' +112) is even
5 1, if int{n lobI 81 I Jr + 1I 2) is odd '
(3.46)
_ {I, if int{n lobI 81 I Jr + 1I 2) is even
K 6 - -1, if int(nlObl 81 I Jr +112) is odd'
K 7 = {I, if.in~{2nlobI ()I I Jr) is .even .
-1, If mt{2n lobI ()I I Jr) ISodd
(3.47)
(3.48)
The YAP NCG profiles can be obtained from Equations 3.16, 3.17, and 3.42. Figure 3.7.b
shows the centrodes of a VAP pair with b = 0.1, for nlobl = ntsta = 2 and W]_al CtJ.2m = 0.3.
Contrary to the stepped pair, the VAP profiles with b = 0.1 do not exhibit singularities and
may be suitable for teeth generation, depending on the relative tooth size.
The literature review carried out suggests that there is a lack of understanding or knowledge
on the limitations of NCG profiles, so as to attain a pitch curve that is suitable for teeth
generation and that minimises impacts or high dynamic forces. Regarding this, Dooner
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(1997) states that the gear ratio for a NeG pair has to be as "smooth" as possible in order to
minimise dynamics, but this is not analysed further. Hence, the selection of the smoothness
parameter h is critical, as it controls the maximum angular acceleration and the smoothness of
the pitch curves, which in tum affects tooth forces and stresses. Therefore, additional study is
required to ascertain an appropriate value of h. In addition, it is noted that the VAP function
is not the only way to achieve small angular accelerations; other functions may be possible.
3.4. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GEAR PROFILES
3.4.1. Methodology
In this section, the mechanical characteristics of the gears dealt with in Section 3.3 are
analysed and compared. The independent variables in this study may be nlobl, ntua, W},a, W},m,
b, and a: An analysis of the equations in the preceding sections indicates that the velocity, v,
tangential acceleration, at. and the polar radii, rl and rz, can be divided by the centre distance,
C, without affecting the study and comparison. Additionally, from Equation 3.6, the profile
angle of the rack cutter only affects the pressure angle as an addend. Therefore, the standard
value of a; = 200 can be used. Furthermore, for a given ratio W},al W},m, the normalised polar
radii, the pressure angle, apr, and the gear ratio, g" are independent of the numerical values of
f0.m and W},a, and the rest of the parameters and terms are directly proportional to W},m·
Therefore, the analysis can be based on the value of W},al W},m rather than on the numerical
values of W},a and W},m. In this study nlobl = ntaa = 2, and the effects of W},alW},m and the type of
function, including b, on the characteristics and dynamics of the gears are explored. It is
noted that in the preceding equations and the discussion in the next section, the gears are
assumed to be rigid, e.g., tooth compliance is neglected. This compliance, amongst other
factors, affects the dynamics of the gears and has a profound effect on tooth forces and stress,
particularly at high speeds.
3.4.2. Results and Analysis
Figure 3.10 illustrates the effect of the ratio CO},alCO},mon the maximum, apr max, and minimum,
apr min, pressure angles, for the elliptical, sinusoidal, VAP with b = 0.1, and stepped NCGs.
The differences in aprmax and aprmin are not large for small values of W},al CO},,,,,but they become
more significant as this ratio increases from about 0.3. The highest difference, 11.30 (23%), is
exhibited between the stepped and elliptical gears when CO},alCO},m= 0.5. In general, the results
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indicate that the YAP gears with b ~ 0.40 practically produce the smallest values of aprmax, as
well as the largest ones of apr min, for f»2al f»2m ~ 0.28. The same occurs in the whole range
studied, i.e., 0 ~ f»2al f»2m ~ 0.5, when 0.15 <~ b <~ 0.40. When b approaches zero, the YAP
pair would produce better behaviour if f»2) f»2m < 0.32. As the extreme values of the pressure
angle have to be limited so as to, e.g., avoid very high stresses in the root of some teeth, the
VAP pair may have an advantage in this respect. Assuming that an oscillatory brush may
require oscillations with small ratios f»2al coi«. the elliptical and sinusoidal gears would have a
disadvantage regarding the limiting values of the pressure angle.
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Figure 3.10. Maximum and minimum pressure angles against OJ;.J OJ;.m
Figure 3.11.a and b present the maximum values of the angular acceleration of gear 2 and the
normalised tangential acceleration, af C, against OJ}_aIOJ}_m,for different profiles and OJ}_m= 100
rpm. For the YAP pair, the values b = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 are studied. The curves confirm that
there are significant differences in a2max. The stepped gears, as well as the YAP pair with b ~
0, provide the smallest angular accelerations, whereas the elliptical pair virtually provides the
largest ones. For example, a2max for the elliptical pair is 57% to 72% and 41% to 55% higher
than its counterpart for the stepped and VAP gears with b = 0.1, respectively. The exact
difference depends on the value of f»2aIOJ}_m. In general, apart from the stepped gears, the VAP
NCGs withstand the smallest angular accelerations when b <~ 0.5. Only for values greater
than this do the sinusoidal and maybe the elliptical gears exhibit smaller angular
accelerations. However, the function has been devised so that the value of b is closer to 0
than to I. Therefore, the VAP pair outperforms the sinusoidal and elliptical gears. The
elliptical ones tend to withstand the largest values of a2max·
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Figure 3.11. Maximum angular acceleration of gear 2 and normalised tangential acceleration against
OJ;.a/ OJ;.m; OJ;.m = 100 rpm
Regarding the tangential acceleration, Figure 3.11.b indicates that the variation of its
maximum value across the various profiles is not as large as that for the angular acceleration.
However, differences up to 31% are exhibited. For small ratios OJJ.aI OJJ.m, the stepped and VAP
gears withstand smaller tangential accelerations than the sinusoidal and elliptical gears.
However, for ratios close to 0.5, the elliptical pair may provide small values of a..
In contrast to the variables studied in the preceding paragraphs, the extreme values of the
polar radii, the velocity at the contact point, and the gear ratio are similar for the different
profiles. In fact, they are the same for the stepped, VAP, and sinusoidal gears, and the
elliptical gears exhibit some small differences. These are less than 9%, but they are smaller
when OJJ.aI OJJ.m is small. Therefore, the selection of a profile may not have to consider these
variables. Figure 3.12 presents an example of the curves for the normalised values of the
maximum polar radius of gear 1 and the velocity of the contact point. When OJJ.alOJJ.m = 0, the
gears are circular and the polar radii are constant and equal to O.Se. As expected, rlma.x:lC
increases, and r2miniC decreases, with increasing OJJ.alOJJ.m.
The preceding discussion indicates that, overall, the YAP pair with a small value of b may
outperform the other profiles, as far as the mechanical behaviour of the gears, as well as of the
entire mechanism, is concerned. The extreme values of the pressure angle, the angular
acceleration, and the tangential acceleration for the VAP pair consistently exhibit the
tendency towards the optimum values, at least for OJJ.alOJJ.m < 0.28. Only with very small
values of b and very large ratios OJJ.alOJJ.m would the gears have large positive or negative
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pressure angles, which may be undesirable. If a suitable value of b can be determined, these
gears could withstand the lowest stresses. This would enable them to be more compact and
provide a smoother operation of the mechanism. However, additional research is necessary in
order to determine values of b suitable for teeth generation and that minimise tooth stresses.
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Figure 3.12. Normalised values of the maximum polar radius of gear 1 and
the velocity of the contact point
3.5. SUMMARY
This chapter developed two NeG pairs, namely stepped and YAP. The stepped gears
minimise shaft accelerations but are not feasible because they produce pointed lobules. In the
VAP pair, the speed of the driven gear increases and decreases almost linearly from its
minimum and maximum values, respectively. As a result, small shaft accelerations are
achieved, whilst providing smooth gear centrodes. The VAP gears depend on the smoothness
parameter, b, which may be chosen to control the maximum angular acceleration and the
smoothness of the pitch curves. Generic equations for the design and kinematic analysis of
the stepped and VAP profiles, as well as for sinusoidal and second-order elliptical gears, were
presented.
A comparison of profiles was performed. Results indicate that, for two-lobule gears, the
maximum and minimum values of the polar radii, the velocity at the contact point, and the
gear ratio are similar for all the profiles. In contrast, there are significant differences in the
angular acceleration of the driven gear, the tangential acceleration at the contact point, and the
pressure angle. It is concluded that the VAP pair not only does provide small shaft
accelerations, but also tends to outperform the other profiles, regarding the mechanical
characteristics of the gears.
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Analytical Models of Brush Dynamics
4.1. INTRODUCTION
Up to now, brush modelling has been carried out assuming steady state conditions. As this
work studies oscillatory brushes, steady state conditions should not be assumed. In this
chapter, mathematical models for the dynamics of oscillatory cutting and flicking brushes are
derived. The brushing process is very complex, as it involves contact, stick-slip friction, and
bristle-debris interaction. Thus, it is considered useful to analyse first the behaviour of freely-
rotating brushes. Studies on working gutter brushes will be presented in Chapters 6 and 7.
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 presents the kinematic analyses and
modelling assumptions. The accelerations along the bristles are determined based on relative-
motion analysis using rotating axes. The analytical models are developed in Section 4.3.
These are formulated by considering the dynamic equilibrium of the bristles. The equations
of motion for the forced transverse vibration of the bristles are presented, and they are solved
by applying the normal mode method, the Duhamel integral, and the boundary conditions of a
fixed-free beam. The sinusoidal and VAP oscillatory functions are considered in this chapter.
Sections 4.4 and 4.5 provide some analyses of the models and the methodology for their
application. In Sections 4.6 and 4.7, the models are applied to study the behaviour of
oscillatory cutting and flicking brushes, respectively. Finally, Sections 4.8 and 4.9 present
additional remarks and a summary of the chapter.
4.2. KINEMATIC ANALYSES AND MODELLING ASSUMPTIONS
As described in Chapter 1, cutting and flicking brushes are types of gutter brushes whose
bristles are of rectangular cross section and are orientated so that they mainly deflect in the
brush radial direction and the tangential direction, respectively (Figure 4.1). As this work
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studies the concept of oscillatory brushes, the brush rotation is characterised by variabJe
rotational speed, OJ, and angular acceleration, a. The bristles are clamped into the mounting
board at point A at an angle ¢ (bristle mount angle) with respect to the axis or rotation (Zb).
The frame XGYc,Zc is a Cartesian coordinate system fixed to the sweeper chassis, and the
systems XbYiJZb and xyz are fixed to the brush and the bristles, respectively. It should be noted
that the orientations of the Y and Z axes are different in the two brushes. However, the y axis
is on the weaker plane, and the z axis on the stronger plane in both brushes.
a
(a) Cutting brush (b) Flicking brush
Figure 4.1 Schematic representation of deflected bristles of oscillatory gutter brushes
In each brush type, the top end of the bristle (A) performs a circular motion with an angular
velocity of variable magnitude. Therefore, the top has not only a normal component of
acceleration, but also a tangential component, both of which are variable. The accelerations
along the bristle, the aerodynamic forces, and gravity produce complex patterns of bristle
vibrations. The bristle withstands transverse vibrations in the xy plane, which constitutes the
weaker plane for bending deflections, transverse vibrations in the xz plane (stronger plane),
and torsional vibrations. In view of the complexities in modelling all these interactions, the
models developed assume that the bristle does not twist, vibrates only in the weaker plane for
bending deflections, and is subjected to small deflections. It is also assumed that they
withstand the same loads and deflections and that there is no bristle-bristle interaction. In
addition, shear deformations, rotary inertia, gravity, aerodynamic forces, and internal damping
are neglected. Experimental results on gutter brushes indicate that most of these assumptions
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provide useful results (Peel, 2002). Furthermore, it is anticipated that FE analyses suggest
that all the modelling assumptions are practical for most of the cases of interest.
The kinematic analyses of the cutting and flicking bristles are based on relative-motion
analysis using rotating axes. The brush system of axes XbYbZb, whose origin, 0, coincides with
the origin of the XCYCZG system, is a rotating system characterised by 0) and a. Thus, the
acceleration vector of any element B of the bristle can be expressed with reference to the
rotating system by
a 8 = a 0 + a x r 8/0 + W x (w x r 8/0 ) + 2(w x V 8rel ) + a 8rel ' (4.1)
where rB/O is the position vector of B with respect to 0 and VBrel and aBrel are the velocity and
acceleration of B relative to the rotating coordinate system, respectively. However, the
acceleration of point 0, aD, is null.
The angular velocity and angular acceleration vectors of the rotating system are given by
and
dO)
where a =-,
dt
(4.2)
kG is a unit vector in the Zc direction, and t is time. Due to the assumptions of the models,
point B performs a rectilinear motion in the Y direction, as illustrated in Figure 4.2.a for the
case of a cutting bristle. Therefore, VBrel and aBrel can be given by
and (4.3)
where Y is the deflection of point B and j is a unit vector in the Y direction.
On the one hand, with reference to Figure 4.1.a for the cutting brush, Equation 4.1 yields
or, by observing in Figure 4.1.a that Jc = -k and iG = sin¢>i + cost/> j,
(4.5)
where re is the perpendicular distance from B to the Zb axis and le. jG, l, and k are unit vectors
in the Xc, Ye, X, and Z directions, respectively. From Figure 4.2.a, rB is given by
"« = rA + xsin¢>+ y coeo , (4.6)
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where r;l IS the bristle mount radius, i.e., the radial coordinate of the clamped end.
Nevertheless, the last term tends to be much smaller than the other two terms because y is
considered small. Hence, Equation 4.6 can be approximated to
rB = r" + x sill ¢ . (4.7)
":=:J ""I"............ 0
xi. XG .
te
o
x ycos¢ x
(a) xy view of a vibrating cutting bristle (b) xz view of a flicking bristle
Figure 4.2. Views of the bristles of cutting and flicking brushes
On the other hand, for the flicking brush, given that for small deflections the Ye component
of the position vector of B can be neglected (Figure 4.1.b), Equation 4.1 can be expressed as
(4.8)
or, by noting in Figure 4.1.b that jG = j and le = sin¢ i+ cos¢ k,
From Figure 4.2.b, YB is also given by Equation 4.7.
4.3. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODELS
4.3.1. Formulation of the Models
The bristles of oscillatory cutting and flicking brushes are considered to be in dynamic
equilibrium. Therefore, the accelerations are dealt with by subjecting the bristles to
equivalent inertial forces. However, only the y component of acceleration is needed, because
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it is of interest to model small transverse vibrations in the xy plane. From Equations 4.3, 4.5,
and 4.9, it has that
for the cutting brush, (4.10)
for the flicking brush. (4.11 )
This acceleration is translated into an equivalent inertia force per unit length, q, acting along
the bristle and whose direction is opposite to that of the acceleration (Figure 4.3.a). By using
Equations 4.7, 4.10, and 4.11, the inertia force can be expressed as
dm ( ) ( d ' YJq = - - 0/3\, = pA 0 r - --2 '
dx' dt
(4.12)
where m, p, and A are the mass, the density, and the cross-sectional area of the bristle,
respectively, and
Of = a} cos¢(rA +xsin¢) (cutting brush), (4.13)
(4.14)Of =a(rA +xsin¢) (flicking brush).
A (fixed)
c
(a) Distributed inertia load (b) Free-body diagram of an infinitesimal element
Figure 4.3. External and internal loads in the static model of cutting and flicking bristles
The inertia force q has two terms: pAoI, which corresponds to the oscillations of the brush,
and -pA(d2yldt\ which corresponds to the relative acceleration caused by the vibrations of
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the bristle. Figure 4.3.a shows the static model of the bristle, where A is a built-in, fixed point
in the .\}'Z system. It is noted that whereas bristle dynamics in the cutting brush depends on
the square of the angular velocity (Equation 4.13), its counterpart in the flicking brush
depends on the angular acceleration (Equation 4.14).
4.3.2. Equation of Motion
To derive the equation of motion for the transverse vibration of the bristles, a free-body
diagram of an element B of length dx is drawn in Figure 4.3.b. From Equation 4.12 and the
formulation of the dynamic equilibrium equations of the element, it has that
(4.15)
where M, is the bending moment of the element at a distance x from the clamped end at time t.
From first-order bending theory, it has that
(4.16)
where E is the Young's modulus and lzz is the second moment of area about the z axis.
Therefore, Equation 4.15 can be expressed as
(4.17)
where
k 2 = Elzz
a pA' (4.18)
Equation 4.17 is a linear, partial, fourth order differential equation, and it corresponds to the
well-known equation of motion for the forced lateral vibration of a beam. The determination
of a solution for this equation constitutes a difficult and long process, particularly for beams
that are not simply supported. Therefore, a summary of this process is presented.
4.3.3. Solution of the Equation of Motion
By using the normal-mode method and the Duhamel integral, a solution of this equation is
(Weaver et al., 1990)
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~ X r/" r'y = ~-' Jo Xi Jo ar (x,t')sin(coi (t - t')] di'dx ,
i=1 OJi
(4.19)
where h is the length of the bristle, COi is the angular frequency of the ith natural mode of
vibration, t ' is a dummy time variable, and
Xi = Cli (cos k.x + cosh kix)+ C2; (cos k.x - cosh k;x)
+ C3; (sin k,x + sinh k;x) + C4; (sin k.x - sinh k;x) .
(4.20)
Equation 4.20 is known as the normal mode or characteristic function of a beam (Rao, 2004),
where Cli to C4i (i = 1 to 00) are coefficients that depend on the boundary conditions and
k 2 OJ; NtoA. =-=co· --., k I El
a zz
(4.21)
The deflection and slope at the bristle top (x = 0) and the bending moment and shearing force
at the tip (x = h) are zero. Thus, the boundary conditions are
(4.22)
Using the method of separation of variables (Volterra and Zachamanoglou, 1965), the
deflection of the bristle for the ith natural mode can be given by
(4.23)
where 'lfi is a time function. Thus, the boundary conditions for any ith mode can be written as
(X;t=o = 0, (dX.)--' =0dx X=O ' (d:X~iJ =0.
x=l"
(4.24)
The coefficients Cli through C4i and k, (i = 1 to 00) can be determined by Equation 4.24 and
the orthogonality conditions satisfied by the characteristic function. The application of the
first two boundary conditions in Equation 4.24 to Equation 4.20 yields
(4.25)
The application of the last two boundary conditions produces
C2;(-coskix-cosh k;x)+ C4; (-sin k;x-sinh k;x) = 0,
C2i (sin k,» - sinh k;x)+ C4i (- cos k.x - cosh k;x) = 0,
(4.26)
(4.27)
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which is a homogeneous system of two equations. From standard linear algebra, the
determinant of coefficients C2i and C4i must be zero so as to obtain non-trivial solutions. Thus
This equation produces
COSkJb coshkJb = -1. (4.29)
Combining Equations 4.26 and 4.27 also yields a relationship between CZi and C4i:
c .= -C .( cos k J b + cosh kJ b J .
41 2,. k I . hk Ism ; b + sm ; b
(4.30)
Equations 4.25,4.29, and 4.30 can be found in the literature (e.g., Rao, 2004). The coefficient
CZi is obtained through the normalised orthogonality condition (Weaver et al., 1990):
(4.31 )
It can be shown that substitution of Equation 4.20 into Equation 4.31, using Equation 4.30,
and then Equation 4.29 produce
C -1-1/22; - b • (4.32)
The first six consecutive roots (kih) of Equation 4.29 and the ratios C4;1C2i, given by Equation
4.30, are presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1. Values of k;lb and C4/C2i for i = 1 to 6
i 1 2 3 4 5 6
u. 1.875104 4.694091 7.854757 10.995541 14.137168 17.278760
C4/C2; -0.73409551 -1.01846732 -0.99922450 -1.00003355 -0.9999986 -1.00000006
From Equation 4.21 and the known values of kih (i = 1 to 00), the natural frequencies of
vibration can be obtained:
(4.33)
In order to obtain a complete solution of the equation of motion, Equation 4.19 has to be dealt
with further. From Equations 4.13 and 4.14, the acceleration term a/x,t ') can be expressed as
a f (z.r') = d(x)a fA (I'), (4.34)
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where
(4.35)
a(A(t')=rAa(t') and d(x)=I+~sin¢ (flicking brush).
rA
(4.36)
From Equation 4.34, Equation 4.19 can be given by
(4.37)
where
(4.38)
The determination of the integral in Equation 4.37 yields
ri,X.d(x)dx = 2K (C4i _ C2i sin¢J
Jo • ; k k2 '
i i rA
(4.39)
where
{
cos¢,
K;=
1,
cutting brush
flicking brush
(4.40)
Combination of Equations 4.37, 4.39, 4.20, and 4.25 produces
The bending moment along the bristle can be obtained by differentiating Equation 4.41 and
substituting the resultant equation into Equation 4.16. This gives
M = -2El ~{h()K (Ck _ C . sin ¢)C2i(COSk;X + cosh k;x)+ C4;(sin k,x + sinh k;X)}. (4.42)
z zz L... • t ; 4.. 2.
;=1 rA to,
4.3.4. Oscillatory Functions
It is necessary to evaluate the integral in Equation 4.38, which depends on the acceleration afA,
which in tum depends on the angular velocity (cutting brush) or angular acceleration (flicking
brush) (Equations 4.35 and 4.36). The functions considered in this chapter are the sinusoidal
and the YAP function (Figures 3.6 and 3.9 in Chapter 3). The stepped function is covered by
the YAP, when the smoothness parameter, b, is approximately zero. In addition, the function
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given by elliptical gears is not studied, because it is rather similar to the sinusoidal function
and it seems to provide the worst mechanical performance, as discussed in the preceding
chapter.
From Chapter 3 (Equations 3.25 and 3.27), the sinusoidal angular velocity and acceleration
are given by
m(t) = m", + mu sin 2ift '
aCt) = 2:ifma cos 2ift ,
(4.43)
(4.44)
where W,1l and (Ua are the mean and alternating component of the angular speed and f is the
frequency of ~t) and a(t).
From Chapter 3 (Equations 3.36 to 3.40 and 3.12), the VAP angular speed and acceleration
are given by
2{U [ l-b[2hJ(I)-IJ]
met) = mm + __ a hi (t) 1-b e h - ,
I-b
(4.45)
4fm [ l-bIZh2(1)-lJ]
a(t) = __ a K, 1- {b + 2(1- b)hz (t»)e b ,
I-b
(4.46)
where
hi et) = _!_ arcsin{sin{2ift)),
1!
(4.47)
hz (t) = _!_ arcsin{sin{arccos{cos{2ift )))),
1!
(4.48)
{
I, if int{2fl + 0.5) is even
K =
I -1 if int(2fl + 0.5) is odd'
(4.49)
where the function "int" rounds the argument down to the nearest integer.
The integral in Equation 4.38 can now be solved for both functions. By using Equations 4.35,
4.36, 4.43, and 4.44 and the trigonometric identities
2sinw,sinwz =coS{WI-W2)-coS{wl +wz)'
2sinw,cosw2 =sin{w, +w2)+sin{w,-wz)'
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Equation 4.38, for the sinusoidal function, yields
h(t)=!j_. (l-COSOJt{ OJ 2 + m(/2]+ r4OJmOJ(/ (4.risinmt-2OJsin2dt)
'OJ, '\ III 2 (27if)2 _ m,2 "1 I I "1'
JrmOJ-
+ ( A I (/ 2 )(COS41ift -cosOJt)2 (4;if)2 - m, '
(4.50)
(cutting brush)
2:ifr OJ·OJ (h;{t) = A, O
2
cos2...1i -cosm.t)
(2:if) 2 _ OJ; "1' I (flicking brush). (4.51)
The integral for the VAP function seems to be more easily calculated numerically. It can be
shown that Equation 4.38 is approximately given by
(cutting brush), (4.52)
(flicking brush), (4.53)
where the functions aijtln), a(0), and aUtln) are obtained by substituting 1 by jtln or 0 in
Equation 4.45 or 4.46, and n is an integer number, which has to be sufficiently large so as to
obtain the desired accuracy.
4.3.5. Bristle Stresses
Finally, the maximum stress (tension or compression) caused by the vibration of the bristle in
the weaker plane, at time t and in a section of the bristle located at a distance x from the top
end, is proportional to M, and is given by
t2
Mz{x,t)- 6M ( t)2 z x,
Smax(x,t) = = 2
t; t2 t,
(4.54)
where M, is given by Equation 4.42 and tl and 12 are the bristle breadth and width,
respectively, which are indicated in Figure 4.1. It is noted that this equation only includes the
stresses due to the vibration in the weaker plane.
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4.4. ANALYSIS OF THE MODELS
4.4.1. Mode Shapes and Bending Moment Diagrams
In Equations 4.41 and 4.42, only the last multiplicand in each one depends on x. Therefore,
for any given value of time, those terms can be used to plot the mode shapes and normalized
bending moment diagrams, which are illustrated in Figure 4.4 for the first four modes. The
terms Yimox and M:imox (i = 1, 2, 3, and 4) correspond to the maximum values along the bristle,
for a given time. For each mode, Mzi and v. are maximum at the fixed end (x = 0) and the free
end (x = h), respectively. Although all the moments at x = 0 are shown positive in Figure
4.4.b, the actual directions of the moments will vary with time, at different frequencies for
each mode. Thus, the maximum moment and maximum deflection may occur anywhere
along the bristle. It is anticipated that for the oscillatory frequencies and characteristics of the
cases dealt with in this work, the first mode largely dominates bristle dynamics. Therefore,
the free end tends to withstand the largest deflections, and the built-in end the largest
moments and stresses. Moreover, as the tip is the part of the bristle that will become in
contact with the road and debris, it is the deflection of the tip which is of main interest. In the
light of this, the study focuses mainly on the deflection of the tip and the bending moment, or
stress, at the top.
/'
- ;=1
-- ;=2__.- ......, -.- ;= 3
.,;'" ;= 4
- ;=1
-- ;=2
-.- ;=3
.. __;=4 :
,,
-1 -1
(a) Mode shapes (b) Normalised bending moment diagrams
Figure 4.4. First four mode shapes and normalised bending moment diagrams of a fixed-free beam
4.4.2. Sensitivity Analyses
The effects on the accuracy of y(h, t) and Mz(O, t) of the number of modes considered in the
calculations and the value of the integer n for the VAP function (Equations 4.52 and 4.53) are
studied. These analyses correspond to bristles oscillating up to 2 s, for the VAP and
sinusoidal functions at frequencies ranging from 1 Hz to 50 Hz. The results indicate that, for
this frequency range, the third and higher modes tend to have negligible effects, especially on
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the value of the deflection. The maximum errors involved in considering only the first four
modes are of the order of 0.002%, for the deflection, and 0.2%, for the bending moment. As
for the value of II, the maximum errors produced by using n = 2000 are of the order of
0.001%, for the deflection, and 0.1%, for the bending moment. Therefore, the models will be
applied considering 4 modes and using n ~ 2000. As an example, results of the sensitivity
analysis for the case of the cutting brush are presented in Figure 4.5. The terms er and eu are
the maximum differences in the maximum values ofy(h, t) and Mz(O, f), respectively, between
each case and the case where n = 3000 or the first 6 modes are considered.
14 r:~~J1.4012 1.210
;i" •8 08 -~ ~~
:II 6 0.6 d1'Cl>
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2 0 0.2
0 -~ -----i..- -~--._-- --. .- 0
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(a) Effect of the number of modes (b) Effect of the value of n
Figure 4.5. Maximum relative differences in the maximum tip deflection and bending moment at the
top; cutting brush
4.4.3. Parameters
For a given pair of values x and t, the deflection y(x, t), bending moment Mz(x, t), and stress
Smax(x, t), (Equations 4.41, 4.42, and 4.54) depend on the type of oscillatory function and on
several terms. For the cutting brush, these are {J),/, R,f, b, rs, h, and rp, where
(4.55)
and, for the flicking brush, (Oa, J, b, r». ls. and sin¢. For this brush, y, Mz, and Smnx are
independent of lUm. In addition, y(x, f) depends on kn (Equation 4.18), and Mz(x, t) on Elzz and
pA, in both brush types. Furthermore, an analysis of Equations 4.41 and 4.42 indicates that,
for the cutting brush, y and M, are proportional to Wm2 (provided that (On is a constant fraction,
R, of Wm) and have a linear relationship with rs. For the flicking brush, y and M, are
proportional to {J)nand have linear relationships with sin¢ and rA. Consequently, any value of
Wm, for the cutting brush, or Wo, for the flicking brush, can be selected for studying brush
behaviour, and the results can be extended to other values.
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4.5. METHODOLOGY
The effects of the type of function (VAP or sinusoidal), b,f, R, h, r., and ¢> are investigated in
this research. The effects of the material properties of the bristle, E and p, and the cross-
sectional properties, A and lzz, are not studied. It is expected that the dynamics of the bristle
will exhibit the same patterns reported in Sections 4.6 and 4.7. However, the natural
frequencies of the bristles are function of these properties. Unless otherwise stated, hereafter
the bristles are of steel with E = 207 GPa, p = 7800 kg/m:', II = 2 mm, 12 = 0.5 mm, and h =
240 mm. The geometrical parameters of the brush are ¢> = 26° and rA = 112.5 mm. The
operating parameters to use are cu,1l = 100 rpm and R = mal co", = 0.1, for the cutting brush, and
ea, = 1 rad/s = 9.55 rpm, for the flicking brush. All these values have been used in previous
works (e.g., Peel, 2002; Vanegas Useche et al., 2005, 2006a).
The frequency ranges [1, 50] Hz, for the flicking brush, and [1, 20] Hz, for the cutting brush
are selected taking into account practical considerations for achieving f, and the results
obtained in Vanegas Useche et al. (2007b). For example, the cutting brush oscillating atf=
28.89 Hz exhibits a condition similar to resonance in the vibration of the bristle in the stronger
plane. This phenomenon tends to invalidate the assumption of no deflections in the stronger
plane. Consequently, the frequency range selected does not contain this frequency. The
following decisions are also made: the time interval [0, 1 s] is chosen to track the maximum
values of y(h, t) and SmolO, t). This is considered appropriate, as it provides a useful insight
into brush behaviour and the bristles of a constrained gutter brush are not normally in free
flight during more than a second. Besides, internal damping would tend to affect significantly
the results if very long periods of time were analysed. A time interval, i.e., the difference
between two consecutive time values used to determine y(h, I) and Smax(O, t), of at most 2 ms
is selected. Lastly, values of y and Smax are calculated for frequency increments of 0.1 Hz.
It is noted that the models have been validated by using several FE models developed in this
research. The validity of the assumptions of small deflection, no damping, and vibrations in
the weaker plane only is analysed in Vanegas Useche et al. (2007a, 2007b). It is indicated
that these assumptions are practical for most of the cases studied in this work.
Sections 4.6 and 4.7 present and discuss the results of the application of the models of the
cutting brush and flicking brush, respectively.
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4.6. CUTTING BRUSH
4.6.1. Brush Oscillation Frequency
The effect of the frequency of oscillation of the cutting brush is analysed for the sinusoidal
and the VAP function with b = 0.05 and b = 0.25. It is noted that a detailed analysis of the
effect of the value of b in the whole range (0, 1) is presented in Vanegas Useche et al.
(2007c). Although this analysis is interesting, the aim of the VAP function is to minimise
shaft accelerations, and this is achieved with a small value of b. Figure 4.6 presents the
curves for the maximum bristle tip deflection and stress at the clamped end against frequency.
As Smax is proportional to M, (Equation 4.54), it is not necessary to consider the latter here.
Except near the first natural frequency of the bristle (jj = 7.22 Hz), Smax and y tend to be low,
due to the relatively small value of R and since the rotational speed of the brush, as well as the
centrifugal forces developed, is low. There tends to be resonance when the brush oscillates
with a frequency near /I, where the first mode is present almost exclusively. As shown in
Vanegas Useche et al. (2006a), there tends to be resonance also near the second natural
frequency (Ii = 45.3 Hz). Around this frequency, the first two modes greatly dominate the
vibration of the bristle. The first mode is dominant at the start of the time interval, and the
effect of the second mode increases as time passes. In general, a detailed analysis indicates
that the first mode dominates bristle vibrations in the time interval [0, 1 s]. However, the
effect of the second mode is not insignificant, particularly regarding the stress. The influence
of the third and further modes on the deflection and stress tends to be negligible.
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--b =0.05
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26~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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(a) Maximum tip deflection (b) Maximum stress at the clamped end
Figure 4.6. Effect of the type of function on the tip deflection and top stress for a frequency range
Figure 4.6 also show that, for most of the frequencies investigated, the sinusoidal function
produces higher deflections and stresses than the other two functions studied. In addition, the
lower value of b tends to produce smaller stresses and deflections. However, the differences
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are rather smail, because the angular speed curves are similar in shape and values (Figures
3.6.a and 3.9.a in Chapter 3). Nonetheless, there are some frequencies at which the VAP
function with b = 0.05 tends to cause slightly higher stresses or deflections (e.g., 1.4 Hz, 1.7
Hz, and 2 Hz). Furthermore, the curves in Figure 4.6 present some upwards and downwards
peaks (e.g., at 1.4 Hz, 1.8 Hz, 15 Hz, and 15.3 Hz), which may be related to a phenomenon of
interest. A detailed analysis of the response of the bristle for certain frequency ranges was
carried out, and some of the results are presented herein.
For very low frequencies, the oscillations of the bristle tend to follow the pattern of the
angular speed curve, as illustrated in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. Because of the slight differences in
the angular speed curves for the sinusoidal and the VAP function, there are also slight
differences in the response of the bristle. In Figures 4.7 and 4.8, some peaks for the
sinusoidal function are higher than those for the VAP function and vice versa. Depending on
the period of time analysed, any of both the sinusoidal and the VAP function could produce
higher deflections or stresses for a given frequency. This is the reason for the occurrence of
higher deflections or stresses for the VAP function for certain frequencies around 2 Hz.
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Figure 4.7. Bristle tip deflection and angular speed against time for f = 1.43 Hz
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Figure 4.8. Bristle tip deflection and angular speed against time for f= 1.6 Hz
(b) Angular speed vs. time; VAP function, b = 0.05
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Notably, it is also found that a peculiar behaviour, a condition similar to resonance, tends to
occur for the VAP function, when f is an odd fraction of a natural frequency. When f is an
odd fraction of Ji (i = I, 2, 3, and 4, as only four modes were considered), it is the ith mode
that becomes excited towards resonance. It is also noted that the lower the odd fraction of the
frequency, the lower the effect. This phenomenon does not occur for the sinusoidal function.
As an example, Figure 4.9 shows the bristle tip deflection and angular speed against time
when f = jil3 = 2.41 Hz. Brush oscillations and the response of the bristle act in such a way
that the deflections (as well as the stresses) are first hindered and then enhanced towards
resonance. It can be observed that a considerable amount of time is required for the resonant
behaviour to take place. Another example is given by Figure 4.10, for the VAP function with
f= ji/3 = 15.1 Hz. It shows the first- and second-mode components of the maximum stress at
the bristle clamped end (the third and four modes are negligible). It is observed that the
contribution of the second mode first becomes smaller up to about 0.25 s and then becomes
greater.
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Figure 4.9. Bristle tip deflection and angular speed against time; YAP function, f= '1/3 = 2.41 Hz, b
= 0.05, and R = 0.2
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Figure 4.10. First- and second-mode components of the maximum stress at the bristle top against
time for the YAP function with' = fz/3 = 15.1 Hz, b = 0.05, and R = 0.15
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The reason for this phenomenon is that, due to the peculiar shape of the VAP function, the
relevant mode of vibration tends to be counteracted or enhanced, depending on whether the
net work done by the inertia forces produced by the oscillations of the brush is positive or
negative. This is discussed in detail in Vanegas Useche et at. (2007c). In the cases in Figures
4.9 and 4.10, the first and second modes, respectively, are first counteracted, up to a point
where the conditions are favourable for the vibrations of the respective mode to be enhanced.
As suggested by Figure 4.6, the resonant behaviour does not cause a high impact on the
response of the bristle during the first second. Furthermore, the VAP and sinusoidal function
produce similar bristle response. This is because the shapes and values of the OJ curves are
similar for all the functions, as stated before. In contrast, as will be studied in Section 4.7, the
behaviour ofthe flicking brush is strongly affected by the type of function, because this brush
is affected by the angular acceleration (not the angular speed). The angular acceleration
curves are dramatically different for the sinusoidal and the VAP function for different values
ofb.
4.6.2. Bristle Wear
Due to the tough working conditions of gutter brushes, the steel bristles tend to wear (shorten)
at a high rate. Therefore, it is of interest to study the effect of the length of the bristle on
brush dynamics. Figure 4.11 presents two examples that show the maximum tip deflection
and maximum top stress against length for a pair of frequencies. Figure 4.11.a indicates that
the maximum tip deflection tends to decrease as the bristle wears. This is mainly because a
shorter bristle is more rigid and withstands smaller inertia forces. However, it also has to do
with the fact that the natural frequency varies as the bristle shortens.
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Figure 4.11. Maximum tip deflection and top stress against bristle length
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Similarly, Figure 4.l1.b shows that the maximum top stress tends to decrease as the bristle
wears; however, there is a peak in the maximum stress. This is because the varying natural
frequency of the bristle becomes closer to 13 Hz. From Equation 4.33, at a length of 178.9
mm, the natural frequency becomes equal to 13 Hz; thus, resonance occurs at this length.
Again, the results indicate that the type of function and the value of b have a small effect on
bristle behaviour, as discussed in the preceding section.
4.6.3. Parameter R
Regarding the effect of the ratio R = waf ai; on bristle dynamics, the results indicate that for
most of the frequencies studied, the general tendency is that both maximum tip deflection and
top stress, in the time interval [0, 1 s], increase as R is increased, as illustrated by the
examples in Figure 4.12. For most of the frequencies, the relationship between the maximum
deflection or stress and R tends to be fairly linear. However, in contrast to the case of a
flicking brush (Section 4.7), it is not proportional. When R = 0 ((Oa = 0) all the angular speed
functions become the constant function ro = W,II. Thus, the deflections and stresses are the
same for all the functions, as illustrated by Figure 4.12.
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(a) Sinusoidal function (b) VAP function with b = 0.05
Figure 4.12. Maximum top stress against R, for a set of frequencies f
The tendency for the deflections and stresses to increase with R may be due to the higher
angular speeds that are achieved for greater values of R and because the area under the curve
oJ -1 (All.I) increases as R is increased, as shown in Figure 4.13. Nonetheless, the behaviour of
the bristles depends on the interaction among other factors, and bristle deflections and stresses
do not necessarily increase with R. This is more noticeable for the VAP function at certain
frequencies. For example, for the VAP function withf= 15.1 Hz and b = 0.05, the maximum
stress first decreases slightly with R and then increases, as shown in Figure 4.l2.b. It is
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recalled that for this frequency, a condition similar to resonance occurs (Figure 4.10). A
detailed analysis of the effect of R on bristle stresses in this case indicates that as R is
increased from zero to about 0.02, the maximum contribution of the second mode decreases.
From R = 0.02, higher values of R tend to produce higher contributions of the second mode.
Besides, the condition similar to resonance tends to be delayed as R is reduced. This is
illustrated by Figures 4.l4 and 4.l0, in which a comparison can be made between the curves
for the second mode for R = 0.06 and R = 0.15. The interactions among this kind of
phenomena produce the behaviour exhibited in this case.
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Figure 4.13. Area under the curve ol-t vs. time;
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4.6.4. Bristle Mount Angle
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Figure 4.14. First- and second-mode com-
ponents of Smax vs. time; YAP function,
f= f2/3 = 15.1 Hz, b = 0.05, R = 0.06
The effect of the bristle mount angle ¢ is investigated by analysing the variation of the
maximum tip deflection and top stress with ¢ for a number of functions. Figure 4.15 present
some examples. It may be observed that the deflections and stresses increase as ¢ is
incremented from zero up to about 34° and then decrease. On the one hand, the curves have a
positive slope because the radial distance of any element of the bristle, r»; becomes greater as
¢ increases. Therefore, higher centrifugal forces are developed. On the other hand, if ¢ is
large enough, the y component (Figure 4.1.a) of the centrifugal forces diminish as ¢ is
increased. Thus, the centrifugal forces tend to have less impact on the vibrations in the
weaker plane. lfthe mount angle were the hypothetical value of 90°, there were no transverse
oscillations in the weaker plane (all the curves in Figure 4.15 converge at the point (90°, 0».
In this case, the oscillations of the brush would tend to produce longitudinal vibrations, due to
the centrifugal forces, and vibrations in the stronger plane.
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Figure 4.15. Maximum tip deflection and top stress against bristle mount angle for a set of functions
An analysis of Equations 4.41 and 4.42 indicates that the deflection and bending moment (as
wel1 as the stress) for the ith mode can be expressed as the product of a value independent of
¢J and the function
J. . = _cOS¢J[C4i - C2i sin ¢J.¢/l k, k 2 r
I i A
(4.56)
The plots of this function for the first four modes and rA = 112.5 mm are shown in Figure
4.16. If the deflection and stress depended only on the ith mode, the maximum values would
be obtained with ¢ equal to 34.3°, 20.0°, 13.9°, and 10.4° for i = 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
As bristle vibrations are, in general, the result of a combination of all the modes, the value of
¢J that maximises y and Smax depends on the type of function and the value off A comparison
of Figures 4.15 and 4.16 corroborates the fact that the first mode dominates the vibration of
the bristles for the cases studied. Higher modes have greater impacts, e.g., for higher
frequencies of brush oscillation, as shown in Vanegas Useche et at. (2006a).
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Figure 4.16, Function f,p; against tP for the first four modes
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4.6.5. Bristle Mount Radius
As stated in Section 4.4.3, bristle deflections and moments have a linear relationship with the
mount radius, r.. Figure 4.17 provides some examples of the variation of the bristle tip
deflection against mount radius. The results suggest that both the maximum tip deflection and
top stress increase with rA. This is because the centrifugal forces increase with the mount
radius. The lines exhibit various slopes and intercepts with the axis r, = 0, because of the
different responses of the bristle for different functions and frequencies.
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Figure 4.17. Maximum tip deflection against mount radius for a set of functions
4.7. FLICKING BRUSH
4.7.1. Brush Oscillation Frequency
The effects off for different flicking brush oscillatory functions are illustrated in Figures 4.18
and 4.19. These present the maximum values of y(h, t) and SmalO, t), respectively, against
frequency, in the time interval [0, 1 s]. For reasons that will be discussed in Section 4.7.2, the
curves for the sinusoidal function and the VAP function with b = 0.5 are rather coincident. As
expected, for all the functions, resonance tends to occur when f is close to the first or the
second natural frequency (Ii = 7.22 Hz and.li = 45.3 Hz, from Equation 4.33). The results
indicate that the condition similar to resonance also tends to occur in the flicking brush, when
this oscillates with the VAP function at a frequency near an odd fraction of any of the first
four natural frequencies. This condition is accentuated for b = 0.01. It is of interest to
mention that b = 0.01 provides almost the same results as b ~ 0; the former value has been
selected here, because smaller values tend to require much larger values of n in Equation 4.53
for a given accuracy. Some of the frequencies at which peaks can be observed in the
deflection and/or stress curves are presented in Table 4.2. An analysis of this table and
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Figures 4.18 and 4.19 indicates that for any of the four modes (i.e., for any row), the smaller
the frequency, the shorter the peak, for reasons discussed in the next paragraph.
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Table 4.2. Frequencies in Hz at which there is a noticeable peak in
the maximum stress and/or deflection
Mode Jill Jil3 JiIS Jin Jitf) Jilll
1 7.22 2.41 1.44 1.03
2 45.3 15.1 9.05
3 42.3 25.4 18.1 14.1
4 49.7 35.5 27.6 22.6
The reason for the occurrence of high vibration amplitudes and stresses at odd fractions of the
natural frequencies, when b is close to zero, may be observed in Figures 4.20 and 4.21, in
whichf= ji/3 = 7.22/3 = 2.41 Hz andf= jil5 = 1.44 Hz, respectively. Figure 4.20 presents
curves of normalised values of the deflection of the tip, y*, and the angular acceleration, a*,
and Figure 4.21 shows curves of a normalised maximum stress, S*, and angular acceleration,
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a*. A normalised value corresponds to the ratio between the deflection, stress, or angular
acceleration and its maximum absolute value in the time interval shown. In these cases, as the
bristle oscillates, the abrupt change in angular acceleration tends to coincide with the
maximum (or minimum) bristle deflection. The directions of the deflection and angular
acceleration are such that each time the latter changes direction, the bristle tends to increase
its maximum deflection. The deflection amplitude remains practically constant up to the next
change in angular acceleration, where the amplitude increases again. This behaviour can also
be explained by considering the work of the inertia force produced by a. For example, from
Figure 4.20, it can be concluded that this force does positive work about two thirds of the
time, when the force and bristle velocity have the same direction. In the remaining time, the
work of the force is negative. Therefore, there is a net positive work that increases vibration
amplitudes. Similarly, in the case of Figure 4.21, the force does positive work about three
fifths of the time and negative work about two fifths. Finally, as stated before, the results
indicate that the lower the odd fraction of the frequency, the slower the process of increasing
deflection. This may be inferred from Figures 4.20, 4.21, and 4.18 or 4.19.
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Figure 4.20. Normalised tip deflection, y*, and angular acceleration, a', against time;
b = 0.05, f= f1/3 = 2.41 Hz
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Figure 4.21. Normalised maximum stress, S*, and angular acceleration, a", against time; b
= 0.02, f = f1/5 = 1.44 Hz
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A similar behaviour is observed for other odd fractions of the natural frequencies. Figure 4.22
provides an example of this phenomenon when j"= 1213 = 15.1 Hz. The stresses due to the first
three modes are separated, and they are normalised with respect to the overall maximum
stress in the time interval shown. It may be observed that the first mode has a rather constant
effect along the time line (the amplitudes are not increasing) and that the third mode has a
negligible effect. In contrast, the second mode is becoming dominant as time passes, as / =
.h13, and a condition similar to resonance is achieved (a beating phenomenon is observed, and
each beat has higher amplitudes than those of the preceding one). The abrupt changes in the
angular acceleration and maximum tip deflections due to the effect of the second mode tend to
occur simultaneously and in the "appropriate" direction.
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Figure 4.22. Normalised stresses S, *, S2 *, and S3 * at the clamped end and angular
acceleration, a*, against time; b = 0.05, , = '2/3 = 15.1 Hz
On the other hand, downwards peaks can be observed in Figures 4.18 and 4.19, indicating that
the VAP function with certain frequencies tends to reduce bristle oscillations when they are
compared with those produced near these frequencies. From a more detailed analysis around
those peaks, it is found that iot f= jj/2 = 3.61 Hz and j"> 2/1 = 14.4 Hz, the oscillations and
stresses tend to be lower than those generated around these frequencies. The reason for this
behaviour may be observed in Figures 4.23 and 4.24, in which j"> 3.61 Hz = ji/2 and j"> 3.5
Hz respectively. When f = 3.61 Hz, it can be noticed that the changes in the angular
acceleration coincide with a maximum deflection (and also bending moment or stress), in
such a way that the positive deflections are maintained small. This does not occur when / =
3.5 Hz. A similar phenomenon is observed whenj"= 2fi.
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Figure 4.23. Normalised tip deflection, y*, and angular acceleration, a", against time;
b = 0.02, f= 3.61 Hz = f1/2
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Figure 4.24. Normalised tip deflection, y*, and angular acceleration, a', against time;
b = 0.02, f= 3.5 Hz
From Figures 4.18 and 4_19, it can also be noted that the stress is more sensitive to the
changes in frequency than the deflection when f is greater than fi_For example, whereas the
maximum stress has a peak at about}3/5 = 25.4 Hz, a peak in the maximum deflection is not
clearly noticed. It is observed that the deflection is mainly influenced by odd fractions of the
fundamental frequency, whereas odd fractions of the natural frequencies of higher modes
have a profound effect on bristle stresses. This may be explained, in part, by the fact that in
the results reported in this work, higher frequencies tend to produce smaller deflections but
slopes comparable with those of lower frequencies.
4.7.2. Smoothness Parameter
As the VAP function has been devised to obtain small shaft accelerations, the discussion in
Section 4.7.1 concentrated mainly on small values of the smoothness parameter, b. Contrary
to the case of the cutting brush, the flicking brush is affected significantly by the value of b.
Therefore, this section investigates the whole range 0 < b < 1. When the frequency of brush
oscillation is close to the first or second natural frequency, the larger the value of b, the higher
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the maximum deflection and stress. This is indicated by the example in Figure 4.25.a. The
same behaviour tends to occur for frequencies far from odd fractions of the natural
frequencies, as shown by the examples in Figure 4.25.b (curves forf= 1.2 Hz andf= 40 Hz),
and as may be inferred from the curves for b = 0.01 and b ::::;I in Figures 4.18 and 4.19. The
reason for this can be explained by considering again the work of the inertia force produced
by the angular acceleration. Increasing b raises the maximum angular acceleration developed,
as shown in Figure 4.26. At t = 0, the greater angular acceleration when b is larger creates
higher inertia forces and, consequently, produces greater work, deflections, and velocities.
Higher velocities imply larger displacements in a given time interval, enhancing the work of
the inertia force. The results indicate that this effect compensates for the reduced magnitude
of a(t) when this is approaching zero or is increasing from zero. The vibrations for longer
times exhibit these characteristics. Thus, the bristle tends to withstand greater deflection and
stress amplitudes for larger values of b.
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Figure 4.26. Angular acceleration against time when f= 7.22 Hz
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Bristle dynamics for brush frequencies near odd fractions of the natural frequencies may also
exhibit a monotonic increase of maximum deflection or stress with b (e.g., curve forf= 14/11
= 22.6 Hz in Figure 4.25.b). However, a second trend is observed. With increasing b in the
interval (0, 1), the maximum deflections and stresses mayor may not first increase slightly;
then they decrease up to a minimum and rise again. To provide some examples, Figure 4.2S.b
shows that this trend occurs for f = ji/3 = 2.41 Hz and f = 1213 = 15.1 Hz. For these
frequencies, the minimum deflection occurs when b ~ 0.5. At least for the frequencies in
Table 4.2, excepting the natural frequencies, analyses suggest that maximum tip deflections
and top stresses tend to be minimum for values of b that roughly lie in the intervals (0, 0.5)
and (0.25, 0.5), respectively. The value of b that minimises y or Smax tends to be near 0.5 for
larger odd fractions of the natural frequencies.
Additional analyses of the effect of b on the behaviour of the flicking brush are presented in
Vanegas Useche et al. (2007a). Some of the conclusions of these analyses are given herein.
The first trend, i.e., maximum deflections or stresses rise with increasing b, normally occurs
when the resonant effect of the odd fraction of the natural frequency is weak. This tends to
take place, e.g., for small odd fractions of hand 14 (e.g., 14/7). The second trend tends to be
exhibited when the resonant phenomenon is strong. This mostly occurs for the maximum
stress andlor for large odd fractions of the natural frequencies (e.g.,ji/3).
The condition similar to resonance that occurs for small values of b may be related to the
plateau of the angular acceleration curve. As b is increased from zero, the plateau and,
consequently, the resonant phenomenon, diminish gradually up to b ~ 0.5. At this value, this
phenomenon is weak or cannot be easily noticed. When b = 0.5, the VAP angular
acceleration fairly resembles its sinusoidal counterpart, as shown in Figure 4.26. When b
increases in the interval (-0.5, 1), the maximum deflections and stresses tend to increase. An
analysis of the dynamics of the bristle indicates that there is also a condition similar to
resonance in this range, as shown by the example in Figure 4.27. This resonant behaviour is
strongest when b :::;1, i.e., when a(t) becomes a triangular wave. It is shown that this
phenomenon occurs because the shape of the VAP function when b is close to 1 provides
favourable conditions for the oscillations of the brush to do a net positive work.
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4.7.3. Bristle Wear, Mount Angle, and Mount Radius
As discussed for the case of the cutting brush, the reduction of bristle length has the effect of
modifying its natural frequencies. Therefore, the behaviour of a short bristle is similar to that
of a long bristle, but the frequencies at which resonant conditions occur are different.
Regarding the mount angle, ¢, and mount radius, rs, the relationships between y(h, t) or
Smax(O, t) and both sin¢ and rA are linear. Figure 4.28 provides some examples, which indicate
that the maximum stress and deflection increase with ¢ and rA. This is because the larger the
mount angle and mount radius, the larger the tangential accelerations withstood by the bristle,
as demonstrated by Equation 4.14. The lines exhibit various slopes and various intercepts
with the axes rA = ° and sine= 0, because of the different responses of the bristle for different
functions and frequencies.
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Figure 4.28. Effect of the mount angle and mount radius on the maximum stress and tip deflection
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4.8. ADDITIONAL REMARKS
The results in the preceding sections reveal the patterns of vibrations that may be developed in
oscillatory freely-rotating cutting and flicking brushes. Brushing parameters, in particular
those of the oscillatory function, affect dramatically bristle dynamics. Small changes in, for
instance, the frequency of oscillation, the shape of cqt), and the length of the bristle may alter
significantly the response of the system. This is especially the case of the flicking brush
SUbjected to the VAP function.
Although a gutter brush works in contact with the road, it might be raised from the surface
during some periods. Therefore, it may be necessary to interrupt brush rotation or its
oscillations or to avoid a frequency that produces a resonant behaviour. In addition, as gutter
brushes usually operate tilted, a percentage of the bristles of a constrained brush are in free
flight at any time. Therefore, vibration patterns similar to those reported may also be
developed in constrained brushes. Moreover, the free-flight dynamics alter the manner in
which the bristles become in contact with the road surface and debris. This initial contact
may play an important role in sweeping performance, as it has been shown that the way in
which the bristles impact the road affects brushing forces (Peel, 2002). It is considered that
the understanding of the dynamic characteristics of brushes in free rotation constitutes a
starting point for analysing the more complex characteristics of constrained brushes.
Despite these complexities, brush oscillations may be tuned in order to obtain certain patterns
of bristle vibrations that can improve sweeping performance. As occurs with some brush
applications, it is expected that the vibrations of the bristles and the impact forces developed
affect the coefficient of friction and the energy available for debris dislodging. However,
brush oscillations may produce higher bristle stresses, and this may affect bristle life, which
should be dictated by wear rather than fatigue. It is noted that this chapter did not aim at
determining optimum parameters for the oscillatory function, but at studying its effects on
bristle dynamics. Research on brushing efficiency will be presented in Chapters 6 and 7.
4.9. SUMMARY
This chapter developed analytical models for the dynamics of oscillatory, freely rotating
cutting and flicking brushes for road sweeping. The bristles were treated as cantilever beams
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subjected to small deflections, and two functions of oscillation of the brush angular speed
were studied, namely sinusoidal and YAP.
The variables that affect brush dynamics were identified. According to the models and
results, brush dynamics is highly influenced by the type of function, the smoothness
parameter, the frequency of oscillation, and the dimensions (tl' (2, h), density, and Young's
modulus of the bristle. For the flicking brush, bristle deflections and stresses are proportional
to the alternating component of the angular speed, are independent of the mean component,
and have a linear relationship with the sine of the mount angle and the mount radius. As for
the cutting brush, bristle deflections and stresses are proportional to the square of the mean
angular speed, for a given ratio between the alternating and mean angular speed, and have a
linear relationship with the mount radius.
The models were applied to study the dynamics of the bristles under different frequencies and
functions of oscillation, bristle lengths, mount angles, mount radii, and different values of the
smoothness parameter, b. It was shown that resonance tends to occur when the frequency of
oscillation of the brush is near the first or second natural frequency, regardless of the type of
function from those studied. Moreover, a condition similar to resonance tends to occur for the
VAP function at odd fractions of, at least, the first four natural frequencies. However, this
resonant behaviour is not very noticeable in the cutting brush for the frequency range
investigated and time interval used. For the flicking brush, this phenomenon tends to be
accentuated as b approaches 0 or 1 and weakens towards b ~ 0.5, where the VAP angular
acceleration fairly resembles a sinusoidal wave. In addition, this condition tends to develop
faster for larger odd fractions of the natural frequencies. The results also indicate that the
resonant behaviour has a higher effect on bristle top stresses than on bristle tip deflections,
because the effects of higher modes on stresses are more appreciable. Finally, for the range of
frequencies studied, the first two modes greatly dominate the dynamics of the bristle for
frequencies far from odd fractions of the natural frequencies, and higher modes become
dominant for the VAP function at frequencies close to odd fractions of them.
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CHAPTERS
Experiments - Part 1: Damping, Friction,
and Contact Stiffness
5.1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the procedure and results of a number of experimental tests that have
been performed to obtain some parameters for the FE modelling of gutter brushes. These
parameters are: the Rayleigh damping coefficients of a single bristle and of a cluster of
bristles (Section 5.2), the coefficient of friction for bristle-bristle contact (Section 5.3), and the
normal contact stiffuess for bristle-surface interaction (Section 5.4). Some basic concepts of
damping, friction, and contact modelling are introduced throughout the chapter.
5.2. DAMPING
5.2.1. Background
Damping is the mechanism by which the kinetic energy of a system is gradually converted
into heat or sound (Rao, 2004). Due to the reduction in energy, damping has the effect of
reducing gradually the response of the system, e.g., the displacement amplitude. There are
different sources of damping, e.g., friction between two dry sliding surfaces, fluid resistance,
and internal molecular friction. The last type of damping is the one of interest in this section.
It is difficult to determine all the causes of damping in a practical system, and damping is
modelled in different ways: viscous damping, Coulomb or dry friction damping, material or
hysteretic damping.
The simplest form of damping is viscous damping, as it leads to linear equations of motion
(Rao, 2004). In this type of damping, the damping force is proportional to the velocity of the
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body. Rayleigh or proportional damping is a form of viscous damping that is proportional to
a linear combination of the mass and stiffness dependent damping. Although the physical
meaning of this type of damping is not clear, it is a very convenient way to represent damping
in numerical models (Semblat, 1997). According to proportional damping:
(5.1 )
where C is the damping matrix, M is the mass matrix, K is the stiffness matrix, and an, mass
proportional damping coefficient, and PD, stiffness proportional damping coefficient, are
assumed to be constant.
5.2.2. Rayleigh Damping Coefficients of a Bristle
5.2.2.1. Overview
The bristles of a gutter brush, either conventional or oscillatory, deform and vibrate as they
make contact, slide, and leave the road surface. During this process, the internal molecular
friction in the bristles produces damping. This damping may be taken into account when
modelling a gutter brush by means of FE analyses. In the software ANSYS®, this damping
can be modelled as Rayleigh damping. In order to determine appropriate damping
coefficients, aD and PD, of a bristle, experimental tests were performed. The procedure and
results of these experiments are presented in Sections 5.2.2.2 and 5.2.2.3.
5.2.2.2. Methodology
The coefficients aD and PD are obtained experimentally, by analysing the rate of decay of the
vibration amplitudes of steel bristles in cantilever. The experimental setup is shown in Figure
5.1. The bristles were supported rigidly into a heavy clamping device, so that the damping
associated with the clamping system is negligible. Free vibrations were produced by
displacing the tip of the bristle downwards and then releasing it. It is assumed that the
vibration of the bristle is dominated by the first mode. Therefore, the beam of infinite
Degrees of Freedom (DOFs) is assumed to be equivalent to a single DOF system with viscous
damping, and it is characterised by the motion of the free end. A measuring scale at the
bristle tip enabled to track the decay of the vibration amplitudes, as shown in Figure 5.1. The
time /).t required for the deflection amplitude, Ymax, to reduce from a certain value, Yi, to
another value, Yf, (Figure 5.2) was recorded three times, and the average was taken. This
procedure was repeated for several pairs of values (Vi,Yf) and for three bristles (A, B, and C)
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of different lengths. The lengths and the first natural frequencies of the bristles are IbA = 481
mm, hB = 240 mm, he = 95.8 mm,fA = 1.89 HZ,/B = 7.22 Hz, andfc = 45.3 Hz. The cross
section of the bristles is 0.5 x 2 mm" The constants aD and Po are determined from a best fit
of the experimental data. It should be noted that it was not possible to use signal analysis.
This is because the wire that transmits the signal from the accelerometer generates a much
higher level of damping than that of the bristles themselves.
(a) IbA = 481 mm
Figure 5.1. Experimental setup for the determination of the damping coefficients of a bristle
(b) IbB = 240 mm
Y
v,
Yf
Figure 5.2. Bristle tip deflection against time. Variables measured in the experiments: Yi, Yf, and L'lt
The number of cycles during the time tJ.t is estimated by
(5.2)
where / is the frequency of bristle vibration. The frequency of bristle A was obtained
experimentally, because it is small, and, therefore, corresponds to fAd, which is called the
frequency of damped vibration. This is fAd = 1.891 Hz ± 0.009 Hz (standard error). The
value Of/B andfc given above are the theoretical first natural frequencies. However, as
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(5.3)
and, it is anticipated, the damping ratio of the bristles, t;D, is small, the first natural frequency,
fi (i = I), and the frequency of damped vibration, tl, do not differ greatly. Hence, the natural
frequencies may be used to estimate Ne (from Equation 5.2).
The logarithmic decrement, 8, which represents the rate at which the amplitude of free
damped vibration decreases, may be expressed as
s = _1 In(lJ...].
Ne v,
(5.4)
The damping ratio is defined as the ratio of the damping constant (or coefficient of viscous
damping), c, to the critical damping constant, Cc:
(5.5)
and it is given by
or, when 8<':::j 1, (5.6)
Thus, from the measured values Yi, Yf, and I'lt and the experimental or theoretical frequency,j,
the damping ratio for each bristle can be calculated by using Equations 5.2, 5.4, and 5.6.
For each bristle, the experimental data were used to obtain a Ymax - t curve. The experimental
points (t, Ymax) were fitted to a curve. Logarithmic, power, and exponential functions were
considered. In general, the power equation provided the best fit, and it was selected, even
though all the lines produced very similar results.
5.2.2.3. Results and Discussion
Figure 5.3 presents the experimental data and the trend lines for the three bristles. The time
toffset is an offset obtained from the regression analyses. The logarithmic decrement, 8, and
damping ratio, t;D, are, in theory, constant for a free viscously damped vibrating system.
However, the experimental results suggest that they depend on the deflection amplitude, Ylllax.
The trends in Figure 5.3 indicate that t5 and t;D are larger for higher values of Ymax. However,
for the longest bristle (hA = 481 mm, for whichJA = 1.89 Hz), 8 and t;D are almost constant for
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the different amplitudes. The dependence of 8 and SO on the vibration amplitude may be
partly due to the fact that the air resistance to which the bristles are subjected while they
vibrate is proportional to the velocity raised to a power greater than 1. Higher deflections
produce higher bristle velocities and, consequently, much higher aerodynamic forces. For
each bristle, damping ratios for four values of Ymax were calculated using the respective trend
lines. These values are shown in the SD - f curve in Figure 5.4.
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The damping ratio is related to the Rayleigh damping coefficients by (SAS lP, Inc., 2005)
(5.7)
where (Vi is a given angular frequency, and (Vi, am, and Pm are the values for that frequency.
In the software ANSYS®, only a value of each am and POI can be input in a load step,
regardless of the frequencies that are active in that load step. In this work, it is assumed that
aD = aDi and p[) = POI are constant coefficients, i.e., they are independent of the frequency.
This is not entirely satisfactory, but provided that the frequencies excited lie in a small range,
acceptable results may be obtained.
Equation 5.7 can be rearranged as follows:
(5.8)
or (5.9)
Equation 5.9 is of the form
(5.l0)
Hence, the data points in Figure 5.4 can be fitted to an exponential equation. The regression
analysis yields the values aD = 0.104 S-l ~ 0.1 S-l and PD = t.07xl0-s s ~ 0.01 ms. The t;D - f
curve corresponding to these values is also shown in Figure 5.4. Lastly, these values were
used in a FE analysis for the free damped vibration of a cantilever beam, as a means of
verification. For h= 95.8 mm.j', = 10 mm, and jy = 5 mm, the damping ratios from Equation
5.7 and from the logarithmic decrement obtained from the FE results are 0.001599 and
0.001595, respectively (0.3% difference). This result seems satisfactory.
The mass component of Rayleigh damping (aDM) damps rigid body motion (SAS IP, Inc.,
2005). That is to say, it is associated with the damping of inertial movements. Therefore, it
may be used when a structure is affected by fluid drag (NAFEMS, 2004). The bristles of a
gutter brush, as well as those used in the experiments, are subjected to aerodynamic effects.
Therefore, some mass proportional damping is expected. The bristles are also subjected to
internal friction, which may be associated with stiffness proportional damping (fJ[)K). The
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results of the experiments suggest that aD and fJ[) can be assumed constant for a certain range
of frequencies and equal to an ~ 0.1 S-I and fJD ~ 0.01 ms. Although this is a simplification,
hereinafter, the mass component of damping will be associated with aerodynamic effects and
the stiffness component with internal friction (of a bristle or a whole cluster).
5.2.3. Rayleigh Damping Coefficients of a Cluster
5.2.3.1. Overview
The modelling of an oscillatory gutter brush may be very complex. The bristles operate in
non-steady state conditions, making contact with the surface, debris, neighbouring bristles,
and, possibly, bristles in other clusters. Thus, the bristles of a cluster should be modelled by
several beams. However, the computational resources needed in such as case are huge.
Consequently, it is of interest to model a cluster with a single beam. In order to do this, it is
necessary to determine equivalent values of the damping coefficients of a cluster. These will
take account of internal friction in each bristle, as well as the energy dissipation caused by the
interaction among bristles. Experiments were carried out to estimate suitable values of aD
and fJD, for modelling a cluster of bristles as a single beam in the FEM in Chapter 7. This is
necessary because the computational resources needed to model the whole cluster, or even a
small number of bristles per cluster, exceed by far the available resources. E.g., a single I s
simulation of a cluster of only five bristles may last about 20 days in the available PC.
5.2.3.2. Methodology
Several clusters of a number of brushes with steel bristles of different lengths were used. The
cross section of the bristles is 0.5 x 2 mnr'. An initial deformation was applied to every
cluster by deflecting the bristle tips an arbitrary amount. The cluster was then released, so
that the bristles withstood free damped vibrations. Due to the characteristics of the initial
deformation and the interaction among bristles, the first mode is the dominant. Therefore, the
cluster is treated as a single OOF system characterised by the deflection of the tips. As the
cluster oscillates adjacent bristles slide on one another, generating friction forces, and may
also collide. Due to these interactions, the rate of decay of the vibration amplitudes of a
cluster tends to be much greater than its counterpart of a single bristle. However, a small
fraction of the bristles are apart from other bristles, and the rate of decay of their vibrations is
similar to those found in Section 5.2.2.
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Due to the rapid decay, the procedure for a single bristle cannot be used reliably in this case.
For this reason, a digital camera that captures 25 frames per second (fps) was used to capture
the images of the vibrating cluster. The variation of the deflections with time could be
obtained in this way. As the bristles of a cluster are not tightly arranged but are dispersed at
different angles, every bristle tip has its own decay of vibration amplitudes. A suitable bristle
or part of the cluster was selected for each cluster to track its tip deflections. A measuring
scale was used for this purpose. Also, a stopwatch was used to verify the number of fps
recorded by the camera. Then, the recorded images were analysed frame by frame, and
approximate values of deflection were written down for a number of time points. Figure 5.5
shows one of the setups prepared for the experiments.
(a) Equilibrium position (b) Vibrating cluster (c) Vibrating cluster
Figure 5.5. Experimental setup for the determination of aD and PD of a cluster
Figure 5.6 shows, as an example, the experimental points obtained from the images of one of
the experiments. The "best" fit of the experimental points, which is obtained as described in
the following paragraphs, is also shown.
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Figure 5.6. Deflection of a cluster of a gutter brush (lb"" 230 mm, Y = -52°) against time
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To obtain the logarithmic decrement, 5, the damping ratio, SD,and the damping coefficients,
aD and PD, it is necessary to fit the experimental points to a curve. The displacement of a
single OOF underdamped system with viscous damper is given by (Rao, 2004):
(5.11)
where yo and Yo are the initial displacement and velocity (t = 0), respectively. It is anticipated
that for all the results obtained SD is very small (SD < 0.09). Taking this into account and
using the approximation in Equation 5.6, Equation 5.11 may be simplified:
(5.12)
where Yi and t, are constant values that are obtained from the experimental data. This equation
has four unknowns: Yi, t, j;, and 8. In order to obtain a suitable value of the logarithmic
decrement, 5, it is necessary to test a large number of combinations of these four variables.
After the required number of iterations, a value of 8 is selected, and the damping ratio is
calculated through Equation 5.6. The selected value of 8 is the one that produces the
minimum sum of the squared differences between the curve and the experimental points.
The procedure described in the preceding paragraph is suitable when the frequency is
sufficiently small, e.g., when h >~ 220 mm. This is because the camera is capable of
recording enough frames to obtain a curve like the one shown in Figure 5.6. For clusters of
shorter bristles, the frequency of oscillation is higher, and the determination of the Y - t curve
becomes more difficult, unless a camera with better control of the shutter speed and more fps
were available. In view of this, for most of the brushes tested, a less accurate method of
obtaining 8 was used. The frames recorded were used to estimate the extreme positions of a
certain part of the cluster. These deflection values were written down. As an example, Figure
5.7 presents the experimental points for clusters of a cutting brush; the brush was tested three
times. The following equation was used to fit the experimental data by visual observation:
( ) _ -CftYmaxt -Yie . (5.13)
The trend lines obtained with Equation 5.13 constitute upper bounds of the experimental
points. Figure 5.7 also shows the curves that seem to fit best the experimental data.
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Figure 5.7. Experimental data and trend lines of the deflection of a cluster of a cutting brush
(Ib"'" 163 mm)
5.2.3.3. Results and Discussion
For each of the five brushes tested, values of 5 and SD were obtained from at least three
experiments. Table 5.1 presents the summary of the results. It is of interest to note that the
estimated frequencies of the brush in row 1 are higher than the theoretical natural frequency.
This may be partly due to the propagation of impacts among bristles. They are initially
dispersed, but the initial deformation forces the bristles to become close to each other. When
the bristles are released, they tend to withstand vibrations with different amplitudes,
generating propagation of waves.
Table 5.1. Results of the damping experiments with clusters of five brushes
Brush h fib f(Hz) C Od (Detype a (mm) (Hz) (Equation 5.6)
F128 230 7.9 8.3 8.2 8.4 0.45 0.44 0.53 0.075
F128 190 11.5 1l.7 11.6 11.5 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.021
Cutting 165 15.3 15 15.5 15.6 0.12 0.10 0.12 0.018
FI28 146 19.5 20.1 19.8 20.1 0.23 0.25 0.25 0.038
Cutting 133 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.5 0.23 0.26 0.30 0.042
a The brush named F128 has a bristle orientation angle Y"" 1280
b Theoretical value of the first natural frequency of the bristles of the clusters
C Estimated from the "best" fit of the experimental data (brush in row 1) or assumed value based onf,
d Estimated from the "best" fit of the experimental data
C Average of those calculated with the various logarithmic decrements
The points if, SD) are shown in Figure 5.8. Similar to the case of the single-bristle
experiments, it is assumed that the damping coefficients, ao and PD, are independent of the
frequency. Hence, the data points are also fitted through an exponential equation (Equation
5.10). The regression analysis yields the values of the damping coefficients: aD = 3.01 S-1 ~ 3
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S-I and PD = 0.396 ms ~ 0.4 ms. The SD - f curve shown in Figure 5.8 corresponds to these
values. Taking into account the results and discussion in Section 5.2.2.3, for the case of
single bristles, these results seem appropriate. These values are not accurate, as can be seen
from the high dispersion of the experimental data. The dispersion is very high partly because,
contrary to what has been assumed, the damping coefficients are not independent of the
frequency. Damping coefficients may also vary from a particular brush to another, from a
particular cluster to another, and during the brush life. Regarding the brush life, new brushes
tend to have clusters with closely packed bristles, whereas used brushes tend to have clusters
with bristles presenting high dispersion. All of this affects the way the vibrations are damped.
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Figure 5.8. Damping ratio of a cluster of a gutter brush against frequency
To conclude, due to its inherent complexities, damping is a physical phenomenon that has
been dealt with by using equations that may not represent the reality. The determination of an
accurate, unsophisticated model of the damping of the clusters of gutter brushes is a very
difficult task, if not impossible. Damping in a cluster is produced by aerodynamic forces,
internal friction in the bristles, and the interaction among bristles. In addition, the
characteristics of the clusters vary from one to another, e.g., each cluster may have a different
number of bristles, and they are arranged in a different fashion, depending on the clamping
conditions and the use to which they have been subjected. Due to the complexities involved
in modelling damping, the damping coefficients determined from the experimental tests (both
for clusters and for bristles) are rough estimates. However, the use of these values in FE
analyses may provide a practical insight into the quantitative performance of oscillatory and
non-oscillatory gutter brushes. Lastly, from an analysis of Newton's second law and Equation
5.1, it is concluded that the damping coefficients of a cluster can be used directly in the FEM
in Chapter 7, when the cluster is modelled with only one beam.
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5.3. FRICTION
5.3.1. Background
Friction is the resistance to motion that occurs when one 0 f two bodies in contact is moved or
attempted to be moved tangentially with respect to the other. It is produced by tangential
(friction) forces transmitted across the contact interface (Rabinowicz, 1995). The direction of
the friction force is opposite to the direction of motion or the direction in which the body is
attempted to be moved. If the magnitude of the external force, tangential to the interface, is
small "enough," the friction force generated is equal to the external force (but with opposite
direction), and there is no motion. Sliding occurs if the magnitude of the external force is
large enough, i.e., larger than the maximum friction force that the interface can withstand.
A simple approximation for the friction force between two solid surfaces is given by Coulomb
friction. The friction force, FI, is proportional to the normal force, N, and the "constant" of
proportionally is defined as the Coefficient of Friction (COF):
F
JL = _l___ .
N
(5.14)
It is convenient to express the COF in terms of the frictional angle el, defined by
JL = tan et > (5.15)
which can be shown to be the angle of an inclined surface so that any object on the surface
will remain stationary, but increasing the angle by any amount will produce sliding of the
object. This is illustrated in Figure 5.9.
Ft = Wsin {}t
N= Weos {}t
p=FtlN=tanBt
Figure 5.9. Free body diagram of a body on an inclined surface. As tane, = u, slippage is imminent
In fact, the COF is not constant and depends on many factors, such as the relative sliding
velocity of the two bodies in contact. When there is not relative motion, the COF takes its
maximum value, called the coefficient of static friction, JLs. When sliding occurs, the COF
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takes a minimum value, the coefficient of kinetic friction, IL/.:. In general, however, the COF
varies with velocity, and, thus, there is not a single value of ILk.
The COF may also vary with the normal force, N, especially for forces of the order of
milligrams (Rabinowicz, 1995). A review of the literature indicates that the COF may
increase (Rabinowicz, 1995) or decrease (e.g., Adams et al., 2003) with N, depending on a
number of factors. Adams et al. (2003) show theoretically that Jl decreases with N, mainly for
low forces and when the surfaces are very smooth and nano-scale asperity contacts tend to
occur. This is mainly due to the presence of adhesion forces that affects very smooth
surfaces. However, it also occurs when no adhesion forces and highly contaminated surfaces
are considered in the model. This behaviour is attributed to the differences in the radii of the
contacting asperities. When N is small, a large number of contacting asperities have small
radii, which, according to the model, results in the development of high friction shear stresses.
In contrast, for high forces, the larger contact radii dominate the friction force, even though
the friction stress is lower. Similarly, other experimental and theoretical research has also
shown that IL decreases with N (Sahoo and Roy Chowdhury, 2000; Adams and Muftu, 2005).
Apart from Equation 5.14, another quantitative law of friction is that F[ is normally
independent of the "apparent" contact area. Regarding this, there is a dramatic difference
between the "real" and the "apparent" contact area between two surfaces. The real area is
fanned by the asperities in contact. It is which determines the magnitude of the contact force
and tends to be proportional to N and independent of the apparent area. This is illustrated in
Figure 5.10. Exceptions to this law may occur in very smooth and very clean surfaces, due to
the strong interactions (adhesion forces) between the surfaces. (Rabinowicz, 1995)
(a) When the normal force is small,
the real contact area is small
(b) When the normal force is large,
the real contact area is large
Figure 5.10. Schematic representation of the contact between asperities
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5.3.2. Coefficient of Friction for Bristle-Bristle Contact
5.3.2.1. Overview
When modelling contact between bristles in FE analyses. it is necessary to define the COF for
bristle-bristle interaction. Nonetheless, the COF between two bristles may vary greatly,
depending on the working conditions. Usually, gutter brushes work in dirty environments,
with variable amounts of humidity, water, and particles adhered to the bristles. Besides, the
surfaces of the bristles may have oxide films of variable thickness, which depends on, e.g., if
the bristles have been idle in contact with water or have been working for several hours.
Therefore, Ji may change dramatically from a scenario to another. In view of this, an exact
COF cannot be determined. Simple experimental tests were performed to estimate the COF.
The methodology and results of the experiments are presented in the next sections. It is noted
that the COF for bristle-surface contact will be determined in Chapter 7.
5.3.2.2. Methodology
Two prismatic bristles (cross section: 2 x 0.5 mm"; lengths: 95 mm and 100 mm) of real
gutter brushes were used. They were free from water, apart from the humidity provided by
the air, and free from significant amounts of dust. The surfaces presented some degree of
contamination (a thin layer of oxide), due to the interaction with the atmosphere. However,
for the naked eye, there was no significant sign of corrosion. These are approximately the
conditions of most of the bristles of the brushes used in the damping tests described
previously and the sweeping tests dealt with in Chapter 6.
The experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 5.11. A pair of bristles was adhered along their
breadths (2 mm wide) to a flat inclined surface, and other pair to a weight. At least two tests
were carried out for each of five different weights, including tests without weight. The
weights have the purpose of obtaining different normal forces, which may occur in a pair of
bristles interacting. To determine Jis, the pairs of bristles were placed into contact, and the
inclination of the surface was increased gradually until sliding occurred. The tangent of the
angle that produced sliding corresponds to Jis (Equation 5.15). The method to obtain Jik is
different. For a certain inclination, the weight was pushed downwards very softly. If the
weight stopped, the slope of the surface was increased. Eventually, at a certain angle, pushing
the weight produced continuous sliding. The tangent of this angle corresponds to Jik.
Regarding the normal force, N, it is calculated as indicated in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.11. Example of the experimental setup to determine the COF for bristle-bristle contact
It is noted that due to creep, the real contact area between two bodies may increase with time
when there is no relative sliding velocity (Rabinowicz, 1995). In fact, it is anticipated that the
experimental tests suggest that when the bristles are in contact for a few seconds, the COF
increases. Therefore, during the experiments the bristles were not left several seconds in one
single position, but rather they were moved constantly when trying to find J..Ls.
5.3.2.3. Results and Discussion
Figure 5.12 presents the results of the experimental tests. They indicate that both J..Ls and J..Lk
decrease with N, when this is very small. This is in agreement with theoretical and
experimental results, as reported in Section 5.3.1. When N >:::: 0.3 N, the COFs become
practically constant, which is in agreement with the theory of Coulomb friction. Additionally,
the curves demonstrate that J.1k is smaller than J..Ls, as expected. The kinetic COF is slightly
smaller than the static one for all the range of N studied.
0.4
0.3 \'
"0.2 '\ 4"- o-~ -c ~ z: ".".~ -~ ~ ~"- ".~-~ ~ ~ "--'II!
0.5
0.1 -+----~----~---~--------,
o 1.5 2
N (N)
Figure 5.12. Static and kinetic COFs, for bristle-bristle contact, against normal force;
the error bars indicate standard errors
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The results indicate that, excepting very small loads, J.1., = 0.178 ± 0.004 ~ 0.18 and Ilk = 0.171
± 0.002 ~ 0.17. These values are similar to some reported in the literature. For instance, the
following values are found: 0.1 - 0.3 for metal on metal exposed to ambient conditions and,
therefore, composed of surface films; 0.15 - 0.20 for metal on metal (dry contact)
(Rabinowicz, 1995). Ranges, rather than exact values, are given in the literature, due to the
different phenomena involved in a contact process. In fact, the COF between two steel bodies
can increase dramatically if the thin oxide layers wear off (Rabinowicz, 1995).
The results show that the COFs can be as large as /-ls = 0.389 ± 0.004 ~ 0.39 and /-lk = 0.34 ±
0.03, when the normal load is given only by the weight of the bristle (the pressure produced is
3.6 mg/mm/). Nevertheless, when two bristles make contact in the dynamic process of
brushing, it is expected that forces much higher than those produced by the weight of a bristle
resting on top of other occur. Therefore, the COFs for bristle-bristle interaction during the
sweeping process may be assumed to be the lowest values obtained. In addition, due to the
uncertainties of the sweeping conditions, /-ls = /-lk = 0.17 or 0.18 could be assumed.
5.4. NORMAL CONTACT STIFFNESS
5.4.1. Background
In order to study bristle tip-road and bristle-bristle interaction, contact elements are utilised in
the FEM developed in Chapter 7. An important parameter of the contact elements is the
normal contact stiffness, Ki; which is required by the contact algorithms pure penalty method
and augmented Lagrangian method. To determine an appropriate value or range for Ki; a
comparison of experimental tests and FE analyses involving contact is presented in Section
5.4.2. However, some background on contact modelling in ANSYS® is presented first.
The contact between two surfaces is conventionally modelled in FE analyses by means of a
contact element and a target element, which constitute a contact pair. The contact pair
embodies two contact "springs" that provide a tangential and a normal force when the
elements are in contact. This is illustrated in Figure 5.13. The tangential force, associated
with the tangential contact stiffness, Kt. arises due to friction. ANSYS® defines
automatically the value of Kt. which is proportional to JI and Kn. Regarding the normal
contact force, it appears when there is a certain contact penetration, ~c, of the contact
element into the target element. Loosely speaking, the normal force, N, is proportional to ~c,
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and the constant of proportionality is K; In order to achieve contact compatibility and
convergence, the contact pair tends to reduce the penetration to an acceptable numerical level.
Target segment
---
Contact segment
N
Figure 5.13. Modelling the contact between two surfaces in the FE method
According to the ANSYS® documentation (SAS IP, Inc., 200S), the value of K; is not a very
critical issue, as a large change in K; does not produce large changes in the response of the
system. It is recommended that the value of K; be based on convergence patterns. If the
convergence difficulty is caused by too much penetration, then K; might be underestimated,
and if it is due to high residual forces, K; may be overestimated. Whereas this
recommendation may be appropriate for static problems, dynamic systems such as the one
dealt with in this work are more sensitive to Kn. In fact, it is a critical parameter when
modelling the impacts between bristle and road or a pair of bristles. A very high value of K;
would produce very high impact forces, decelerations, and accelerations. Conversely, a very
low value of K; would produce very small forces and large penetrations. These mayor may
not reflect the real contact behaviour.
Indeed, the contact stiffness between two bodies depends on a number of aspects such as
geometry of contact, the characteristics of the surfaces (e.g., the size of asperities), the
Young's moduli of the contacting bodies, and the dimensions. At a macro level, for instance,
the contact between a bristle tip and a surface could in theory be point-to-surface, line-to-
surface, or surface-to-surface, as shown in Figure S .14. It could be argued that the contact
stiffness is different in every case, as the resistance to compression varies from a minimum in
the case of point-to-surface contact (Figure S.IS.a) to a maximum in the case of surface-to-
surface contact (Figure 5.15.c). At a micro level, the asperities of the surfaces hinder full
contact between them (i.e., the real contact area is smaller than the apparent contact area), as
was illustrated in Figure 5.10. The contact stiffness may depend on the real contact area,
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which in tUl11Sdepends on the no 1111al force. In the light of all these issues, tip-road contact,
as well as bristle-bristle contact, may not be characterised by a single value of KII•
(a) point-to-surface (b) line-ta-surface (c) surface-to-surface
Figure 5.14. Schematic representation of the types of contact geometry
~ .....~
j"N !'le !'penetration") iN
(a) point-ta-surface (b) line-ta-surface (c) surface-to-surface
Figure 5.15. Schematic representation of the contact deformations for the three types of contact
geometry
5.4.2. Normal Contact Stiffness for Modelling Bristle-Road Contact
5.4.2.1. Overview
The discussion in Section 5.4.1 and FE analyses carried out in this research indicate that the
results of the FEM presented in Chapter 7 critically depend on the value of the n01111alcontact
stiffness, K; In order to apply the model, it is then necessary to determine a suitable value for
KIl• The methodology of experimental tests and FE analyses that were performed to estimate
an appropriate value of K; for bristle tip-surface interaction are described in this section. It is
noted that KIl for bristle-bristle interaction will not be needed in the FE analyses carried out in
Chapter 7. Therefore, it is not necessary to determine it.
5.4.2.2. Methodology
The experimental tests consist of releasing a steel bristle (0.5 x 2 x 336.5 mm ') from a set of
heights, Yo, over a concrete test surface (Figure 5.] 6). The behaviour of the bristle before and
after the first impact was recorded by means of a digital camera. The FEM consists of an
unconstrained beam that is subjected to gravity and that can collision with a surface. For such
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interaction (node-to-surface contact), contact and target elements are used (Figure 5.17). The
contact is assumed to be perfectly elastic. For the experiments and FE analyses, it is
necessary to determine a suitable height for releasing the bristle and integration time step for
modelling the short duration impact.
y
Lx
vo = 0
I -'
to = 0 i,
(start of contact)
tp (maximum compression
I"penetration")
If
(end of contact)
t1 (highest position
after first impact)
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 5.16. Main stages in the collision between a bristle and a concrete surface
BEAM189 1Gravity
Target element (TARGE170)~~-------------------
Contact element (CONTA175)
Figure 5.17. FEM of the collision between a beam and a surface
To obtain a suitable height, a practical range for the component normal to the road of the
velocity of the bristle tips (Vtip 11) when they are about to contact the surface is estimated. 1n a
gutter brush, this velocity will vary from an unknown maximum value, in the case of a bristle
contacting the surface at high speed, to a minimum of zero. When Vtip 11 = 0, the exact value of
K; for FE analyses becomes essentially unimportant. However, when the velocity is high, K;
is critical, as this will determine how fast the bristle tip will be decelerated and accelerated.
Therefore, the value of K; may be determined based on a velocity close to the maximum
expected velocity. From practical values of the geometric and operating parameters of gutter
brushes, it is estimated that an appropriate value of Vtip 11 could be 0.9 m/s. Based on this, a
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maximum height of Yo = 50 mm to release the bristle seems appropriate. The five heights: 50
mm, 40 mm, 30 mm, 20 mm, and 10 mm are selected.
As for the Integration Time Step (ITS), or substep time, one of the difficulties in modelling
the impact between bristles and road or between bristles is that the contact time tends to be
extremely small. Thus, the ITS has to be small enough to appropriately model this contact.
Experience has shown that it is not suitable to let ANSYS® automatically choose the ITS,
because unreliable results are obtained. Therefore, it is necessary to specify an upper limit for
the ITS. To estimate an appropriate value for this limit, an analysis is carried out based on the
case shown in Figure 5.17. In ANSYS®, contact is established when there is a certain
amount of contact penetration, ~c. First, the maximum penetration, ~CIIWX' is estimated based
on the principle of work and energy. It can be shown that it is approximately given by
"'emm = p:GY, , (5.16)
II
where mg is the weight of the bristle and Yo is the initial height (Figure 5.16.a). The
penetration as a function of time may be obtained from Newton's second law. It yields
(5.17)
where t is time and t, and tf are the time at the start and end of contact, respectively (Figure
5.16.h and d). Finally, from the principle of linear impulse and momentum, the time required
for the bristle to stop from the time in which contact starts is given approximately by
t -t=JrN:p J 2 K '
n
(5.18)
where tp is the time at which the maximum contact penetration is achieved (Figure 5.16.c).
As an example, Figure 5.18 shows contact penetration vs. contact time curves for three initial
heights, Yo. From Equation 5.18 or Figure 5.18, it is interesting to note that tp - t, (for the case
illustrated in Figure 5.17) is independent of yo, i.e., independent of the initial velocity at
contact. Although the case of the bristle of a gutter brush differs from the problem in Figure
5.17, the contact time may be of the order of the value given by Equation 5.18. Therefore, the
maximum ITS can be a constant value based on this equation, regardless of the dynamic
characteristics of the bristles. It is anticipated that an appropriate value for K; is about 2
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MN/m. For this value and the mass of the bristle used in the experiments, the time required to
achieve the maximum penetration is Ip - i, ~ 0.06 ms. Therefore, the ITS should be smaller
than about this value. A number of sensitivity analyses were carried out, and it was found that
a maximum ITS of 0.01 ms is appropriate, as smaller upper limits provide practically the
same results. It is decided that the upper limit of the ITS is 0.01 ms.
0.04 L'1cmax = 0.037 mm for (Yo = 50 mm)
"..-....
'""'"/
"IV .. -
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! Ip-I,= 0.058 ms
"-=":__ 50 rrrn
- -- -30nm
10nm
0.03-E
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o
o 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1
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0.12
Figure 5.18. Contact penetration against contact time for three values of Yo; m = 2.73 g, 9 = 9.8 m/s2,
r; = 2 MN/m
Additional details of the experiments are described herein. The bristle was released 26 times
from the different heights listed previously. The position of the bristle tip was tracked
through a digital video camera that captures 25 frames per second. The images were analysed
frame by frame, to obtain the experimental points (y, t) (position of the tip, time). Then, the
points were fitted with a pair of curves based on the kinematics equations for constant
acceleration. Figure 5.19 shows four frames of one of the experiments, and Figure 5.20
presents its results. The maximum height after the impact is estimated from the curve. For
the case in Figure 5.20, the initial position is yo = 50.5 mm and the highest position after the
impact is y, = 34 mm. Values for yo and y, were recorded for each experiment.
Finally, The FEM was applied with the following characteristics: maximum ITS of 0.01 ms,
16 BEAM189 elements (this element was described in Section 2.3.6.2, Chapter 2), fJD =
0.0107 ms, aD = 0 (air resistance is neglected). The values of K; studied include the set
{0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 0.75, 1,2,3,4,5, 10, lOO}in MN/m.
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(a) y(O) :::;50.5 mm (b) y(O.08) :::;15 mm (c) y(0.16):::; 32 mm
Figure 5.19. Estimated positions of the bristle tip at different times
(d) y(O.24):::; 14 mm
60
50
40
Eg 30
:...
20
10
0
0
• Experimental values
-Theoretical fit
0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
Figure 5.20. Experimental values and theoretical trend for one of the experiments; the error bars
represent the uncertainty from the fuzziness of the images
t (5)
5.4.2.3. Results and Discussion
Figure 5.21 presents the experimental results, which exhibit a high dispersion. The dispersion
may be due to effects related to (a) the roughness and irregularities of the concrete, as well as
the bristle tip, surface, (b) the fact that concrete is a composite material, and (c) the different
contact geometries. Firstly, experimental observations suggest that when bristle-surface
contact occurs in the inclined surface of an irregularity, the maximum height after the impact
tends to be smaller. This may occur because the tip tends to slide down the irregularity, and
the work of the friction force reduces the energy of the bristle. Secondly, the concrete surface
may be considered as a three-phase composite material that consists of cement, aggregates,
and interfacial transition zone (Zheng and Zhou, 2006). The dynamics of the impact differ,
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depending on if the tip contacts an aggregate, the cement paste, or a transition zone. This is
because they have different characteristics, in particular, Young's moduli. E.g., it is reported
that a particular cement paste, a fine aggregate, and a coarse aggregate have elastic moduli of
12 GPa, 80 GPa, and 69 GPa, respectively (Zheng and Zhou, 2006). Lastly, impact behaviour
tends to vary because each impact is different from each other at a macro (Figure 5.14) or
micro (Figure 5.10) level.
40
35
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- 25E
§. 20
Is; 1510
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0
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r
~-------- --------1• Experimental data
-- Linear trend
~---~-- ------- ------
90%~_ •
••
65% • •
~--
• '-32%••
10 20 30
Yo (mm)
40 50
Figure 5.21. Highest position after impact against initial position of a bristle in free fall
The data can be fitted through linear regression analysis, as no curve seems to be superior to a
straight line. This analysis yields
YI =0.6519Yo+0.006mm,
which indicates that YI is approximately proportional to Yo, as the intercept with the YI axis is
almost zero. Enforcing the regression analysis to intercept the point (0, 0), it obtains
YI = 0.6521yo'
which is shown in Figure 5.21 as a solid line. Therefore, YI can be taken to be approximately
65% of yo. However, the results indicate that the impact conditions can vary widely and that
yll Yo could be mostly between about 32% and about 90% (dashed lines).
Finally, the results of the FE analyses are presented in Figure 5.22. For all the values of Yo,
the value of K; that produces YI = 0.65yo is 2.0 MN/m. Therefore, it could be assumed that
K; = 2 MN/m, regardless of the initial velocity at the beginning of the impact (which
depends on the initial height). However, there is not a unique appropriate value of Ki; due to
the high variability of the impact conditions. The normal contact stiffness could mostly
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vary between about 100 MN/m (y, ;:::::0.32·yo) and 0.5 MN/m (y, ;:::::0.9·yo). These two
extreme values are different by a factor of 200. This high variability of K; is partly due to the
reasons already discussed, when analysing the high dispersion of the experimental results.
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(a) Yo = 50 mm
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Figure 5.22. Vertical position of the bristle tip against time for different values of K;
(e) Yo = 10 mm
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5.5. SUMMARY
This chapter presented the methodology and results of experimental tests, as well as the
accompanying FE analyses, to determine the Rayleigh damping coefficients of a hristle and of
a cluster, the coefficient of friction for bristle-bristle contact, and the normal contact stiffness
for bristle-surface contact.
In numerical analyses, damping is usually modelled as Rayleigh damping, in which the
damping matrix is a linear combination of mass and stiffness dependent damping. The
damping constants were obtained by subjecting bristles and clusters in cantilever to free
damped vibrations. These were treated as single degree of freedom systems characterised by
the motion of the tips. The results suggest that the damping coefficients of a bristle may be
taken as a., = 0.1 S-I and PD= 0.01 ms, and those ofa cluster as af) = 3 S-I and Po = 0.4 ms.
Regarding friction, the interaction between bristles may be modelled by means of Coulomb
friction. However, this law of friction is not valid for all cases. For instance, for very small
loads, the coefficient of friction may vary with the normal force. The results suggest that
suitable coefficients of friction for the interaction between pairs of steel bristles of gutter
brushes may be I1s = 0.18 and 11k = 0.17.
Finally, the normal contact stiffness, which is a parameter of a contact pair in a FEM, tends to
be a critical parameter in dynamic problems. The results of experiments and FE analyses
suggest that the normal contact stiffness to model the interaction between steel bristles and a
concrete surface may be of about 2 MN/m. However, it could vary widely, e.g., between 100
MN/m and 0.5 MN/m, due to the inherent variability of the characteristics of the impact
between a bristle tip and a concrete surface.
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Experiments - Part 2: Sweeping Tests
6.1. INTRODUCTION
In Chapter 2 (Section 2.7), the results of sweeping tests performed by Wang (2005) were
reviewed. The methodology of these tests has a few drawbacks. Firstly, there is no indication
of the brush offset angle, ;, and the vehicle speed, v, used in some of the experiments.
Secondly, for the tests performed in the gravel-epoxy resin test road, the characteristics of the
gutter are not practical. This is because the slope is very high (10°), but mainly because it
extends a small amount (0.25 m). According to Wang (2005), road gutters usually have
slopes between 5° and 10°. However, the slopes may be less than 5° and usually extend much
more than 0.25 m, as shown in Figure 6.1. The slope in these gutters, relative to the lane,
seems to be very small. Therefore, a gutter brush would normally work on a relatively flat
surface, rather than the "curved" surface used in the tests carried out by Wang (2005). This
facilitates the work of the gutter brush, because it can have a better contact with the surface.
Figure 6.1. Road gutters in residential and public areas in Surrey
Thirdly, the width of the assumed sweeping zone is very large (0.45 m). According to
practical and theoretical information provided by Peel (2002), the sweeping zone width for a
new gutter brush with s; = 1500 and ;= 55° may be approximately between 0.25 m and 0.30
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m. In addition, it is reduced if, e.g., ~ is increased. Therefore, the width of the assumed
sweeping zone should be taken to be a smaller value. Any debris that is moved outside this
sweeping zone may be regarded as swept, because it would be collected by the suction unit.
In the previous paragraph, x; = 150° and ~ = 55° were chosen for estimating the width of the
sweeping zone. According to Johnston Engineering, the brush contact arc, Kc, in the Johnston
600 street sweeper is 150°, which provides a suitable overlap (boundary zone) and brush
contact with the road (Peel, 2002). According to Johnston Engineering data and theoretical
analyses, the brush offset angle may be about; = 55° (Peel, 2002). The angles «, ~,and f3
and the zones of the gutter brush system were illustrated in Chapter 1 (Figures 1.7 and 1.9).
In the light of the above, the available sweeping test results are not appropriate for actual road
conditions, as stated by Wang (2005). However, many findings in Wang (2005) are useful.
The test road at the University of Surrey has two sections with different slopes. The first
section was used in the previous experiments (Figure 2.27, Chapter 2), and the second section
has a slope of 6.5° ± 0.5°, which extends over a width of about 0.50 m (Figure 6.2). Thus, it
might be more appropriate to use this part of the test road, because its characteristics are more
similar to actual road gutters. In this work, sweeping tests are performed, with both
oscillatory and non-oscillatory brushes, using the second section of the test road.
Scale: 1:10
(gutter only)
0.30m
0.50 m
(a) Picture of a cutting
brush (P = 0°, !l = 0 mm)
against the test-road gutter
(b) Schematic representation showing the shape,
extent (0.50 m), and slope (6.5° ± OS) of the gutter,
as well as the assumed sweeping zone width (0.30 m)
Figure 6.2. Gutter of the test road used in the sweeping tests
The organisation of this chapter is outlined herein. Section 6.2 describes the experimental
equipment and presents some issues regarding its operation. Then, the behaviour of freely-
rotating and constrained oscillatory brushes is studied in Section 6.3. The methodology and
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results of the sweeping tests are presented in Sections 6.4 to 6.8. Section 6.4 describes the
general methodology, and Sections 6.5 to 6.8 present particular procedural details and the
results of sweeping tests on medium-size gravel, small and fine particles, wet thin debris, and
bonded particles. Finally, Section 6.9 presents a summary of recommended brushing
parameters and some concluding remarks.
6.2. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT
6.2.1. Test Rig - Hardware
The experimental tests were performed in the gantry test rig depicted in Figure 6.3. The rig
has six Degrees of Freedom (DOFs), namely brush rotation, vertical, lateral, and longitudinal
motions, brush angle of attack, and brush offset angle. The first four DOFs are controlled via
a Personal Computer (PC) and a control box. The fifth DOF is adjusted manually by means
of an articulated system and two calibrated steel bars. These provide angles of attack from 0
to 15°, every 5°. The last DOF is also adjusted manually, and it is provided by means of a
horizontal perforated plate in the column that permits to position the brush every 10° to
provide different offset angles. The brush may be operated in free rotation, as well as against
a motorway grade concrete test bed of 1 x 1 m2 or an asphalt test road of 6 x 2 m2. The test-
road surface is an anti-skid surface with chippings of a Polished Stone Value (PSV) of 65,
which corresponds to a coefficient of friction of 0.65 between a tyre and the road (Peel, 2002)
Additional details of the test rig are provided by Peel (2002) and Wang (2005).
Figure 6.3. Sweeping test rig at the University of Surrey
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The rotational speed of the brush is achieved by means of a hydraulic system, which is driven
by an electric motor. The system is similar to the actual one in a sweeper. The rotational
speed can be varied through a hydraulic proportional valve. The three translational motions
are achieved by means of three electric motors. The vertical transmission is provided by a DC
motor, a gearbox, and a ball screw, and the two horizontal motions are provided by two AC
motors. The longitudinal and transverse speeds of the brush are controlled by means of
variable speed drives. The speed of the motor that provides the vertical motion is varied via
the control box and a program.
6.2.2. Test Rig - Software
The communication between the PC and the control box is via two data acquisition cards,
which enable to transmit both input and output signals. Initially, a program to control the rig
was developed by a former research student. However, this program does not currently work
with the existing hardware. Another program was developed afterwards by Wang (2005).
However, some improvements to this program were necessary. In particular, additional code
to achieve brush oscillations was required. Despite the small amount of work needed, it was
necessary to gain certain understanding of the hardware and the software. The related
software is the language C++ (Liberty, 1997), the program Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0
(Zaratian, 1998), the DataAcd Software Development Kit (SDK) (Data Translation, 1998a,
1998b, 2004), to operate the acquisition cards, and the codes written by the research students.
The interface of the developed program consists of the dialog box in Figure 6.4, from which
the test rig is controlled. The variables that can be specified are: the rotational speed of the
brush, OJ, the speed of the motor that drives the brush vertically, the frequency of oscillation,f,
the ratio R = OJ,/ Wm, and the oscillation time. As the code maintains the system busy while the
brush oscillates, it is necessary to specify the time for brush oscillations. The
"Rotation/Vertical motion" and "Horizontal motion" boxes contain the buttons to move the
brush in the four DOFs. The "Automation" box contains the button "Run program," which
rotates, oscillates, and moves longitudinally (forwards) the brush.
6.2.3. Methodology for Achieving Brush Oscillations
An appropriate manner to produce brush oscillations may be through the use of a pair of
noncircular gears. An experimental gearbox was designed during the present research, but for
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financial reasons, it was not possible to acquire it. Therefore, brush oscillations were
achieved by applying a variable input voltage in the electric motor that drives the hydraulic
system. However, this means of achieving a certain angular speed variation is not ideal,
because the shape of the angular speed curve will be different from the shape of the voltage
curve applied. This is because of the inertia of several components in the system, including
the electric motor, the compressor, the hydraulic motor, and the brush. The brushing forces
will exacerbate this problem, e.g., during an increase in voltage, the brush will accelerate
more slowly if there is a higher resistant torque. In addition to the lack of an instant response
of the equipment, due to the characteristics of the program, the voltage is applied as a stepped
function rather than as a smooth function.
Test Rig - Main Control Panal
Rolalional srle&d IEdit rpm [0.200)
Verticol ;peed IEdit cmh; [0.2)
o~cilation time IEdit >0
R -wl!I/wm IEdit [0,1)
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; Automlliion----,
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STOP EMit Sa/ely
I------- __ ___J -'
Figure 6.4. Dialog box to control the gantry test rig
In order that the brush rotates as close as possible to a desired function, the response of the
system was studied experimentally. After applying a sudden increase in voltage, the angular
speed of the brush, m, may increase exponentially after a short delay. The rapidity of the
increase of m depends on many factors, such as the amount of voltage increased, the inertia
and friction in the system, and the brush torque. Several tests were performed, from which a
look-up table was defined. The amount of change in voltage and the number of steps required
are selected based on the frequency of oscillation of the brush,/, the alternating component of
the angular speed, ma, and whether the speed is reducing or increasing.
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Figure 6.5 illustrates how the input voltage, Ve, may be varied, depending onf, and how the
brush may change speed. For some frequencies, the m - t curve may be similar to the VAP
function with b ~ O. However, the shape of this curve is unknown. Therefore, the m - t curve
that is obtained during the experiments may correspond to a distorted curve with abrupt
changes of slope. Furthermore, the angular acceleration curve (a - t) may be extremely
distorted and with large and abrupt changes. This may be more detrimental if the behaviour
of an oscillatory flicking brush is investigated, because, as studied in Chapter 4, the shape of
the a - t curve strongly affects brush dynamics. Therefore, the results of the tests might not
reflect the behaviour of the brush for a particular m - t or a - t curve, e.g., YAP. Lastly,
according to experimental observations, brush oscillations may be obtained only up to about
15 Hz. The slowness of the system does not seem to enable oscillations at higher frequencies.
(a) A relatively low frequency (e.g., 2 Hz)
·----~:7--------: /--------.
" \_ If v. remained
constant after
first step
Figure 6.5. Possible variation of the angular speed of the brush when applying a stepped voltage
(b) A relatively high frequency (e.g., 10 Hz)
6.3. BEHAVIOUR OF OSCILLATORY BRUSHES
6.3.1. Methodology
Prior to performing the sweeping tests, values of/that may improve sweeping are obtained by
studying qualitatively the vibration patterns of oscillatory brushes. Two brushes, whose
characteristics are described in Section 6.3.2, were used. The brushes were rotated mainly at
mm = 100 rpm, but other rotational speeds were also studied. The input value of the ratio R =
mal mm, given by the input voltage, was between 0.2 and 0.5. However, the actual value of R
may be smaller, depending on the frequency. The frequency range investigated is [1, 50] Hz.
However, frequencies greater than 15 Hz seemed not to produce brush oscillations. The
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brushes were rotated in free flight and against a concrete test bed for different penetrations, A,
and angles of attack, {3.
6.3.2. Characteristics of the Experimental Brushes
Figure 6.6 depicts the two gutter brushes that were used in all the experimental tests dealt with
in this chapter. These are a brush with a mount orientation angle y = -52° or 128° and a
cutting brush (y= 0). The former brush will be referred hereafter as the F128 brush. Due to
its value of y, this brush has a flicking action, but it is not strictly speaking a flicking brush,
for which y= 90°. The brushes were examined and measured, and the values given in Table
6.1 were obtained. It is noted that some of these values are average or equivalent values. For
instance, an equivalent bristle length has to be defined taking into account the way in which
the clusters are clamped. A discussion on this is presented in Chapter 7 (Section 7.6.4).
(a) Cutting brush (b) F128 brush
Figure 6.6. Gutter brushes used in the experimental tests
Table 6.1. Some geometric parameters of the brushes used in the tests
Geometric parameter Symbol
Cutting F12S
brush brush
Bristle mount orientation angle r 0 128°
Bristle lengt_h lb 2S0mm 240mm
Outer mount radius rAt 115 mm
Inner mount radius rA2 90mm
Bristle breadth t, 2mm
Bristle width tz 0.5 mm
Bristle mount angle f/J 27°
Number of mount radii nr 2
Number of clusters at the jth
ncl, nc2 24mount radius
Number of bristles per cluster at
nbc., nbc2 60thejth mount radius
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6.3.3. Brushes in Free Rotation
6.3.3.1. Results
For f < 2 Hz, the freely-rotating brushes increase and decrease their angular speed without
high excitation of vibrations. In the cutting brush, for example, the end radii, r('l and rei, vary
as the brush oscillates, due to the variable centrifugal forces. For higher frequencies, some
bristle vibrations could be observed. The severity of bristle vibrations is classified as "low,"
"medium," and "high." Figure 6.7 shows the approximate trends observed qualitatively.
Frequencies and frequency ranges near which enhanced bristle oscillations seem to be
exhibited are [3, 3.5] Hz and [9.5, 12] Hz, but particularly around to.5 Hz, for the Ft2S
brush, and [2.5, 2.8] Hz and [7.5,9] Hz, but especially around 7.8 Hz, for the cutting brush.
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(a) F128 brush (b) Cutting brush
Figure 6.7. Qualitative behaviour of oscillatory brushes in free rotation; L: low, M: medium, H: high
6.3.3.2. Discussion
These results may be analysed in the light of the findings in Chapter 4, which studied cutting
and flicking brushes in free rotation by means of analytical models. Although the FI28 brush
is not strictly speaking a flicking brush, the results of the models suggest that increased bristle
vibrations may be obtained around the first natural frequency, It = 7.2 Hz (h = 240 mm), for
the FI28 brush, and ji = 6.7 Hz (/b = 250 mm), for the cutting brush. However, the
frequencies about which the largest bristle vibrations seem to occur are 10.5 Hz and 7.8 Hz
for the FI28 and the cutting brush, respectively. If these frequencies corresponded toji, the
equivalent bristle lengths, as far as bristle vibrations are concerned, would be about 200 mm,
for the FI28 brush, and about 230 mm, for the cutting one. While 240 mm and 250 mm seem
to be appropriate lengths for steady state conditions, as will be shown in Chapter 7, they do
not seem to be adequate equivalent lengths, when considering the vibration of a cluster.
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A reason for this has to do with the way in which the bristles are clamped and arranged. Most
of the bristles are adjacent to others near the mounting board, but most of the tips are at a
certain distance from others. This is because the bristles in each cluster tend to spread from
the mounting board towards the tips, as depicted in Figure 6.8. The bristles that are not in
contact with others along their entire lengths would tend to vibrate from tip to top. However,
most of the bristles exhibit contact with others near the mounting board. Therefore, the part
of the bristles that would vibrate freely would have a shorter length. With respect to cluster
vibration, the equivalent length of these bristles would be smaller than the equivalent length in
Table 6.1, and, then, the equivalent natural frequency would be larger. This is in agreement
with the experimental observations.
Figure 6.8. Arrangement of bristles in clusters
The equivalent length for cluster vibration would be 40 mm smaller than the bristle length of
the FI28 brush and 20 mm smaller for the cutting brush. This would suggest that the
arrangement of the bristles of cutting and FI28 brushes is different. However, a visual
inspection of the clusters of both brushes indicates that the arrangement is similar. The reason
for this difference may be partly due to the fact that the centrifugal forces in the cutting brush
act in the weaker plane. The rotation of the brush will deform the bristles in the brush radial
direction, and, due to bristle dispersion, the bristles will tend to lose some contact along them.
Thus, the equivalent length for cluster vibration is higher when the brush rotates.
The analytical models in Chapter 4 also indicate that a condition similar to resonance tends to
occur for a flicking brush and, to a lesser extent, for a cutting brush, when they are subjected
to the VAP function at odd fractions of the natural frequencies. Taking into account the
different behaviour of cutting and flicking brushes, it is hypothesised that amplified bristle
vibrations may only occur in practice whenf= ji/3, for both brushes, and maybe atji/5 and
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h/3, for the F128 brush. Smaller odd fractions tend to produce vibration effects after longer
times, and, therefore, damping will tend to attenuate them.
As shown in Figure 6.7, for the cutting brush with an equivalent length of 230 mm,/I/3 == 2.6
Hz,jil5 = 1.6 Hz, andJ213 == 16 Hz. For the FI28 brush with an equivalent length of200 mm,
ii/3 = 3.5 Hz,/I/5 = 2.1 Hz, and/z13 = 22 Hz. Due to the fact that frequencies as high as about
15 Hz could not be achieved in the test rig, only /1/3 and /lIS may be expected to produce
bristle vibrations. Figure 6.7 suggests that ii/3 causes the condition similar to resonance in
both brushes, whereas /lIS does not produce appreciable resonance. Finally, enhanced bristle
vibrations seem to occur at around 6.5 Hz for the F128 brush, but the reasons for this are not
clear, as none of the large odd fractions of the natural frequencies seem to coincide with this
frequency.
It is stressed that, in general, the shapes of the Q) - t and a - t experimental curves differ from
the VAP function and are unknown. Therefore, no definitive conclusion can be reached in
this respect, particularly with regard to the phenomenon similar to resonance that tends to
occur at odd fractions of the natural frequencies. However, resonance may be expected to
occur at the first natural frequency, regardless of the exact shape ofthe angular speed curve.
Additional phenomena affect the behaviour of the brushes. The enlarged bristle vibrations at
a certain frequency may be the result of one or a combination of causes. These include
bristle-bristle interaction, cluster-cluster interaction, and the exact shape of the angular speed
or acceleration curve at that frequency. Bristle-bristle interaction may occur, e.g., if wave
propagation among bristles is induced. Whereas cluster-cluster interaction in the cutting
brush tends to be minimal, it does occur in the FI28 brush, because of the way in which the
bristles deflect. Furthermore, the bristle mount orientation angle, r, of the FI28 brush is not
constant. It varies from cluster to cluster and within each cluster from about -40° to -70°,
with an average of r ~ -52°. Therefore, the directions in which individual bristles and
individual clusters tend to deflect are different throughout the brush.
It is recognised that the behaviour of F128 (r = l28°) and flicking (r = 90°) brushes is
different. On the one hand, it is considered that the qualitative comparison that has been
made between the results of the analytical model for the flicking brush and the experimental
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observations for the Fl28 brush is reasonable. It is expected that the bristles will greatly
vibrate at the first natural frequency. It is also expected that for y= 128°, the shape of the a-
t curve does have an effect on bristle vibrations in the weaker plane, though not as strong as
for y = 90°. Loosely speaking, it could be argued that the effect of a(t) on the Fl28 brush
would be about 62% of that on a flicking brush (the cosine of -52° is 0.616). On the other
hand, due to this angle, there tends to be a strong interaction among the forces produced by
the angular acceleration, the angular speed, and Corio lis accelerations. Therefore, the
behaviour of the Fl28 brush may differ greatly from its counterpart of a flicking brush. The
amplified bristle vibrations at some frequency ranges may be due to a complex interaction
among bristle vibrations in the weaker and stronger plane, bristle twisting, bristle-bristle
interaction, and cluster-cluster interaction.
Finally, Figure 6.7 suggests that the Fl28 brush presents a higher degree of bristle vibrations
for f = 10.5 Hz than the cutting brush at 7.8 Hz. This may be partly due to the different
magnitudes and variations of the inertia forces withstood by these brushes. Equations 4.12 to
4.14 (Chapter 4) could be used to estimate these forces, but the curves cd_t) and a(t),
especially the latter one, are unknown.
6.3.4. Constrained Brushes
6.3.4.1. Methodology and Results
The F128 brush was rotated against the concrete test bed, first with an angle of attack P = 0
and two penetrations t1. = 0 and t1. = 20 mm, and then f3 = 10° and ~ = 20 mm and ~ = 50 mm.
It is noted that t1. is taken as zero when about 50% of the bristles of the cluster in the lowest
position make contact with the surface, as the bristles are of different lengths. The
experimental observations suggest that in all these cases, high bristle vibrations mainly occur
in the range [9, 11] Hz, approximately, but the highest bristle vibrations occur around 10 Hz.
As for the cutting brush, it was rotated against the concrete test bed at fJ = 0 and t1. = 5 mm,
and then p = 10° and ~ = 25 mm to 30 mm. For the former case, some bristle oscillations
were enhanced in the frequency range [5, 9.5] Hz, particularly around 8 Hz. For the latter
case, increased vibrations seem to occur in the range [7, 10] Hz, especially at about 8Hz.
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6.3.4.2. Discussion
The first natural frequency of a fixed-constrained bristle, Ji f-c, is much higher than the first
natural frequency of a fixed-free bristle. FE analyses (Section 7.9.4.2 in Chapter 7) suggest
that the bristles may tend to oscillate at about 24 Hz when It, = 240 mm. Therefore, Ji t~c/3
would be slightly greater than 8 Hz (24 Hz/3) for the cutting brush (230 mm equivalent
length) and greater than 8 Hz for the F128 brush (200 mm equivalent length). Then, there is a
possibility that a condition similar to resonance occurs in constrained brushes. However, as
stated before, no definitive conclusion can be reached due to the unknown shape of the
angular speed applied to the brushes.
6.3.5. Concluding Remarks
The results of the observations discussed in the preceding sections may be useful in the
selection of the frequencies for the sweeping tests. However, the actual frequencies that
produce enhanced bristle vibrations under the sinusoidal or YAP function may be different.
Assuming that the amplified bristle vibrations will improve sweeping for certain sweeping
conditions, the frequencies that may be used in the experiments are 3 Hz to 3.5 Hz and 9 Hz
to 11 Hz, for the F128 brush, and 2.5 Hz to 2.8 Hz and 7.S Hz to 9 Hz, for the cutting brush.
6.4. GENERAL METHODOLOGY OF THE SWEEPING TESTS
There is information about appropriate brush configurations. For instance, recommended
settings have been given by Wang (2005). However, these are not valid for the test-road used
in this research and not appropriate for most actual road gutters. This is due to the peculiar
shape of the test-gutter used by Wang (2005), among other aspects already discussed. In
addition, Peel (2002) provides information about settings that produce the "optimum" brush
contact arc, Kc, of 150°. However, the values for the flicking brush are not valid for the F128.
In addition, it is anticipated that a percentage of the bristles of the cutting brush "collapse"
and deform inwards due to the irregularities of the test-road surface. This deformation greatly
increases the contact arc, and, thus, much smaller penetrations produce an angle x; = 150°.
In the light of the above, sweeping tests were carried out with non-oscillatory brushes, in
order to determine appropriate brush settings, i.e., those required to avoid sweeping problems,
such as backward sweeping or insufficient bristle-debris contact. Tests with oscillatory
brushes were performed for selected brush configurations.
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The geometric parameters of the brushes have been given in Table 6.1. The values of some
operating parameters are selected based on practical information, and they are summarised in
Table 6.2. Unless otherwise stated, the tests are performed based on these values. The
standard rotational speed of 100 rpm (Wang, 2005) is selected for most of the tests.
Regarding the vehicle speed, the maximum vehicle speed of a road sweeper might be of the
order of 12 kmlh ~ 3.3 mls (Peel, 2002), being the standard vehicle speed of about 5 kmlh ~
1.4 mls (Wang, 2005). However, the maximum translational speed of the test rig is 0.8 mls
(about 2.9 km/h). The translational speed of the test rig will mostly be set to its maximum
value for debris that is not very difficult to sweep (v = 0.8 m/s). A lower speed is used for
compacted debris (v = 0.3 m/s), because in actual sweeping scenarios, the driver of the
sweeper may reduce the vehicle speed when this type of debris is encountered.
Table 6.2. Values of the operating parameters used in most of the experiments
Parameter name Symbol Value
Brush rotational speed OJ 100 rpm
Vehicle speed v 0.8 mls or OJ mls
Width of the practical sweeping zone O.30m
Brush offset angle
.~
60°
Based on the discussion in Section 6.1, the width of the practical sweeping zone is taken as
0.30 m, and the brush offset angle is set to ~ = 600 (550 cannot be obtained in the rig). Due to
test rig design limitations, the brush angle of attack, fl, relative to the horizontal plane, can
take the discrete values 0,50, 100, and 150. Due to the slope of the gutter and the value of~,
the first two angles provide an equivalent P of negative value (i.e., considering a horizontal
road surface). Therefore, only the last two angles of attack are practical. However, the three
angles 50, 100, and 150 are studied. Unless otherwise stated, the debris is laid randomly on an
area of about 0.3 x 0.6 m2• Penetration is measured from the level at which about 50% of the
bristles of the cluster that first becomes into contact with the test-road surface contact the
road. The bristles are not of uniform length, which varies in about 10 mm to 20 mm.
Each experiment was performed up to five times to improve the precision of the results. The
effectiveness values reported in this chapter are mean values, which are calculated by
n
11 = Illi '
i=1
(6.1)
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where n is the number of effectiveness values and 17iis the ith value (i = 1,2 ... n). Individual,
e(m), or maximum, e(m)max, standard errors are also reported. The best estimate of the
standard error of the mean is given by (Ogin and Lancefield, 2003)
1 n
-2:(17-'7Y
(J' n -1 i~1
e(m)=-="":"'_--=----rn -rn (6.2)
where (J' is the best estimate of the standard deviation of the parent distribution.
The following sections deal with four types of debris: medium-size gravel, small and fine
particles, wet thin debris, and bonded debris. Particular details of the test procedures, the
results, and discussions on them will be presented.
6.5. MEDIUM-SIZE GRAVEL
6.5.1. Methodology
Tests were carried out with gravel whose dimensions are mostly between 5 mm and 30 mm
and whose average diameter can be taken as 15 to 20 mm approximately. However, the
stones tend to lie in a way that most of their heights are between 5 mm and 20 mm (average
height about 10 mm). In each test, 100 pieces of gravel were used. This corresponds to a
density of 556 pieces per m2. Figure 6.9 depicts the gravel layout. The vast majority of the
tests were performed 2 or 3 times for each case. The effectiveness, 17,is calculated as the
ratio of the pieces of gravel that are swept and the initial number of pieces. A stone is
considered swept if it is moved either in front of the brush or outside the practical sweeping
zone.
Figure 6.9. Random layout of medium-size gravel on an area of 0.3 x 0.6 m2
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6.5.2. FI28 Brush
Figure 6.10.a presents the sweeping effectiveness, 17,of the F128 brush for twelve brush
settings. For p = 5°, '7 is very small, due to backward sweeping; it increases with ~, because
the probability of gravel pieces being trapped among clusters before they are swept reduces
with A, As an example, Figure 6.11.a shows that some stones were swept backwards into the
gutter when /3= 5° and ~ = 10 mm.
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Figure 6.10. Effectiveness of the F128 brush - medium-size gravel; e(m)max = 5% for f3 = 5°
(b) f3 = 10° and f3 = 15°
(a) F128 brush, f3= 5°, L'l. = 10 mm, 17= 47%
Figure 6.11. Backward sweeping for a pair of brushing configurations
(b) Cutting brush, f3 = 10°, L'l. = 0, TJ = 84%
When /3= 10° or /3= 15°, the effectiveness tends to be very high for the range of penetrations
dealt with. Due to this, Figure 6.10.b presents a plot of '7 using a scale from 90% to 100%
and a different diagram type. When ~ = 0, '7 ~ 98%, indicating that the forces required for
this debris type are achieved with no penetration. When /3= 10° or f3 = 15°, '7 increases as ~
is incremented from 0 to 10 mm. The reason for this is that the contact between the bristles
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tips and the debris is enhanced with penetration. Visual observations during the experiments
indicate that there tends to be a low degree of backward sweeping when f3 = 10° for any
penetration. Hence, before 1] reaches 100% due to the enhanced contact with increasing
penetration, it decreases from ~ :::::10 mm due to backward sweeping. When f3 = 15°, the
effectiveness reaches 100% at ~ :::::10 mm, and no backward sweeping was detected up to ~ =
20 mm, where backward sweeping may occur as ~ is increased, reducing the effectiveness.
6.5.3. Cutting Brush
Figure 6.12 presents the results for the cutting brush. When f3 = 5°, 1] is very small. This is
because, even when ~ = 0, there is backward sweeping. This is due to the fact that fJ = 5°
corresponds to a negative angle of attack relative to the gutter, as stated in Section 6.4. When
~ is small (e.g., ° or 5 mm), the bristles tend to miss contact with the debris that lies in the
bottom of the gutter. Instead, the bristles contact the debris outside the practical sweeping
zone and/or near the boundary zone sweeping it backwards (these zones were shown in Figure
l.9, Chapter 1). Consequently, some of the stones tend to be sent to the bottom of the gutter
as depicted in Figure 6.13.a. Similar to the case of the F128 brush, 1] increases with ~ (in the
range of ~ studied), due to the enhanced brush-debris contact, which reduces the possibilities
of gravel pieces being trapped among bristles. Figure 6.13.b shows a stone that remained
trapped among the bristles of a cutting brush penetrated a small amount.
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Figure 6.12. Effectiveness of the cutting brush - medium-size gravel; e(m)max is 6%, 4%, and 0.3% for
fJ= 5°, jJ= 10°, and fJ= 15°, respectively
For fJ = 10°, there is a strong tendency for some of the bristles of the cutting brush to
"collapse," deforming inwards, instead of radially outwards. This phenomenon has already
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been reported by Peel (2002) for a cutting brush operating under certain conditions. When the
cutting bristles encounter a high point of the rough test-road surface, a stiff collision occurs,
and they tend to deform in their weaker plane, i.e., in the radial direction, either outwards or
inwards. It is observed that some bristles deform outwards, behaving as cutting bristles.
However, others deform inwards, twist, and start brushing the surface at a certain angle.
Therefore, their behaviour is somewhere in between that of a flicking bristle and that of a
cutting bristle. As the bristles are initially inclined outwards an angle ¢ (bristle mount angle),
the inward deformation considerably increases bristle deformations and the brush contact arc,
Kc. This increased angle produces backward sweeping (Figure 6.11.b). Experimental
observations indicate that increasing ~ increases bristle collapse and, consequently, increases
backward sweeping and reduces the effectiveness. When ~ = 10 mm, some bristles are
extremely collapsed, I as depicted in Figure 6.14.
(a) Debris swept backwards and/or
towards the bottom of the gutter
(b) A gravel piece trapped among bristles
Figure 6.13. Sweeping problems - cutting brush; fJ = 5°, 11= 5 mm, ,,= 15%
Figure 6.14. Collapse of some bristles of the cutting brush; fJ = 10°, 11= 10 mm
I No" value is presented for fJ= 100, tl = 15 mm in Figure 6.12.a, because the extreme bristle collapse made it
difficult for the DC motor to produce this penetration. It was decided not to force the system. It is also noted
that a set of operating conditions was tested to ascertain if bristle collapse could be avoided. E.g., the values ~ =
900, v = 0, 11= 50 mm, and OJ = 150 rpm were used, but there were bristle inward deformation in all cases.
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Finally for p = 15°, the effectiveness is very high for all the penetrations studied. Even when
L1= 0, there might be some degree of bristle inward deformation that provides sufficient
bristle-debris contact along the sweeping zone width. Inward deformation is also enhanced
with increasing penetration for this angle of attack. No backward sweeping was observed.
Although the brush contact arc increases with penetration, it remained between appropriate
values up to L1= 15 mm, but higher penetrations will tend to produce backward sweeping.
6.5.4. Preliminary Recommended Brush Settings
Based on the results in Figures 6.1O.b and 6.12.b, it may be concluded that, when co = 100
rpm, suitable configurations are: fJ = 15°, 10 mm ~ L1~ 20 mm, for the F128 brush, and fJ =
15°, L1= 0 mm to at least L1= 15 mm, for the cutting brush. To minimise power consumption
and brush wear, the minimum penetration in each of these ranges should be used. According
to the results, both types of brushes provide 100% effectiveness.
The selection of one of the two types will depend on the brushing forces, which affect power
consumption and bristle wear and fatigue. However, no evaluation of forces and torques
could be made. In addition, the information available in Peel (2002) and Wang (2005) cannot
be used to evaluate forces and torques neither in the FI28 brush nor in the cutting brush. For
the F128 brush, no load information is available, and for the cutting one, the previous results
are not valid due to bristle inward deformation. Nonetheless, the experimental observations
suggest that the cutting brush withstands higher forces than the F128 brush for a given brush
configuration. This conclusion is drawn from the resistance to penetration of both types of
brushes, which was assessed from the penetration levels that the vertical screw of the test rig
was capable to obtain. Consequently, it is not certain which brush will consume less power
and withstand smaller forces.
6.5.5. Effect of Brush Oscillations
Although the results indicate that a brush rotating at constant speed can provide 100%
sweeping effectiveness, it is of interest to study the effects of brush oscillations for this debris
type. Some frequencies and brush configurations were selected based on the findings in
Sections 6.3, 6.5.2, and 6.5.3. The actual ratio wo/wm is unknown, due to the slow response of
the system, and tends to be lower for higher frequencies. In order to achieve significant
bristle excitation, the rotational speed was set to 70 rpm.
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Figures 6.15 and 6.16 present the results for the FI28 and the cutting brush, respectively;j= 0
indicates no brush oscillations. Taking into account that the standard errors for these tests are
within ±1%, in general, it cannot be concluded that brush oscillations affect negatively or
positively the effectiveness. However, when f3 = 10°, 11= 10 mm, and j = 3.5 Hz, the
oscillatory F 128 brush seems to exhibit an effectiveness 2% ± 1% higher than its counterpart
when no oscillations are superimposed. This may be due to the fact that the brush reaches,
every OJ - t cycle, a rotational speed significantly higher than 70 rpm, and this decreases the
backward sweeping effect. Nonetheless, the brush also reaches the minimum rotational
speed, which tends to increase backward sweeping (the effect of OJ on backward sweeping is
discussed in the next section). As the differences in performance are small and 100%
effectiveness can be achieved with no oscillations for fJ = 15°, it is concluded that brush
oscillations are not necessary for loose medium-size gravel.
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Figure 6.15. Effectiveness of the F128 brush subjected to oscillations - medium-size gravel; OJ= 70 rpm
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Figure 6.16. Effectiveness of the cutting brush subjected to oscillations - medium-size gravel;
f3= 15°,!! = 0, OJ= 70 rpm
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6.5.6. Effect of Rotational Speed
Brushing effectiveness was also assessed for different rotational speeds and a pair of brush
configurations for each brush. For the "suboptimum" F 128 brush configuration /3= 10°, ~ =
5 mm, Figure 6.17 shows that '7 tends to increase as 0) is incremented. The smaller the value
of 0), the lower the area covered by the bristles tips as the brush advances. Therefore, the
possibilities for the debris to be contacted by any bristle are smaller. Moreover, when 0) is
small, the overall impulse applied to the debris is lower. This has two implications. The
debris will tend to be impelled a shorter distance and may have to be swept by other bristles.
In addition, due to the small velocities and impact forces, the bristles may ride over the gravel
and leave them in the gutter. Furthermore, a smaller 0) increases the possibilities of debris
becoming trapped among bristles, increasing backward sweeping. Lastly, visual observations
indicate that when 0)< 100 rpm, the pieces of gravel are not swept far enough from the gutter,
and some of them may roll down the gutter. Due to all these phenomena, the effectiveness for
0) = 50 rpm is more unpredictable, as suggested by the higher dispersion of the data.
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Figure 6.17. Effectiveness of the F128 brush for a set of rotational speeds - medium-size gravel
For the "optimum" F128 brush configuration, /3= 15°, ~ = 10 mm, '7 = 100% for the 0) range
studied. This indicates that the forces between bristle tips and debris and their contact on the
entire sweeping zone are appropriate, due to the higher penetration for this case, regardless of
the rotational speed. In addition, no backward sweeping was observed in this case. Hence, if
a stone becomes trapped among clusters, it would be flicked away from the gutter.
Similarly, Figure 6.18 indicates that, for the cutting brush configurations studied, any
rotational speed will provide appropriate results, as '7 ~ 99% ± 0.5% in all the cases.
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Figure 6.18. Effectiveness of the cutting brush for a set of rotational speeds - medium-size gravel
Q} (rpm)
These findings also suggest that, for this gravel SIze, the area covered by the tips is
sufficiently high even when OJ = 50 rpm. Therefore, it could be argued that the vehicle speed
can be doubled when OJ = 100 rpm. That is to say, the vehicle speed could be up to about 1.6
mls ~ 5.8 kmIh for both brush types.
It was also observed that when the rotational speed is 125 rpm or 150 rpm, the stones are
swept with violence. This may constitute a problem because they may be thrown very far,
with the subsequent possibility of nearby people being hurt or things being damaged.
Therefore, the brush rotational speed should be limited to about 120 rpm. This limit is also
recommended for fine particles (Wang, 2005), as mentioned in Chapter 2 (Section 2.7.4).
Figure 6.19 compares the sweeping results for two values of OJ. It is observed that when OJ =
50 rpm, the overall impulse received by the stones is smaller than that when OJ = 150 rpm.
The smaller rotational speed reduces the possibility of debris being thrown outside the gutter
brush zone, but a high speed, together with a high sweeper speed, increases productivity.
(a) to = 50 rpm (b) co = 150 rpm
Figure 6.19. Sweeping results for the F128 brush for two rotational speeds - medium-size gravel; jJ =
10°, ~ = 5 mm, 1] = 100%
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6.S.7. Recommended Brush Configurations
The recommended settings for loose gravel of medium-size (heights ranging from 5 to 20
mm) are OJ = 100 rpm (constant), v up to 1.4 mls (S km/h), P = ISO, and I:l. = 10 mm, for
the F128 brush, or I:l.= 0, for the cutting brush.
6.6. SMALL AND FINE PARTICLES
6.6.1. Methodology
The debris used in this case constitutes a mixture of fine sand particles and small stones. The
sizes of the sand particles mostly ranges from less than 0.1 mm to I mm, and the small stones
are mostly smaller than 5 mm, but a few may reach 10 mm (maximum stone height is about 5
mm). Initially, 1.5 kg of debris was laid on an area of 0.3 x 0.6 m2• However, as the fine
particles tend to be blown into the air, the amount of particles is in general smaller. Figure
6.20 shows a picture of the particle layout.
Figure 6.20. Layoutof fine sand particles and small-size gravel on an area of 0.3 x 0.6 m2
The effectiveness in this case is obtained approximately. The percentage of debris swept from
the sweeping zone is estimated by visual observation. In order to improve the estimation of 17
when it is close to 100%, a small of amount of sand was weighed and spread onto the test-
road surface. Hence, the amount of debris left in the surface concavities can be estimated
with higher precision. In addition, a systematic comparison of photographs taken after
sweeping with different brushing conditions was carried out.
As stated in Chapter 2 (Section 2.7.4), small particles may be trapped in the road irregularities
and are difficult to sweep. Thus, the surface roughness of the road has a major impact on the
sweeping effectiveness in this case. The effectiveness values obtained in this section may be
smaller than practical values, because roads are normally less rough than the test road used.
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6.6.2. F128 Brush
Figure 6.21 presents the results for the Fl28 brush. For p = 5°, 1] is very low and tends to
increase with ~, at least for ~ ~ 15 mm. When ~ = 0, there is no bristle-debris contact, and
contact bristle-road only occur outside the practical sweeping zone. This is because fJ = 5°
corresponds to a negative angle of attack relative to the road. As ~ is increased, bristle-debris
contact is improved and, consequently, 1] increases. However, as bristle-debris contact occurs
at the rear of the brush, an increasing degree of backward sweeping is exhibited.
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Figure 6.21. Effectiveness of the F128 brush - small and fine particles
Figure 6.22 illustrates that increasing penetration enhances bristle-debris contact from the
boundary zone towards the bottom of the gutter. A percentage of the debris, especially the
small-size gravel, is swept towards the suction zone, but a high proportion of debris is swept
backwards into the gutter. For this and the other two angles of attack, it is observed that the
medium-size gravel tends to be swept more easily than the fine particles. This is due to the
fact that the larger the particle height, the higher the probability of it being swept and the
lower the probability of it being trapped in the road irregularities.
(c) ~ = 15 mm (17= 40%)
Figure 6.22. Effect of increasing F128 brush penetration for a small angle of attack (/3 = 5°)
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When B> 10°, 77first increases and then decreases with increasing 11(Figure 6.2l.b). As 11is
increased from zero, the brush contact arc, tc, increases and bristle-debris contact is
enhanced; therefore, 77increases. However, when 11~ 15 mm, s; becomes excessive and
backward sweeping is exhibited. This leads to a reduction of effectiveness with increasing !1.
The case p = 15° is similar, but no backward sweeping was detected for 11~ 30 mm. The
effectiveness reaches a maximum (77;::;97%) at!1 = 20 mm and remains practically the same
regardless of the increasing penetration. If very large penetrations are used, the deformation
of the bristles will be very large and the probing of the road irregularities will become more
difficult. Thus, it is expected that higher penetrations will not produce a significant increase
of effectiveness, but they will increase power consumption, bristle wear, and road damage.
6.6.3. Cutting Brush
Figure 6.23 presents the results for the cutting brush. When p = 5°, 77;::;0 when !1 is in the
interval [0, 20 mm]. When 11= 0 and 11= 5 mm, bristle-debris contact virtually does not
occur, due to the brush-surface gap along the sweeping zone, as shown in Figure 6.24.a. As 11
is increased from 5 mm to 20 mm, there is an enhanced contact at the boundary zone (Figure
6.24.b). However, due to the high contact arc, which in tum is due to bristle collapse, almost
all the debris is swept back into the gutter, and 77remains approximately zero. This is in
contrast to the behaviour of the FI28 brush, which exhibits an increasing 77with 11,at least up
to 11= 15 mm (Figure 6.21.a). The difference in the behaviour of cutting and F128 brush
when p = 5° is mainly due to the fact that there is a greater contact on the sweeping zone in
the case of the F128 brush. Cutting brush-surface contact tends to occur near the boundary
zone and outside the sweeping zone.
20 5
Figure 6.23. Effectiveness of the cutting brush - small and fine particles
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(a) ~ = 0 (b) ~ = 20 mm
Figure 6.24. Bristle-surface contact for the cutting brush when fJ = 5°
When p = 10°, the contact starts (~ = 0) at the bottom of the gutter and extends towards the
boundary zone and beyond as ~ is increased. The improved contact with increasing ~ is
counteracted by a growing backward sweeping, which is due to the large s; caused by bristle
collapse. As a result, 1J diminishes with penetration. Figure 6.25 illustrates these issues.
(a) ~ = 0 (b)~=5mm
Figure 6.25. The amount of debris swept backwards increases with penetration; cutting brush fJ = 10°
When p = 15°, the cutting brush does not seem to produce backward sweeping for ~ :s:; 10
mm. Therefore, the effectiveness tends to be higher for this angle of attack. It increases from
about 1J = 50% when .6. = 0 to about 1J = 90% when .6. = 5 mm, where it remains practically
constant with increasing penetration up to .6. = 20 mm (Figure 6.23). However, a very small
degree of backward sweeping was noted when .6. = 15 mm and ~ = 20 mm. Backward
sweeping mainly occurred for the bigger pieces of gravel (about 5 mm to 8 mm in size).
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6.6.4. Additional Remarks
From the experimental observations that have been discussed in Section 6.6, it can be
concluded that the cutting brush has a higher tendency to exhibit backward sweeping. For
example, when f3 = 10°, backward sweeping was observed even when L1= 0 for the cutting
brush, whereas only for L1~ 15 mm for the FI28 brush. In the FI28 brush, 17tends to increase
with penetration, at least up to a certain value of L.\, for any angle of attack (Figure 6.21). In
contrast, the effectiveness of the cutting brush may remain constant, decrease, or increase
with L1,depending on the value of fJ (Figure 6.23). The higher tendency for the cutting brush
to present backward sweeping is due to the differences in bristle deformation.
6.6.5. Preliminary Recommended Brush Settings
Suitable settings for this case are f3 = 15°, L1= 20 mm or f3 = 10°, L1= 15 mm (FI28 brush)
and fJ= 15°, L.\ = 5 mm (cutting brush). The effectiveness provided by the FI28 brush for any
of the two recommended configurations is about 97%, whereas that of the cutting brush is
about 90% (Figure 6.26). Thus, the FI28 brush has a higher performance for this debris type.
The main reason for this may be that the FI28 bristles sweep with the breadth (2 mm),
whereas the cutting ones with the width (0.5 mm), as discussed by Wang (2005). Therefore,
the F 128 bristle tips cover a larger area. Furthermore, the cutting bristle tips may tend to
sweep the sand towards their sides (due to their cutting action), instead of sweeping away the
debris. However, some cutting bristles deform inwards, as discussed previously, and they will
sweep the debris at an angle. These points are illustrated schematically in Figure 6.27.
(a) F128 brush, 13 = 15°, ~ = 20 mm, '7= 97% (b) Cutting brush, 13= 15°, ~ = 5 mm, '7= 90%
Figure 6.26. Comparison of sweeping effectiveness for the "optimum" F128 and cutting brush
configurations - small and fine particles
A comparison of the behaviour of both cutting and FI28 brush for medium-size gravel and
fine particles indicates that, for the former debris type, smaller penetrations are required and
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the effectiveness tends to be higher. This is because there are fewer possibilities for the debris
with larger dimensions to be missed by any bristle and to be trapped among bristles.
Moreover, medium size gravel cannot be trapped in small road irregularities. Although
backward sweeping tends to occur with lower penetrations for medium-size gravel, it can be
easily avoided with the correct configurations.
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Figure 6.27. Differences in sweeping action of cutting and F128 brushes on fine and small particles
6.6.6. Effect of Vehicle Velocity
In view of the fact that 100% effectiveness is not obtained for fine and small particles for v =
0.8 mis, the effect of vehicle velocity is analysed. The results of tests for cutting and FI28
brushes for two brush configurations are presented in Figure 6.28. The reduction of vehicle
speed increases sweeping effectiveness in both cases. About 80% fewer particles are left in
the sweeping zone (17reduces from about 95% to about 99%, for the FI28 brush, and from
about 90% to about 98%, for the cutting brush) when v is reduced from 0.8 mls to 0.1 mls.
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(a) F128 brush; fJ= 15°, A = 15 mm (b) Cutting brush; fJ= 15°, l1 = 10 mm
Figure 6.28. Effectiveness of the F128 and cutting brush translating at a set of speeds - small and fine
particles
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It could be stated that the gain in effectiveness is significant, taking into account that small
particles constitute a threat for people and animals, as discussed in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2.2).
However, the speed required to obtain a high effectiveness is extremely low, which highly
increases operating costs. Therefore, the selection of the vehicle speed is a trade-off between
the effectiveness that is required in each particular case and the resources available. For
example, if the particles are highly contaminated or are in an area where the elderly or many
children live, it could be worth to obtain an excellent cleaning. In some cases, additional
means of collecting the fine particles may be necessary.
6.6.7. Effect of Brush Oscillations
Finally, the effect of brush oscillations on sweeping effectiveness is also studied for this case.
Figure 6.29 presents the results for three brush configurations and two frequencies; f = 0
indicates no oscillations. Taking into account the imprecise nature of the assessment of
effectiveness, the results would suggest that brush oscillations affect neither negative nor
positive the effectiveness, which is similar to the case of medium-size gravel.
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(a) F128 brush; OJ = 70 rpm (b) Cutting brush; /3= 15°, ~ = 10 mm, OJ= 70 rpm
Figure 6.29. Effectiveness of the F128 and cutting brush for a set of brush frequencies - small and
fine particles
6.6.8. Recommended Brush Configurations
The following settings may be recommended for sweeping small and fine particles: p= 15°, Il
::::20 mm, for the F128 brush, and p= 15°, Il = 5 mm, for the cutting brush, both rotating
at OJ = 100 rpm. The sweeper speed can be about 0.6 mls (,...2kmlh), but if a very high
effectiveness for sweeping fine particles is required, the vehicle speed can be reduced to about
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0.1 mls (0.36 kmIh) or 0.2 mls (0.72 kmlh), but operating costs increase hugely. The F128
brush is preferred in this case.
It is noted that experimental observations show that the small-size gravel (of about 5 mm in
size) tend to be swept more easily than the fine sand particles, which tend to be left in the
surface concavities. Therefore, when sweeping small-size gravel, without fine particles, it
may not be necessary to reduce the vehicle speed, and slightly smaller penetrations may be
required. In addition, it is stressed that the effectiveness in actual roads may be higher, if they
are less rough than the test road used and are in excellent condition, i.e., it has not cracks or
large holes, which may hinder the brush reaching fine and small particles.
6.7. WET THIN DEBRIS
6.7.1. Methodology
As stated in Chapter 2 (Section 2.7.6), wet thin debris such as leaves and weeds may be
difficult to sweep. This is due to both the small debris height and the adhesion between debris
and road. To study this type of debris, experimental tests were performed using wet paper
pieces adhered on the test-road surface. For each test, 50 pieces of paper, whose dimensions
are mostly between 5 cm and 15 cm, were wetted with water and placed randomly on an area
of 0.3 x 0.6 m2. Figure 6.30 presents a picture of the debris layout. It is anticipated that the
variability of the effectiveness values for this case is very high. Therefore, tests were
performed up to six times for a given operating condition.
Figure 6.30. Random layout of wet paper pieces on an area of 0.3 x 0.6 m
2
Taking into account that results for gravel and sand indicate that an angle of attack of 5° is
inappropriate, only fJ = 10° and fJ = 15° are investigated. In this case, '7 is calculated as the
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ratio of the number of pieces swept outside the practical sweeping zone and the sum of this
number and the number of pieces left on the sweeping zone. This is because some of the
pieces are swept forwards2 and others adhered to the bristles; these are not considered in the
calculation. Due to the damage suffered by the paper pieces, it was sometimes difficult to
determine the exact number of pieces on or outside the sweeping zone. Therefore, the
effectiveness values are approximate.
6.7.2. FI28 and Cutting Brush
Figures 6.31 and 6.32 present the sweepmg effectiveness of the F128 and cutting brush,
respectively, for wet paper pieces. Similar to the case of fine and small particles, when fJ =
10°, both brushes exhibit low effectiveness values for different penetrations. As occurs with
fine and small particles, the low effectiveness in this case is due to insufficient contact
between debris and bristles (for small penetrations) and/or backward sweeping. It was
observed that the latter problem tends to increase with penetration, and the cutting brush is
more affected due to bristle inward collapse. The effectiveness for (a) the F128 brush first
increases and then decreases with fi when backward sweeping has increased considerably; (b)
the cutting brush decreases with increasing fi due to the high level of backward sweeping
even when fi = O. This behaviour has already been discussed in Section 6.6. Nevertheless,
the problem of backward sweeping in this case is not only due to a large brush contact arc, tc:
It is aggravated by the fact that the paper pieces tend to entangle and adhere to the bristles.
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Figure 6.31. Effectiveness of the F128 brush - wet thin debris; e(m)max = 11% for f3 = 10°
2 Due to the relatively low effectiveness values for this case, it may not be advisable to assume that the debris
swept forwards onto the sweeping zone would be cleared afterwards if the brush continued advancing.
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Figure 6.32. Effectiveness of the cutting brush - wet thin debris; e(m)max = 8% for .p = 100
The effectiveness of both brush types for p = 15° follows patterns similar to those presented
for the case of fine and small particles (Figures 6.21 and 6.23), but the maximum values are
achieved at lower penetrations. As Fl28 brush penetration is increased up to 10 mm, debris-
bristle contact is enhanced and 17increases. Some backward sweeping was observed for all
penetrations, due to debris-bristle adhesion. However, a higher level of backward sweeping
seems to occur when ~ = 15 mm and ~ = 20 mm, and, consequently, 17reduces from about ~
= 10 mm. For the cutting brush, a maximum value of 17seems to occur at the lower
penetration of ~ = O. However, taking into account the higher level of variability for this
debris type, the cutting brush effectiveness seems to be fairly constant up to, at least, ~ = 15
mm. This pattern is similar to those for medium-size gravel and small and fine particles, as
shown in Figures 6.12 and 6.23.
As indicated by the error bars, the 17values in this case are not very precise. The large
variability is partly due to fact that each test had different paper pieces, with variable levels of
water content. Additionally, phenomena such as bristle-debris adhesion and entangling make
it a less predictable process. As the characteristics of actual thin debris are, in general,
different from those of the wet paper pieces, the trends and observations reported for this case
may be more useful than the effectiveness values.
6.7.3. Preliminary Recommended Brush Settings
The following brush settings may be appropriate: p = 15°, ~ = 10 mm, for the F12S brush,
and p = 15°, ~ = 0, for the cutting brush, both rotating at 100 rpm. The F12S brush is
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preferred in this case, as it provides an effectiveness of about 98%, whereas the cutting brush
provides less than about 90%. This large difference in performance may be partly due to the
fact that the cutting brush tends to produce more backward sweeping (even with zero
penetration) due to bristle collapse. In addition, the cutting bristle tips have the tendency to
use their widths (0.5 mm), rather than their breadths (2 mm) to sweep. Therefore, cutting
bristles may tend to perforate the paper pieces, trap them, and release them backwards at the
last moment. It is of interest to note that, for fine and small particles, larger penetrations were
recommended (20 mm for the FI28 brush and 5 mm for the cutting brush) for the same angle
of attack. Higher penetrations seem appropriate when sweeping fine particles, because of the
need of probing the road irregularities with higher forces to remove more particles.
6.7.4. Effect of Rotational Speed
Figure 6.33 presents the results of the study of the effect of the rotational speed, to. The
general trend observed is that 1] tends to increase with OJ. However, the effectiveness of the
FI28 brush is high at 75 rpm and fairly constant for higher speeds. A main reason for this is
that a higher rotational speed applies a larger impulse to the debris:'. When a paper piece is
swept with a high impulse, its momentum becomes high, and it will tend to be quickly sent far
from the gutter. Therefore, there is a smaller probability of a paper piece to adhere to the
bristles and/or remain in the gutter after being swept. These two problems would tend to
enhance backward sweeping. Lastly, these results corroborate the previous findings that the
FI28 brush tends to provide a higher effectiveness.
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(a) F128 brush; 13= 15°, ~ = 10 mm (b) Cutting brush; 13= 15°, ~ = 0
Figure 6.33. Effectiveness of the F128 and cutting brush for a set of rotational speeds - wet thin debris
3 This was mentioned in Section 6.5.6 and illustrated in Figure 6.19, for the case of medium-size gravel.
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As stated in Chapter 2 (Section 2.7.6), Wang (2005) recommends that OJ = 80 rpm for this
debris type. It is argued that a brush rotating at higher speeds tends to tear off the paper
pieces and, consequently, to generate more pieces to sweep. The opposite has been found in
this work. The level of damage has been assessed by counting the number of pieces that
suffered a high damage. It was found that the damage tends to be lower for higher rotational
speeds for both brushes. In average, it reduces from 28%, for OJ = 50 rpm, to 6%, for co = 125
rpm. As discussed in the preceding paragraph, higher rotational speeds produce higher debris
momentum, which reduces the possibilities of debris remaining in the gutter and being
damaged. It should be noted that the damage in actual sweeping scenarios may vary greatly,
depending on the characteristics of the debris to sweep, including the water content. To
conclude, the experimental results and observations indicate that OJ should be about 125 rpm,
for the cutting brush, and about 75 rpm for the FI28 brush. Rotational speeds higher than 125
rpm may not be advisable in practice, because thin debris may be mixed with gravel, sand or
other type of debris. In addition, a combination of a greater sweeper speed and brush
rotational speed may be selected in the case of the F128 brush.
6.7.S. Effect of Brush Oscillations
A number of frequencies are studied for each brush type. The results in Figure 6.34 suggest
that brush oscillations may increase effectiveness, but they are not statistically conclusive.
For the lowest frequencies (3.5 Hz and 2.5 Hz), the increase in effectiveness may be due to
the higher rotational speeds that are reached as the brush oscillates. For the higher
frequencies, the increased bristle vibrations may increase the impulse applied to the debris.
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(a) F128 brush; liJm = 70 rpm,p= 15°, tJ. = 10mm (b) Cutting brush; liJm = 70 rpm, 13= 15°, tJ. = 0
Figure 6.34. Effectiveness of the F128 and cutting brush for a set of brush frequencies - wet thin debris
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6.7.6. Recommended Brush Configurations
To conclude, the recommended settings for thin debris are: B> 15°, ~ = 10 mm, 0)= 75 rpm,
for the FI28 brush, and p = 15°, ~ = 0, 0) = 120 rpm, for the cutting brush. The F128
brush is preferred in this case, as it seems to provide about 2% higher effectiveness than the
cutting brush and at a much lower rotational speed. Adding oscillations at 3.5 Hz, for the
F128 brush, and 10 Hz, for the cutting brush, may increase sweeping effectiveness. In
addition, in the case of the F128 brush, the vehicle speed, together with the rotational speed,
could be increased to improve productivity, e.g., (0 = 120 rpm and v = 1.3 m/s (4.6 km/h).
Lastly, it is stressed that the characteristics of actual debris will vary from the characteristics
of the paper pieces. Therefore, in situ tests may be important in this case.
6.8. BONDED PARTICLES
6.8.1. Introductory Remarks
This is the last type of debris studied. Compacted debris such as dry mud may be difficult to
sweep, because it tends to adhere to the road surface. For example, experimental results
reported by Wang (2005) indicate that high removal forces, supplied by large brush
penetrations, are required to remove dry mud from a rough road surface (Section 2.7.5 in
Chapter 2). Therefore, compacted debris might require an oscillatory brush that provides
increased brushing forces, and experimental tests were performed with this debris type.
6.8.2. Methodology
A mixture of small and fine particles, which was described in Section 6.6.1, water and an
adhesive" has been selected to study the effect of brush oscillations on compacted debris. For
each test, four different proportions of the three constituents were used. The approximate
proportions are presented in Table 6.3. It is noted that this proportions were selected after
several trials to find appropriate adhesion forces. About 80 g of each mixture was arranged as
depicted in Figure 6.35. The debris was left to set (harden) naturally for a period of 19 to 20
hours prior to the test. Contrary to the sweeping tests described in the preceding sections, the
bonded particles were placed on a horizontal concrete test bed. This bed was used to avoid
damage to the gravel-epoxy resin test road, which proved to be a delicate surface.
4 Super PVA (UniBond); Henkel Home Improvement & Adhesive Products, Winsford, Cheshire CW7 3QY, UK.
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Table 6.3. Weight proportions of the constituents of bonded particles
Mixture PVAglue (%) Water (%) Particles (%)identification
4.5%PVA 4.5 4.5 91.0
4.1%PVA 4.1 4.1 91.8
3.7%PVA 3.7 3.7 92.6
3.3% PYA 3.3 3.3 93.4
c: 4.5% PVA0
U
~
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Figure 6.35. Arrangement of the bonded particles on a concrete test bed
The F 128 and cutting brush were operated at a set of frequencies and a number of
penetrations. First, a penetration of 20 mm was applied to the brush, and the effectiveness
was calculated as the ratio of the number of pieces swept and the initial number of pieces, 32.
Then, a penetration of 30 mm was applied to the remaining pieces, and a new effectiveness
was calculated. The process was repeated for penetrations of 40 mm, 50 mm, 60 mm, and 80
mm. It should be noted that the 1] values calculated in this manner do not correspond to the
effectiveness for each penetration. The actual effectiveness for a given penetration (~ 2 30
mm) may be less than the reported value. This is because some pieces may have been
partially dislodged by a given brush pass, and this may have enabled a subsequent pass to
remove them completely. Although this is not entirely satisfactory, it saves a huge amount of
time and still permits to compare the performance of conventional and oscillatory brushes.
The selected brush configurations and operating parameters are as follows. The mean brush
rotational speed selected is 0Jm = 75 rpm, and the translational speed is v = 0.3 mls. A small
rotational speed is selected in order to achieve sufficient excitation of bristle vibrations. The
translational speed selected is also small, taking into account that compacted debris requires
more effort to be swept. Two angles of attack were selected: f3= 100 for ~ = 20 mm, f3 = 100
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(F128 brush) or p = 15° (cutting brush) for A = 30 mm, and fJ = 15° for A > 40 mm. The
angles were selected taking into account the results presented previously and FE results
reported in Chapter 7 (Section 7.7).
It is anticipated that the results of these experimental tests exhibit a relatively high variability,
when they are compared with, e.g., tests for medium-size gravel. This is mainly due to the
inherent variability of the characteristics of the sand mixture, to different setting conditions
(e.g., variable temperature and humidity), and the non-uniformity of the concrete test bed.
Consequently, for each brush operating condition, at least three tests were performed.
6.8.3. Results and Discussion
Figures 6.36 and 6.37 present the sweeping effectiveness for the selected brush penetrations
and brush frequencies for the cutting and F128 brush, respectively. For the cutting brush,
the effectiveness is the highest when f = 8 Hz and the lowest for f = 2.5 Hz, for any brush
penetration. For the case of the F128 brush, the best performance is achieved withf= 9 Hz,
followed by f= 10 Hz. The lowest effectiveness is exhibited whenf= 0 (no oscillations) andf
= 3.5 Hz. Therefore, improved performance seems to be obtained when the severity of bristle
vibrations is higher (see Figure 6.7). However, it should be mentioned that the results are not
completely conclusive because of the variability of the results. This is especially the case of
the cutting brush, because the differences in effectiveness do not differ greatly from the
standard errors. In contrast, for the F128 brush, the differences between the effectiveness for
9 Hz and 10 Hz and those for 3.5 Hz and 0 Hz tend to be at least twice the values of the
standard errors.
100 o f= 2.5Hz
• f= 0
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Figure 6.36. Effectiveness of the cutting brush - bonded particles; m", = 75 rpm, v = 0.3 mIs, p = 10°
for t. = 20 mm and P = 15° for all the other penetrations
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Figure 6.37. Effectiveness of the F128 brush - bonded particles; %J = 75 rpm, v = 0.3 mis, fJ = 10° for
L'1 = 20 mm and L'1 = 30 mm and fJ = 15° for all the other penetrations
Therefore, the results suggest that brush oscillations are more helpful in the case of the FI28
brush. There are two reasons that may explain this. First, it was observed that the severity of
bristle vibrations is higher for the F128 brush, as can be inferred from the comparison
between Figures 6.7.a and b. Second, at least some of the bristles of the cutting brush exhibit
a stiff collision with the debris, and bristle vibrations do not seem to increase the brushing
forces. However, it should be mentioned that even in the smoother concrete test bed, some
degree of bristle collapsing is observed in the cutting brush, and some bristles have an
intermediate behaviour between cutting and flicking actions.
Figure 6.38 compares the effectiveness of the cutting and FI28 brush when there are no
oscillations, and Figure 6.39 when the frequency applied is the one that maximises 17in each
case. On the one hand, the results suggest that a conventional cutting brush tends to a have
slightly better performance than the FI28 brush. This is in agreement with previous
experimental observations (Wang, 2005), which were reviewed in Chapter 2 (Section 2.7.5).
On the other hand, an oscillatory FI28 brush seems to outperform an oscillatory cutting brush.
This is especially the case for the smaller penetrations. Large penetrations produce large
bristle deformations in the FI28 brush that hinder the development of high bristle vibration
amplitudes. Consequently, brush oscillations seem to provide less improvement.
Finally, it should be mentioned that a difference in effectiveness between any two particular
cases not only does indicate that a particular brush configuration may provide a better
cleaning performance. Due to the different amounts of adhesive used in the debris pieces,
such a difference also indicates that this configuration may have the capability of removing
debris adhered more strongly to the surface. For the example in Figure 6.40.b, 77= 47%
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would roughly indicate that this brushing condition enables to clear almost all the debris that
has 3.7% PYA or less. In Figure 6.40.c, TJ = 75% would suggest that this configuration has
the capability of removing debris up to 4.1% PVA. Taking into account that a small
difference in the amount of PVA raises significantly the adhesion force, small differences in
the effectiveness values may be considered more significant than what they seem to indicate.
100 • Flicking128 brush
90 • Cuttingbrush
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Figure 6.38. Effectiveness of non-oscillatory brushes - bonded particles; OJ = 75 rpm, v = 0.3 mIs, f3
= 10° or 15°
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Figure 6.39. Effectiveness of oscillatory brushes - bonded particles; 0Jm = 75 rpm, v = 0.3 mIs, f3 =
10° or 15°
(a) Before sweeping (b) f3 = 10°, !1.= 20 mm, 1] = 47% (c) f3= 15°,!1. = 80 mm, 1] = 75%
Figure 6.40. Sweeping results for the F128 brush for two penetrations - bonded particles; 0Jm = 75
rpm, f= 3.5 Hz, v = 0.3 mls
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6.8.4. Recommended Brush Configurations
Compacted debris in the actual sweeping practice may have different levels of adhesion to the
road surface, depending on, for example, the type of debris and surface roughness of the road.
Hence, the amount of penetration required for each particular case may be different. The
appropriate rotational speed and vehicle velocity may also be different for each particular
case. Based on the results presented in Section 6.8.3, the cutting brush may be operated at 8
Hz and the FI28 brush at 9 Hz. The angle of attack may be selected based on the brush
penetration, according to the values indicated in Section 6.8.2. The FI28 brush is preferred
in this case, as it seems to provide, loosely speaking, an average of 5% higher effectiveness
than the cutting brush. It should be stressed that in the tests with compacted debris, a
horizontal surface was swept, whereas for all the other tests the inclined road-test gutter was
used. Thus, the angles of attack used for bonded particles are based on a horizontal surface
and should be interpreted differently from those of the other tests.
6.9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
This chapter presented the methodology and results of experimental tests that were performed
to determine suitable brush configurations for medium-size gravel, small and fine particles,
wet thin debris, and bonded particles. The behaviour of freely-rotating and constrained
oscillatory brushes was first studied to find potential frequencies that may improve sweeping.
The rest of this section makes a summary of the brushing configurations recommended for the
different debris types. Some additional remarks are also presented.
The brushing parameters recommended previously are summarised in Table 6.4. Appropriate
ranges of brush penetration are also included for each debris type. The lower limit usually
corresponds to the minimum ~ that provides sufficient debris-bristle contact along the
practical sweeping zone width. The upper limit is usually related to the maximum ~ to avoid
backward sweeping. However, the lowest brush penetration that produces that highest
sweeping effectiveness has been selected in each case. This is because the smaller ~, the
lower the brushing forces. Smaller forces will produce less brush wear, power consumption,
and damage to the road surface.
In addition, a prediction of the optimum brushing parameters for a mixture of the first three
debris types is also included. The selection of ~ is based on the achievement of a suitable
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bristle-debris contact and the prevention of backward sweeping for all the debris types.
According to the results presented in the preceding sections, the selected values of (VIII' v and!
will produce optimum or nearly optimum performance for the three debris types. However,
experimental tests may be necessary to corroborate these estimated values.
Table 6.4. Recommendations for sweeping different types of debris
Recommended brushing parameters Tl AppropriateDebris type Brush A p 4\" v f (%) penetration range
Type (mm) (0) (rpm) (km/h) (Hz)
Loose medium-size FI28 10 Se 10 mm ::;tl s 20 mm
gravel 15 100 - 100Cutting 0 O::;tl::;ISmm
Loose small and fine FI28" 20 2d -98 20 mm s tl::; -30 mm
particles 15 100 - 5 mm ::;tl ::; IOemmCutting 5 -95
Loose wet thin debris
FI28· 10 120 4.6" 3.5 -95 -5 mm s tl::; -15 mm
15
2.geCutting 0 120 10 -92 0::;;"::;-15mm
Compactedlbonded FI28a
[ [
9
[ [ rdebris Cutting 8
Mixture of loose
FI28a IS 3.S tl",ISmmmedium- and small-size
IS 120 2dgravel, fine particles,
and wet thin debris Cutting S 10 Smm::;tl::;IOmm
a Denotes preferred brush type.
b Estimated mean sweeping effectiveness for the conditions of the tests. It will vary depending on the amount of debris
to be swept, the road surface roughness, and the debris-surface adhesion forces, amongst others factors.
C Higher vehicle speeds may be possible, but this could not be ascertain due to the limitation in speed of the gantry.
d Vehicle speed may be higher, to increase 1], or lower, to improve productivity at the expense of a lower effectiveness.
e If the size of all the particles is less than ) mm, up to 20 mm penetration may be applied without the occurrence of
backward sweeping.
f
The optimum combination of p, tl, ox; and v will depend on the particular characteristics of the type of debris.
Therefore, specific values cannot be recommended for these parameters. Appropriate combinations of p and tl were
presented in Section 6.8.2.
An analysis of Table 6.4 yields some important points. First, the settings recommended in
this table differ substantially from those suggested by Wang (2005) (Section 2.7.7, Chapter 2).
Table 6.5 presents a comparison of brush configurations. The penetrations recommended by
Wang (2005) are higher than those indicated in this work, and the angles of attack are smaller.
This is mainly due to the difficult-to-sweep shape of the road gutter used by Wang (2005) and
the excessive sweeping zone width assumed. The road gutter used in the present research is
much more similar to actual road gutters. In addition, the values of ~ and v may be different
from those recommended in this work, as discussed in Section 6.1, and this contributes to the
differences. Second, according to the literature and the experimental observations reported in
this work, conventional cutting brushes are more suitable than conventional flicking brushes
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for sweeping compacted debris. However, when adding brush oscillations, the F128 brush
outperforms the cutting brush for this type of debris. Third, the recommended angle of attack
is 15°, except for compacted debris, for which the value of fJ may be different, depending on
the particular characteristics of the debris to be swept.
Table 6.5. Comparison between present recommendations and those in Wang (2005)
Debris Wang (2005) recommended settings Present recommendations
Medium-
Both: /3 = 10°, t\ = 30 mm, (J)= 100 rpm /3= 15° FI28: t\ = 10 mmsize gravel (J) = 100 rpm Cutting: t\ = 0
Fine F128: /3= 5°, t\ = 40 mm, (J)= 100 rpm /3= 15° FI28: t\ = 20 mm
particles Cutting: f3 = 5°, t\ = 40 mm, (J) = 120 rpm (V = 100 rpm Cutting: t\ = 5 mm
Wet thin
Both: /3 = 10°, t\ = 40 mm, (J) = 80 rpm /3= 15° FI28: t\ = 10 mmdebris (V = 120 rpm Cutting: ~ = 0
Last but not least, according to Table 6.4, the FI28 brush is preferred in all cases, excepting
when sweeping medium-size gravel. In this case, both brushes can provide 100%
effectiveness, but it is not clear which brush may require less brushing forces and power
consumption. Therefore, the FI28 brush may be used in all the cases in Table 6.4.
Nevertheless, it has been reported that the cutting brush may be superior to a flicking brush,
when sweeping broken bricks (Wang, 2005). This is partly due to the stiff collisions provided
by the cutting brush. However, the results in Wang (2005) suggest that the superiority is
exhibited for suboptimum configurations (small values of 0) and /1). For optimum
configurations both brushes provide appropriate sweeping results.
An important implication of these findings is that the F 128 brush may be used in most, if not
all, sweeping scenarios, which, e.g., may reduce the down time needed to change the brush
type. Thus, the FI28 at p = 15° may be used almost universally, and brush oscillations
may be added when increased sweeping forces are required, as is the case of compacted
debris.
Finally, it is emphasised that the results of the experiments are valid for the particular
conditions of the tests. The conditions in actual sweeping scenarios, such as the slope of the
gutter, the road surface roughness, and the actual bristle length of the new or worn brush, will
in general differ from those of the experiments. However, based on the criteria and analyses
presented in this chapter, the recommendations given may be adapted to actual applications.
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In particular, if a gutter with a different slope is swept, an equivalent angle of attack, Pc,!,
may be calculated by
(6.3)
where P is the brush angle of attack used in or recommended from the tests, ~ is the brush
offset angle (~ = 60°), BRG is the slope of the actual road gutter, and B],(; is the slope of the test
gutter (6.5° for the epoxy-resin test road or 0 for the concrete test bed).
Equation 6.3 can be used to calculate the recommended angle of attack that may be used when
the slope of the gutter is different from the slope of the test-road or concrete surface. Figure
6.41 plots the recommended angles of attack for a range of slopes when the recommended
angle is 10° and 15° for the slope of the test-road gutter and of the concrete test bed. For
instance, if an angle of 15° is recommended in this work for a given debris type, the
recommended angle for a different slope may be read from the 15° curve in Figure 6.41.
o 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Slope of the actual road gutter. BRG (degree)
(a) OrG = 6.5" (epoxy-resin test road)
o 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Slope of the actual road gutter. BRG (degree)
Figure 6.41. Equivalent angle of attack for different road gutter slopes and f3 =100 and f3 =150
(b) OrG = 0 (concrete test bed)
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7.1. INTRODUCTION
In the preceding chapter, the effectiveness of gutter brushes was studied. However, the
experiments performed were not comprehensive, e.g., large brush oscillation frequencies
could not be studied. In addition, the way in which oscillations were achieved did not enable
to know the shape of the variation of the angular speed. Therefore, a model may be used to
further estimate brush performance. Beam models have been derived for the analysis of 2-D
bristle deformations, and a 3-D FEM has also been developed. These models have been
applied to analyse steady state conditions, and, to the knowledge of the author, only static
analyses have been performed. The study of the 3-D dynamic bristle deformations of an
oscillatory brush requires more complex models, which cannot assume steady state
conditions. In view of this complexity, it is not considered convenient to develop a special
model. The availability of powerful FE packages enables to reduce the efforts required to
build a suitable brush model.
In this chapter, a novel FEM is developed, validated, and applied to study the behaviour of
oscillatory gutter brushes. The model deals with brush dynamics and entails a 3-D transient
non-linear structural analysis involving contact. It has been built in the FE software
ANSYS®. Several variants have been derived, but two main models are described. Firstly, a
short overview of structural dynamic FE analyses is provided. Secondly, the assumptions and
a summary of the main features and derivations of the models are presented in Section 7.3.
Then, Sections 7.4 and 7.5 present the results of sensitivity analyses and a comparison and
validation of the two models. The FEM is validated by comparing its results with available
experimental results (Peel, 2002), and coefficients of friction for bristle-surface contact are
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determined in Section 7.6. Then, Section 7.7 applies the FEM to obtain appropriate ranges of
brush penetration. Section 7.8 proposes some criteria for assessing sweeping performance.
The model is applied in Sections 7.9 and 7.10 to study the behaviour of horizontal and tilted
oscillatory brushes. Finally, Section 7.11 summarises this chapter.
7.2. STRUCTURAL DYNAMIC FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
Chapter 2 (Section 2.3.6.2) has already described fundamental concepts of the FE method. In
addition, Chapter 5 (Sections 5.2.1 and 5.4.1) has provided some explanations about the
numerical modelling of damping and contact problems. A brief overview of the structural
dynamic FE analysis is given herein.
A structural analysis deals with an engineering structure or component that is subjected to
motion (nodal displacements) and/or loads (e.g., forces and moments). ANSYS® provides
several types of structural analyses. The analysis of interest in this project is the transient
dynamic analysis, or time-history analysis. This technique can be used to study the dynamic
response of a structure to loads that vary with time, as is the case of the bristles of a gutter
brush. Nonlinearities such as stress stiffening, large deflection, and contact interaction can be
modelled in ANSYS®. A structural system is a second-order system in time. The dynamic
equilibrium equation in a transient dynamic analysis is
M{ii} +C{u} + K{u} = {Fa} (7.1 )
where M, C, and K are the mass, damping, and stiffuess matrices, respectively; {u}, {u}, and
{ii} are the nodal displacement, nodal velocity, and nodal acceleration vectors, respectively;
and {Fa} is the applied load vector.
A dynamic analysis is much more complex than a static one. In a static analysis, convergence
is usually achieved after a few iterations, because the equilibrium equation has to be applied
to a given load case. In contrast, in a transient analysis many iterations are normally required,
as convergence has to be achieved for the variable loads through time. Furthermore, the
application studied in this work requires the modelling of contact during a relatively "long"
simulation time (of the order of 1 s). This requires huge computational resources, owing to
the long simulation time and because contact problems are highly nonlinear. Moreover, the
problem involves short duration impacts, of the order of small fractions of a millisecond.
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7.3. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODELS
7.3.1. Overview
This section develops a generic, parametric FEM of oscillatory brushes, which has been built
through "ANSYS Parametric Design Language." Although the model is intended for gutter
brushes, it may be applied to analyse a variety of brushes, operating with different brushing
parameters. The FEM has been developed step by step, and several cases, variants, and
options were derived. However, this section describes the basic features of the main FEMs.
The modelling of an oscillatory gutter brush may be divided into three broad stages, namely
"preprocessing," "solution," and "postprocessing." In addition, it can be subdivided into five
basic steps, which are shown in Figure 7.1. The solid modelling consists of the generation of
entities such as points, lines, areas, and volumes, which will constitute the bristles and road
surface. In the FE modelling, the finite elements for the bristles, as well as the contact
elements, are created. Element types and properties are assigned, and the entities are meshed.
In the solution stage, the analysis options are specified, the loads and boundary conditions are
applied, and the solutions for the substeps are found. Finally, the postprocessing stage
involves the revision and manipulation of the results given by the model. These steps are
described in the next sections. First, however, the specifications of the gutter brushes to be
modelled and the FEM assumptions are introduced.
FE Modelling
PRE-
PROCESSING
Solid Modelling
I
; ,
1/)'c.:
CD'0:
'0
Cl)
.3
Application of loads and
boundary conditions
SOLUTIONl
Solution
:······························i
Retrieval of the results I }
~-______,j
POST-
PROCESSING
Figure 7.1. Main steps in a structural dynamic analysis
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7.3.2. Gutter Brush Specifications
Table 7.1 presents the main geometric parameters of the gutter brushes that will be the subject
of study in subsequent sections. These parameters were defined in Chapter 1 (Sections 1.3.4
and 1.3.5). The values chosen are either obtained from the actual brushes used in the
sweeping tests described in Chapter 6 or in previous studies (Peel, 2002; Wang, 2005).
Table 7.1. Geometric parameters of the brushes that will be modelled
Geometric parameter Symbol Cutting FI28brush brush
Bristle mount orientation angle r 0 1280
Bristle length h 240mm
Outer mount radius rAI 115 mm
Inner mount radius rA2 90mm
Bristle breadth II 2mm
Bristle width 12 0.5 mm
Bristle mount angle r/J 2r
Number of mount radii n,. 2
Number of clusters at the jth
nrl, nn 24mount radius
Number of bristles per cluster at
nbch nbc2 60the jth mount radius
7.3.3. Modelling Assumptions
The modelling of a gutter brush involves many complexities such as non-uniformity in the
geometry of the brush and bristles, variety of road and debris characteristics, and uncertain
factors in the way in which the clusters are mounted. It is then necessary to simplify the
problem through some assumptions. The main assumptions are listed below.
• The material of the bristles is homogeneous, isotropic, and with constant properties.
The bristles are prismatic, initially straight, of uniform length and cross-sectional
dimensions.
•
• The bristles are rigidly clamped into the mounting board in an orderly fashion.
The geometric parameters of the brush, e.g., bristle mount angle and orientation angle,
are the same for all the clusters.
The surface is perfectly flat, rigid, and free from debris.
The mounting board rotates at the intended angular speed ~t), i.e., the compliance of the
shaft and the vibrations of the mounting board that may be produced by the vibrating
bristles are neglected.
•
•
•
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Bristles of different clusters do not interact. In a flicking or FI28 brush, the bristles in a
given cluster deflect towards other clusters, and some degree of contact may occur. This
potential contact is not considered.
All these assumptions, amongst others, have been used by Peel (2002) and Wang (2005).
Although a real brush differs greatly from this ideal brush, an accurate model of a real brush
would be extremely complex. This would demand enormous computational resources, which
would make the model and its application unpractical. In fact, the results of the works
referred to above suggest that these assumptions may be sufficiently practical, and they
reduce considerably the complexity of the model and the computational power required.
7.3.4. Solid Modelling
7.3.4.1. Bristles
In this step, the keypoints, lines, areas, and, if applicable, volumes that form the bristles and
road are generated. The modelling of the bristles involves the use of a number of coordinate
systems. Two systems have already been defined in Chapter I (Figure 1.7.b), and they are
presented in Figure 7.2.a. In order to model a bristle or cluster (or a number of them) at any
position around the brush, the variable Ai, which is shown in Figure 7.2.b, is defined. This is
the angular position of the ith cluster, measured on the xsy» plane from the line GP, where P is
the highest point of the circumference that contains the top ends of the clusters.
Vehicle
direction
of travel
¢::=l
(a) Global, xGYGzG, and brush, XbYbZb (at t = 0),
coordinate systems
Parallel to Zb _/"
(b) X12Y12Z12 coordinate system;
XbYbZb is shown at t = 0
Figure 7.2. Coordinate systems for the FE modelling of the bristles of a gutter brush
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(c) X13Y13Z13 coordinate system
Figure 7.2 (continued). Coordinate systems for the FE modelling of the bristles of a gutter brush
(d) Cluster modelled in ANSYS®
The angle Ai defines point A, which is the top position of the ith cluster. A new coordinate
system, X1LY12Z12, has its origin at A, and its axes are aligned with the width, breadth, and
length of an imaginary cutting bristle, as shown in Figure 7.2.b. However, another system,
X13Y13Z13, is defined to model brushes with different bristle orientation angles. The origin of
this system is also at A, and its axes are aligned with the width, breadth, and length of an
imaginary bristle with any orientation angle 1, as shown in Figure 7.2.c.
The FEM has the capability of modelling up to three rows of clusters. In each row, any
number of clusters can, in theory, be modelled. Each cluster is composed of a number of
bristles that are arranged orderly in the breadth and width directions, as illustrated in Figure
7.2.d. The separation between each pair of adjacent bristles in each of the two directions is
given by a parameter that can be set at any value. As the bristles of a cluster are not normally
parallel to one another, angular dispersions in each of the two directions can also be specified.
Because of this, the coordinate system X14Yl¥14 may be defined. This is aligned with the
width, breadth, and length of the bristle in turn, e.g., bristle BC in Figure 7.2.d.
The bristles may be modelled as beam elements or solid elements, depending on the
requirements of the study. For each bristle, three keypoints (e.g., points Band C in Figure
7.2.d plus the orientation keypoint) are specified, if it is a beam element, or eight keypoints, if
it is a solid element. In ANSYS®, several local coordinate systems may be defined with
respect to the global system or another local system. Therefore, local coordinates systems for
xbYbZb, X1LY12Z12, X13Y13Z13, and Xl4)l1¥14 are defined based on the parameters ~, /3, Ai, t/J, and 1,
among many others. In each cluster, the coordinates of the keypoints that form each bristle
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are specified in the local system XI3Y13ZI3 (for a beam bristle) or X14YI4Z14 (for a solid bristle),
based on the dimensions of the bristles, the number of them, and the separations and
dispersions. It is noted that each bristle has its own systems XI ?YI2ZI2, XI3YI3ZI3, and, if
applicable, XI4YI4Z14. Lastly, lines or volumes are generated through the keypoints.
7.3.4.2. Road
The rigid road surface is modelled by means of areas. For each bristle to model, an area is
defined through four keypoints. These keypoints are specified in the global coordinate system
and are located so that the area formed by them is sufficiently wide and long. The width and
length of the area is defined based on the geometry of the brush. In addition, the length also
depends on the sweeper speed and simulation time, which give the distance travelled by the
brush as it sweeps. It is noted that the model may be applied without road surface, for
instance, if the free flight behaviour of the brush is studied.
7.3.5. Finite Element Modelling
7.3.5.1. Bristle Elements
The FE modelling consists of generating the bristle elements and the contact pairs for bristle-
surface and bristle-bristle interaction. As mentioned in Section 7.3.4, the bristles can be
modelled either as beams or solids. When no interaction among bristles is analysed, the
bristles may be modelled with the element BEAM189 (Figure 7.3.a). This is a 3-D quadratic
beam with 3 nodes and was described in Chapter 2 (Section 2.3.6.2). When interaction
among the bristles in a cluster is studied, it is necessary to provide the surfaces for the contact
elements. For that reason, the element SOLID45 is used (Figure 7.3.b). This element is a 3-D
solid with eight nodes and has 3 translational nOFs at each node. Amongst others, the
element has stress stiffening, large deflection, and large strain capabilities.
CONTA175
•
s
j
3-D associated target surface (TARGE170)
(a) BEAM189 (b) SOLlD45 (c) CONTA175, CONTA173, and TARGE170
Figure 7.3. BEAM189, SOLlD45, CONTA175, CONTA173, and TARGE170 elements
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The bristle elements are associated with a material whose characteristics are defined
parametrically. The properties of interest are the elastic modulus, E, Poisson ratio, v, density,
o, and stiffness proportional damping coefficient, Po. In addition, if the bristles are modelled
as BEAM 189 elements, a rectangular cross section is defined. However, the macro can be
readily modified to model other sections. Finally, each bristle is meshed with the desired
number of elements. For a beam, the number of elements along the line is provided. For a
solid, the number of elements along the breadth, width, and length are defined.
7.3.5.2. Contact Elements
As stated in Chapter 5 (Section 5.4.1), the modelling of contact between two surfaces IS
performed by means of two elements that constitute a contact pair. Two types of contact may
be used: rigid-to-flexible or flexible-to-flexible. In a gutter brush, the bristles undergo large
deformations, and the road deform at a micro scale. Therefore, the contact elements attached
to the bristles can be modelled as flexible, and those attached to the surface as rigid.
In addition, contact can be modelled as node-to-surface or surface-to-surface, amongst other
types. The contact between SOLI045 bristles and road may be modelled in either way.
However, the tip of a solid bristle will mostly contact the surface at a node or a line. As
bristles are normally very slender beams, the contact between a solid bristle and the surface
can be modelled appropriately as node-to-surface. A suitable node of the four that comprise
the corners of the tip is selected. The contact for a beam bristle and the road is also modelled
as node-to-surface. As for bristle-bristle interaction, surface-to-surface contact is utilised.
The elements used are CONTA175, which is a 2-0/3-0 node-to-surface contact element, or
CONTA173, which is a 3-D 4-node surface-to-surface contact element, and TARGE170,
which is the corresponding 3-D target element (Figure 7.3.c). For bristle-surface
interaction, the CONTA175 element is attached to a node or the node at the bristle tip, and
the TARGE170 element is attached to the area that corresponds to the road surface (no
underlying element is required). This area was generated during the solid modelling step.
Each bristle has its corresponding contact element, as well as its target element.
If bristle-bristle interaction is modelled, the contact (CONT A173) and target (TARGE 170)
elements are both flexible and are attached to the appropriate faces of the solid bristles. A
contact pair is created for every pair of bristles that will interact in the model. This is
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illustrated in Figure 7.4. The FEM enables contact between all adjacent faces of bristles in a
given cluster. Potential interactions between faces that are not adjacent are not modelled.
This may occur in practice, but the model would be much more complicated if additional
contact pairs are used to take into account these potential contacts.
Figure 7.4. Contact pairs for bristle-bristle interaction
Each contact pair has its own set of parameters that define its behaviour. There are many
parameters that may be specified in the FEM. The main parameters are the normal contact
stiffness, Ki; the tangential contact stiffness, Kt, and those that have to do with its friction
behaviour. ANSYS® enables to specify a curve j.1 - v based on the exponential friction model
(SAS lP, Inc., 2005):
(7.2)
where J1k is the kinetic COF, j.1s is the static COF, v is the sliding velocity, and Cv is the decay
coefficient. The parameters flk, j.1s, and Cv can be specified in the model.
Lastly, the elements are meshed. The size of the mesh for the rigid target attached to a road
area does not seem to be of concern. The rigid target is meshed with a few elements: two
along the road width and two or more along the length, so that the elements are squares or
rectangles with aspect ratios close to unity. In addition, a pilot node is generated at one of the
keypoints of each road target, so that the surface can be constrained or moved through this
node (see, e.g., Figure 7.10). As for the contact and/or target elements attached to the tip
and/or faces of the bristles, the meshing is performed so that it overlays the meshing of the
elements (beam or solid) on which the contact element is located.
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Figure 7.5 introduces an example of a FEM of a gutter brush comprising 2 rows of 20 clusters
each. Each cluster is composed of 24 beam elements. The contact elements and the
orientation nodes (node I in Figure 7.3.a) are displayed.
Figure 7.5. A finite element model of a gutter brush built in ANSYS®
7.3.6. Loads and Boundary Conditions - Overview
As the model of an oscillatory brush involves a time-history analysis, load steps are specified.
In each step, loads and boundary conditions are applied, so that the motion and loads to which
the brush is subjected are simulated. The number of steps for a given simulation time can be
controlled by means of the Time Step (TS), ot. This is the time between two consecutive load
steps. The variations of the loads and boundary conditions, which are usually smooth, are
approximated by ramped functions from one step to the next. Therefore, the TS should be
sufficiently small, so as to achieve the desired accuracy. In addition, the TS is subdivided into
substeps or Integration Time Steps (ITSs), otlTS. The ITS can also be controlled so that the
application of the dynamic equilibrium equation yields the accuracy required.
The model enables the user to select one of several load cases, so that it can be used to
analyse the effect of particular forces or phenomena. For example, the effect of the
centrifugal forces or the tangential forces produced by an angular acceleration of the brush
may be studied on their own. However, the descriptions are focused on the general case,
where all the forces generated in an oscillatory brush are included in the analysis.
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Two main load cases are dealt with. The first one consists of "rotating the brush" by applying
nodal displacements and rotations (boundary conditions) to the tops of the bristles. The
surface is also moved, in the direction opposite to the sweeper speed, to model the translation
of the brush. This model is named "Displacement Load Case" or DispLC. In the second
model, inertia forces are applied to simulate the effects of the rotation of the brush. These
effects include those of the angular speed and angular acceleration of the brush and Coriolis
effects. In this model, the bristle tops remain stationary. Hence, the road has to translate and
also rotate. This load case is named "Inertia Load Case" or InerLC. In both models, the
effect of gravity is applied by means of an inertia force (an acceleration field vertically
upwards). The DispLC and InerLC are described in Sections 7.3.7 and 7.3.8, respectively.
7.3.7. Loads and Boundary Conditions - Displacement Load Case (DispLC)
7.3.7.1. Displacements and Rotations of Top Nodes
In this load case, the rotation of the brush is modelled by applying boundary conditions to all
the nodes of the clamped ends of the bristles (top nodes). One node per bristle, if the bristles
are beam elements, or all the nodes located on the top faces, if they are solid elements, are
displaced and rotated. As the brush coordinate system, XbYbZb, rotates with the brush, it is
convenient at this point to introduce a new coordinate system, XBYBZB, which corresponds to
the "initial" brush system, i.e., at t = O. Each top node follows a circular path on the XBYB
plane, since the brush rotates about the -ZB (or -Zb) axis. The radius of this path is equal to the
perpendicular distance between the initial position of the node and the ZB axis. Each top node
follows its own circular path. However, the node is moved rectilinearly during each step.
Therefore, the circumferences are approximated to polygons with a large number of sides.
This number depends on the rotational speed of the brush, lu, and the TS, St.
The main steps of the application of boundary conditions to the top nodes are given in Figure
7.6. Firstly, zero is assigned to the initial angular rotation, !lOo = L'lO(to), and initial angular
speed of the brush, ~to), where to = O. This is required due to the way in which !lO is
calculated. Then, the initial position (XBO, YBO) (point A in Figure 7.7) of each top node in the
XBYB system is retrieved ("*GET" or "*VGET" ANSYS® command). The initial polar
coordinates (rno, BBO) of a top node in the XBYB system are given by
(7.3)
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B -1(YBO]'f 0BO = tan -_-, I X BO > ,
.tBO
B -I(YBO J 'fBD = tan -- + 1[, I X/IO < 0,
X80
(7.4)
1[
(JHO = "2' if X HO = 0 and y 80 > 0 , or 1[BHO =--, ifxIJI) =0 and .rHO <0.2
Initialise w(to) = 0 and Mo = 0
Retrieve X80 and Y80 of all top nodes
Calculate r80 and Baa (xsYs plane) of top nodes
Next load step
Calculate BO and !'10/
Calculate XBJand Yai of top nodes
Calculate AXai and AYsi of top nodes
Calculate AxGi. AYGi. and AZG/ and apply displacements to top nodes
Calculate AOxGi. AOyGi. and A (}zGi and apply rotations to top nodes
Assign (o(ti-1) = w(ti) for next step
No
Figure 7.6. Flow diagram of the application of nodal displacements and rotations (DispLC)
Xs
A : initial position of top node (t = 0)
B : previous position of node
C : new position of node
80 : brush angular rotation in current load step
M~: cumulative angular rotation of the brush
ye
Figure 7.7. Displacement of a top node in the initial brush coordinate system (xsYs)
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Afterwards, the load steps are specified. Firstly, the angular speed of the brush at the end of
the ith load step, oj_t,), is determined. The model has been built for the sinusoidal and VAP
angular speeds, which can be specified parametrically, but other functions can be
implemented. It is assumed that the brush is driven by noncircular gears and that the driving
gear rotates according to the curve in Figure 7.8.a.
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(a) Driving gear (b) Driven gear and brush
Figure 7.B. Angular speeds of the noncircular gears that move an oscillatory brush
For the sinusoidal function, from Chapter 3, it can be shown that
(7.5)
where gr is the gear ratio, CUI and (lJ]_ = ware the angular speeds of the driving and driven
gears, respectively, (}J is the polar angle of the driving gear, CUInom is the value of CUI after the
start up of the brush, OJ", and Wo are the mean and alternating component of the angular speed
of the brush (also, driven gear), and n/obJ is the number oflobules of the driving gear.
To determine (lJ]_(f) from Equation 7.5, it is necessary to determine CUI(t)/CUInom and n/obJ~.
From Figure 7.8.a, it has that
{
t I r.. if t < t A
K =
au.f 1, if t ~ tA'
(7.6)
where fA is the time at which CUI (t) reaches its nominal value. Given that
(7.7)
substitution of Equation 7.6 into 7.7 yields
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{
t'fW K - I t<t
BI (t) = I110m aux 2 ' . 4 •
WI 110m (t - t A /2), if z > t,1
(7.8)
Lastly, from Chapter 3 (Equations 3.10 and 3.11), it has that
(7.9)
where f is the frequency of brush oscillation and Br is the angle that corresponds to one lobule
of the driving gear. Substitution of Equations 7.6, 7.8, and 7.9 into Equation 7.5 produces
(7.10)
The equation for the VAP function can be obtained in a similar way. It is given by
{
2w h?(I)( 1:-b[2hl(t)-ll))
w(t) = K W + a - 1-b e b
aI/x m (I-b) ,
(7.11)
where b is the smoothness parameter and
hi (t) = _!_ arcsin{sin{arccos{cos{2JifialH )))),
1r
(7.12)
h2 (t) = _!_ {arcsin[sin{27iflau.r)]}'
1r
(7.13 )
Figure 7.8.b provides an example of the application of Equation 7.11 for CUm = 100 rpm, Wo =
10 rpm,f= 23 Hz, b = 0.05, and tA = 0.2 s.
After calculating ~ti)' the angular rotation of the brush during the current (ith) load step, '6B,
is determined. Taking into account that the time step, '61,has to be small, '68can be calculated
assuming that the function ~t) is linear for each step, as shown in Figure 7.9. It has that
~B - r" ()d _ w(t;) +w(ti-l) ~
u - J, ea t t - ut,"~I 2
(7.14)
where t is time and the subscripts i-I and i indicate start and end of the ith load step,
respectively. The cumulative rotation at the end of the ith load step is given by
(7.15)
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where 68i_1 is the value of 68 at the end of the preceding load step. This, along with OJ.,li I)'
has been stored in the previous load step, excepting the first step for which both values has
been set to zero. It should be noted that C«_t) is taken positive, even though the rotation IS
clockwise. Therefore, 88 and !18 are also positive.
(v(t)
(u(t;)
(u(t;_ 1)
. of '
~,
'--.,-l
ith load step
Figure 7.9. Approximation of the angular speed of the brush
The coordinates of a top node at the end ofthe ith step (point C in Figure 7.7) are given by
(7.16)
Boundary conditions are specified relative to the initial positions of the nodes. Therefore, the
cumulative displacements (from A to C) at the end of the ith step have to be calculated:
(7.17)
However, nodal displacements are applied in the global coordinate system. Therefore, the
displacements in Equation 7.17 are transformed into displacements in the XCYGZG system. The
equations to perform this, which are derived in Appendix A (Section A.2), are:
6xCi = 6xBi cos f3 cos ~ -!1y Bi sin ~ +Az Bi sin f3 cos~,
!1y Ci = 6x Bi cos f3 sin ~ + 6y Bi cos ~ + 6.z Bi sin,8 sin C;, (7.18)
!1zCi = -6xBi sin f3 +Az Bi cos I),
where f3 is the brush angle of attack and ~ is the brush offset angle.
In addition to the application of these displacements, the top nodes also have to be rotated
about the -Zs axis. The cumulative rotations in the XBYBZB coordinate system are given by
68,Bi = 0, 68YBi = 0, and 68zBi = -68i· (7.19)
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The equations to transform displacements between XBYBZB and XGYGZG coordinate systems
(Equation 7.18) are also applicable to rotations. Therefore, it has that
(7.20)
7.3.7.2. Vehicle Speed, Penetration, Gravity, and an-Damping
The application of boundary conditions to the top nodes (Equations 7.18 and 7.20) simulates
brush rotation. In addition to this, vehicle velocity, v, brush penetration, ~, gravity, and mass
proportional damping have to be considered. Regarding v and ~, the road surface is moved
every load step in the -XG direction, to model the sweeper speed, and in the ZG direction, to
penetrate the brush. This is achieved by applying displacements to the pilot nodes of the road
areas, as shown in Figure 7.l0. The functions defined for v and ~ are (Figure 7.11):
and ~ = {(~nom + ~gap) t: - ~gap' if t < tB ,
~ nom' if t > t B
(7.21)
where tA and te are the times at which vet) and L\(t), respectively, reach their nominal values,
and ~gap is the distance between the initial position of the road and the position that
corresponds to L\ = O.
Figure 7.10. Bristle top nodes and pilot nodes of the road surfaces
v(t) d(t)
vnom ----------_.,-------- ~nom
t
-vt nom
A
f-{l'1nom +l'1gap)-l'1gap
B
~gap>O{
(a) Vehicle speed (b) Brush penetration
Figure 7.11. Vehicle velocity and brush penetration against time
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As for gravity, it is applied by means of an acceleration field ("ACEL" ANSYS® command)
in the 2(, direction. In order to avoid the dynamics of a sudden acceleration, this is applied
gradually from zero up to its nominal value, g, in a similar way as v, ~, and (Uj are applied.
Lastly, the mass matrix multiplier for damping, a-; is specified (command "ALPHAO").
7.3.S. Loads and Boundary Conditions - Inertia Load Case (InerLC)
7.3.8.1. ()verview
In this case, the dynamic effects of the rotation of the brush are modelled by means of inertia
forces. The variable rotational speed produces centrifugal and tangential forces. These are
applied by using the ANSYS® commands "OMEGA" and "DOMEGA," which specify the
angular speed and angular acceleration of the brush, respectively. In addition, the brush is
subjected to Coriolis effects. In view of this, an approximate procedure for applying the
Coriolis acceleration was developed. However, during the execution of this research,
ANSYS® (release 10.0) introduced the command "CORI()LIS." This command enables to
activate or deactivate the Coriolis component of acceleration of a rotating structure.
Therefore, the FEM takes advantage of this new command.
Figure 7.12 presents the flow diagram of the application of the inertia loads and boundary
conditions. In this case, all the top nodes are totally constrained and remain stationary. Thus,
the road is not only translated and raised, but also rotated, and this is carried out through the
pilot nodes. The application of boundary conditions to the pilot nodes has been capitalised in
Figure 7.12, because it comprises several steps, which will be described in Section 7.3.8.4.
7.3.8.2. Initial Steps
In this case, ~~ and ~to) are also initialised to zero. The initialisation ofvo and ~o is needed
for the application of displacements to the pilot nodes. Then, the initial position of the pilot
nodes is retrieved. It is noted that all road areas have a pilot node, and all these nodes are
always coincident in space. Next, all the top nodes are constrained in all degrees of freedom.
7.3.8.3. Inertia Loads
Each load step begins by calculating the angular speed, ~.fi), and angular acceleration, aCt;),
of the brush at the end of that step. The value of ~t;) is given by Equation 7.10 or 7.11. The
sinusoidal form of aCt;) is obtained by differentiating ~t;) with respect to time. It obtains
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(7.22)
where KIIIIX is given by Equation 7.6, t""1 by Equation 7.10, and
{
II t." if t ~ t~
KDtIIIX = 0, if t > t , (7.23)
Initialise rv(to) = 0, M~ = 0, Vo = 0, and L\o = -L\gap
Retrieve brush coordinates and global coordinates of pilot nodes
Apply constraints to all top nodes
Calculate w(ti) and a(ti)
Next load step
No
Apply inertia loads and aD-damping
Calculate oOand L\Oi
APPLY DISPLACEMENTS AND ROTATIONS TO PILOT NODES
Assign rv(t,-l) = (v(ti), L\Oi-1 = MJi, Vi-1 = Vi, and L\i-1 = L\ifor next step
Figure 7.12. Flow diagram of the application of inertia loads and boundary conditions
As differentiating the VAP ~ti) is not straightforward, a(ti) is obtained in a way similar to
that used in Chapter 3 (Section 3.3.6). This process yields
(7.24)
where h1(t) and h2(t) are given by Equations 7.12 and 7.13, respectively, and
K = {I, if int(2K 2 + 0.5) is even
I -1, if int(2K 1+ 0.5) is odd
where K2 =
ft2
2t A
f(t _ t;). (7.25)
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and the function "int' rounds the argument down to the nearest integer. The angular speed
vector acts in the -Zb direction, and the angular acceleration vector in -zs, when a(ti) > 0, or Zb
when a(tj) < 0. With the aim of applying the inertia loads, it is necessary to define the
coordinate system XAYAZA. This corresponds to the "initial" position of the global coordinate
system, as in the Inerl.C xGYGzG rotates. It is noted that the system XAY AZA corresponds to the
ANSYS® global system. The angular speed and acceleration are transformed into XAYAZA
components and are applied through the commands OMEGA and DOMEGA. The equations
to transform displacements (Equation 7.18) or rotations (Equation 7.20) from the brush into
the XAYAZA system can also be applied here. Therefore, the components of the angular speed
and acceleration vectors are given by
coxAt;) = -co(tJsinpcos~, coyA(t;) = -co(t;)sinpsin~, UJzA(t;) = -co(t;)cosj3.
axA (t;) = -aCt; )sin j3 cos c, a yA(t;) = -aCt; )sin psin~, azA (t;) = -a(t;)cos j3.
(7.26)
(7.27)
Lastly, gravity and Coriolis effects are applied by means of the commands "ACEL" and
"CORIOLIS," respectively. Gravity is applied as described for the DispLC.
7.3.8.4. Displacements and Rotations of Pilot Nodes
In the real brush system, the global, XGYGZG, and the initial brush, xsytas, coordinate systems
are fixed, relative to the vehicle chassis, whereas the brush system, XbYbZb, rotates with the
brush, as illustrated in Figure 7.13. In the InerLC, XbYbZb remains fixed, because in the model
the brush is stationary, and the surface has to be translated, penetrated, and rotated in
directions that are opposite to those of a real brush. As a result, xeyezs and XGYGZG rotate as a
rigid body about zi: Figure 7.14 shows this rotation for the system xsysze-
Y8
Pilot
node
Uep
Urp
Figure 7.13. Various coordinate systems;
in the DispLC, XbYbZb rotates
Figure 7.14. Rotation of X8YBZB in the InerLC
and polar coordinates of the pilot node
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The motion of all road surfaces (target elements overlaid on areas) is controlled via the pilot
nodes. The motion of these nodes is the combination of the displacements and rotations
associated with the sweeper speed, v, brush penetration, ~, and brush rotational speed, co. The
displacement of the pilot node during the ith load step is given by
(7.28)
where v and ~ are given by Equation 7.21, rp is the perpendicular distance between the pilot
node and the Zb axis (Figure 7,14), lo and kG are unit vectors in the x., and ZG directions,
respectively, and U9p is a unit vector in the transverse direction shown in Figure 7.14.
To apply displacements to the pilot node, it is convenient first to express {DU} in the
motionless system X"YbZh. The transformations are achieved through the following equations:
Xc = X 8 cos f3 cos Ig - Y8 sin Ig + Z 8 sin p cos Ig,
YG = X 8 cos f3 sin ~ + Y 8 cos ~ + Z 8 sin p sin ~,
Z G = -x B sin f3 + Z 8 cos f3,
(7.29)
XB = Xc cos~ cos fJ + Ye sin Ig cos p - Zc sin p,
YB = -xc sinlg + Ye coslg,
ZB = Xc cos~ sinfJ + Yc sin ~ sin p + Zc cosp,
(7.30)
(7.31)
(7.32)
where x, Y, and Z represent coordinates in the systems indicated by the subscripts. The angular
rotation ~e is given by Equation 7.15. Equations 7.29 to 7.32 are derived in Appendix A.
The unit vector le can be expressed as (1, 0, 0) in the XGYGZG system. Thus, taking XCi = 1 and
YG = ZG = 0 in Equation 7.30 yields
X B = cos!gcos p, Y B = - sin Ig, Z B = cos Ig sin p . (7.33)
(7.34)
Therefore,
which has the same form as the first one in the set of Equations 7.29 and where iu, ju, and k8
are unit vectors in the XB, YB, and ZB directions, respectively. Similarly,
(7.35)
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Now, by using Equation 7.31 (or, alternatively, Equation 7.32 directly), it has that
(7.36)
where ib, jb, and kb are unit vectors in the XI>, .vb, and zi, directions, respectively. Lastly, from
Figure 7.14, it has that
(7.37)
where Bp, xs, and Yb are the polar angle, and the coordinates of the pilot node in the X"Yb
system, as shown in Figure 7.14.
Substitution of Equation 7.36 into Equations 7.34 and 7.35 and, then, the resultant
expressions, along with Equation 7.37, into Equation 7.28 produces the displacement of the
pilot node in the XbYbZb system. It has that
(7.38)
where
OXb = [- v(sin ~ sin I1B + cos ~ cos fJ cos 118) -l0'b ]ot -l1sin fl cosl1B ,
OYb = [v(sin ~ cosl1B - cos~ cos fl sin 118) + Cill"b Jot -l1sin p sin I1B ,
OZb =-vcos~sinfJot+l1cosfJ·
(7.39)
(7.40)
(7.41)
Equation 7.41 can also be expressed in terms of an infinitesimal displacement (dzb) and an
infinitesimal time (dt) and can be integrated to obtain the Zb displacement function of the pilot
node. Substitution of Equation 7.21 into 7.41 and integrating the resultant equation from 0 to
t, where t is the time at the end of the ith step, yield
j
t2
t .f < -,
-,It - 18 . 21
&hi = (l1"om + I1gllP)cosflx {t8. } - cos; smp vllomX AtA
1, If t > t 8 t - - ,
2
if t ~ tAl . (7.42)
if I> t A
As for Equations 7.39 and 7.40, they comprise a system of two simultaneous differential
equations. Because this system involves complicated functions (e.g., VAP), a numerical
approach is followed. As Xb and ys in Equations 7.39 and 7.40 vary during the time step in an
"unknown" manner, they have to be estimated. A procedure could be to assume that they are
equal to those at the start of the load step, i.e., xs = xi, i-I and Yb = ys i I. However, analyses
indicate that &t would have to be very small, if, e.g., a high accuracy is desired or the
simulation time is very long.
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A better approach is to take the averages of two values for 8x" and 8y". The first values are
calculated from data at the start of the step. and the second values from data at the end of the
step. The values X"i and Yin (i.e .• at the end of the step) for the second calculation are
estimated as XI" = X" i I + 8x" and yt« = Y" i I + ~v",where 8Xb and OYh are the first calculated
values. Analyses suggest that this method reduces the errors in displacements by a factor of
about 10 or much larger. It is estimated that, for the cases studied in this work. ot = 1 ms and
8t = 0.1 ms produce maximum errors of Xb and yo of the order of 0.1 mm (0.03%) and 2 urn
(0.002%), respectively. Hence, 8t s 1 ms seems satisfactory.
The brush coordinates of the pilot node at the end of the ith step can now be calculated. They
are given by
(7.43)
where 8Xb and OYb are obtained from Equations 7.39 and 7.40 and the procedure described in
the preceding paragraph; &b; is given by Equation 7.42; Xb; _ I and vu I have been stored in
the previous step; and ZbO has been stored at the start of the simulation.
To apply the displacements to the pilot nodes, its brush coordinates are transformed into
XA)!AZA coordinates, which correspond to those of the initial XciYGZG system, or ANSYS®
global system, as stated before. This transformation can be performed by using Equation
7.29, because the position of XA)!AZA relative to XbYbZb (which are stationary in the InerLC) is
the same as that of XGYGZG relative to XeYeZB (which rotate as a rigid body). Consequently, the
XA)!AZA coordinates of the pilot node at the end of the ith step are given by
XAi = Xbi cospcos~ - Ybi sin~ + Zhi sinpcos~,
Y Ai = X hi cos P sin ~ + Y hi cos ~ + Zhi sin p sin ~, (7.44)
ZAi = -Xhi sinp + Zhi cosp.
Lastly, the following displacements are applied to the pilot nodes:
Ax Ai = X Ai - X AD , ~Y Ai = Y Ai - Y AD' and & Ai = Z Ai - Z AD • (7.45)
The application of rotations to the pilot nodes is much simpler than the application of
displacements. In the real system, the brush has rotated ~f}i (Equation 7.15) about the -Zb axis
at the end of the ith step. Hence, the road surface has to be rotated the same amount about the
Zb axis. The transformation of this rotation to the XA)!AZA system can be performed by
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substituting coordinates by rotations in Equation 7.44 (e.g., by using I1B,bi for Xiii). Since I1B,bi
= I1B)'iJi = 0 and I1Bzbi = I1Bi, the following rotations are applied:
(7.46)
Finally, xu I,Ybi - I, and all the other variables indicated in the antepenultimate box in Figure
7.12 are assigned the values that correspond to the end of the ith step. After this, the load step
is solved and the analysis continues with the next step until the last step is reached.
7.3.9. Retrieval of the Results
After all the load steps have been applied and solved, the results are available for retrieval and
manipulation. These can be obtained interactively but can also be obtained automatically.
The FEM developed retrieves automatically the results that are of main interest. These are
saved in several files in CSV format (comma delimited). Normally, the results have to be
manipulated extensively to obtain additional results. For instance, when the InerLC model
has been applied, the results are given in the XA)lAZA coordinate system, and they may have to
be transformed into equivalent values in the XGYGZG system.
7.4. SENSITIVITY ANALYSES
A series of sensitivity analyses have been carried out for the case of several SOLID45 bristles
interacting among them and with the surface and for a single BEAM 189 bristle interacting
with the road. The aim of these analyses is to study the effect on accuracy and computing
time of several variables and options in ANSYS®. The analyses with SOLID45 bristles will
not be described, because the application of the model will be restricted to use BEAMl89
elements. This is because it is predicted that a single simulation of a few SOLID45 bristles
would take about 30 days of running time in the available Pc. In contrast, an equivalent
simulation with a single BEAM 189 bristle takes less than 2 days, which is still a long time if
several brushing conditions are investigated. The effects of the Integration Time Step (ITS),
Dt/T.''i, and the number of elements, for the case of bristles modelled with BEAMI89, have been
studied. The results of these analyses are presented herein. In addition, a sensitivity analysis
regarding the time step, Dt, has been performed. This study is reported in Section 7.5.2.
In a time-history analysis, the ITS has to be selected based on the desired accuracy and the
characteristics of the problem. For instance, the frequency response may dictate the upper
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limit of otlTS, as this should be able to resolve the highest mode that contributes significantly
to the response. In this work, however, the contact problem dictates the ITS, because the
impact times are extremely small. In Chapter 5 (Section 5.4.2), it was found that a bristle,
with certain dimensions, in free fall has an impact time of about 0.12 ms. However, FE
analyses for new flicking and cutting brushes suggest that the contact time in a gutter brush
may be of the order ofO.03 ms. Therefore, otlTS should be smaller than this value.
A sensitivity analysis in which the upper limit of Ol{TS is varied from 1 ~s to 25 us has been
performed. It is noted that the parameters for this and other analyses in this chapter are given
in Appendix B. Some parameters that are common for most of the cases are given at the
beginning of the appendix. Particular values are given in Table B.l. For this analysis, the
particular data are given in the column headed "ITS." Figure 7.15 shows some results for
cutting and flicking brushes. In both cases, as OtfTS is reduced the curves tend to converge.
An ITS of 25 us produces unreliable results, and for OtlTS ::; 10 us, the maximum and
minimum values of the curves tend to be very similar. This suggests that for OtITS::; 10 us, the
values of the peak contact forces would be relatively accurate. However, there is a delay,
which decreases as otlTS is reduced. It is also noted that the curves for 2 J.lS and 1 J.lS are very
smooth and rather coincident. To conclude, given that a very small ITS would demand a very
large computing time and that the sweeping process has many uncertainties (debris type, road
surface roughness, etc.), an ITS of 5 us or maybe up to 10 us may be used in this research.
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Figure 7.15. Contact penetration against time for a number of integration time steps;
oscillatory gutter brushes; sinusoidal angular speed, f= 10 Hz; Kn = 2 MN/m
Regarding the number of elements, this has been varied from 2 to 200. Figure 7.16 presents,
as an example, the variation of the value of the top bending moment My. In general,
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differences less than 0.3% occur for the maximum (or minimum) values of bending moments
at the clamped end and the deflections of the tip, between the simulations with 200 and 12
elements. However, differences of this order of magnitude are only exhibited for small values
of bending moments (e.g., 2 mN m) and deflections (e.g., 0.6 mm), and much smaller
differences occur for higher values (e.g., 0.004% for a deflection of 19 mm and 0.05% for a
bending moment of 11 m Nm. Therefore, the bristles may be modelled with 12 or more
elements, as this provides sufficiently accuracy for the purposes of this investigation.
11.5
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E 11.3 •z
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::; 11.2
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11.1 I •I • • • • • •11 f
2 4 8 12 16 20 24 200
Number of BEAM189 elements
Figure 7.16. Effect of the number of bristle elements on the maximum bending moment at the bristle
top in the y direction; oscillatory flicking brush; sinusoidal angular speed, f = 5 Hz.
The data of this analysis is presented in Appendix B (column headed "Elem")
7.5. INERTIA LOAD CASE VERSUS DISPLACEMENT LOAD CASE
7.5.1. Overview
The Inertia Load Case (lnerLC) of the FEM was initially derived to study the free flight
behaviour of brushes, and interaction with the road could be modelled with the Displacement
Load Case (DispLC). However, a number of FE analyses performed indicate that the InerLC
may be more suitable for the problem studied in this work. Hence, the InerLC was completed
to model bristle-road interaction, as described in Section 7.3.8. This section briefly describes
some of the analyses performed and the main results obtained.
7.5.2. Sensitivity Analysis for the Displacement Load Case
The top nodes of the bristles of a brush follow a circular path. However, in the DispLC, this
circle is approximated by a polygon with very small sides. Due to this approximation, the
velocity of the top nodes undergoes abrupt changes of direction at the intersections of the
sides of the polygon. Consequently, the accelerations at those points are, in theory, infinite.
Then, very high accelerations, as well as forces and moments, may be produced in ANSYS®.
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Analyses with various Time Steps (TSs), St. which affect the size of the sides of the polygon,
are performed. They reveal that the approximation tends to produce relatively small errors in
the Degree of Freedom (DOF) results, but may produce huge errors in the forces and
moments, particularly the damping components. Figure 7.17 presents an example that
suggests that the damping forces should be positive and less than 0.05 N. However, when Bt
= 1 ms, damping forces of the order of -140 N are generated. The static and inertia
components of the forces and moments are also affected by the approximation of the circular
path. Nevertheless, the values generated are much smaller than the damping components. In
general, the results suggest that convergence is achieved when 8t <~ 0.01 ms. The small
value required for 8t is a reason for preferring the InerLC to the DispLC, because this would
require very large computing times. It is noted that for the InerLC convergence is practically
achieved at least when 8t <~ I ms.
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(a) ot = 1 ms and 0.1 ms (b) of = 0.05 ms, 0.01 ms, and 0.001 ms
Figure 7.17. Damping force at the clamped end in the brush radial direction against time for a number
of time steps; f= 9 Hz; the data of this analysis is presented in Appendix B (column headed "Disp")
7.5.3. Comparison of the Inertia and Displacement Load Cases
In order to validate the two load cases of the FEM, a comparison of results from both of them
is carried out. Examples of the results of both models are shown in Figures 7.18 to 7.20. It is
noted that the curve for the DispLC in Figure 7.18.b is an equivalent curve, so that it can be
compared with the InerLC curve. The small differences that are exhibited may be partly due
to the different TS used (8t = 1 ms in InerLC and 8t = 0.01 ms in DispLC) and the differences
in the way in which high frequency vibrations are modelled in both cases. The DispLC tends
to be very sensitive to 8t, and high accelerations tend to be developed due to the abrupt
changes in the velocity of the top node. The InerLC tends to produce smoother values of
accelerations and forces. It is noted that the InerLC will be applied hereafter.
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Figure 7.18. Comparison between inertia and displacement load cases; cutting brush, sinusoidal
function, f = 5 Hz. The data of this analysis is presented in Appendix B (column headed "lvsD")
(a) t = 0 s (b)t=0.125s (c) t = 0.25 s
Figure 7.19. Application of the displacement-load-case model
(a) t = 0 s (b)t=0.125s (c) t = 0.25 s
Figure 7.20. Application of the inertia-load-case model
7.6. MODEL VALIDATION AND BRISTLE-SURFACE COFs
7.6.1. Introduction
The FEM is validated by comparing its results with the experimental data obtained by Peel
(2002) for a horizontal brush (f3 = 0) rotating at 60 rpm, 100 rpm, and 140 rpm. The
Coefficients of Frictions (COFs) for bristle-road contact will be obtained through this process.
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7.6.2. Previous Values of the Coefficients of Friction
Peel (2002) found that the average COF, u, for bristle tips running on a concrete surface
depends on the rotational speed of the brush, OJ. This seems to be mainly due to the presence
of stick-slip friction cycles, especially in the cutting brush rotating at low speeds. In spite of
this, j.1 is assumed independent of OJ in Peel (2002). Constant values j.1 = 0.6, for the cutting
brush, and j.1 = 0.7, for the flicking brush, which are determined for OJ = 60 rpm, are given. As
a result, the correlation of the experimental data with the theoretical model in Peel (2002) for
100 rpm and 140 rpm tends to be weaker, especially for the cutting brush, as shown in Figure
7.21. Apart from the disparity due to the rotational speed, the values of 1-1 may not be accurate
because they are determined based on the 2-D model developed by Peel (2002).
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Figure 7.21. Theoretical and experimental brush torque for a cutting brush running on a concrete
surface; after Peel (2002)
In view of this, Wang (2005) gives a COF of 0.5 for both cutting and flicking brushes, based
on the 3-D FEM described in Chapter 2 (Section 2.3.6.3). However, this value is determined
for OJ = 100 rpm, and no study was performed for lower or higher rotational speeds. It should
be noted that, as the models in Peel (2002) and Wang (2005) are static, these COFs are
average values. The model developed in the present work is dynamic, and it is possible to
input a COF that varies with sliding velocity.
7.6.3. Stick-Slip Friction
A number of FE analyses have been performed in order to find the static and kinetic COFs for
bristle-surface contact. However, the analyses suggest that the contact between a bristle tip
(contact element) of a horizontal brush and a perfectly flat stationary surface (target element),
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does not exhibit stick-slip friction cycles at (V = 60 rpm, LOOrpm, or 140 rpm. That is to say,
the contact status is permanently sliding, which is opposite to the reports by Peel (2002).
For sticky contact to take place in the FEM, the velocity of the tip has to become equal to that
of the surface. However, under the values of (V indicated above, this does not occur.
Therefore, the stick-slip friction cycles may be mainly due to the irregularities of the concrete
surface. A visual examination of the concrete test bed used in the experimental tests (Peel,
2002) indicates that it contains several features such as large and small cracks, holes, "peaks,"
and "valleys," and gravel of different sizes, as illustrated in Figure 7.22. When the tip of a
bristle of a cutting brush encounters a feature similar to "A" in Figure 7.22.a, it has to move
upwards. This has the effect of increasing the friction forces, as well as the COF. The
behaviour of increased COF with increasing surface rugosity, for very high roughness (root
mean square greater than 1.5 mm), is reported in the literature (Rabinowicz, 1995). In
addition, when the tip encounters an irregularity such as "B," the tip tends to stick to it,
especially for small values of OJ, and the "friction" force exerted by that irregularity raises the
COF. For large rotational speeds, sliding contact tends to predominate, due to the high inertia
of the bristles that reduces the possibility of sticky contact.
(a) Cutting brush (b) Flicking brush
Figure 7.22. Contact between a rough concrete surface and bristle tips
The occurrence of stick-slip friction cycles also depends on the type of brush. A bristle of a
cutting brush encountering a peak CB) tends to stick to it, because the high stiffness of the
bristle in the plane of motion prevents the tip from riding over that feature easi Iy. Instead, the
bristle tends to "avoid" the feature by deforming in the radial direction (perpendicular to the
plane of the paper), which lies in the weaker plane. In contrast, the bristles of a flicking brush
tend to deform in the direction of motion, and their inertia facilitates the bristles riding over
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the peaks, as shown by feature "C" in Figure 7.22.b. Consequently, it is expected that the
occurrence of stick-slip friction cycles be different for each type of brush.
In the FEM, the road is modelled as a perfectly flat surface and, as mentioned before, sticky
conditions tend not to occur. A way to model the variability of 11 with OJ is to define it as a
function of the sliding velocity, v. The curve for each brush will be determined based on
experimental data for the three rotational speeds studied in Peel (2002). This is not entirely
satisfactory, as the motion of the bristles exhibits irregularities due to the stick-slip cycles,
which may not be modelled if the surface is flat. However, modelling the road as a rough
surface would increase the complexity of the model and the computational demands.
7.6.4. Measurement and Examination of the Experimental Brushes
Peel (2002) provides the geometric data of the experimental brushes. However, these were
measured (the author of this work had access to these brushes) as a means of verification, and
because the values presented by Peel (2002) and Wang (2005) do not correlate completely.
Regarding the mount radius and bristle length, they vary depending on where the reference
point is taken. The reference point is the equivalent point at which the bristles are considered
to be clamped, and it can be located between the bottom and top surfaces of the mounting
board. As illustrated in Figure 7.23, it could be considered that half of the bristles are
clamped at the top surface, as indicated by line AA, because they are relatively free to deform
from the top surface. The other half could be considered clamped somewhere along line BB,
as the inner wall in the mounting board restricts the bending deformation of a portion of the
bristles. The reference point (indicated by the star) could be taken somewhere between the
top and bottom surfaces, but slightly nearer to the top surface.
After careful examination of the experimental brushes, the values presented in Table 7.2 were
obtained. There are several differences between the values in Peel (2002) and those in Table
7.2. The most critical ones correspond to the number of bristles per cluster, nbc (60 instead of
50), bristle length, h (250 mm instead of 240 mm and 235mm instead of 220 mm), and the
bristle mount orientation angle, y, of the flicking brush (128° instead of 90°). Hence, the
"flicking" brushes used by Peel (2002) are not strictly speaking flicking brushes. This may
explain the fact that, for the flicking brush, the correlation between the theoretical model and
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the experimental results in Peel (2002) tends to be weak. Nonetheless, FE analyses indicate
that the experimental results for the flicking brush do not correspond to y = 128°, y = 52° (if
the brush were rotated in the opposite direction), or an angle close to any of them, but rather
to an angle close to 90°. Therefore, it is decided to use Y" 90°
rAtop
rAbottom
wire
mounting
board
cluster
1
1
1
1
1
1
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1/ deformation
1 of the cluster
Figure 7.23. Schematic representation of the clamped end of a cluster
Table 7.2. Some geometric parameters of the brushes used by Peel (2002)
Geometric parameter Symbol Cutting Flickingbrush brush
Bristle mount orientation angle _)I_ 0 128°
Bristle length t, 250mm 235 mm
Outer mount radius rAJ 115 mm
Inner mount radius rA2 90mm
Bristle breadth tJ 2mm
Bristle width t2 0.5 mm
Bristle mount angle j_ 270
Number of mount radii n,. 2
Number of clusters at the jth
ncJ, nc2 24mount radius
Number of bristles per cluster at
nbcJ, I1bc2 60the jth mount radius
7.6.5. Methodology
For the validation of the model and the determination of the COFs, each row of clusters is
modelled by a single beam (12 BEAM189 elements), and the InerLC is used, as shown in
Figure 7.24. For the sake of simplicity, hereafter x, y, and z correspond to the global
coordinate system. The beams are subjected to inertia forces, and the surface is rotated and
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raised until the required penetration is achieved. As for the validation f3 = 0 (horizontal
brush), transient effects tend to be damped out, and a steady state is practically reached after a
certain time (Figure 7.25). Average values of the vertical force (Fz), tangential force (Fy), and
moment in the horizontal plane (A{) at the top of each beam are obtained from the last parts of
the curves. The brush vertical load and brush torque are given by
(7A7)
(7A8)
where the subscripts 1 and 2 correspond to the outer and inner row, respectively. Values of Fb
and Tb are calculated for co = 60 rpm, 100 rpm, and 140 rpm, a set of kinetic COFs (0.3, OA
... 0.7), and penetrations in the range 0 to 0.1 m. Damping coefficients higher than those
obtained from the experiments for clusters were used. The results indicate that this is a
suitable decision, as there is a certain gain in accuracy and a very high reduction in computing
time.
Figure 7.24. Some forces and moments exerted by the clusters on the mounting board
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Figure 7.25. Example of variation with time of Fz, Fy, and Mz of a bristle in the outer row
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7.6.6. Results and Analysis
7.6.6.1. Cutting Brush
Figures 7.26 to 7.28 present the results for the brush vertical force, F", and torque, T,,, against
brush penetration, ~, for the cutting brush. The curves correspond to the results of the FEM,
and the data points to the experimental values obtained by Peel (2002). It is noted that the
two data points at each penetration correspond to the values obtained when the brush was
lowered to the required vertical position and when it was raised. Figures 7.26.a, 7.27.a, and
7.28.a demonstrate that Fb is not affected significantly by u. This is because the friction force
acts in the stronger plane, doing a negligible work to deflect the bristles, as stated by Peel
(2002). Given that there are many uncertainties, the correlation of the F,,-~ curves and the
experimental data is, in general, satisfactory. Therefore, the force results suggest that the
FEM and the cutting brush geometric data in Table 7.2 are valid. However, the correlation of
the force results for small penetrations when OJ = 60 rpm is weak. It is suggested that there
was some sticking in the test rig linear bearings, which affected the results, particularly at
small penetrations (Peel, 2002).
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Figure 7.26. FE and Peel (2002) experimental results; horizontal cutting brush, to = 140 rpm
(b) Brush torque against penetration
The COF can be determined from the brush torque results. The Tb-~ curves in Figures 7.26.b,
7.27.b, and 7.28.b corroborate the fact that the average COF, u, depends on to. Suitable
values of f.1 seem to be 0.35 for 140 rpm, 0.40 for 100 rpm, and 0.48 for 60 rpm. The COF as
a function of sliding velocity, v, can be obtained from these values. As the brush has two
rows of clusters, v is different for each row. Besides, v varies with A. Thus, an average value
of v is obtained. The sliding velocities of the bristle tips can be taken as 1.8 mis, 3.0 mis, and
4.2 m1s for OJ == 60 rpm, 100 rpm, and 140 rpm, respectively. The three points (v, f.1) are
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plotted in Figure 7.29. The exponential curve (Equation 7.2) that best fits the points is also
shown in Figure 7.29, and it corresponds to I1s = 0.70, 11k = 0.27, and Cv = 0.40 s/m.
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Figure 7.27. FE and Peel (2002) experimental results; horizontal cutting brush, OJ = 60 rpm
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7.6.6.2. Flicking Brush
The results for the flicking brush are shown in Figures 7.30 to 7.32. Contrary to the case of
the cutting brush, the friction forces in a flicking brush have a profound effect on bristle
deflections. Thus, u affects not only the torque, but also the vertical force, as demonstrated
by the curves. It is observed that there is not a strong correlation between the curves and the
experimental data for any value of u, for a given rotational speed. However, the models
developed by Peel (2002) and Wang (2005) do not seem to exhibit a better correlation. The
reasons for this are not clear, but the weak correlation may be due to problems related to the
experimental data rather than the models. Therefore, approximate estimates of the j.l are
obtained: 0.42 for 140 rpm, 0.45 for 100 rpm, and 0.52 for 60 rpm.
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Figure 7.30. FE and Peel (2002) experimental results; horizontal flicking brush, OJ = 140 rpm
(b) Brush torque against penetration
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Figure 7.31. FE and Peel (2002) experimental results; horizontal flicking brush, OJ = 60 rpm
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In this case, the average sliding velocities of the bristle tips can be taken as 1.46 mis, 2.45
mis, and 3.44 mls for OJ = 60 rpm, 100 rpm, and 140 rpm, respectively. Figure 7.33 shows the
three points (v, jJ) and the exponential curve jJ _ v that best fits these points (Equation 7.2).
The curve corresponds to jJs = 0.83, jJk = 0.40, and Cv = 0.87 s/m. It should be noted that f../s,
jJk, and c., obtained from the regression analyses for both cutting and flicking brush, are very
sensitive to the input data. Therefore, these values may not be appropriate for rotational
speeds very far from the interval [60 rpm, 140 rpm]. However, the rotational speeds of gutter
brushes are normally in this range.
s = 0.83,
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Figure 7.33. COF for the flicking brush as a function of sliding velocity
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7.6.7. Concluding Remarks
3 4
From the results obtained, the COFs for gutter brushes rotating at speeds between 60 rpm and
140 rpm will vary between 0.35 and 0.48, for the cutting brush, and 0.42 to 0.52, for the
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flicking brush. On the one hand, these values differ from those estimated by previous
researchers (Section 7.6.2). The differences are mainly due to the fact that those values are
based on a single rotational speed and, in the case of Peel (2002), on a model that assumes 2-
D deformations. According to Wang (2005), several authors report kinetic COFs for steel on
dry concrete that lie in the range (0.4, 0.5). Nonetheless, the COF can vary significantly from
the theoretical value; a variation up to 50% is common (Merriam and Kraige, 1993). On the
other hand, it is suggested that the ploughing and a shearing component of the friction forces
(friction can be thought to have a ploughing and a shearing component (Bowden and Tabor,
1964» are higher for the flicking brush, and this causes a higher COF (Peel, 2002).
In the light of the above, the f.1 - v curves in Figures 7.29 and 7.33 seem to be adequate,
considering that the contact between bristle tips and road involves a series of phenomena that
affect the COF. These curves will be used in the FE analyses in order to study the behaviour
of oscillatory gutter brushes. However, it should be mentioned that the COF will vary
according to the type, characteristics, and conditions of the road, as well as the type of debris.
7.7. DETERMINATION OF SUITABLE BRUSH PENETRATIONS
The FEM is used to determine appropriate ranges of A. The model is applied to cutting and
F12S brushes, for a set of angles of attack and penetrations in the interval [0, 60 mm]. The
data of this study is given in Appendix B (column headed "Pene"). It is assumed that an
appropriate value of ~ is that for which x; ~ 1500 (brush contact arc) and backward sweeping
is avoided. The FEM produces Kc - ~ curves that are not smooth, due to the abrupt changes in
Kc when a bristle is released or becomes in contact with the surface. Consequently, an
average trend of this curve is obtained.
Figures 7.34 and 7.35 present the results for the F128 and cutting brush, respectively. As
inferred from the figures, when p = 0, all the clusters become in contact with the surface
simultaneously. This occurs for a penetration greater than zero in both brushes, due to the
centrifugal forces. As these produce higher deflections in the cutting brush, contact starts at a
higher penetration for this. For the other values of fl, x; increases with ~, reaching 3600 at a
certain penetration, which is smaller for the smaller angles of attack. It is observed that Kc is
always greater for the F128 brush than for the cutting brush for any penetration. This is
because the inward deformation in the F12S brush increases considerably «:
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Figure 7.35. Brush contact arc against brush penetration for a set of angles of attack; cutting brush
Figures 7.34 and 7.35 are used to determine the values of /j. for which s; = 150°. The limiting
values of /j. to avoid backward sweeping are obtained from displays of the model. The results
are given in Table 7.3, and Figure 7.36 provides an example of the visualisation of the brush.
The terms hmin and hmax are the minimum and maximum heights of the debris, respectively.
The values for the cutting brush are valid for bristles that do not collapse inwards.
Table 7.3. Approximate values of ~ (in mm) for Kc = 1500 and to avoid backward sweeping
P(O) For Kc=150
o To avoid backward sweeping
F12S brush Cutting brush F128 brush Cutting brush
1 5 - hmin 10 - h"'ill 7- hmax 12 - hmax
5 10 - hnrin 23 - hmin 23- s.: 34 - hmax
10 23 - I1mill 40 - h"'in 50 - hmax > 60 - hmax
15 40 - hnrin 59 - hmill > 60 - hmax > 60 - hmax
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(a) L1= 23 mm (b) L1= 50 mm
Figure 7.36. Visualisation of the FEM of the F128 brush; p= 10°
The results for the F128 brush, in Figure 7.34 and Table 7.3, were compared with visual
observations during the sweeping tests (Chapter 6) and with the findings on backward
sweeping. Accepting that there are important differences between the model and the actual
brush, the agreement between the results is satisfactory. A main difference is that the bristle
mount orientation angle, y, varies among the clusters of the experimental Fl28 brush. The
different values of y may affect significantly brush behaviour. In addition, the bristle tips of a
cluster cover an angle of about 150, whereas in the model the cluster is represented by a single
beam. However, this effect has been taken into account by adding 150 to the value of s; given
by the FEM. It is noted that the experimental and FE results for the cutting brush do not
correlate, since no bristle inward deformation occurs in the model.
7.S. CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING SWEEPING EFFECTIVENESS
In order to estimate whether brush oscillations can improve sweeping, a number of
performance criteria are proposed in this section. These criteria are defined based on the fact
that brush oscillations may be beneficial when sweeping, for example, flat objects such as wet
leaves and compacted debris such as wet sand and dry mud. It is assumed that bristle-debris
contact occurs very near the bristle tip or on the tip, so that the tip dynamics are relevant.
When large objects are swept, the contact between bristles and debris tends to be at points
away from the tip, and the defined criteria may not be suitable.
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In theoretical or numerical analyses, the estimation of the sweeping effectiveness of a gutter
brush might be based on the knowledge of the debris removal mechanisms or experimental
results. On the one hand, the literature on debris removal modelling (Section 2.5 in Chapter
2) suggests that the main mechanism of debris removal in street sweeping is "sliding," which
is produced by the dragging force. This is especially the case of flat (small height-to-length
ratio) objects or sticky debris. The dragging force that a bristle can produce is much related to
the friction and normal force between bristle and road. This is because these contact forces
deform the bristle, and that deformation is which provides the sweeping ability when the
bristle encounters debris. Similarly, the literature on brushing efficiency (Section 2.6 in
Chapter 2) shows that high brush pressures or penetrations, which provide high contact forces,
improve cleaning effectiveness (Moden et al., 1989; Zhang et al., 1998; Moumen and
Busnaina, 2001; Burdick et al., 2003). Given that, according to Coulomb friction, the friction
force is proportional to the normal force, a higher friction force tends to produce a higher
sweeping effectiveness. It should be noted that this rule may not apply, for a flicking brush,
if the larger friction forces are provided by higher penetrations in the range t-.. >~ 50 mm (for a
new brush), as discussed in Chapter 2 (Section 2.5.3). However, the experimental results in
Chapter 6 (Table 6.4) indicate that a FI28 brush may not operate at such penetrations. On the
other hand, the literature also shows that higher brush rotational speeds provide a higher
brushing efficiency (Moden et aI., 1989; Zhang et al., 1998; Moumen and Busnaina, 2001).
Hence, a higher bristle tip velocity will tend to provide a higher sweeping effectiveness.
Partially based on these findings, it is assumed that for a given brush configuration,
sweeping performance tends to be higher when:
(1) The magnitude ofthe friction force and its work are higher
(2) The square of the magnitude of the bristle tip velocity is higher
(3) The motion of the bristle tips presents high frequency oscillatory patterns
Regarding the second criterion, if the bristle tip travels at high velocity, the energy that may
be transferred to the debris will tend to be high. The square of the tip velocity, V1ip, is taken as
a criterion, because the kinetic energy tends to be proportional to this. In addition, the basic
mechanics equation for constant acceleration, ap, of a particle (Hibbeler, 2004):
(7.49)
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where "» and vpo are the velocities corresponding to the positions sp and spo, indicates that the
decelerations of a particle, as well as the forces, tend to depend on the square of the velocity.
Although, the case of a bristle impacting debris is much more complex than this, the square of
the bristle tip velocity seems to be an appropriate term to assess sweeping performance,
It should be noted that, as far as the sweeping ability is concerned, the motion of the bristle
tips and the bristle tip velocity are of main interest when the tip is in contact with or in very
close proximity to the surface. That is to say, it may not be necessary to consider these during
the free-flight period.
Because of the variability of the forces and the magnitude and direction of the bristle tip
velocity, the three criteria may be expanded. It is assumed that for a given brush
configuration:
(a) Sweeping performance is higher when the work of the friction force, WI-f' is larger.
(b) Performance is higher when the maximum friction force, Ffmun is higher. This criterion
may he suitable, as short-duration high-friction forces may dislodge or fracture
compacted debris, and lower forces may then be required to remove the fractured debris.
However, it has the disadvantage that it does not take into account the amount of work
done by large friction forces. Thus, another criterion, along with a new variable, is
defined to consider this aspect.
(c) Performance is higher when the "intensity" of the friction force, IFf, is greater. The
intensity IFf is defined here as the area under the curve friction force versus tip
displacement, but above the line Ff = Ffe, where Ff is the magnitude of the friction force
and Ffe is the equivalent friction force, i.e., the constant force that would do the same
work as that of the actual force:
(7.50)
where Sxy is the position of the tip, measured along its path on the plane of the surface,
Asxy is the total distance travelled by the tip, and the function ( ) takes the value of the
argument if this is positive and takes zero if it is negative. This is illustrated by the
example in Figure 7.37.
(d) Performance is higher when the direction of the friction force presents high-frequency
variability.
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Figure 7.37. Definition of the intensity of the friction force
(e) Performance is higher when the area under the curve Vti/ - t is larger. if the bristle-
surface contact time is the same for a series of cases, this criterion can be substituted by
"the performance is higher when the average of the square of the tip velocity is larger."
(f) Performance is higher when the maximum square of the tip velocity is higher.
(g) Performance is higher when the "intensity" of Vti/, IVlipA2, is greater. Similar to the case
of high friction forces, high tip velocities tend to enhance fracture of compacted debris,
and lower velocities may then be required to clear the debris. Because of the
combination of the rotational and translational motion of the brush, the curve Vli/ - t for a
horizontal brush, loosely speaking, may follow or oscillate about a curve with a
sinusoidal-squared shape (Figure 7.38). Therefore, it is considered convenient to define
IVlipA2 as the area under the curve V1i/ - t, but above the curve Vlip(f= 0/ - t, where Vl/jJ(f= 0) is
the tip velocity for a brush under identical conditions excepting that there are no brush
osci Ilations:
(7.51)
Figure 7.38 presents an example in which I; {lpA2 is equal to the total area of the shaded
areas.
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Figure 7.38. Definition of the intensity of Vti/
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(h) Performance is higher when the direction of the tip velocity presents high-frequency
variability. If the direction of Vtip changes at a high frequency, the debris will tend to be
swept from different directions, which may enhance debris removal. as discussed in the
next paragraph. This criterion is equivalent to criterion (d), because the friction force acts
opposite to the direction of motion. Therefore, only one of them, criterion (h), is
considered. This criterion is quantified by means of the term Wvtipx.n which is the speed at
which Vtip rotates in the plane of the surface. As rotations of Vtip in any direction are
assumed beneficial for debris removal, absolute values are considered. It will be assumed
that sweeping performance tends to be higher when the average of the absolute values of
~'tipxy, Ico..,ipn I, is higher. It is noted that when the velocity of the tip is zero, the value
Wvtipxl is set to zero because the tip will just spin without sweeping.
Regarding criterion (3) (motion of the bristle tips), it is hypothesised that high frequency
oscillatory patterns of the bristle tip is beneficial, because there may be more possibilities for
the debris to be swept from a direction that facilitates its removal. In addition, tip oscillations
also tend to increase the area covered by the brush. However, this criterion is closely related
to criteria (d) and (h). Changes in the direction of the friction force and the tip velocity are
reflected by oscillatory patterns of the tip. Thus, it is not necessary to expand criterion (3).
It should be noted that normal contact forces have not been considered in the criteria. This is
because, according to Coulomb friction, the normal force between a sliding bristle tip and the
surface is related to the friction force by the COF. Although this is not constant, it is not
considered necessary to include a criterion based on normal contact forces.
Finally, it is noted that sweeping is a very complex process, which involves many sweeping
conditions, phenomena, and uncertainties. The defined criteria are basic guidelines, but a
comprehensive assessment of sweeping performance may require more complex models.
7.9. HORIZONTAL BRUSH ANALYSIS
7.9.1. Introduction
In a tilted gutter brush, the bristles make and lose contact with the road repeatedly, depending
on brush configuration. Thus, the contact status of the bristles will change continuously from
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contact to not contact. In Chapter 4, the effect of brush oscillations on the dynamics of the
bristles in free rotation was already studied. In this chapter, the effects of brush oscillations
on a constrained brush are investigated. To avoid the free flight of the bristles, horizontal
brushes are first considered. Then, in Section 7.10, tilted gutter brushes wi II be studied.
7.9.2. Methodology
An F 128 brush and a cutting brush are studied by means of the InerLC model. The brush,
which is modelled by a single bristle, is accelerated from rest at t = 0 up to the nominal
angular speed in 0.2 s and is penetrated linearly up to the nominal brush penetration when t =
0.6 s, from where ~ remains constant up to t = 1.7 s. A number of simulations were
performed for a non-oscillatory brush and a brush oscillating from 1 Hz to 50 Hz. In order to
include as many frequencies as possible, the frequency was varied progressively. E.g., ifJ= 7
Hz at t = 0.7 s, it was increased every OJ cycle up to about 8 Hz at t = 1.7 s. Bristle dynamics
is assessed against the performance criteria defined in Section 7.8. The parameters of these
analyses are presented in Appendix B (columns headed "HFI28" and "HC").
The interval [1.1 s, 1.7 s], excluding (1.43 s, 1.6 s), for the FI28 brush, or (1.32 s, 1.575 s), for
the cutting brush is studied. This is due to a number of reasons. (a) It is anticipated that the
effects of the initial transient period (start up of the brush and increasing penetration) seem to
be insignificant for t ~ 1.1. (b) From 1.1 s to 1.7 s, the brush rotates about 1 revolution. (c)
Gutter brushes normally work tilted, and the sweeping zone width for the brush dimensions
considered can be taken as 30 cm and 33 cm for the FI28 and cutting brush, respectively.
Loosely speaking, bristle-surface contact is outside this sweeping zone when 1.43 s < t < 1.6 s
(F128 brush) or 1.32 s < t < 1.575 s (cutting brush). A larger sweeping zone is taken for the
cutting brush, because the way in which the bristles deflect in this brush enables a wider
sweeping zone for a given brush contact arc. (d) The speed of the bristles in these open
intervals tends to be very small, and the tip may stick to the surface. Consequently, the
friction forces and the direction of motion of the tip become unimportant, because the
sweeping action is minimal. (e) As mentioned before, the COF curves for bristle-surface
contact (Figures 7.29 and 7.33) tend to be less reliable for very low speeds. (f) Outside the
sweeping zone, 0Jv tip xl' tends to be high because the radius of curvature of the tip path is small
(see, e.g., the dashed curve in Figure 7.42). Taking into account that the tip may even stick to
the surface outside the sweeping zone, it is not considered appropriate to include these high
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values of ~'tip .vr- Sections 7.9.3 and 7.9.4 present and discuss the results for the Fl28 and
cutting brush, respectively.
7.9.3. Horizontal FI28 Brush
7.9.3.1. Main Results
Figures 7.39 to 7.41 present the main results of the analyses for the Fl28 brush. Figures
7.39.a and b suggest that, in general, brush oscillations tend to increase the maximum and
average values of the square of the bristle tip velocity. In addition, Figure 7.39.c indicates
that brush oscillations tend to enhance rotations of the tip velocity vector. As for the intensity
of Vti/, this has been defined with reference to a brush without oscillations. Therefore, Figure
7.39.d cannot be used on its own to compare oscillatory brushes to a conventional brush. It
can be used to compare oscillatory brushes for different frequencies. Similarly, the curves in
Figures 7.40.a to c, regarding the friction force, indicate that for certain frequencies brush
oscillations may increase the maximum friction force, the work of Ff, and/or the intensity of
Ff· However, asf approaches 50 Hz, the advantage of brush oscillations tends to lessen.
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Figure 7.39. Kinematic variables against brush frequency; horizontal F128 brush
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Finally, Figures 7.40.d and 7.41 present three estimated brush performance levels for each
frequency, based on the force criteria, the velocity criteria, and all the criteria. These are
measures relative to a conventional brush and are geometric means of the estimated
performance values based on the criteria defined in Section 7,8. An additional criterion for
the frequency of brush oscillation is defined based on the findings discussed in Sections
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7.9.3.2 and 7.9.3.3. The way in which the relative performance is calculated is described in
Appendix C. It is noted that a conventional brush is in disadvantage with respect to the
intensity of Vli/, due to the way in which it has been defined. Therefore, an approximate
correction for this yields that the kinematics-based and overall relative performance of a
conventional F 128 brush is 108% instead of 100%. This is indicated by the hollow circles in
Figure 7.41.
It is recalled that these analyses were made with variable frequency and that the frequencies
specified in this section correspond to the initial frequency. The final frequency is about 1 Hz
higher. Taking this into account, it may be concluded that, according to Figure 7.4l.b, the
frequencies that provide the best results are 15 Hz to 17 Hz and 27 Hz to 30 Hz. It is noted
that the next chapter will discuss the results of this and subsequent analyses in the light of the
findings in preceding chapters.
7.9.3.2. Motion and Velocity of the Bristle Tip
Figures 7.42 and 7.43 provide some examples of the paths of the bristle tip. As mentioned
before, the variables x and y correspond to the global coordinate system. For a conventional
brush, Figures 7.42 and 7.43 indicate that the path of the tip tends to be smooth. When brush
oscillations are superimposed onto the brush rotation, the path followed by the tip tends to be
distorted. It may be observed that the higher the brush frequency,j, the higher the frequency
of oscillation of the tip about the path of a conventional brush. For low and high frequencies
(Figures 7.43.a and c), the path tends to be similar to its counterpart of a conventional brush.
In contrast, for intermediate frequencies (Figure 7.43.b), the oscillations of the tip tend to be
enhanced. This may improve sweeping performance.
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Figure 7.42. Path of the bristle tip for a conventional brush (f= 0); horizontal F128 brush
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Figure 7.43. Path of the bristle tip, for a set of frequencies; horizontal F128 brush
Bristle tip oscillations may also be illustrated by IWv lip xyl, which is the absolute value of the
speed at which Vlip rotates in the plane of the surface. In Figure 7.44, it may be observed that
the higher f, the greater the frequency of oscillation of IWvlipxyl, which is in agreement with the
findings discussed in the preceding paragraph, and the larger the angular speed peaks of the
tip velocity vector. Figure 7.39.c shows that the highest value of IWvlip xyl occurs whenf= 29
Hz. Thus, a frequency around 29 Hz would improve the possibilities of debris removal, as
this may be swept from a wide range of directions. It is noted that the high peaks in Figures
7.44.a and b are due to the abrupt change of direction of the tip velocity outside the practical
sweeping zone (dashed line in Figure 7.42). It is also noted that, to focus on the relevant
results, many of the figures in this chapter do not show the parts of the curves that correspond
to the tips being outside the sweeping zone.
To appreciate the real extent of bristle tip oscillations, Figure 7.45 shows some examples in a
plane where x and yare at the same scale. It is observed that even for f = 29 Hz (around
which the highest tip oscillations occur), the oscillations of the tip are not considerable.
Therefore, criterion (h) in Section 7.8 (direction of the tip velocity) does not seem to be a
critical factor for the cases studied.
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Figure 7.45. Path of the bristle tip, for three frequencies; horizontal F128 brush
As for the square of the velocity of the bristle tip, Figure 7.46 provides curves Vtip 2 - t for a
number of frequencies. It can be observed that the frequency of oscillation of Vtip 2 increases
with f It may also be noticed that the amplitude of oscillation of Vup2 around the curve for! =
o vary with the frequency. In Figures 7.39.a, b, and d, it is observed that when! is 15 Hz or
16 Hz, Vtip rna}, vti/ ' and I; tiJY'2 are maximised. Therefore, according to the defined criteria, a
frequency very close to 15 Hz or 16 Hz would produce improved sweeping.
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Figure 7.46. Tip velocity squared against time, for a set of frequencies; horizontal F128 brush
Althoughf= 15 Hz produces the maximum value of Vtipma/, this maximum occurs at t = 1.43
s (Figure 7.46.b), where the bristle tip is leaving the practical sweeping zone. In fact,j= 14
Hz produces a higher value, but this is exhibited outside that zone. Indeed, Figure 7.46.b
indicates that f = 14 Hz produces higher amplitudes of oscillation of Vlip2 than those for j = 13
Hz and f = 15 Hz. That frequency also tends to produce higher peaks of Vti/ over the
sweeping zone. Therefore, 14 Hz would be the frequency of choice if the highest peak
velocities over the sweeping zone are desired.
Nonetheless, the higher frequencies (Figures 7.46.c and d) tend to produce a larger number of
velocity peaks, which may increase the probability of dislodging a larger number of debris
pieces. Furthermore, as the highest frequencies has the capability of increasing the velocity of
the tip at a high frequency, when a bristle looses kinetic energy while sweeping debris, it may
recover its energy more quickly and be able to dislodge more debris. Therefore, a high
frequency may be of advantage.
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In Figure 7.46.b, it is also noted that, for/around 14 Hz, the amplitudes of oscillation ofvlI-/
tend to be enhanced as the tip approaches the boundary zone, when the tip is about to leave
the practical sweeping zone and the tip velocity is small. In contrast, an analysis of the results
indicates that forf> 17 Hz, the maximum amplitudes of oscillation of vtl/ tend to occur in the
bottom of the gutter, where the tip velocities are the highest and where most of the debris
tends to be located. This difference may be partly due to the fact that the smaller frequency of
oscillation of the tip, when / is close to 14 Hz, enables the tip to reach farther extreme values
than when/is higher (see, e.g., Figure 7.43). As the bristle tip reaches farther extreme values,
the tip velocity will reach not only higher values, but also lower values, for which the COF
will be higher. Therefore, the higher COF enhances this phenomenon, as the tip will tend to
stick to the surface.
Figures 7.39.a shows that, in the range [19, 50] Hz, Vtipma/ is maximum for/= 28 Hz. This is
corroborated by Figure 7.46.c, which indicates that for this frequency, the amplitudes of
oscillation of VII-/ are the highest around this frequency.
Finally, it may be concluded that, as far as the kinematics of the bristle tip is concerned,
frequencies that may improve sweeping are 14-17 Hz, 27-30 Hz, and maybe 50-51 Hz. It is
worth to note that the amount of improvement may be significant. The term Vtip ma/ may be
increased by 52% (from 10.3 m2/s2 to 15.7 m2/s2), and v1/ by 5% (from 7.1 m2/s2 to 7.5
m2/s2). According to Figure 7.4l.a, the overall improvement could be of about 40%.
However, it is noted that this does not correspond to the increase in effectiveness, but rather it
is a ~easure of the potential advantage of a certain brush frequency.j"
7.9.3.3. Friction Forces
Figure 7.47 shows curves Fr- Sxy for a number of frequencies. The curve for/= 0 is smooth,
due to the relatively smooth motion of the bristle of a conventional F128 brush. When there
are brush oscillations, the curve exhibits noticeable peaks or oscillations, whose frequency
increases with! When/is small (Figure 7.47.a), the friction curve tends to be similar to its
counterpart for/ = o. However, a high value of Ff occurs for/ = 4 Hz. This is because, at this
frequency, there seems to be favourable conditions for the bristle to stick to the surface when
the tip is outside the practical sweeping zone. As illustrated in Figure 7.48, Vtip 2 is zero (from
t = 1.45 s to t = 1.56 s), when the tip adheres to the surface. This adhesion causes bristle
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deformations that increase the elastic energy, which is then released producing high bristle
dynamics.
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For higher frequencies (Figure 7.47.b), the maximum amplitudes of oscillation of the curve Ff
- Sxy are higher, and they reach maximum values when / is about 12 Hz or 13 Hz. The
amplitudes of oscillation of Ff - Sxy decrease with increasing/in the range 13 Hz to 20 Hz,
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then rise from 20 Hz to 28 Hz, and decrease again (Figures 7.47.b to d). These characteristics
are reflected by the intensity of the friction force (Figure 7.40.c). An analysis of the results
indicates that the high values of Frmax in Figure 7.40.a, for 10Hz s.f s. 18 Hz, do not tend to
occur because of the high amplitudes of oscillation of the curve Fr - SX)" These values, which
tend to occur at the boundary zone, partly arise because, forf E {I0, 11 ... 18} Hz, the bristle
tip tends to adhere to the surface, as may be inferred from Figure 7.46.b for 13 Hz, 14 Hz, and
15 Hz. The high COF that prevails when adhesion takes place enables the friction force to
reach high values.
The oscillations of the friction force are caused by bristle vibrations and the variations of the
COF, which in tum are due to variations in tip velocity. The high values of Ffmax for 10Hz s.f
s. 18 Hz and f = 4 Hz (Figure 7.40a) are due to these phenomena, together with the fact that
these frequencies cause tip-surface adhesion. It may be argued that these high friction forces
do not constitute a great advantage for sweeping, because they occur at the boundary zone,
where tip velocities are small and, thus, the sweeping action is limited. Consequently, the
criterion related to Fjillax (criterion (b) in Section 7.8) does not seem to be very important in
this case. For cases like this is that the variable "intensity of the friction force" was defined.
Regarding the work of the friction force, Figure 7.40.b indicates that it does not vary greatly
for the different frequencies. It is maximum for f = 4 Hz, for which 5% more work is done
than for a conventional brush. It is minimum for f= 14 Hz, for which 2% less work is done
than for f= O. Ignoringf= 4 Hz, the maximum work would be done for f= 27 Hz, which
produces 2% more work than for f = O. The main criterion regarding the friction force seems
to be the one related to the intensity of Ff, IFf, (criterion (c) in Section 7.8). From Figure
7.40.c, as well as Figure 7.47, the frequency that would produce the highest IFf and the
maximum peak friction forces over the practical sweeping zone is 28 Hz to 29 Hz. In fact, 4
Hz produces the highest value of IFf, but it is due to the high peak that occurs at the boundary
zone. In addition, higher frequencies would produce a high number of friction force peaks,
which may constitute an advantage, as discussed before for the case of VIi/.
To conclude, considering the force-related criteria, increased sweeping effectiveness may be
obtained for frequencies close to 27-29 Hz, 11-12 Hz, 4-5 Hz, and maybe 50-51 Hz.
According to Figure 7.40.d, the overall improvement could be of about 31%.
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7.9.4. Horizontal Cutting Brush
7.9.4.1. Main Results
The main results of the analyses for the horizontal cutting brush are shown in Figures 7.49 to
7.51. From Figures 7.49.a to d and 7.51.a, it may be concluded that bristle kinematics is
enhanced for a frequency of about 24 Hz to 25 Hz. For the force variables, the results appear
to be more of a random nature than to follow certain trends (Figures 7.S0.a to d). This will be
discussed in Section 7.9.4.3. According to Figure 7.S1.b, the maximum overall performance
occurs for 24-25 Hz. It is noted that this performance is calculated as described in Appendix
C, except that the frequency criterion (Equation e.8) is not considered in this case. This
criterion does not seem to apply for a horizontal cutting brush, according to the analyses
presented in Sections 7.9.4.2 and 7.9.4.3. In this case, the correction made for JI'IipA2 yields
that a conventional brush has a performance of about 110% instead of 100% (hollow circles in
Figure 7.51).
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7.9.4.2. Motion and Velocity of the Bristle Tip
An analysis of the results indicates that the path of the bristle tip, for most of the frequencies,
seems quite smooth. However, for frequencies around 24 Hz, the tip tends to move with
abrupt changes of direction. These issues are reflected in the examples given in Figure 7.52,
as well as 7.53, which shows curves I~, lip XII - t, This is in agreement with the results of the
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curves in Figures 7.49.a to d. Therefore, a frequency close to 24 Hz seems to excite bristle
vibrations.
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Figure 7.52. Path of the bristle tip, for a set of frequencies; horizontal cutting brush
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Figure 7.53. Absolute values of the angular speed of the tip velocity vector against time, for a set of
frequencies; horizontal cutting brush
Likewise, the curve Vti/ - t exhibits the largest amplitudes of oscillation whenf= 24 Hz. To
illustrate this, some examples are presented in Figure 7.54. The results also indicate that the
oscillations of this curve have a frequency of about 24 Hz, regardless of the frequency of
oscillation of the brush. This is contrary to the case of the F 128 brush, whose curve Vti/ - t
presents oscillations whose frequency increases with the brush frequency.j.
In fact, an analysis of the motion of the tip for the different frequencies reveals that as the tip
slides on the surface, it exhibits oscillations. Relative to an observer fixed to the brush, it
experiences small radial oscillations (in the weaker plane) and oscillations, much larger than
the radial ones, in the direction of motion (in the stronger plane); the transverse oscillations
cannot clearly be noticed in the tip path. Both oscillations present a frequency of about 24
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Hz, regardless of the value off This is illustrated in Figure 7.55. Due to the relatively small
brush penetration (0.03 m), the oscillations cause that the tip separates and makes contact with
the surface repeatedly. Consequently, when the brush oscillates at about 24 Hz, the
oscillations of the tip are enhanced. It is also noted that, due to the tip oscillations in the
transverse direction, the velocities of the tip are much higher than those of the FI28 brush,
regardless of the value of/(compare, e.g., Figures 7.54 and 7.46).
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Figure 7.54. Tip velocity squared against time, for a set of frequencies; horizontal cutting brush
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Figure 7.55. Radial and transverse displacement of the bristle tip with reference to the initial position;
horizontal cutting brush, f = 24 Hz
Finally, the curves in Figure 7.54 suggest that not only are there brush frequencies that
enhance bristle oscillations, but also there are frequencies, e.g., / = 10Hz, that hinder bristle
oscillations or frequencies, e.g.i f= 5 Hz, that do not increase or decrease them significantly.
Indeed, most of the frequencies do not affect significantly the average amplitudes of
oscillation of the tip, as suggested by Figures 7.49.b and c.
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7.9.4.3. Friction Forces
Figure 7.56 shows examples of curves Ff - Sxy for a number of brush frequencies. It has to be
noted that for some frequencies the friction forces reached are much higher than the
maximum value of the scale in the figure (the maximum values of Fj are given in Figure
7.50.a). Contrary to the case of the Fl28 brush, the curves tend to exhibit a similar pattern for
most of the frequencies. The motion characteristics described in Section 7.9.4.2 are reflected
in these curves. For instance, bristle tip oscillations cause variable tip velocities, which in
tum produce a variable COF. These variations of u, along with those of the normal force,
cause the variations of the friction force. It may also be noticed that Fj = 0 during some
periods, i.e., tip-surface separation occurs, particularly as the bristle approaches the boundary
zone. These periods of separation are normally followed by high friction forces caused by the
subsequent impact, as shown in Figure 7.56. It is noted that the large bristle vibrations that
occur for J = 24 Hz produce more separation and impacts events than for most of the brush
frequencies. Lastly, a comparison of Figures 7.40.a and 7.50.a demonstrates that, due to the
stiff collisions between a cutting bristle and the surface (motion is mainly in the direction of
the stronger plane of the bristle), the friction forces are much higher than those for a FI28
brush.
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Figure 7.56. Friction force against xy tip displacement, for a set of frequencies; horizontal cutting
brush
As mentioned in Section 7.9.4.1, there is not a clear tendency of Ffmax, WFf, and IFf with
respect to f Due to the stiff nature of the sweeping process in a cutting brush, high forces
tend to be developed, even in a conventional brush. However, the results show that brush
oscillations indeed tend to significantly increase bristle dynamics and contact forces. WhenJ
= 24 Hz, resonance seems to occur. This may help in dislodging debris, due to the stiff
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collisions produced. However, the bristle tends to lose contact repeatedly, and this produces a
small value of the work of the friction force (Figure 7.50.b). As when sweeping compacted
debris higher penetrations may be required, this may remedy the separation problem. Also,
frequencies close, but not equal, to 24 Hz may yield a higher performance. Finally, in a real
sweeping scenario debris exists. This debris may change dramatically bristle dynamics in the
case of a cutting brush due to the stiff nature of the sweeping process. Therefore, no definite
conclusion may be reached in this case.
7.10. TILTED BRUSH ANALYSIS
7.10.1. Introduction
The study of horizontal brushes enabled to appreciate the effects of brush oscillations on a
constrained brush. However, a gutter brush normally works tilted, and, therefore, it is
necessary to investigate the behaviour of a tilted brush. This section presents the
methodology and results for the case of tilted FI28 and cutting brushes.
7.10.2. Methodology
Tilted F128 and cutting brushes are also investigated by means of the FEM (InerLC). The
procedure for this study is similar to that of horizontal brushes, but it presents some
fundamental differences. The bristle is accelerated from rest up to the nominal angular speed
from t = 0 to 0.1 s. Because the brush is tilted, the nominal penetration can be applied from t
= O. In this case, a number of constant brush frequencies, in the interval [0, 50 Hz], are
studied. The sweeping zone widths are 30 cm and 33 cm for the F128 and cutting brush,
respectively. Brush performance is assessed against the criteria defined in Section 7.8. The
parameters for this analysis are given in Appendix B (columns headed "TFI28" and "TC" in
Table B.l). The relative performance for both brush types is calculated as described in
Appendix C, except that the criteria related to the frequency (Equation C.8) and the intensity
of Vti/ (Equation C.4) are not considered. The latter criterion is not taken into account,
because in this case it does not enable a comparison between oscillatory and conventional
brushes. Besides, the ranking of frequencies is not affected significantly.
The simulation time is sufficiently long, so that the bristle makes contact with the surface
three times. The first one occurs during the start up of the brush. Therefore, this period is not
considered. The second and third contacts are taken into account, and are used to verify the
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repeatability of the dynamics of the bristle. The different variables of interest are calculated
for these two contact periods, and the average of both values is taken.
It is anticipated that the time ranges during which tip-surface contact occurs and the tip is over
the practical sweeping zone are almost independent of the brush frequency. For the Fl28
brush, these intervals are approximately [0.66, 0.94] sand [1.26, 1.54] s, for bristle-tip
contact, and [0.52, 0.94] sand [1.12, 1.54] s, for tip riding over the sweeping zone. For the
cutting brush, they are [0.65, 1.00] sand [1.25, 1.60] s, for bristle-tip contact, and [0.62, 0.94]
sand [1.22, 1.54] s, for tip riding over the sweeping zone. These figures indicate that, for the
FI28 brush, the actual sweeping zone practically coincides with the practical zone. For the
cutting brush, contact extends outside the practical sweeping zone, but, there, the contact
tends to be intermittent. The time intervals selected to assess brush performance are [0.66,
0.94] sand [1.26, 1.54] s, for the Fl28 brush, and [0.65, 0.94] sand [1.25, 1.54] s, for the
cutting brush. In these intervals, the bristle tip is over the practical sweeping zone and in
contact with or very close to the surface.
7.10.3. Tilted F128 Brush
7.10.3.1. Main Results
Figures 7.57 to 7.59 introduce the main results of the analyses for the tilted Fl28 brush.
Contrary to the case of a horizontal FI28 brush, the curves exhibit no clear trends. However,
most of the frequencies tend to increase bristle tip kinematics and contact forces. For
instance, the maximum and average values of Vti/ may be increased in 14% and 20%,
respectively. Additionally, most of the frequencies seem to provide a value of WF/ that is
higher than that for f = 0, with a maximum improvement of 11%. Moreover, for eleven
frequencies, the maximum friction force is at least 940% higher than its counterpart of a
conventional brush. This may improve dramatically the removal of compacted debris.
According to Figure 7.59.b, the maximum overall performance is obtained whenf= 25 Hz.
However, due to the random nature of this, as well as all the curves, no definitive conclusion
may be reached regarding a suitable value off
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7.10.3.2. Motion and Velocity of the Bristle Tip
Some examples of the velocity patterns and the path followed by the bristle tip during the
periods of contact are shown in Figures 7.60 and 7.61. As the analyses were perfonned so
that the bristle makes contact with the surface two times under the nominal operating
conditions of the brush, it is of interest to analyse the repeatability of brush characteristics.
From all the results, including the example in Figure 7.60.a, it is inferred that the velocity
characteristics are similar for the two contact periods studied. This implies that the period
when the bristle is accelerated and penetrated up to when it achieves its nominal operating
conditions does not affect significantly the results.
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Figure 7.61. Path of the bristle tip, for a set of frequencies; tilted F128 brush
In Section 7.9.3, it was shown that the characteristics of a horizontal FI28 brush exhibit
certain trends relative to the frequency of brush oscillation. In contrast, from all the results
for a tilted Fl28 brush, it is observed that the paths and velocity curves exhibit similar
patterns. In Figure 7.61.b, for instance, the frequencies that produce the minimum (j= 12 Hz)
and maximum (j'= 8 Hz) values of IWvtipxyl are compared. It appears that there are no more
significant variations of the direction of the velocity of the tip in one curve than in the other,
even when analysing the paths more closely. The reason for this may be that the process of
making contact, sliding, and loosing of contact of a tilted brush generates by itself, according
to the results of the model, a significant amount of dynamics (impacts and bristle vibrations).
Hence, it could be argued that adding brush oscillations may not produce a huge difference.
However, brush oscillations indeed modify the paths and velocity patterns, as shown in
Figures 7.60 and 7.61. This seems particularly true for low frequencies, maybe because the
rotational speed of the brush remains for a longer time close to its maximum or minimum
value. This tends to affect the tip velocity and path.
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7.10.3.3. Friction Forces
Figure 7.62 presents some examples of curves Fj - sxy. These indicate that when the bristle
first becomes in contact with the surface, the impact generates high contact forces. Then, due
to the orientation of the bristle (r = 128°), it tends to deform outwards and forwards and
eventually separates from the surface. Afterwards, the bristle contacts again the surface,
deforming inwards and backwards, and the friction force becomes smaller and more stable.
This behaviour is reflected in the paths shown in Figure 7.61.
0.8
_... 0.6
~
Lt 0.4
0.2
0
3 0
- f=OHz
- f=11
- ,=270.8
.-.. 0.6
~
Lt 0.4
0.2
0
0 2 0.2 0.4 0.6
Sxy (m)
0.8
(a) (b)
Figure 7.62. Friction force against tip displacement. for a set of frequencies; tilted F128 brush
As occurs with the kinematic behaviour, the friction forces tend to exhibit similar patterns for
all the frequencies studied. In addition, the curves tend to be similar for the two contact
periods of interest, as illustrated in Figure 7.62.a. However, Figures 7.58.a to c show that
Fjmax and the work and intensity of Fj tend to be larger than those of a conventional brush, for
most of the frequencies. Very large differences occur in the case of Fjmax.
7.10.4. Tilted Cutting Brush
7.10.4.1. Main Results
The main results for the tilted cutting brush are provided by Figures 7.63 to 7.65. Similar to
the horizontal cutting brush and tilted F128 brush cases, no obvious trends are exhibited. The
results suggest that brush oscillations may improve or reduce performance, depending on the
frequency. Of the frequencies studied, the maximum performance would be achieved when!
= 29 Hz. However, the randomness of the results suggests that this statement may not be
valid. Indeed, the stiff nature of the sweeping action of a cutting brush, along with the high
dynamics of a tilted brush, generates high impact forces and bristle kinematics. Therefore,
brush oscillations may not provide enhanced debris removal ability.
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Figure 7.63. Kinematic variables against brush frequency; tilted cutting brush
7.10.4.2. Motion and Velocity of the Bristle Tip
Figure 7.66 shows some velocity curves for a number of brush frequencies. The differences
in the curves Vtip2 - t for the various brush frequencies suggest that the amplitudes of
oscillation of these curves, as well as the maximum and average tip velocities, may increase
or decrease, depending on! As occurs with a horizontal cutting brush, the curves Vli/ - t of a
tilted brush exhibit oscillations. An analysis of the results demonstrates that these variations
are mainly due to bristle oscillations in the stronger plane, as oscillations in the weaker plane
are small. These small tip oscillations are reflected by the small irregularities in the tip paths,
as shown in Figure 7.67. The amplitude of oscillations of the Vti/ - t curve (and the bristle tip)
increases as the tip approaches the boundary zone. This is partly caused by the increasing
COF as the velocity decreases. A comparison of the curves for both contact periods of
interest suggests that the behaviour of the cutting brush tends to be more unpredictable. A
reason for this is that the stiff cutting action and the dynamics of a tilted brush generate high
velocities, accelerations, and forces, which make the process more variable.
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7.10.4.3. Friction Forces
Similar to the case of a tilted FI28 brush, the cutting bristle tip tends to impact the surface
twice, generating high contact forces, as shown in Figure 7.68. Afterwards, the increasing
bristle deformation maintains the contact, as well as the forces, more stable. Eventually, the
tip tends to leave the surface with intermittent contact-separation events. These curves also
demonstrate that the behaviour of a tilted cutting brush is very unpredictable (e.g., curves forf
=26 Hz).
7.10.5. Concluding Remarks on Tilted Brush Analysis
Figure 7.59.b suggests that brush oscillations have a positive overall impact on the
performance of the tilted Fl28 brush, for virtually all the frequencies. Considering all the
frequencies studied, an oscillatory F 128 brush may provide, in average, 59% higher
performance. However, several frequencies would provide an increase in performance of
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more than 150%. Furthermore, other brushing configurations and operating parameters may
provide improved performance. For instance, R = OJaf 0Jm = 0.1 is rather small, and larger
values may produce greater differences in brush performance for certain frequencies.
Therefore, F 128 brush oscillations at certain frequencies may be beneficial. This is III
agreement with the experimental findings in Chapter 6 for compacted debris (Section 6.8).
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Figure 7.68. Friction force against tip displacement, for a set of frequencies; tilted cutting brush
As for a tilted cutting brush, it has been shown that its behaviour is more unpredictable. This
is due to the stiff cutting action, as well as the dynamics generated by the heavy collisions and
separations suffered by the bristles. Figure 7.65.b suggests that some frequencies may be
slightly detrimental for brush performance, whereas others may be slightly beneficial. Apart
from one of the frequencies, the performance would not improve more than 20%. An actual
sweeping scenario involves debris of different types and in different conditions, which may
alter dramatically brush behaviour. Therefore, this small value of 20% is not guarantee of
better performance. Taking into account the random form of the results and the uncertainties
involved in the sweeping process, it could be argued that brush oscillations are not of much
benefit for the cutting brush.
Additional analyses of the results of the FEM, in the light of the findings in previous chapters,
are presented in the next chapter. It is stressed that the estimated relative performance is not a
measure of effectiveness. This may increase much less than the percentages given in Sections
7.9 and 7.10, and the actual effectiveness will depend strongly on the debris type and
conditions. Finally, it is noted that due to limited computational resources, only a preliminary
assessment of the performance of oscillatory brushes was carried out. The model could not be
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applied to study the effects of other parameters such as oscillatory function type, b, R =
wal (V/II, W/II, v, r. and L\.
7.11. SUMMARY
This chapter has developed a dynamic Finite Element Model (FEM) of oscillatory brushes.
The FEM is a generic, parametric model that can be applied to a variety of brushes for
different brushing parameters. Two main models have been developed: one applies
displacements and rotations to the clamped nodes, and the other applies inertia loads to the
bristles and displacements and rotations to the surface. The models treat the bristles as
"beams" or "solids" with any number of elements, depending on the requirements of the
study. Bristle-surface and bristle-bristle interaction is modelled by means of contact pairs.
The model has been validated by comparing the results of the two load cases, as well as the
results of one of the load cases with previous experimental data. The coefficients of friction
for steel bristle-concrete surface contact have been determined from the latter comparison.
The model has been applied to obtain the brush contact arc as a function of brush penetration
for a number of angles of attack. In addition, suitable ranges of brush penetration, as a
function of the debris height, are suggested from the FE results for a set of angles of attack.
Finally, the model has been applied to study the behaviour of horizontal and tilted oscillatory
cutting and F128 brushes. Some criteria for assessing brush performance were proposed and
applied to estimate performance. It is concluded that brush oscillations, at certain
frequencies, may be advantageous for both horizontal cutting and flicking brushes. As for
tilted brushes, oscillations may enhance the performance of the F128 brush, but they do not
seem to provide significant improvement in the case of the cutting brush.
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Final Remarks on the Performance of
Oscillatory Brushes
8.1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents and compares relevant findings in the preceding chapters. A discussion
on the suitability of brush oscillations is presented.
8.2. FREELY-ROTATING BRUSHES
The results of the application of the analytical models (Chapter 4) and the experimental
findings with freely-rotating brushes (Chapter 6) indicate that brush oscillations may have a
significant effect on brush dynamics, depending on the frequency. Taking into account the
discussion about the equivalent length of a vibrating cluster, there is an acceptable agreement
between analytical and experimental findings. Based on the results in Sections 4.6.1, 4.7.1,
and 6.3.3, Table 8.1 provides the frequencies or frequency ranges that seem to excite high
vibration amplitudes, for bristle lengths of 200 mm and 230 mm.
Table 8.1. Frequencies that produce high bristle deflections in freely-rotating brushes
Brush type Analytical model Experimental tests
Flicking or Fl28
j; = 10.5Hz
9.5-12 Hz, mainly 10.5Hzf2 = 65.2 Hz
(lb = 200 mm) j;13 = 3.5 Hz 3-3.5Hz
!i13 = 21.7 Hz
Cutting j; = 7.8 Hz 7.5-9 Hz, mainly 7.8 Hz
(lb = 230 mm)
f2 = 49.3 Hz
2.5-2.8 Hzj;13 = 2.6 Hz
Large bristle deflections are produced when f is close to the first natural frequency, fi and,
according to the analytical models, the second one, fi. In addition, bristle vibrations are also
enhanced for the YAP function when the frequency is equal to ii13. As in the test rig the
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brush frequencies that could be achieved are smaller than about 15 Hz, there is not a definite
conclusion about other odd fractions higher than 15 Hz. However, according to the analytical
models, and taking into account damping effects, other odd fractions tend to excite vibrations
to a lesser extent.
8.3. CONSTRAINED BRUSHES
Regarding the performance of constrained brushes, the experimental tests and FE analyses
provide different results. The sweeping tests indicate that sweeping performance is improved
when the frequency is about 8 Hz (cutting brush) or 9-10 Hz (F128 brush). The FE results do
not show a strong evidence of improved performance at a frequency near 8 Hz or 9-10 Hz.
They suggest that it is more likely that sweeping performance is improved for a frequency
roughly in the range 24-30 Hz for both brush types. The results are summarised in Table 8.2.
Table 8.2. Frequencies that produce high sweeping performance
Brush FEM Experimental tests
type (lb=240 mm)
(F128: h= 200mm.)
(Cutting: lb= 230 mm)
/3=0: 15-17Hz and 27-30Hz (B) 9-10 Hz
FI28 (up to 15%increased
/3= 15°; 25-26 Hz (A) effectiveness)
/3= 0: 24-25 Hz (A) 8Hz
Cutting
/3= 10°: 29Hz (C)
(up to 8% increased
effectiveness)
A: Significant improvement (more than 100% in relative performance)
B: Medium improvement (50-100% in relative performance)
C: Slight improvement (less than 50% in relative performance)
Note: For the experimental tests, the length given is the equivalent length for cluster vibration
However, there are a number of differences between the experimental tests and the FE
analyses. Firstly, the alternating component of the rotational speed in the experiments is
likely to be larger than that in the FE study. Therefore, improved performance may be
obtained from more frequency ranges than those predicted by the FE analyses. Secondly,
there are important differences between the experimental brushes and the ideal brushes in the
FE analyses. For example, the experimental cutting brush suffers some degree of bristle
inward deformation, which makes it behave partly as a cutting brush and partly as a flicking
brush. In contrast, the cutting brush in the model does not exhibit inward deformation. As for
the F128 brush, the experimental brush exhibits a wide range of bristle orientation angles that
may alter brush performance, as this angle dramatically affects the way in which brush
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oscillations excite bristle vibrations. Thirdly, the experimental tests were performed with
small frequencies. Hence, they cannot corroborate the FE finding of improved performance
for frequencies higher than about 15 Hz. Furthermore, the oscillatory function in the
sweeping tests is unknown and may differ from its counterpart in the FE analyses. Therefore,
a direct comparison between the experimental and FE results cannot be performed.
8.4. REQUIREMENTS FOR DIFFERENT DEBRIS TYPES
As studied in Chapter 6, high brushing forces are not required for some types of debris such
as loose gravel and sand. The brushing configurations and operating parameters should
enable the brush to cover appropriately the area to sweep. The brush should be able to reach
the practical sweeping zone without producing backward sweeping. This is achieved with the
Correct angle of attack, brush offset angle, brush penetration, vehicle velocity, and brush
rotational speed. Appropriate brush configurations were given in Chapter 6 (Table 6.4). The
results suggest that the best brush to sweep loose debris may be the F128 brush. This should
operate at 100 rpm, an angle of attack of 15° (if the slope of the gutter is 6.5°), and a
penetration between ID mm and 20 mm, depending on the debris type.
Other types of debris such as compacted sand and dry mud may require higher brushing
forces to be removed, as shown in Chapter 6 for the case of compacted debris. An option to
achieve high brushing forces is to increase brush penetration. However, Wang (2005) shows
that the use of very high penetrations may lead to a reduced dragging ability, because they
tend to increase the normal forces. This makes it more difficult for the debris to be removed.
Moreover, if the road surface presents irregularities that should be probed by the bristle tips,
high penetrations may not be suitable, because the deformed bristles would tend to miss
cracks, holes and deep road irregularities. A second option is to increase brushing forces by
means of brush oscillations. These have the advantage of increasing considerably the impact
forces, as shown in Chapter 7, without the need of a highly deformed, penetrated bristle. It
should be noted that other types of compacted debris may require brushing forces that may be
achieved with intermediate penetrations. Consequently, brush oscillations may not be
required in this case.
It is also noted that brush oscillations tend to increase bristle stresses and power consumption,
due to the additional energy required to excite bristle vibrations. In practice, however, the
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productivity of the sweeping process might be more important than energy consumption.
This is because the time resource is generally very costly, particularly in rich countries where
labour is expensive. It is precisely in these countries where street sweepers are used.
8.5. RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS
From the results in this thesis, it is concluded that brush oscillations affect significantly brush
dynamics and may improve sweeping performance, depending on the frequency. Brush
oscillations may be obtained by means of a gearbox with noncircular gears. However, this
option would be suitable if the sweeper has to sweep compacted debris most of the time.
Alternatively, brush oscillations may be produced by varying the pressure in the hydraulic
motor that drives the brush, as demonstrated by the experimental tests performed. Although
the frequencies of oscillation might be more limited in this case, this alternative may be more
suitable if the sweeper has to deal with different types of debris. Only when brush oscillations
are required may they be activated.
The findings in the preceding chapters suggest that the FI28 brush is the preferred brush in
most cases. Whereas the performance of the F 128 tends to be better than that of the cutting
brush, this may be slightly better when sweeping compacted debris. Nonetheless, the
experimental results in Chapter 6 indicate that the addition of brush oscillations improves the
performance of the FI28 brush. Therefore, with the aid of these oscillations, this brush could
be used universally. The implication of this is that the FI28 brush could be used in any
application, and this would reduce the stock of brushes, as well as the need of changing the
brush type during the operation of the sweeper. As mentioned before, the time resource is
costly and should be managed appropriately.
The recommended brushing methods have been provided in Chapter 6 (Table 6.4). In
general, the following is suggested when using brushes with the characteristics studied in this
work: use the FI28 brush at p = 15° (if the slope of the gutter is 6.5°), ; = 55-60°, co = 100-
120 rpm, ~ ~ 10 mm, v = 2-5 kmIh, and, if needed, brush oscillations atf= 9-10 Hz or 25-30
Hz.
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Conclusions and Further Work
9.1. CONCLUSIONS
9.1.1. Overview
The aim of this work was to study the dynamics and performance of oscillatory gutter brushes
for street sweeping. Several brush oscillation functions were studied, and a novel function,
called VAP, was developed. A number of analytical and Finite Element (FE) models were
derived to study the characteristics of freely-rotating and constrained gutter brushes.
Experiments were performed in order to determine some parameters for the FE modelling of
gutter brushes. In addition, sweeping tests with different debris types were carried out. This
section presents a summary of the present research and the main conclusions reached.
9.1.2. Brush Oscillation Functions
The variable speed of the brush may be attained by means of Noncircular Gears (NCGs).
However, oscillations may also be obtained by varying the input pressure in the hydraulic
motor that drives the brush. The literature of NCGs is scarce, and no direct evidence of
appropriate gear profiles to drive a gutter brush seems to exist. In view of this, two common
noncircular gear pairs, sinusoidal and elliptical, were studied. In addition, a theoretical
function, called "stepped," and a novel function to minimise shaft accelerations, called
"VAP," were developed. The stepped function produces pitch curves with pointed lobules.
Consequently, it is not suitable if brush oscillations are to be achieved by means of NCGs.
The VAP function may be suitable for teeth generation, and it depends on a parameter that
controls the maximum angular accelerations produced and the smoothness of the pitch curves.
A comparison of the mechanical characteristics of the different gear profiles was performed.
The results indicate that the elliptical and sinusoidal gears tend to withstand the largest
angular accelerations and accelerations of the contact point of the gears. The maximum and
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absolute value of the minimum pressure angle also tend to be large in these two cases. The
VAP gears seem to outperform the sinusoidal and elliptical gears in this respect, except for
very large ratios between the alternating and mean components of the angular speed.
However, an oscillatory brush may not require such large ratios.
9.1.3. Dynamics of Freely-Rotating Brushes
The bristles of a gutter brush are subjected to several forces that interact, producing complex
patterns of bristle motion. Phenomena such as bristle-debris-surface contact, bristle-bristle
interaction, stick-slip friction, and damping occur in the sweeping process. The problem
becomes more complex ifbrush oscillations are superimposed onto brush rotation. In spite of
these complexities, steady-state models that have been proposed in the past have proved to be
useful. In this work, analytical models for the dynamics of freely-rotating cutting and flicking
brushes were developed, so that the effect of brush oscillations could be studied. Due to these
oscillations, static conditions should not be assumed. Thus, the models were developed based
on the theory of transverse vibrations of beams, using the normal mode method. The
sinusoidal and VAP functions of oscillations were considered in this study.
The results of the models suggest that brush oscillations can provide bristle vibrations at
different modes and with a range of amplitudes of oscillation. The dynamics of the flicking
bristles tends to be independent of the mean rotational speed, be proportional to its alternating
component, and increase linearly with the mount radius and the sine of the mount angle. As
for the dynamics of cutting bristles, it tends to be proportional to the square of the mean
angular speed and to have a linear relationship with the mount radius. Cutting and flicking
bristles tend to resonate when the frequency of the brush is close to at least the first or second
natural frequency. In addition, for the VAP function, a condition similar to resonance tends to
be exhibited when the frequency of the brush is an odd fraction of, at least, the first four
natural frequencies. This condition can be accentuated or reduced, by adjusting the value of
the smoothness parameter, and be expedited or impeded, by selecting the frequency. These
phenomena occur for both cutting and flicking brushes. However, the condition similar to
resonance in the cutting brush tends to be much weaker than in the flicking brush.
In addition to the mathematical models, qualitative experimental tests with freely-rotating
cutting and Fl28 brushes were performed. Due to the limitations of the test rig, the
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oscillatory functions applied to the brushes are unknown and the range of frequencies applied
was limited. The results of these tests are in acceptable agreement with those of the analytical
models. The experimental results suggest that increased vibrations amplitudes may be
achieved when the brush frequency is close to the first natural frequency or a third of it.
Higher frequencies could not be tested, and smaller odd fractions of the first natural frequency
do not seem to produce significant bristle excitation. This may be due to the effect of internal
damping and bristle-bristle interaction.
9.1.4. Optimum Brush Configurations for Different Debris Types
In order to determine optimum brush settings for different debris types, a large number of
sweeping tests were performed. Although previous research on this was carried out and
recommended brush settings were available (Wang, 2005), these recommendations are valid
for a gutter whose characteristics differ substantially from the characteristics of actual road
gutters. Consequently, the recommendations in this work are likely to be more appropriate
for actual roads.
Experimental tests with cutting and FI28 brushes sweeping medium-size gravel, sand and
small particles, wet thin debris, and compacted debris were performed. The recommended
brush settings were given in Table 6.4. The results show that the effectiveness of sweeping
loose debris depends mainly on the ability of the brush configuration to cover adequately the
sweeping zone, so that miss contact and backward sweeping are avoided. The effectiveness
of sweeping wet thin debris depends on other factors such as the water content of the debris.
It tends to be smaller due to bristle-debris adhesion and entangling. As for compacted debris,
the sweeping tests demonstrate that an adequate brush-gutter contact on the sweeping zone
may not be sufficient to clear this debris type. High brushing forces may be required,
depending on the degree of adhesion debris-road. High forces may be produced by large
penetrations, but they tend to reduce the cleaning ability, because of the large normal forces
developed and the small capacity of the bristle tips to probe the road irregularities.
9.1.5. Finite Element Brush Dynamic Models
This work developed novel 3-D Finite Element Models (FEMs) of the dynamics of oscillatory
brushes. These are generic, parametric models that may be applied not only to gutter brushes,
but also to other types of brushes, such as circular and cup brushes for surface finishing
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operations or industrial cleaning. They differ from previous analytical and FEMs in several
aspects. For example, previous models assume static conditions and brush rotation at constant
speed. The FEMs are capable of modelling a large number of bristles arranged in several
clusters and up to three rows of clusters. Bristle-bristle and bristle-surface interaction may be
modelled. Thus, this model constitutes a step forward in the modelling of brushes.
9.1.6. Effect of Brush Oscillations on Constrained Brushes
The effects of brush oscillations on constrained cutting and FI28 brushes were studied by
means of experimental tests. It was demonstrated that for the case of compacted debris, the
bristle vibrations produced by brush oscillations increase sweeping ability. This is
particularly the case of the Fl28 brush, whose performance improves significantly when
brush oscillations are added. Although a conventional cutting brush seems to outperform a
conventional Fl28 brush when sweeping compacted debris, an oscillatory FI28 brush
outperforms an oscillatory cutting brush. Given that the Fl28 is preferred practically for all
the debris types investigated, it may be used almost universally to sweep different debris
types. This would reduce the down time in changing the brush type. In addition, the
optimum angle of attack is 15°, for a 6.So-sloped gutter, except for compacted debris, for
which a different angle may be required. Brush oscillations may be used for compacted or
sticky debris to increase sweeping forces.
FE analyses were also performed to study horizontal and tilted constrained cutting and FI28
brushes subjected to speed variations. The experimental tests with oscillatory brushes
presented some limitations. A small frequency range could be studied, and the shape of the
oscillatory function is unknown. Therefore, a precise function of oscillation and a wider
range of frequencies were studied through the FEM. A preliminary assessment of the
sweeping performance of gutter brushes was carried out. In order to do this, a number of
criteria for estimating performance were defined. These criteria are based on the evidence
that high brushing forces and brush speeds yield high effectiveness. In addition, experimental
tests were performed to determine some modelling parameters, namely equivalent damping
coefficients of a bristle and a cluster, coefficient of friction for bristle-bristle contact, and
normal contact stiffness.
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The results of the FE analyses also indicate that brush oscillations increase sweeping ability.
Frequencies at which high sweeping performance may be obtained were identified for
horizontal and tilted cutting and FI28 brushes operating at certain brushing conditions. From
both FE analyses and sweeping tests, it was found that brush oscillations may be more
beneficial for a tilted FI28 brush than for tilted cutting brush. An oscillatory FI28 brush may
provide a sweeping performance almost 200% higher than that of a conventional FI28 brush,
using a certain performance measure. As for the tilted cutting brush, sweeping ability may
increase moderately when oscillations are added (less than 50% improvement).
9.2. FURTHER WORK
9.2.1. Overview
The difficulty in studying the behaviour of oscillatory brushes is considerable, and this work
could only achieve a preliminary understanding of the characteristics of these brushes.
Therefore, more research is needed to determine the effects of brush oscillations under more
operating conditions. This section presents some directions for further work.
9.2.2. Experimental Sweeping Tests
The effect of brush oscillations is very sensitive not only to the brush oscillation frequency,
but also to many other factors. Thus, additional experimental tests should be performed to
gain a comprehensive understanding of the effects of oscillations on the behaviour of gutter
brushes and to determine appropriate combinations of operating parameters. In order to
achieve the desired oscillatory functions and frequencies, a gearbox with noncircular gears
may be required. Other debris types and brushes with other dimensions may be used.
9.2.3. Finite Element Modelling
An alternative to sweeping tests is FE modelling. Due to the computing resources available
for the present research, a small number of analyses were performed, and these were limited
to using a single bristle (beam) to model a row of clusters. The FEMs developed in this
research may be used in the future to further study oscillatory brushes. Apart from the
frequency, the effect of many other brushing parameters may be investigated. For example,
the bristle mount orientation angle is an important factor, as it has been shown that the
behaviour of cutting, flicking, and FI28 brushes differ greatly. Moreover, the shape of the
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oscillatory function is critical. The YAP function with a smoothness parameter of 0.05 was
mainly used in the FE analyses. Other functions and/or values of this parameter may be
studied. Other critical parameters are the mean and alternating components of the rotational
speed of the brush, vehicle speed, brush penetration, and brush angle of attack.
The reliability of the FE modelling can be increased by using improved methods to obtain
some modelling parameters. For example, the value of the normal contact stiffness is a
critical issue. Additional experiments may be performed using different road surfaces and
different compacted debris laid down on them, as this affects the impact conditions.
Regarding the coefficient of friction for bristle to surface contact, additional tests are required
with smaller and larger brush rotational speeds. This is because the velocities of the bristle
tips vary widely and are not covered by the range of rotational speeds tested in a previous
research (Peel, 2002). In addition, different road surfaces may be used. As for the modelling
of damping, a better assessment of the damping coefficients of a cluster is necessary. The
Rayleigh damping coefficients of a cluster were obtained for cantilever clusters vibrating
mainly at the fundamental mode. Thus, the estimated values may be appropriate for the
particular case of the free damped vibrations of a cluster in cantilever. However, the damping
of the high-mode vibrations of a cluster may not be reliably represented by damping
coefficients obtained in the way described in this work. Although a number of bristle lengths
were used so that several frequencies were considered, the high-mode vibrations of a certain
cluster exhibit critical differences from the first-mode vibrations of one with shorter bristles.
Until present, the modelling of gutter brushes has been performed by a using a single element
to represent a whole row of clusters. The FEM may be used to model several bristles in a
cluster so that the interactions among them are modelled. These interactions may affect
significantly brush dynamics, depending on, e.g., the frequency of oscillation. In particular, if
brush oscillations are added, there might be some frequencies that produce wave propagations
among bristles. These propagations may play an important role in the sweeping process and
may only be modelled if several bristles in a cluster are considered.
Other improvements can be made to obtain a more realistic model. Firstly, bristle-debris
interaction may be modelled. The FEM developed may be modified by adding debris
elements with the corresponding contact pairs. This is a natural and important extension of
the FEM. Moreover, the road has been modelled as a flat surface, even though an actual road
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tends to have many irregularities whose sizes are comparable in magnitude to the dimensions
of the bristle tips. However, the modelling of road imperfections seems to be a cumbersome
task. Other aspects that may be considered include the non-uniformity of the bristle length,
the curvature of the bristles, and the disordered fashion in which the bristles are attached to
the mounting board.
9.2.4. Other Directions for Further Research
Brush oscillations may create some problems that should be investigated before they are
implemented. For example, they may increase substantially energy consumption and bristle
fatigue. In order to assess this, the test rig at the University of Surrey could be adapted so that
the necessary measurements are taken to determine forces, torques, and power. In addition,
brush oscillations may impart vibrations in the system that may lead to resonance or increased
fatigue and wear of the sweeping mechanism. Certain frequencies of brush oscillation may be
acceptable, but other may have to be avoided.
If brush oscillations are to be implemented by means of noncircular gears, these have to
satisfy an adequate operation of the drive and sweeping mechanisms. A sufficiently long life
of the gear teeth is expected. Therefore, a design of the geartrain has to be performed so that
the gears are dynamically balanced and free from fatigue failure for use in a rugged working
environment. In particular, the VAP gear pair has to be studied further to determine suitable
values of the smoothness parameter, so that the pitch curves are suitable for teeth generation
and the tooth stresses are within reasonable limits.
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APPENDIX A
Transformations between Coordinate Systems
A.I. Introduction
This appendix derives the equations for transforming coordinates, displacements, and
rotations between various coordinates systems that are related to the modelling of brushes.
A.2. Transforming XBYBZB Coordinates into XGYGZG Coordinates
In this section, the equations to transform finite displacements in the XBYBZB system into their
counterparts in the XGYGZG system are derived. However, the equations may also be applied to
coordinates, infinitesimal displacements, rotations, velocities, and accelerations.
Figure A.I shows the global coordinate system, XGYGZG, and the initial brush system, XBYBZB,
from two views. Given a displacementAxj, from Figure A.I, it has that
AB = LUB cosjJ, LUG = ABcos;, ~YG = ABsin;, &G = -~B sinjJ. (A. I)
ZG !
XG IZe
/
Ye
Xe _ .
(a) 3-D view (b) xGYG view
Figure A.1. Transformation of XB and YB displacements into XG. YG. and ZG displacements
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Thus,
luG =luB COSjJCOS~, ~YG =luB cosjJsin~, MG =-t::.xB sinjJ. (A2)
Given a displacement ~YB, from Figure A.l.b and knowing that YB is perpendicular to ZG, it
has that
(A3)
Given a displacement Ms, from Figure A2, it has that
CD = MB sinjJ, t::.xG= CDcos~, ~YG = CDsin~, MG = MB cosjJ. (AA)
ZB
YB
(b) XGYG view
Figure A.2. Transformation of Za displacements into XG. YG. and ZG displacements
Thus,
Therefore, given a displacement in the XBYBZB system, the displacement in the XGYGZG system
is given by the combination of Equations A2, A.3, and A.S. It yields
luG = t::.xBcosjJcos~ - ~YB sin~ +&B sinjJcos~,
~YG = luB cosjJsin ~ + ~YB cos~ +MB sinjJsin~,
MG = -t::.x8 sin jJ +M B cos jJ.
(A6)
(A7)
(A.8)
A.3. Transforming XCiYGZG Coordinates into XBJ!BZB Coordinates
In this section, the equations to transform finite displacements in the XGYGZG system into their
counterparts in the XBYBZB system are derived. However, the equations may also be applied to
coordinates, infinitesimal displacements, rotations, velocities, and accelerations.
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Figure A.3 shows the global coordinate system, XGYGZG, and the initial brush system, XBYBZB,
from three views. Given a displacement !::.xG, from Figures A.3.b and c, it has that
AB =!::.xG cos;, I1YB = -!::.xG sin;, ~B = ABsinfJ, I1xB = ABcosfJ· (A9)
Za
Ya
(a) 3-D view
Figure A.3. Transformation of an XG displacement into Xa. Ya. and Za displacements
(c) XaZa view
Hence,
Xa
(AIO)
Given a displacement I1YG, from Figure AA.a and b, it has that
CD = I1YG sin;, I1YB = I1YG cos c, I1xB = CDcosfJ, ~B = CD sin fJ. (All)
Xa
(b) XaZa view
Figure A.4. Transformation of YG and ZG displacements into Xa. Ya. and Za displacements
(c) xazs view
Thus,
(A12)
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Given D.zG, from Figure A.4.c and knowing that YB is perpendicular to ZG, it has that
(A.l3)
Therefore, given a displacement in the XGYGZG system, the displacement in the XBYBZB system
is obtained by combining Equations A.IO, A.I2, and A.l3. It gives
&B = ~G cose; sinfJ + ~YG sine; sinfJ + &G cosfJ·
(A.14)
(A.lS)
(A.l6)
&B = &G cos e;cos fJ + ~YGsine; cosf3 - &G sinfJ,
~YB = -&c sine; + ~Yc cose;,
A.4. Transforming Xa)JBZB Coordinates into Xb)'bZb Coordinates
In this section, the equations to transform coordinates in the XBYBZB system into their
counterparts in the XbYbZb system are derived. These equations may not be applied to finite
displacements or rotations because ~Ovaries with time.
If the coordinates of a point in the XBYBZB system are given by (XB, 0, 0), from Figure A.5.b, its
coordinates in the XbYbZb system are
(A.17)
.--..---.-- ...~.-...-..-...-\
XG _-/:-;:--,=-_;_::'~~ )
YB
XB
YBXB
(a) 3-D view (b) XBYB or XbYb view
Figure A.5. Transformation of XB and Ye coordinates into Xb and Yb coordinates
Similarly, if the coordinates of a point in the XBYBZB system are given by (0, YB, 0), from Figure
A.5.b, its coordinates in the XbYbZb system are
(A.I8)
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From Equations A.I7 and A.18, and knowing that the Zb and ZB axes are coincident, the
coordinates of a point in the XbYbZb system can be expressed as
Xb = XB cosl1B- Yo sin Ae', Yb = Xo sinl1B+ Yo cosl1B, Zb = ZB' (A.19)
A.S. Transforming XbYbZb Coordinates into Xa,YBZB Coordinates
In this section, the equations to transform coordinates in the XbYbZb system into their
counterparts in the XBYBZB system are derived. These equations may not be applied to finite
displacements or rotations because I1Bvaries with time.
If the coordinates of a point in the XbYbZb system are given by (Xb, 0, 0), from Figure A.6.b, its
coordinates in the XBYBZB system are
Xo =xbcosI1B, YB =-xbsinI1B. (A.20)
ZG
z; Za .>
YB
.......~~--... -..--.....'\
)
XB
YB
Yb
(a) 3-D view (b) xsYs or XbYb view
Figure A.6. Transformation of Xb and Yb coordinates into Xa and Ya coordinates
Similarly, if the coordinates of a point in the XbYbZb system are given by (0, vi, 0), from Figure
A.6.b, its coordinates in the XBYBZB system ate
XB = Yb sinl1B, YB = Yb cosl1B. (A.21)
From Equations A.20 and A.21, and knowing that the Zb and ZB axes are coincident, the
coordinates of a point in the XBYBZB system can be expressed as
(A.22)
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APPENDIXB
Parameters of the Finite Element Analyses
Unless otherwise stated, the following are the parameters used in the FE analyses in Chapter 7.
Material properties and related: E = 207 GPa, p = 7800 kg/m), v= 0.28, KII = 2 MN/m (bristle-
surface interaction). Geometric parameters: tl = 2 mm; t: = 0.5 mm; n, = 1 or 2; n.. =24.
Modelling data and options: g = 9.8066 m/s"; ANSYS® defaults for Newton Raphson options
(the program chooses); consistent mass matrix; contact stiffness update: default, i.e., each substep;
Newmark algorithm. Particular values for the different analyses are given in Table B.I.
Table B.1. Values of the modelling parameters used in various finite element analyses
Parameter ITS Elem Disp IvsD Pelle HF128 HC ., TF128 I TC
J.Ls 0.6 NA NA 0.5
Ph 0.4 NA NA 0.5 Figure 7.29 and/or 7.33
c, (s/m) 0.28 NA NA NA
aD (S-I) 3 0 0.1 0 3 3 3 3 3
/3D (ms) 0.4 0 21 0 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
rAI (mm) 115 112.5 112.5 112.5 115 115 115 115 115
rA2 (mm) NA NA NA NA 90 NA NA NA NA
lb (mm) 240 240 240 240 (e) 240 240 240 240
qS (0) 27 26 26 26 27 27 27 27 27
/3 (0) 10 NA 0 10 varies 0 0 15 10
e(O) 20 NA 0 15 60 0 0 60 60
ye) o or90 90 0 0 o or 128 128 0 128 0
~(mm) 50 NA NA 0.04 varies 10 30 40 50
v (m/s) 1.5 NA NA 1.5 1 1.39 1.5 1.39 1.39
mm (rpm) 120 100 lOO ISO 100 lOO 100 100 100
ma (rpm) 4 10 5 4 0 10 10 10 10
Function SIl1US. SII1US. VAP SII1US. NA VAP VAP VAP VAP
b NA NA 0.08 NA NA 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
Load case InerLC InerLC DispLC (d) (a) InerLC InerLC InerLC InerLC
# beams (b) 16 vanes 16 8 8 16 16 16 16
~/!QO (mm) -50 NA NA 0.01 2.632 5 10 -40 -50
(s) (c) 0.116 0.5 0.05 0.4 2.3 1.7 1.7 1.6 1.7teml s
fA (s) 0.2 0 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1
te (s) 0.001 NA NA 0.2 2.3 0.6 0.6 NA NA
A; (0) -50 -180 -180 0 -180 -180 -180 -107 -70
Bt(ms) 1 0.5 varies vanes 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Btns (ms) vanes 0.5 0.01 (I) 0.01 0.01 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005
(a) Only OMEGA applied, 8 BEAM 189 elements. (b) Number of BEAM 189 elements per bristle. (c) SIiTIUlatIOn time.
(d) InerLC or DispLC, as indicated in Chapter 7. (c) I" = 250 Illlll, if cutting, I" = 235 mm, if F 128. NA Not applicable.
(f) Except that DIlTS = 0.00 I when DI = 0.00 I.
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APPENDIXC
Equations for Brush Performance Assessment
This appendix presents the equations used in Chapter 7 to assess brush performance based on
the criteria defined in Section 7.8. Due to the complexities and all the phenomena involved in
the sweeping process, an assessment of the relative performance of a gutter brush, based on
the defined criteria, is not straightforward. In addition, the relative performance is strongly
related to the type, amount, and conditions of the debris to be swept. Therefore, the sweeping
effectiveness, 1], is not directly related to the relative performance, which is a measure of the
potentialities for the different frequencies. The following is a proposed methodology, but
there is not a physical basis for all the equations.
The performance is a measure relative to a conventional brush. That is to say, a conventional
brush has 100% relative performance. For a given value off, the relative performance, R»; is
the geometric mean of those for all the criteria:
The individual relative performance values are given by the following equations:
WFfR = _ ___::__
PWrf W
Ff(f=O)
and (C.2)
(
IFf JRPIr! = 1+0.3 x -1
Imr-»
(C.3)
(
I '2 JR = 1+ 0.3 X Vflp
P Ivl/p"2 J
vtip > 2(max)
(C.4)
R =l+O.lX( Ffmax -IJ
PF1nlioll( F
fmax( (=O)
(C.S)
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R ,=l+O.lX( VriPn:a,2 -IJ
P\'/fpm,,, _
Vripmax (/=0)
I 0 I
(
I OJ, "I' II I JR -- = + . x -1
Pltol!rl,\\1 I I
OJ"IIp'r (j=O)
(C.6)
(C.7)
_ f
Rp! -I+O.lx--
50Hz
(C.8)
where the subscript "(f= 0)" indicates that the value is for a conventional brush, and "(max),"
in Iv'ip"2(max)' indicates that this corresponds to the maximum il'lip"2 of all the frequencies
studied.
The reasons for defining these equations are given herein. Regarding the work of the friction
force, if, for example, WFf= 0.0991 N m for a given frequency and WFf({= 0) = 0.0947 N m,
then Rpw. ~ 1.05. This indicates that, for this criterion, the performance is 5% higher than
N
that of a conventional brush. This is because the oscillatory does 5% more work than a
conventional brush. The equation for the average squared tip velocity is similar, because this
is related to the kinetic energy of the bristle.
Equations C.3 to C.7 are similar. For the intensity of the friction force, for instance, the
equation has been defined so that a performance that is 30% higher than that of a conventional
brush is assumed when IFf= 2xIFfif= 0), 60% when iFf= 3xiFfif= 0), etc. The equation for Ivtip"2
differs from the others, because the relative performance is taken with respect to the
maximum value of Ivtip"2 for the range of frequencies studied. This is because the value forf =
o is zero, according to the definition of this variable. In addition, in Equations C.5 to C.7, 0.1
is taken instead of 0.3, because it is considered that the criteria related to these equations are
less important.
Finally, the last equation takes into account the finding in Section 7.9.3 that suggests that a
high frequency may produce improve sweeping in a horizontal flicking brush. For this
criterion, it is assumed that 50 Hz can potentially increase performance by 10%, and that
lower frequencies may provide a fraction of this.
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